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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERA TRADE COMMISSION

In the Matter of
REALCOMP II LTD.,

Docket No. 9320

a corporation.
DECLARATION OF CHRISTOPHER RENNER IN SUPPORT OF JOINT MOTION
FOR THE ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTS
I, Chrstopher Renner, make the following statement:

the Federal Trade Commission. I serve

1. I am an Attorney in the Bureau of Competition of

as Complaint Counsel in this matter.

Practice, 16 C.F.R. §3.45(b), I
the Commission's Rules of
submit this declaration to bring before the Court public versions of the documents granted in
camera status by the Court's July 10, 2007, Order on Complaint Counsel's Motion for In

2. Pursuant to Section 3.45(b) of

Camera Treatment.
3. Pursuant to Section 3.24(a)(2) and 3.24(a)(3) of

Practice, 16

the Commission's Rules of

bringing
"
before the Court documents and deposition transcrpts described in the accompanying Joint
Documents.
Motion for the Admission of
C.F.R. §§3.24(a)(2) and 3.24(a)(3), I also submit this declaration for the purpose of

the following:

4. The documents attached to this declaration are true and correct copies of

Tab
Number

Document Title

Document
Date

Tab 1

RX 154-A, Expert Report of

Stephen H. Murray (Public Version)

3/30/07

Tab

CX 498-A, Expert Report of

Dr. Darell Williams (Public Version)

4/3/07

Dr. Darell Wiliams (Public

5/1107

2

Tab 3

CX 557-A, Rebuttal Expert Report of

Version)
Tab

4

CX 421, Excerpts of

the Deposition of

Douglas Whitehouse

2/22/07

Tab
Number
Tab 5

I declare

Document
Date

Document Title
DX 12, Demonstrative Exhibits from Rebuttal Trial Testimony of
Dr. Darrell Wiliams

6/28/07

under penalty ofpeijury that the foregoing is tre and correct. (28 U.S.c. § 1746).

Executed on July 12, 2007.

~I~
Chrstopher Renner
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UNITED STATES OF AMRICA
BEFORE THE FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION

In the Matter of
Docket No. 9320

REALCOMP II LTD.,
a corporation.

(PROPOSED) ORDER GRATING JOINT MOTION FOR THE ADMISSION OF
DOCUMENTS

On July 12, Complaint Counsel and Respondent Realcomp II Ltd. ("Realcomp," and
collectively, the "Paries") jointly moved for the admission into the public record of redacted
copies of documents subject to the Court's July 10, 2007, Order on Complaint Counsel's Motion
for In Camera Treatment. The Pares also jointly moved for the admission into evidence of

designated portions of the deposition of Douglas Whtehouse as CX 421, as designated in JX 3
and as contemplated by the Parties' May 29,2007, Joint Stipulation Re Designated Deposition
Testiony. Finally, the Paries jointly moved for the admssion into the record ofDX 12,
demonstrative exhibits used in the rebuttal testimony of

Complaint Counsel's economic expert,

Dr. Darell Wiliams.

The motion is GRAED. RX 154-A, CX 498-A, and CX 557-A are hereby entered into
the public record as redacted copies ofRX 154, CX 498-514, and CX 557-559, respectively, that
pursuant to the Cour's July 10, 2007 Order have had in camera material redacted. The portions
of
Mr. Whtehouse's deposition designated in JX 3 are hereby entered into evidence as CX 421.
DX 12 is hereby entered into the record.

ORDERED:
Stephen J. McGuire
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Date:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that on August 8, 2007, I caused a copy of the attached public
version of Joint Motion For The Admission Of Documents to be served upon the following
persons:

The Honorable Stephen J, McGuire
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20580
By Hand Delivery

Scott Mandel, Esq.
Foster, Swift, Collins & Smith, P.C.
313 South Washington Square
Lansing, MI 48933-2193
By Electronic Transmission and Overnight Courier
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EXPERT REPORT OF STEPHEN H. MURRY

INTRODUCTION
r am the President and Editor of REAL Trends , a leading trends and research

company in the residential brokerage industry, and have served in that role since the founding of

REAL Trends in 1987. I am also the President of Murray Consulting, Inc. , a leading consulting
firn! to residential real estate brokerage firms , multiple listing services ("MLSs ), Realtor

Associations and related organizations , and have served in that role since its founding in 1987. I

have spoken in front of hundreds of residential real estate brokerage finns ("brokerages ), and
state and national conventions of real estate professionals on topics ranging from trends in the
industry to the valuation of brokerages. I have consulted with brokerages , in all regions and of

all sizes , brands and types , on the use of MLSs by realty finns and on the use of the Internet by

realty finns , sales professionals and housing consumers. I have provided consulting advice to
over 1

700 different clients , including brokerages , MLSs and Realtor Associations.

Specifically, I have served as a consultant on 32 assignments related to MLSs
i RX
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since 1990. For example , I have worked on MLS govemance issues , technology and pricing

models. My work with brokerages and MLSs over the past twenty years has given me a

significant understanding ofthe relationships benveen MLSs and brokerages , between MLSs and
real estate sales professionals and the changing role of the MLS with the advent of the Internet. I
also have studied MLS policies and how they can affect the workings of the market.
I have provided brokerage valuation , merger and acquisition advisory services;

senior management consulting, including strategic planning, operations and financial review;

demographic analysis oflocal , regional and national markets; infonnation on trends in
technology; individual plaIU1ing

services for Associations of RealtorsCI and MLS strategic

planning; and other related services. The variety of this consulting experience has provided me
with an understanding of the relationships between brokerages and their sales associates , how
brokerages interact with each other in the course of day- to- day brokering of properties , and how

all of these activities relate to the creation of brokerages and fim1 profitability.
Significantly, 1 have worked with " traditional " full-service brokerages , as well as
non- traditional finns. For example , I have done consulting work for Zip Realty, E- Realty, HelpSell , Equi- Save Realty, New Homes Realty, Expert Realty and several other non-traditional

firms that do not operate on a national level. These finns provide flat- fee , limited service and/or
online discount brokerage services. I have also interviewed and spoken with a wide varety of

these types of brokerages in connection with articles for the REAL Trends ' monthly newsletter

I Notably, a large majority of the MLSs in the United States are affiiated with the National Association of
Realtors(j ("NAR" ), which has implemented MLS Rules and Policies that must be followed by each of the affliated
MLSs. Niersbach Dep. at 10:12 - 11:2 35:20 - 37:7 73:2 - 73:11. Realcomp is also affliated with NAR , and is
compliant with NAR' s MLS Rules and Policies (with the exception ofNAR' s 2007 rDX Policy). Kage IH at 27:17
27:24.
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), "

and r have featured these firms at REAL Trends ' annual spring and fall conferences.
these interactions ,

2 Through

I have learned how their financial models work , the strategic and operational

plans they have deployed and many other facets of their operations.

I also have had specific consulting assignments in southeastern Michigan with
such firn1s as Real Estate One , Coldwell Banker Schweitzer , Weir Manuel & Snyder , Max

Broock Realtors , Century 21 - Town & Country, The Michigan Real Estate Group and several

RE/MAX affiliates. These consulting services ranged from company valuations , merger and
acquisition advisory services ,

strategic and business planing, and trends analysis.

In addition , I have been involved in numerous publications related to the real
estate industry. For example , I have published: the REAL Trends ' monthly newsletter , which
discusses updates and current events in the real estate industry; the

REAL Trends 500 which

ranks the nation s leading brokerages since 1987 , and , since 2001 , also publishes operating and

financial reports on these finns; and the results of national housing consumer research since 2002
and other industry studies since 2000. These research reports and publications have studied how
home buyers and sellers

(Le.

housing consumers ) demand and utilize all aspects of residential

brokerage services as well as the different operating models of brokerages.
For example , in a Murray Consulting report to the National Association of
Realtors(8 (" NAR"

From Homogeneity to Segmentation " I predicted for the leading trade

association in the real estate industry how alternative brokerage models , such as limited service
brokers , would continue to multiply in the years ahead and provide a wide array of services to

meet the requirements of consumers.
2 These conferences are comprised of the real estate industr

s senior leadership, including, among others , brokers
MLSs and Realtor Associations that operate at the local , regional and national level , and discuss trends and strategies
in the marketplace.
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A full and complete copy of my Currculum Vitae , listing my experience
publications and testimony as an expert witness in regard to the valuation of brokerages , is

attached to this report as Exhibit A In reaching my conclusions , I have relied on my over 20
years of consulting experience in the real estate industry, leading industry studies , and discovery
produced in the Realcomp II Ltd. ("Realcomp ) litigation. A full and complete list of the

materials I have relied on is attached to this report as Exhibit B. I am being compensated at a

rate of$300lhr for my testimony, plus related costs and expenses.

II.

ASSIGNMENT & SUMMARY OF OPINIONS
I have been asked to provide a report explaining certain aspects of the residential

real estate industry and the growth ofnon- traditional" business models. I have also been

asked

to explain the significance of paricipation in the MLS and Internet marketing, paricularly IDX
feeds , to being able to compete effectively in the market of residential real estate brokerage

services for real estate brokers (and their agents) within ReaIcomp

s service area. I have also

looked at certain policies of Realcomp as to how they affect brokerages , sales professionals and

consumers in the nOmlal conduct of the marketing, purchase and sale of residential properties in
southeastern Michigan.
10.

Access to the Realcomp MLS is significant to a real estate broker s ability to

RX 154

compete effectively because access to the local MLS provides significant benefits to brokers and

to their clients, including providing exposure of sales for home and rules governing how brokers

will work and cooperate. Realcomp s " Search Function Policy, " however , sets as a search
default to exclude Exclusive Agency, Limited Service and MLS- Entry Only listings (those types

of listing agreements most often used by brokers offering limited services) from property

searches on the Realcomp MLS. There appears to be evidence that these types of listings are
then not viewed or e-mailed as often as the full service ,

Exclusive Right to Sell listings.

If so

brokers \vhose listings are not displayed on the Realcomp MLS would be competitively

disadvantaged in their ability to sell their client's homes as well as in obtaining new seller/clients
once thi!i " Search Function Policy" was disclosed to potential clients.
11.

Marketing homes on certain key types of Internet web sites - including MLS

public websites , Realtor-com , and brokerage finn and agent websites - is significant to a broker

ability to compete effectively because it exposes homes for sale to potential buyers who are now
using the Internet as an integral par of their home search. Realcomp provides free access to

these websites for brokers using full service , Exclusive Right to Sell listings , but not for
Exclusive Agency, Limited Service or MLS-Entry Only listings. It is very diffcult from a cost
and practical perspective , and in many cases impossible , for brokers to otherwise gain access to

these key websites outside of Rea1comp. This " Website Policy" thus competitively

disadvantages brokers using these types of listings in tenns of their ability to sell their client'
home (because of the less exposure) and in obtaining and expanding their business once the
Website Policy" is disclosed to potential clients.
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INDUSTRY BACKGROUND

Overview of the Residential Real Estate Industrv
12.

Residential real estate brokerage services represented at least a $65. 7 billon

industry in 2005. Real estate brokerage services provided to the seller in a typical residential
real estate transaction will include some or all of the following tasks:

Detennining the initial asking price of the home , as well as subsequent
changes to the asking price;
Entering the home on the MLS;

Holding open houses;

Scheduling showings with potential buyers;

Marketing the home through lawn signs , local newspapers , real estate
magazines etc.
Marketing the home through the Internet;

Accepting and presenting offers for the sale of propert;

Reviewing sales contracts and advising the seller on any offers to purchase
the property;
Negotiating with buyers ,

including assisting the seller to develop,
communicate and present counter-offers; and

Managing paperwork and contracts received from and sent to potential
buyers.
) There are two main segments of the real estate industr: residential and commercial brokerage services. Most
brokers specialize in either residential or commercial brokerage services as there are a number of signicant
See
Elya Dep. at 8:3 - 8:6 (testifyng that brokers need to specialize between
differences between the two industres.
commercial and residential brokerage services); Cooper Dep. at 17: 17 - 17:24 (same). For example , residential
brokerage is more strctured in process crom listing to close and tyically includes the presence of an MLS system,
which is rare in the commercial brokerage industr.

In addition, commercial brokerage fInn

do not have systematic

cooperation and compensation agreements , which are prevalent in residential brokerage. Commercial real estate
transactions also generally involve a far higher level of complexity due to tenant issues , financing, zonig and
ownership issues.
REAL Trends 500 (Mury Consulting 2006). The
REAL Trends 500 report have been relied on by finn such as
Realogy, Zip Realty and HomeServices , and have been used as a benchmrk for measurg total commssion
revenues. They have also been relied on by the Governent Accountability Offce see Real Estate Brokerage:
Various Factors May Affect Price Competition (2006),
FTC 0000335 , at 341 - 342.
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).

The vast majority of homeowners employ a real estate broker to provide some

all of these services. 6 In fact , studies consistently show that for the past 10 years , approximately

_of

all residential real estate sellers in the United States employed the assistance of a real

estate broker. 7 Data collected by the National Association of RealtorsCI from Rea!comp
geographic area is gencrally consistent with these national numbers.
14.

Homes that are marketed without the assistance of a broker are commonly referred

to as " For Sale By Owner

FSBO" ) properties. Even though the seller may choose to not work

with a real cstate broker , it is not uncommon for FSBO sellers to work with buyers who are
represented by a broker.

9 In1portant1y, as described in

more detail below , FSBO sellers cannot

list their homes on the MLS.
IS.

Sellers who choose to sell their home themselves (FSBO' s) may do so for a

variety of reasons. Surveys have shown that FSBO sellers arc most often motivated by a desire
5 CX 373
2006 NAR Profile a/Home Buyers

Sellers,

at NARC

0002065; CX 78 The Critical Role a/the

REALTOR in the Real Eslate Transaction at 2 - 6 (Realcomp website list of broker services).
See also
Murray
Consulting & Harris Interactive Real Estate Consumer Sel'vice Model Assessment/or Sellers at 54 (2005)
Alternative Models
The
Altemalive Models
study was conducted in partership with Harrs Inleractive , a

globally recognized research firm. In addition to the 1 300 surey replies , focus groups were conducted to augment
the surey research.

6 For puroses of this report

, the term " brokerage " is used to describe a residential real estate fum There are
separate licensing requirements for real estate brokers and real estate sales associates or agents , who must be
supervised by brokers and generally work directly with buyers and seners of housing. However , for puroses of this
report , W1less otherwse noted , I will use the term "broker" to refer to both real estate brokers and agents.
7 ex

373, 2006 NAR Profile a/Home Buyers
Sellers
home sellers sold their homes as a " For Sale B Owner"

atNARC 0002067 (showig that no more than 18% of
s' c

8 Survey Responses to

2006 NAR Profile of Home Buyers
Sellers received from zip codes begining with 480
481- 482- 483 , and 484- (showing that 4% of sellers sold their home as a FSBO).

9 ex 373

2006 NAR Profile 0/

Home Buyers

Sellers at NARTC 0002084 (finding 18% ofFSBO sellers sold

see also Nowak Dep. at 9:25 - 10:10; Burke Dep- at 42:9 
it is not W1common for brokers workig on behalf of sellers to complete a home sale with a buyer
who is W1assisted by a broker.
See. e. Kersten Dep. at 45:22 - 46:3; Elya Dep. at 55:8 - 56:2.
10 Baczkowski Dep. at 88;21 - 88:24; Nowak Dep. at 26:11
their home 10 a buyer who was represented by an agent);

42:23. Likewise ,

- 26: 13.
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to save the cost of a commission. I

I In addition

, according to survey data , a large percentage of

FSBO seJlers may know their buyer (the data show this to be the case in approximately 40% of

FSBO transactions) and , therefore , may not even need most brokerage services.
16.

Many homeowners , however , find the experience of selling their home to be

stressful. Specifically, 72% of all recent sellers have stated that selling their home was a stressful

experience , and 67% of all fll1Ure selJers have stated that they thought selling their home would
be a stressful experience.

13 In addition

, FSBO sellers are faced with several challenges when

selling their home on their own , inciuding not having their listing included in an MLS.

The

majority of homeowners rhus choose to take advantage of the experience ofreal estate brokers.

Real Estate Brokers and the Tvpical Brokered Real Estate Transaction
A typical brokered real estate transaction

17.

e.

one involving the use of real estate

brokers , will involve a " Listing Broker " and a " Cooperating Broker. "

A " Listing

Broker"

is

hired by the seller as its exclusive agent to help sell the house and find an appropriate buyer. The
seller and the Listing Broker will enter into a " listing agreement" that spells out the nature of the

relationship between the seller and the Listing Broker. It will usually include the " listing period
or length of contract; the compensation to be paid to the Listing Broker; and the "offer of

II CX 373
12 CX 373

at 47.

2006 NAR Profile of Home Buyers

Sellers,

2006 NAR Profile of Home Buyers

Sellers at NARFC 0002078 (approximtely 40% ofFSBO sales

at NARFTC 0002083;

Alternative Models,

in 2006 were between previously acquainted buyers and sellers).
IJ Murray Consulting,

Serve Them

at 7 (2002)

Room for Improvement: Perspectives of Real Estate Consumers and the Professionals Who
Room For Improvement").

The

Room for Improvement

study was also conducted in

partership with Harris Interactive, and was based on 3, 400 survey responses and focus group research.
14 See

CX 373 2006 NAR Profile of Buyers
15 In contrast to individual home sellers who

Sellers at NARFC 0002084; Taylor Dep. ar 37:10 - 38:7.

owned or sold a home only tlee times in the past, the
CX 373 2006 NAR Profile of Buyers
Sellers at NARFC
0002064; The 2005 NAR Member Profile NARFTC 0003887 , at 3912. In addition, in order to be licensed. brokers
must Wlderstand basic principles of real estate pricing and agency, contract, propert and real estate law. Cooper
tyically have

tyical broker completes 12 transactions each year.

Dep. at 5: I 7 - 6:9.
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compensation " that will be paid to any Cooperating Broker. Listing Brokers maybe paid in a
variety of ways, including a flat fee paid up- front (at the time the listing agreement is signed), a

commission based on a percentage of the selling price of the home to be paid at the time of
closing " (when a buyer successfully purchases the home), or a combination of these methods.
18.

The Listing Broker will typically offer some or all of the services associated with

a real estate transaction discussed above. 6 One of the first steps a Listing Broker typically takes

to market the home to potential buyers is to enter the property listing into the local MLS.
19.

An MLS is a database of infomlation about properties for sale (exclusive of

FSBOs) that can be viewed and searched by all other local brokers who practice in the area and
paricipate in the MLS. The "' listing " in the MLS wil include details about the home , such as the

number of bedrooms , baths and square footage , as welI as an " offer of compensation. "

The offer

of compensation is the amount of money or commission percentage that will be paid to any
Cooperating Broker" who is the " procuring cause " of the sale of the home.
20.

Cooperating Brokers " work with buyers interested in purchasing a home. They

may provide a varety of services to potential buyers , such as identifying and discussing homes of
interest , accompanying buyers in home visits , and negotiating a contract with the Listing Broker
or directly with the selIer. Cooperating Brokers will be considered the "procuring

cause "

of a

sale when they find the buyer who successfully buys the home.
16 Cooper Dep. at 1l: 1- 12:14.
17 Kersten Dep. at 24: 10 - 24:20.

See also

CX 100 Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations. revised October 2006

at RC 1340 (" Rea1comp Rules ) (Realcomp rule that listings must be entered withn 48 hours).
18 Niersbach Dep. at 42:24 - 43:11; CX 100,

Realcomp Rules at RC1339 , 1346 - 1347.
19 Niersbach Dep. at 42:24 - 43: II (procuring cause is the "unbroken causal series of events that results in the

successful transaction ); Nead Dep. at 109:3 - 109:8 (to be the procwing cause , a broker must " have started the
chain of events that led the buyer to purchase , an unintelTpted chain of events that led the buyer to purchase tils

particular propert. ); CX 86 Procuring (ause Factors at 1 (procurng cause means " the sale would not have
occuned but for the broker s effort
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21.

Brokers. "

There are two types of Cooperating Brokers: " Selling Brokers " and " Buyer
Selling Brokers

work with buyers , but technically owe a fiduciary duty to the seller of

the property by being a " sub- agent" of the Listing Broker. Selling Brokers are paid for their
work by whatever amount is provided for in the MLS Listing s " offer of compensation"

for the

home their buyer purchases.
22.

A Buyer

s Broker is a real estate broker who represents the interests of a buyer

instead of a seller. 20 This type of agency relationship is often , but not always , memorialized in a

separate written agreement between the buyer and the broker, and appears to be common in
southeastern Michigan. 21 Buyer s Brokers may be compensated by the buyer or by the " offer of

compensation " listed in the MLS , or both , depending on the terms of their agreement. 22 Buyer

agency agreements allow Cooperating Brokers to protect their interests in receiving a certain

amount of compensation for their work because the buyer is typically responsible for ensuring
that the Buyer s Broker is compensated , even though the payment is most commonly from the

20 Cooper Oep. a115:22 - 15:24.
21 CX 373,

2006 NAR Profile of Home Buyers

Sellers

a1

NARC 0002046 (flDding 64% of home buyers had an

Nead Oep. at 11

:25- 12:7 (describing offce policy of Coldwell
Banker Preferred that agents wil always enter into buyer s agency agreement); Elya Oep. at 10:25- 11: 1 0 (Realty
Executives uses buyer s agency agreements at least 95% of the time they work with buyers); Whitehouse Oep. at
32:21 - 33:3 (Hannen Wilson & Whitehouse uses buyer s agency agreements at least 50% of the time they work with
buyers); Cooper Oep. at 15: 12 - 15:18 (John Cooper s brokerage entered into buyer s agency agreements with over
75%oftheir buyer clients). Michigan requires brokers to explain the type of agency relationship that they have with
their clients. Gleason Oep. at 14:8 - 16:3. Buyer s brokers therefore only have to disclose their agency relationship
agency relationship wi1h their agent).

See also

to their buyer/customer; they do not need to enter into a separate written agreement. Gleason Oep. at 15:6 - 15: 12.
22 Nowak Oep. at 7:3 - 8:3.
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offer of compensation offered by the seller or the Listing Broker. 23 Buyer s agency agreements

may also be exclusive , meaning that the broker gets paid no matter who finds the home.
23.

Most real estate brokers do not specialize as either Listing Brokers or Cooperating

Brokers , and a broker s role often will vary from transaction to transaction. 25 It is also possible

for a single broker to act as a dual agent of both the seller and the buyer , which is pennissible

under Michigan law as long as the agency relationship is disclosed to both paries.

Tvpes of ListinE AEreements
24.

Generally, the most common type of listing agreement is an " Exclusive Right to

Sell" listing, which requires the seller to pay the Listing Broker if the house is sold during the
listing period , regardless of who sells the home. 27 Traditionally, a broker with an Exclusive

Right to Sell contract will provide a full range of real estate brokerage services and charge a
commission that is typically between five and six percent of the sales price of the home. 2s One

13 CX 373

2006 NAR Profile of Home Buyers
Sellers at NARFTC 0002046 (finding that 65% of brokers who
represented only me interests of the buyer were paid by the seller , as compared to only 18% who were paid by the
buyer only); Nowak Oep- at 8:4 - 8: 10.

Whitehouse Dep. at 34:17 - 34:25; EJya Oep. at 11: II - 12:3.
2S Cooper Oep. at 16:24 - 17:8.
26 Taylor Dep.

at 83:14 - 86:6. In addition, a broker may act as a U transaction coordinator " which occurs when a
broker assists a buyer and seller , who have at least reached an agreement in priciple on the sale of the home even if
the price and tenn of the offer are not yet confirmed. A transaction coordinator does not have an agency
relationship with either part, and thus will refrain from giving advice to either part, but wil assist the buyer and
seller in completing the transaction and f1ling out all necessar paperwork. Nead Dep. at 10: 14 - 11 :2; Whtehouse
Oep. at 36: 17 - 36:21.
21

Realcamp II Ltd.

Answer to Complaint

Realcomp Answer

(admtting definition of Exc1usive Right to

Sell Listing).

28 CX 373 2006 NAR Profile of

Sellers at NARC 0002075 (fmding that 83% of sellers
Realcomp Answer 8; Realcomp
/1 Ltd. '
Responses and Objections to Complaint Counsel' s First Requestfor Admissions
Realco1lp Admissions
Real Trends 500 (2006) (providing informtion on average commssions).
See also
Hardy Dep. at 37:21 - 38:3
Home Buyers

represented by broker received a broad range of brokerage services);

(testifying that the average commssion charged to sellers by Centu 21 Today agents is over 5%); Cooper Dep. at
8:22 - 9:9 (testifying to a standard commssion of 6% charged to sellers by John Cooper s brokerage); Nowak Oep.

at 12:9 - 12: 17 (describing Prudential Great Lakes Realty' s suggested commssion rate of 6%).
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feature of an Exclusive Right to Sell listing is that even if the seller finds a buyer without any
assistance fTom the Listing Broker, a commission will be due to the Listing Broker. 2'i

There is no minimum services requirement inherent in an Exclusive Right to Sell

25.

Iisting. JO However, under Realcomp Rules , a listing must provide at least the five following

minimum services to be considered an Exclusive Right to Sell listing:
a. Arange appointments for cooperating brokers to show listed property to potential

purchasers;

and present to the seller(s) offers to purchase procured by Cooperating
Brokers;

b. Accept

c. Advise the

seIler(s) as to the merits of the offer to purchase;

d. Assist the seller(s) in developing, communicating, or presenting counteroffers;
and

e. Participate on the seJler(s) behalfin negotiations leading to the sale of listed
property.
26.

A second type of listing agreement is an " Exclusive Agency"

listing. In an

Exclusive Agency listing, the seller is required to pay the Listing Broker if any broker fmds the
buyer , but it does not require the payment of a commission if the seller finds the buyer on his or
her own.

32 Brokers offering more limited services or unbundled services at a lower fee

(e.

allowing sellers to pick which services they would like to purchase at a flat fee - such as $500 for
29 Exclusive Right to Sell listings may have carve-outs where the

Listig Broker will agree

not to be paid a

though it is an Exclusive Right to Sell listing -- if the home is sold by the owner to certain
designated persons (such as a family member) or within a certain am01,t oftim (such as 10 days from the signing
of the listig agreement). Kage Dep. at 9:21 - 10: 15 (testifying to Realcomp rules allowing a seller to specify certain
individuals in an Exclusive Right to Sell listig tht the propert may be sold to without requiring the payment of any
kind to the Listing Broker); CX 100 Rea/camp Rules at RC1348; Kersten Dep. at 29:23 - 30:21.
cormssion - even

30 See

Exclusive Right to SeII Contract of the Michigan Association of REAL TORS($
CX 175,
Rademacher Dep. at
27:20 - 28:12 (describing CX 175 as the Exclusive Right to Sell contract used by members of the Livingston
Association ofREALTORS(j.

31 CX 100 Realcomp Rules at RC1340 - 1341; Hardy Dcp. at 112:2 - 112:5; Elya Dep. at 72:20 - 73:2.
J2

Rea/camp Answer

9; Aronson Dep. at 5:19 - 6:14 , 9:23 - 12:5; Hepp Dep. at 121:23 - 122:12 ,

128:3 - 128:13.
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listing the home in the MLS; $100 for helping nm an open house etc. frequently do so under an

Exclusive Agency listing. ))

Brokers providing limited services ,

listings or "MLS- Entry Only"

listings ,

often through " Limited Servce

may charge an up- front fee for the services selected by the

seller or a discounted commission based on the sale price of the home , or a combination of
both.
27.

Although industry participants may use different , although similar definitions for

Limited Service "

listings

Rules and Regulations ,

, for purposes of this report , r will use Realcomp s definition. 35 In its

Realcomp defines " Limited

Service" listings as a " listing

agreement

under which the listing broker will NOT provide one , or more , of the following services:

appointments for cooperating brokers to show listed property to potential
(sic)
but instead gives cooperating brokers authority to make such
appointments directly with the seIler(s);

a. Anange
purchases

present to the seIler(s) offers to purchase procured by cooperating
brokers but instead gives cooperating brokers authority to present offers to
purchase directly to the seller(s);

b. Accept and

c. Advise the
d. Assist

seller(s) as to the merits of offers to purchase;

the seller(s) in developing, communicating, or presenting counteroffers; or

e. Participate on

the seller(s) behalf in negotiations leading to the sale oflisted

property. ,,)6

28.

Realcomp defines " MLS Entry- Only" listings as listings where the Listing Broker

enters the property onto the MLS , but provides none of the services identified in the above

J3

See

Aronson Dep. at 29:8 - 29:23; D. Moody Dep. at 16: 11 - 22:9.

34

See, e. Mincy Dep. at 9: 13 - 12:8;
Alternative Models at 25.
35 Realcomp s definition , which is borrowed ITom the NAR Model MLS rules
CX 381 2006 NAR Handbook on Multiple Listing
36 CX 100 Realcomp Rules at RC1341.

Policy,

, is used by other MLSs as welL

at NARTC 0000529 - 0000530.

See
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paragraph. 37 Brokers and sellers may voluntarly enter into any of these types of listing
agreements.
29.

Brokerages offering these more limited services are often referred to as " Limited

Service Brokers " or collectively as " Alternative Brokerage Models. "

For purposes of

this report

I will use the tenn " full services " to mean that the broker is providing at least the five services
identified in Paragraphs 25 and 27.
30.

It is important to understand that a Listing Broker who is a Rea1comp member

(and who must therefore follow all ofRea!comp s rules and regulations) must be involved with
each of these listing agreements , and that any listing placed on the MLS must provide an offer of
compensation to any Cooperating Broker who produces a buyer who purchases the listed

property. 39 The Realcomp MLS system displays the tye

of listing agreement and the amount of

the offer of compensation to Cooperating Brokers so that it is transparent to all brokers working
with buyers \\'ho are interested in the property. 40 Under MLS rules , Listing Brokers are

responsible for ensuring that Cooperating Brokers (who are the procuring cause of the sale) are

paid their compensation pursuant to the offer of compensation listed in the MLS.

31 CX 100 Rea/comp Ru/es at RC1341. Again
, this definition is taken from the NAR Model rules and is used by
See CX 381 2006 NAR Handbook on Multiple Listing Policy,
other MLSs as well.
at NARC 0000530.
38 Cooper Dep. at 11: 15 - 13:21. Exclusive Right to Sell

, Exclusive Agency, Limted Service and MLS- Entr Only
listings are all allowed under Michigan s licensing laws for brokers.
See
Cooper Dep. at 11 :15- 12:24; Nowak Dep.
at 28: 13 - 38: 16. These tyes ofIistings also comply with NAR' s ethical code of conduct.
See
Cooper Dep. at 13:6
- 13:9.

39 Realcomp Admissions

3; see also

Nowak Dep. at 40:24 - 41:1; Burke Dep. at 60:2 - 60:4.

40 CX 100 Realcomp Rules at RC1341
(requirg disclosure in the MLS of the tye

of listing agreement in place
between the seller and the Listing Broker), and at RC1346 (requiring disclosure of cooperative compensation offered
by the Listing Broker in the MLS).
41 See

CX 100 Rea/camp Rules at RCl346 (citing Listing Broker s " obligations to compensate any Cooperating
(Broker) as the procuring cause of sale ); Taylor Dep. at 124:2 - 124:12. All commssion disputes are arbitrated at
the brokers ' local association of realtors board. Kage IH at 97:24 - 98:9.
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Growth of Alternative Brokera2e Models
31.

Until the growing popularity of the Internet in the late 1990'

s and early 2000' s

most residential real estate transactions were done through "traditional" brokerages that provided

a full range of services to sellers and buyers. The vast majority of listings were done through an
Exclusive Right to Sell agreement , although there were also some Exclusive Agency agreements.
While there have always been FSBO sales and some discount realty offerings , the emergence of
listing agreements that were identified as " Limited

Service "

or " MLS - Entry Only"

is a fairly

recent phenomenon and have mainly arisen concurrently with the rise of the Internet.
32.

These Alternative Brokerage Models offer a low-cost alternative to consumers of

residential real estate brokerage services. They generally offer a " menu of services from which
price consciolls consumers can select only those services they feel they require.' .42 This option

generally appeals to home sellers who are cost-conscious and are willing to conduct some aspects
of the real estate transaction without any broker assistance. 43 Limited Service Brokers therefore

give consumers the option to save money on brokerage fees if they are willing to , for example
show the property or hold open houses.

44 In addition to these cost savings , some Limited Service

Brokers customize their service offerings to meet an individual client' s needs.
33.

Based on my own experience , I have seen the number and varety of Altemative

Brokerage Models multiply from the late 1990' , with most of the growth from small , local

42 The Future of Real Estate Brokerage: Challenges and Opportunities for REALTORS ("

Future of Real Estate
see also Alternative Models at 25.
Brokerage NARC 0003656, at 3695;
43 Future of Real Estate Brokerage at NARC 0003662; CX 403 Change is Relentless: An Examination of Key
Trends Shaping the Real Estate Industr in 2003 (" Change is Relentless

at NARTC 0004232;

Room for

Improvement at 46 (finding that sellers will do more of the work , but want a significant reduction in the price of the
conussion to do so).
44 Future of Real Estate Brokerage at NARfC 0003696.
4S Future of Real Estate Brokerage at NARC 0003696.
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finns. There were also some national Limited Service Brokers that grew faster during this time
period than they had in the years preceding 1996. Alternative Brokerage Models were estimated

to constitute 2% (or less) ofthe entire housing market in 2003.

By 2005 , studies showed that

Alternative Brokerage Models had grown to approximately 15% in 2005.

Limited Service Brokers such as Assist2Seil and Help-

For example , while

Sell have been around since the 1970'

they experienced rapid growth from 2000- 2006. These two finns alone grew from less than 300

offices to more than 1 400 offices in that period.
34.

This development was fueled primarily by both the growth of the housing market

and the growth of the Internet. Generally, the housing boom had the effect of shortening the time
houses spent on the market and generally raising housing values , which also raised real estate

commissions substantially in dollar tenns , even while commission rates fell to some extent.
These price increases created greater opportunity for limited service , lower priced firms. 50 In
addition , conSlm1ers began to question the price of brokerage services that only a few years ago

cost thousands of dollars less for the same services (due to the then- lower price of their home).
This forced " full service " brokerages to do more to prove their value to consumers and gave

46 From Homogeneity 10 Segmentation NARFC 0001905 , at 1927 (estimating
tht Alternative Brokerage Models
accounted for less than 2% of all home sales in 2003).
47 Alternative Models at 41 (showing sellers selecting models using Flat Fee , Discount
, Fee- For-Service , and MLS
Listing Only as comprising 15% of housing maket in 2005); CX 373 2006 NAR Buyer
Seller Profile
NARC 0002075 , 2078 (showing that Alternative Brokerage Models constituted approximately 15% of the
housing market).
48 Murray Interview with Steve Ozonian , Chairn and CEO , HelpSell (Feb. 12 2007).
49

Real Estate Brokerage: Various Factors May Affect Price
Real Trends 500 (Muray Consulting 2006);
Comp tition at FTC 0000337 - 388 , 341 - 342.

50

For example , on a national average transaction on an existing home in 2006 (Average existing home price

$268 500 (Economics Departent , NAHB - December 2006)), a traditional Listing Broker who received a 3%

receive over $8 000 , versus Help- Sell which fiequently charges a flat fee of between $1950 
$3500. Four years earlier when the average price of an existing home that was sold in the countr was
approximately $208 400 , the difference between the cost of traditional brokerage services and limited service
brokerages would have been much less.
cO!1ssion would
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Limited Service Brokers an opportunity to grow their business. 5\

Further

, the housing boom

meant that it generally required less effort for sellers to market and sell their homes , which may

have increased the attractiveness to consumers of a lower-service , lower- priced brokerage
model. 52

35.

The growth of the Internet also helped spur the growth of Alternative Brokerage

Models. The Internet afforded Limited Service Brokers the ability to reach greater real estate
professional and housing consumer audiences through electronic feeds ofproperty listings to real
estate websites, e-mail marketing, and search engine optimization tools. 53 For the first time , the

ability to transmit infonnation about listings to consumers was not relegated to mail , fax
newspaper advertising and home books

(i.e.

magazines or soft-cover books that advertise

property listings). Also , many finns established Automated Response Systems that allowed
consumers to register to re eive infonnation direct from a brokerage finn about new listings that

became available. This , in turn , enabled finns to establish a real estate brokerage at lower costs
than before. In addition , the Internet has allowed many of to day s consumers to be much more

knowledgeable about the real estate market than in the past

51 See generally Alternative Model

at 41 - 42 , 75 - 76 (showig various brokerage models of what was intially
selected vs. finally selected , and that sellers would consider using limted service options the next tie they sold their
home);

Consumer Tsunami

at 90 (showig sellers wanting to get the best "net amount " trom the sale of the home).

52

See gelirally A1Lernative Models at 41 , 54 - 56 (finding tht Limted Service Brokers represented 15% of the
market and that sellers expected fewer services from Limited Service Brokers).
53 Search engine optimiation refers to the
practice of optimiing a website s raning on major internet search
engines such as Goog1e and Yahoo!.
See Dawley Dep. at 54:20 - 55:6.

ally
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36.

Several industr publications have suggested that Limited

Service Brokers have

leveraged an " unexploited or underserved segment" in the market- place in order to gain a

foothold: a demand for low-service marketing, particularly from consumers who may consider
selling their properties as a FSBO.

These reports have concluded that

(the Alternative

Brokerage) model represents an additional choice for consumers who may be willing to perfonn
some but not all of the tasks involved in selling a home " and may be able to capture consumers

who otherwise would not use brokerage services at

These publications are consistent with

industry studies that I have perfonned in the 2002- 2006 time period.
37.

Although Limited Service Brokers may appeal to sellers who otherwise may

choose to sell their home themselves , data and evidence produced in this case suggest that

Alternative Brokerage Models put price pressure on traditional brokerage finns. 58 For example
in its

study, the National Association of Realtors(S concluded

Future of Real Estate Brokerage

that Limited Service Brokers have " the potential to change the competitive landscape of
residential real estate brokerage " and that they will " put

continuing pressure on broker and agent

commISSIOns.

55 CX 375,

REALTOR Consumed Services Outlook White Paper

at NARFC 00001695

Future 0/ Real ESJate Brokerage at NARC 0003662 , 3696.
56 See Future a/Real Estate Brokerage at NARC 0003662

Consumed Services

, 3696. (" (Alterntive Brokerage) model maybe able
to captue the FSBO client who would otherwse not choose to use a real estate brokerage."); CX 375 Consumed
Services at NARC 0001687 , 1694.
51 See

. e. , Room/or Improvement

at 46;

Alternative Models at 75 - 76;

58

See CX 303 Online Marketing: Agents Sound off About How to Combat Discounters,
(article regarding price pressure ITom discount brokers); CX 304 Diferent levels
regarding commssion pressure ITom flat fee brokers).

59 Future 0/ Real Estate Brokerage

at NARC 0003695; CX 403

Change

is

of Service

at DCW 0243 - 0246
(Iistserve entr

Relentless at NARC 0004224

Online brokerage models or low-service market discounters will put continuing pressure on broker and agent

conussions. see also CX 375 Consumed Services NARC 0001696 ("The rise of the Internet has seen the
emergence of(Alterntive Brokerage Models) as a signficant competitor to full-service brokerages.
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60 This is true in
southeastern Michigan as well , as exemplified by the deposition testimony of Douglas

Whitehouse , a parner in the Hanett , Wilson & Whitehouse brokerage finn in southeastern
Michigan:
Q: So you would agree that full service brokers are in competition with discount
brokers , right?

A: Absolutely. We re in competition with eve1Y brokerage.
Q: And they have to find ways to resist the pressure from discount brokers , right?

A: I would say so , yes.
Q: One of the things discount brokers are putting pressure on is the commission rates

right?

A: Um- hum. Yes,

38.

Limited Service Brokers have been able to apply price pressure on full service

brokerages
In a study from

2005 69% of aU sellers were aware of varous

Alternative Brokerage

Models that were available.

61 Whtehouse Dep. at 25: 15 - 25:24.

64

Alternative Models at 28.
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39.

As discussed above , Alternative Brokerage Models grew through the early 2000s

and survey data shows that they represented 15% of all house sales in 2005.

In 2006 , one

survey showed that these services still represented approximately 15% of all house sales
however a second survey showed that their market share had dropped to eight percent. 67

\-Vhile Limited Service Brokers may be a less attractive option in a slowing
housing market than they otherwise would be in a strong housing market , they are likely to still

be an attractive option in markets where sellers may not have the equity in their home to afford a
traditional commission due to low home price appreciation. 68 As one industry publication
concluded

Alternatively, higher unemployment rates may increase the demand for a lower
cost service.... ifhome prices have declined , sellers may prefer the less expensive
(Limited Service Brokers) where they can perfonn some of the work themselves

to sell the house rather than use a full-service brokerage model , which they might
have chosen m t e past.

The lack of equity in the housing market in southeastern Michigan (due to poor economic

67

66 Alternative Models at 41.

CX 373

2006 NAR Profile of Buyers

Sellers at NARFTC 0002075 , 2078 (based on

cha that limted services represented 17% of all brokerage services , and that FSBOs represented 12% of home
sales ).

0003697.

68 See generally
NARC

ex 375 Consumed Services at

NARC

0001696;

Future of Real Estate Brokerage Services

69 Fwure of Real Eslate Brokerage Services at NARTC 0003697.
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conditions and low home price appreciation) 7o may therefore provide a fertile ground for the

growth of Limited Service Brokers.

REALCOMP RULES & OPERATIONS
40.

Rcalcomp operates an MLS in southeastern Michigan. In addition

to opcrating as

a clearnghouse for brokers to list and view available homes for sale on its database , Rea1comp

allows brokers to display MLS listings on their own websites through a mechanism known as an
Internet Data Exchange , or " IDX" . In other words , Realcomp provides a feed ofMLS listing

infonnation to its broker-members , such as Weir Manuel Realty, who then post the listings on

their own website , thereby allowing consumers to search for available properties for sale on the
Weir Manuel website. In addition , Realcomp submits its MLS listings to public real estate

websites , including Realtor.com and its own MLS public website , Movelnichigan. com.

MovelnMichigan. com is the exclusive provider of real estate listings to Clickondetroit.com , a

public website operated by WDIV Channel 4 , a local Detroit television station.
41.

In rendering my opinions in this matter , I have relied on my understanding of the

following rules and policies of Realcomp:
a. In

the Realcomp MLS , each listing specifies the type oflisting agreement

(i.e.

Exclusive Right to Sell , Exclusive Agency, Limited Service , and MLS- Entry

Only) in place between the seller and the Listing Broker , enabling the Realcomp

members to know generally the services that may be provided by the Listing
Broker to the seller.

70 See

Mincy Dep. at 23: 1 - 24:7 , 55: 14 - 56:6 (discussing downtu in southeastern Michigan real estate market
beginng in 2005); Hepp Dep. at 35: 19 - 39:4 (notig that Michigan is today a " diffcult market" for home sellers).
71 See

, e.
Kage il at 121:4 - 121 :10; CX 277 Rea/So/utions , Solutions and Strategies for MLS Subscribers. June
2003 at RC893 (requiring disclosure ofIisting tye "ensurefs) that cooperating brokers are made aware of the extenl
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b. There

is no requirement in ReaJcomp s rules that a Listing Broker who submits a

property to the Realcomp MLSpursuant to an Exclusive Right to Sell listing be
compensated by the seller , or the buyer, or at alL'
c. Every

listing in the Rea1comp MLS must contain a blanket unilateral offer of

compensation to a Cooperating Broker who procures a buyer for the listed
property. 73 The offer of compensation is " unconditional" except that the

Cooperating Broker must be the procuring cause of the sale. 74 Realcomp does
not , and MLSs as a general matter may not , regulate the fonn or amount of

compensation offered by the Listing Broker to Cooperating Brokers (requiring
only that there is an offer of compensation).
d. Rea1comp has

no rule requiring that a sale made through its MLS involve a

Cooperating Broker. 7G

If a

Cooperating Broker is involved , however , there is

nothing in Rea1comp s rules prohibiting that Cooperating Broker from contacting

the Listing Broker prior to the time an offer to purchase is written and attempting

to negotiate an increase in the cooperative compensation offered on that propert,

of the services the listing broker is providing, and any potential for cooperating brokers being asked to provide
additional services to the listing brokers ' clients , prior to initiatig effort to show or sell the propert. ); Kage il

at

200:2 - 201 :24.
n Rea/camp Admissions

1 7.

73 Realcomp Admissions

'11- 3; Nowak Dep. at 14:22 - 14:25; 15:6 - 15:14; Kage Dep. at 33:2 - 34:11 (discussing
Rea/Solutions, Solutions and Strategies for MLS Subscribers at 1 (providing that " (I)isting
commssions (for Cooperating Brokers) are a requirement of (listig in) the MLS.
CX 219); CX 219,

74 CX 100 Rea/camp Rules at RC1346 (providing that offers of compensation "
are unconditional except that
entitlement to compensation is determned by the Cooperatig Broker s perfonnnce as the procurg cause of sale
(orlease)... "

75 CX lOO

Rea/camp Rules at RC1342. ("Furher, the MLS shall not fix , control , recommend , suggest , or maintain
the division of commssions or fees between Cooperating Paricipants or between Participants and non
participant(s). "
76 Rea/camp Admissions

117.
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regardless of whether the property is listed in the MLS pursuant to an Exclusive
Right to Sell , Exclusive Agency, or any other fonn oflisting agreement.

e. If a broker can demonstrate that they were the procuring cause of a sale , they are
entitled to receive the compensation offered by the Listing Broker in the MLS
Iistin,g.

78 The Listing Broker

, and not the seller , is responsible for paying the

award.

FSBO properties cannot appear on the Realcomp MLS.

Each property marketed

on the Rea1comp MLS must be the result of a signed listing agreement between a

broker and a seller , and be submitted to the MLS by a broker who participates in
Rea1comp.
g. Unless the

seller specifically opts-out , each member of the Realcomp MLS is

required to submit all of their listings tor the sale of real property within Michigan
to the MLS.

h. All Rea1comp members who submit a listing for publication in the Realcomp
MLS agree to be bound by the rules ofthe MLS with respect to that transaction.
The Realcomp MLS Rules and Regulations state the Listing Broker must
compensate the Cooperating Broker who is the procurng cause of sale unless it is

detennined through arbitration that " through

77

no fault ofthe Listing Broker and in

Realcomp Admissions 'I'l 19- 20.

78 Kage IH at 97:24 - 98:9.
79 Taylor Ocp. at 124:2 - 124: 12.

80 Baczkowski Oep. at 88:2 I - 88:24; Nowak Oep. at 26: 1 I - 26: I 3.
81 Realcomp Admissions

'15; Kage Oep. at 97:21 - 98:19; Nowak Oep. at 26:14 - 26:16; Burke Oep. at 42:2 - 42:4.

82 CX 100 Realcamp Rules at RC1340 - 41; Burke Dep. at 25:5 - 25:14; Nowak Dep. at 26:17 - 26:21.

8) Kage Oep. at 17:5 - 17:18; CX 210 Rea/camp Il Ltd. Applicationfor Participation at RC1393; CX 100
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the exercise of good faith and reasonable care , it was impossible or financiallv

unfeasible for the Listing Broker to collect a commission pursuant to the listing
agreem en t.

,,84

Every Realcomp member pays the same membership dues and fees for access to
the MLS , the right to post listings on the MLS , and the services of the MLS

regardless of the type of listing agreements they enter into with sellers.

ReaIcomp does not include infonnation specifying the type of listing agreement in

place between the seller and the Listing Broker among the data that it transmits to
the public real estate websites. 86 Thus , a buyer searching for homes in
Realcomp s geographic area on the Internet does not know whether the seller is

represented under an Exclusive Right to Sell listing, an Exclusive Agency listing,
or any other sort of1isting agreement. 87

42.

The paricular policies that are being examined are two Realcomp rules and/or

policies. The first policy is referred to as a " Search Function Policy. " ReaIcomp adopted

automatic default in its MLS system to search for only those listings designated as an Exclusive
Right to Sell listing (or unkown). 88 A Realcomp broker who wants to see all listings on the

Realcomp MLS must manually change the search parameters each time he or she runs a new
search so as to see listings that are designated Exclusive Agency, Limited Service or MLS Entry

Rea/comp Ru/es

at RC1340;

Rea/comp Admissions

84 CX 100 Rea/comp Ru/es at RC1346
, 1355 - 56 (emphasis added); Kage Dep. at 37:24 - 38:9
85 Rea/comp

28; Kage Dep. at 22:4 - 22: 19. Notably, as discussed in Paragraphs 42 and 43
Admissions,
Realcomp, through its Rules and Policies , does not extend all of its services to all tyes of listig agreements.
86 Rea/comp Admissions
87

Rea/comp Admissions

10.

88 Kage IH at 71:7 - 72: 17.
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Only.

The Second Policy being examined is referred to as the " Web Site Policy" and it

43.

has two components:
a. First ,

Realcomp will not distribute Exclusive Agency, Limited Service or MLS

Entry Only listings to public real estate websites that advertise information on
property listings , including Realtor. cbm ,
ClickonDetroi I. com;
b. Second ,

Movelnichigan. com, and

90

Realcomp will not include Exclusive Agency, Limited Service , or MLS

Entry Only listings in its IDX feed of Realcomp listings to paricipating Realcomp
broker websites , called " IDX Websites (e.

IV.

ww. weirmanuel.com).

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MLS IN BROKERS' ABILITY TO COMPETE
EFFECTIVELY
44.

As mentioned earlier, the MLS is a single , comprehensive source of information

about homes tor sale within a given geographic area (exclusive ofFSBO' s) that can be viewed
and searched by all other brokers who practice in the area and participate in the MLS.
general public

92 The

canot list their home on the MLS - or search the MLS for a home - without

using a real estate broker who is a member of the particular MLS.
45.

The MLS allows brokerage finns to "better serve" their clients by providing a

platfonn where brokers can share infonnation on properties that they have listed for sale
publishing offers of compensation to Cooperating Brokers , and by creating rules governing how
89 Kage IH at 72: 15 - 74: 1 (describing search default to Exclusive Right to Sell listings (and unown)).

90 CX 100 Realcomp Rules at RC1341; Kage Dep. at 9:12 - 9:20.
91 CX 100 Realcomp Rules at RC1361; Kage Dep. at 13:25 - 14: 11.
92 Niersbach Dep. at 130:14 -

130:22.
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,"

:"

brokers will work and cooperate.

93 The MLS is the only marketing tool that provides rules for an

orderly transaction between brokers representing buyers and sellers , and it is the only system for

publishing unilateral offers ofcompensation.
46.

industry

As one industry publication has noted

For consumers , one of the real estate

s greatest assets is the multiple listing service as a sOLirce of

infonnation on local real estate market.,,
and sellers equally.

96 For home buyers

95 In fact

accurate up- to- date

, the MLS is a " potent too)" that serves buyers

, the MLS allows the Cooperating Brokers that they work

with to perforn1 one computer search to gain access to all or almost all of the listings of MLS
paricipants in order to find homes that meet their housing needs.

Listings on the MLS are

particularly appealing to Cooperating Brokers because each listing carres with it an offer of
compensation to brokers who successfully procure a buyer that is backed by the rules of the
MLS.
47.

For home sellers and the Listing Brokers they work with , the MLS provides their

home with exposure to the thousands of Cooperating Brokers who are working with buyers in

93

Respondent s Responses and Objections to Petitioner s First Set of Interrogatories at 4 (" the purpose of a
multiple listing service is to provide a means by which authorized paricipants make blanket unilateral offers of
compensation to other authoried participants , and a mechanism for enhancing cooperation among participants:'
ex 380 Discussion Paper: Future of the MLS

at NARFC 0003725 (2006).

94 Niersbach Dep. at 27:2 - 27:9; 48: I - 48:24.
95 CX 403,

Change is Relentless

at NARFC 0004226.

96 CX 380 Discussion Paper: Future of the MLS at NARC 0003725.
97 Taylor Dep. at 43:6 - 43:10; CX 100 Realcamp Rules,
at RC1340. Brokers in southeastern Michigan have
See
Cooper Dep. at 64:6 
years of practicing real estate, you ve never had a listig that wasn t on the MLS? A.: That
64:8 (Q. In over thrt
is correct. ); Taylor Dep. at 41: II - 42: 14.

described the experience of a seller opting out of listing their home on the MLS as rare.

98 Kage Dep. at 34:16 - 38:9 (discussing CX 220 Straight Talk February 2007: The Purpose of an MLS and
identifyg the blanket unlateral offer of compensation associated with each listing in the MLS as one of the " most
important" features oran MLS that distigushes it from other methods of publicizing listing data).
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their home search.

Before the MLS , home sellers generally had their listings available only to

the buyers who contacted their own broker or brokerage company. Having their listings on their
local MLS therefore dramatically increases the Listing Broker s marketing reach.
48.

In addition , the ability of a Listing Broker to expose a property on the MLS is

important to their ability to compete against other brokers in obtaining a listing agreement with a

potential client who is looking to sell a home. Although some consumers are not aware of the
MLS , most consumers understand the importance of the MLS and want their homes listed on the

MLS. In a 2005 study, over 72% of sellers using brokers to sell their home reported that they
expected to have their home listed on the MLS. 101

49.

The significance to brokers of participating in the MLS is reflected in the fact that

88% of all sellers in 2006 reported that their homes were listed on an MLS. 10 In fact , the first
thing brokers typically do after agreeing to represent a new client is , if acting as a Listing Broker
post the seller s property on the MLS , or if acting as a Cooperating Broker, search the MLS for
homes matc lIng e uyer s cntena.

104

99 Baczkowski Dep. at 20: 10 - 21: I; Cooper Dep. at 29: I

- 29:8.

100 As several real estate

professionals in southeastern Michigan have testified in ths case all real estate is 10ca1."
Elya Dep. at IS: 12 - 16: 17; Cooper Dep. at 29: 1 - 29:6 , 64:23 - 64:24; see also Taylor Dep. at 6: 15 - 7: 14 , 10: 12 
11:3; Baczkowski Dep. at 40:12 - 41: 1. Because "all real estate is local " it is importnt for brokcrs to belong to
their local MLS so that they can reach the local brokers practicing in their area.
See
Taylor Dep. at 15:22 - 16:25
17:1 - 17:5.
101

Alternative Models at 56 (75% all sellers using traditional model expected to have their home listed on the MLS,

and 72% of sellers using alternative brokerage models expect to have their home listed on the MLS).
102

103 CX 373 2006 NAR Profile of
104 Sweeney Dep. at 36:6 -

Buyers

Sellers at NARC 0002075.

36: 13 (testifyig that

one of the ftrst things a broker does at his firm is to enter listing

into MLS in order to expose the listig " to the largest number of people possible so that we can procure a buyer.
That' s our responsibility to the seUer. ); Sweeney Dep. at 36:6 - 36:19 (testifying that the first thg tyically done
when representing a buyer , after learning of their housing needs , is to search the MLS).
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The MLS is a significant tool in a broker s ability to compete effectively because

50.

it exposes a seller s home to the thousands of brokers participating in the MLS who may be
working with buyers interested in purchasing that home. 105 Exposure of a home for sale to
potential buyers is " key" to being able to match a willing seller and a willing buyer. 106 As

described by one broker in southeastern Michigan , a listing on the MLS provides " the best
exposure "

for a property.

107 Providing less

exposure for a home can have signiticant detriments.

As recognized by one broker in southeastern Michigan , less exposure of a home:
It means Jess price , more marketing time , more expenses involved , lower price on
your home , more days on the market , more carng costs; in other words , it'
more expensive for everyody concerned. 108
51.

The MLS is also significant to the ability of brokers to compete effectively

because it " levels the playing field" between large and small brokers. 109 Without the MLS

smaller brokerages would have to contact individually each of the hundreds or thousands of

brokerage firnls to obtain InfoITation about those fiITs ' listings in order to share the listings
with their buyer clients , and to provide infoITation about their own listings to those brokers.

This would have to be done repeatedly so as to account for new homes being sold or being put on
105 Likewise

, the MLS provides a broker workig with buyers the exposure of aU the broker listigs for sale that
See
Smith Dep. at 19:18 - 20:13 (describing one of the benefits of the MLS

might meet their client's housing needs.

as providing an " instant inventory" of propertes to show to clients and attempt to earn commsions).
106 See

Sweeney Dep. at 36:14 - 36:15 (agreeing that exposure is "key"

to selling a home);

see also

Niersbach Dep.

at 25:5 - 25:8; Brant Dep. at 37:13 - 38:23.
107 Kersten Dep. at 24:4 - 24:9;

Hardy Dep. at 78:6 - 78: 10 (admtting that for a real estate agent to be effective , they

need to put listings on an MLS).
108 Gleason Dep. at

testifyg that " the

123:8 - 124:4 (discussing impact ofless exposure in the context ofIntemet
same priciple

(adnttg that all things equal

marketing, but

Hardy Dep. at 77: 15 - 77:18
greater exposure leads to a quicker sale ); Brant Dep. at 58: 18 - 59:9 (testifying that
applies to exposure on the MLS);

see also

the likelihood of a successful sale of a propert increases with increased exposure of the propert to prospective
buyers and to agents representig those buyers).
109 Sweeney Dep. at 81:8 - 82:8 (discussing RX 110

Thoughts Regarding Our MLS at MCAR0000419 (" MLS
more than the larger brokers by giving the small brokers access to a
considerably larger base of listings than they would have had without the MLS.
would advantage the small brokers considerably
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the market for sale. These transaction costs would be cost prohibitive for all but the largest of
brokerage firms, which would have a large stock of their own listings and be able to primarly
offer those listings to their buyer clients. The MLS thereby allows buyers and sellers the ability

to choose smaller brokerages without being at a disadvantage to those buyers and sellers who
work with larger brokerages. I 10
52.

The MLS is so competitively advantageous to brokers that it is used across the

country. To my knowledge , there are only two major metropolitan areas in the United States that
lack a local MLS: New York City and the Hamptons area of Long Island , New York. These

geographic areas have never had an MLS in their histories , and are generally more concentrated
than most with the largest 3- 4 brokerage finns controlling upwards of 60% of all listings. III

Every other metropolitan area raned in the nation s largest 250 markets that I am aware of has at
least one MLS.

53.

In fact , every major brokerage finn ranked in the

REAL Trends 500 belongs to at

least one MLS, with the exception of finns with offices in New York City or the Hamptons. 112
. The majority of national brokerage franchises , including REIMAX , Keller Williams , Prudential
Real Estate Affiliates , Realty Executives and Help-

Sell require their affiliated members to

belong to the MLS in the local geographic areas where they operate. Other national brokerages
such as Century 21 , Coldwell Baner, ERA and Sotheby s International Real Estate used to

require MLS membership of all oftheir

110

franchisees and affliates ,

but were compelled to drop

Niersbach Dep. at 130:23 - 131: I.

111 These

brokers had developed mean prior to the Internet and online listings for sharig data with each other

outside ofa forml MLS.
11 The

finn.

REAL Trends 500 ranks the nation s top 250 real estate rum , and the top 250 up-and-coming real estate
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this condition due to the presence of their affliates operating in and around New York City and

the Hamptons. 113
54.

The significance of the MLS to a broker s ability to compete effectively is even

stronger in geographic areas where , like southeastern Michigan , there are a large number of small

brokerage finns.

114 In southeastern Michigan

Associations of RealtorsCI have

, numerous brokers and the executives of the local

testified that the Rea1comp MLS provides significant

competitive advantages to its broker members and their clients. For example:
An Association executive of one of the Rea1comp Shareholder Boards testified that it is
very difficult to sell" a home not listed in an MLS. 115
According to Karen Kage , Realcomp s CEO the most important featues that separate
the MLS from mainstream advertising options have to do with: l) the accuracy and
timeliness of the property database that is created and maintained by Realtors for Realtors
and 2) the inclusion of a blanet unilateral offer of compensation to Realtors for every
1\6
!stmg In MLS

e.

An executive of a local Association ofRealtors1D testified that it is important for a seller
to have their listing in the Rea1comp MLS because the seller receives " immediate
availability and access to all the Realtors in the southeastern Michigan area that are
subscribers to the system to be able to immediately see that their property is available
and if they have customers or clients to be able to show it to them. II?

A fonner member of Realcomp s Board of Governors testified that Realcomp members
want their listings on the Realcomp MLS because it provides exposure of property

listings to the almost 15

113

000 members. 11

Muray Interviews with Richard Smith, Vice Chairm & President of Realogy, David Saton , Senior Vice

President of Marketing of Reology, and Sherr Chris , Chief Operatig

Offcer of Coldwell Banker (February

March 2 , 2007).

28

114 In diverse markets, the MLS enables smaller brokerages to compete effectively with larger brokerages because

they are able to access all ofthe MLS participants ' listigs when they represent buyers , and dissemiate their listings
to all participating brokers when they represent sellers. Niersbach Dep. at 130:23- 131 :20.
115 Smith Dep. at 87: 18 - 88: II.
116 Kage Dep. at 34:16

- 38:9 (discussing CX 220 Straight Talk February 2007: The Purpose of an MLS).

117 Baczkowski Dep. at 20: 1

0 - 20:23.
118 Nowak Dep. at 26:22 - 27:4.
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As one ofRealcomp s Governors admitted , not putting a listing on the MLS " would
like tying my hands behind my back. ,,119
55.

be

The value of an MLS increases with the more listings it has because that increases

the likelihood that brokers will be able to match a willing buyer with a willng seller. 120 An MLS
with few listings is of little benefit;

Brokers generally will avoid paricipating in more than one MLS if possible. j 22
56.

For example , one broker in southeastern Michigan described his belonging to

more than one MLS as "burdensome " and that it imposed a " significant cost only to be incurred

ifnecessary.

123

Ths broker s views were shared by other brokers in southeastern Michigan-

there were significant efforts to merge the two MLSs operating in southeastern Michigan in order
, in Jarge part, eliminate the costs associated with belonging to more than one MLS. 124

The

costs of participating in more than one MLS include the payment of multiple MLS user and

offce fees; duplication of efforts in temlS of data entry, system access and training sessions;
having to perform multiple searches over the same geographic area on behalf of buyers; learning

119 Elya Dep. at 35:25 - 36:10.

120 Elya Dep. at 28:23 - 29:4 (the more

agents and brokers on an MLS the better it is for a home seller because more
Brant Dep. at 37: 13 - 38:23; Smith De . at 109:19 - 110:7.

potential agents representing buyers will see the listig);

122 Brokers may belong to

more than one MLS if there are two MLSs tht have overlapping service areas and
membership in both MLSs is necessary to reach all of the relevant brokers in the area , or because a broker
s service
area expands past the geographic area covered by one MLS. Both of these situations appear to exist for some
brokers in southeastern Michigan.
See
Wiliams Dep. at 14:4 - 14: 18.

m SweeneyDep. atI7:10- 17:16
, 19:19- 20:16.
IZ4

Rea/comp Admissions 45; Sweeney Dep. at 19: 19 - 20:16 (" There were two MLSs in existence at
tht time
and we were trng to merge those MLSs or force the MLSs together so that our agents wouldn'
t have to pay two fees
every month , do double data entr
every month. " ). As another example , an entire brokerage - SKBK

International- decided to drop its membership in a second MLS because " the agents were tired of

Gleason Dep. at 86:7 - 86:15.

Sotheby's

payin dual fees.
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different tenns and tenninology; and following multiple policies , rules and data display

reqUIrements.
57.

125

A Listing Broker whose propeliies were not displayed on an MLS would be at a

significant competitive disadvantage to those brokers whose properties were listed on the MLS.

A Listing Broker whose properties were not displayed on an MLS would be limited to their own
efforts , and those of their agents and employees , in attempting to procure a buyer for the

properiy. In other words , Listing Brokers could no longer count on the thousands of other
paricipating brokers who may be working with buyers to help find a buyer that would be
interested in purchasing their seller s home. Not having listings displayed on an MLS would also
disadvantage the Listing Broker s ability to obtain listing agreements with potential new

seller/clients once this limitation on their ability to expose their property on the MLS was made
known. 126 I understand that Dr. Darell Wiliams ofLECG has concluded that brokers in certain

geographic areas in southeastern Michigan must belong to the Rea1comp MLS in order to

compete effectively. This conclusion is consistent with my review of the evidence and my
understanding of the real estate industry. 12

m CX 380

Discussion Paper: Future of/he MLS,

at NARC 0003726; Mincy Dep. at 56: 10 - 57:20 (estimating

time spent double listing properties at approximtely two weeks per year); D. Moody Dep. at 48:6 - 49:2 (estimating
10. 97 work weeks per year spent double listing properties).
126 See

Mincy Dep. at 60:8 - 62:21;
Hepp
Dep. at 42:9 - 44;7.
127 While there are other MLS' s adjacent to Realcomp, I do not know of any effective alternatives that provide the

geographic coverage or membership size that is offered by Realcomp.

See e.

Nead Dep. at 13; 1 0 - 13; 16

(Coldwell Baner Preferred offce is a member of Realcomp MLS but not MiRealSource because "That's Macomb
County. I'm not even sure how to get to most of the places in Macomb County. We don t go that far. I mean , that's
a ways. ); Bowers Dep. at 8:1 - 8;13 (Realcomp Governor who only belongs to the Realcomp MLS , not
MiRealSource because "they re prett much concentrated on the east side of Detroit, if at all , and the eastern suburbs
and that is an area that is probably underserved by our finn ); Rademacher Dep. at 9:5 - 9: 10 (Keller Wiliams
brokerage in Brighton, Michigan only belongs to the Realcomp MLS); Nowak Dep. at 16:20 - 17: 10 (Prudential
Great Lake Realty only belongs to the Realcomp MLS); Brant Dep. at 30: 19 - 31:9 (Realcomp MLS and
MiRealSource operate in different geographic areas; MiRealSource does not service Livingston County).
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58.

Realcomp has implemented a " Search Function Policy, " which operates as a

system-wide default on its MLS listing search function so that , unless a broker actively changes
the default , their property search will exclude Exclusive Agency, Limited Service and MLSEntry Only listings. In all of my MLS-related consulting services , including reviewing over 12

MLS technology systems , I have never encountered a search function that defaulted in a systemic

way to exclude certain types oflistings from view. 128 Indeed , such a rule appears to be directly

contrary to one of the central benefits of an MLS: to include as many listings as possible for its
members to search in order to match willing buyers and sellers. J 29
59.

Consistent with the Search Function Policy, I understand that there is evidence

that Exclusive Agency, Limited Service and MLS- Entr Only listings are not being viewed or e-

mailed as often as Exclusive Right to Selllistings. 13o

If so

, Listing Brokers using those types of

listings would be disadvantaged in their ability to compete effectively and find buyers for their
clients ' homes.

13l In addition

, Listing Brokers would be competitively disadvantaged in their

I2 In conlTast

, I have seen MLS systems that allowed individual brokers to set personal defaults, tyically based on
geographic region. ! note that Ryan Tucholski testified that while he was the diIector of the MLS of the Toledo
Board of Realtors , the MLS had a search default that excluded properties being sold by auction , but that they had
horrible " results with brokers not finding propertes excluded by the default and after receiving complaints ITom
brokers , changed the search default. Tucholski Dep. at 22:6 - 23:7.
IZ Elya Dep. at 28:4 - 29:23; Hardy Dep. at 78: 1 - 79:24 (the
ore listings an MLS has , the better).
130 I understand that Dr. Darrell Wiliam

of LECG discusses this evidence in his expert report.
See aiso
CX 228
Respondent Objections and Responses to Petitioners Second Set of interrogatory Responses at 6 - 7 (chart showing
non- Exclusive Right to Sell listings are viewed by agents only one-fifth as frequently as Exclusive Right to Sell
listings , and are e-mailed only once on average , versus an average of 286 ties for Exclusive Right to Sell listigs);
G. Moody Oep. at 34:3 - 35:17; Hep Oep. at 79:4 - 81:10 (discussing RX 41 Chargeback Notification).

IJI I note that the search default appears easy to change
, provided that individual brokers are aware of the search
default. I understand tht Rea1colI contends that its Search Function Policy is discussed as part of its 2-hour
training session for new members; however , inormtion about the Search Function Policy does not appear in
Realcomp s trainig maual on how to use its system, and there is evidence that Rea1comp was aware tht not all of
its members understood and knew about the policy. Kage Dep. at 131: 12 - 133: 18 (discussing CX 249 Rea/comp
CX 250 Rea/comp II Ltd. Board of Governors Meeting Agenda August 26, 2005
Online Training Manual);
MV0098 (listserve postig ofRealcomp broker , apparently offering unbundled services , complaing that only

Exclusive Right to Sell listings were being viewed by brokers unaware of the Search Function Policy); Kage Dep. at
133:23 - 138:19 (discussing ex 250). Indeed , there is an appreciable risk that brokers would be unaware of an
unwrinen policy because there is a lot of tuover in the real estate brokerage industr, including in southeastern
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ability to compete effectively in obtaining listing agreements with potential clients looking to sell
their homes once this policy was disclosed and sellers learned that their property may not have

the widest exposure possible through the MLS because of the Search Function Policy. 13
could thus hinder Limited Service Brokers from being able

This

to expand their business , particularly

if they are new to the market and have not yet built up a strong referral base (of prior clients who
refer their services to frends and family).

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE INTERt ET AND IDX FEEDS IN BROKERS'
ABILITY TO COMPETE EFFECTIVELY
60.

The Internet has revolutionized the way consumers can research the housing

market and locate properties that fit their housing needs. This has affected the way the real estate

industry now markets homes and conmmnicates with buyers and sellers. In short , the Internet
has changed the way the real estate industry operates. ) 34
61.

Historically, MLS listings were made available only in

updated and located in the Cooperating Broker

ooks that were regularly

s offce. With the advent of computers ,

MLS

listings could be searched through computer tenninals and kept more easily up to date. Both of

See, e. Kage !Hat 10:8 - 10:14; Kage Dep. at45:13 - 46:3; Bran Dep. at 84:14 - 85:17; CX 219
Michigan.
Rea/Solutions News/etter May 2004 at 3 (monthly newsletter welcoming 41 new members to Realcomp).
13 Aronson Dep. at 28:7 - 30:12; Hepp Dep. at 42:9 - 44:7 (testifying that flatfee brokerage experienced less
growth within Rea1comp s service area because of "negative word of mouth advertising, " attibuted to Rea1comp
restrictions , including the "default search criteria ); Mincy Dep. at 60:8 - 62:21 (discussing loss of potential clients
and other difficulties in obtaing listings when sellers learn about the Search Ftmction Policy).
(3

71:6
- 72: 10 (testifyg that " 90 some percent of my business comes though the referrl
See Mulvihill Dep. at
network I've created " which took " four or five years " to develop, whereas " a new agent is able to generate much
much less " refen-al business); Elya Dep. at 25: 19 - 26:21; Mincy Dep. at 34: 13 - 36:4 (noting the imortce
Limted Service Brokers of satified customers in " growing the referral business ). Nearly thee quarters of sellers
rely on refen-als from mends , neighbors or relatives , or their previous experience with a particular agent , when they
select a broker to sell their home. CX 373 2006 NAR Profile of Buyers
Sellers at NARC 0002072. Put simly,
happy customers lead to more referrals and a growig business.
134 According to the Pew Internet & American Life Project
, the share ofIntemet users among adult Americans
reached 73% in April 2006 an increase from 66% in January 2005.
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these options , however , required buyers to visit the Cooperating Broker s offce to search
through the MLS listings , or else required the Cooperating Broker to search the listings and

courier or fax possible matches to their buyers. The development of the Internet has

revolutionized this process. Since the late 1990s , prospective home buyers - in the comfort
their own home and at any time of day or night that is convenient to them - can research homes

for sale by using public real estate web sites that contain MLS listing infonnation.
62.

Although these websites do not provide all of the listing infonnation that is on the

MLS, such as infonnation about offers of compensation and agent remarks , real estate websites
do provide key infonnation that consumers want. 135

Industry sllrveys of

home buyers confinn

that buyers are using the Internet as an integral par of their home search.

Usa2e of Real Estate Websites & Their Benefits to Consumers
The "typical buyer is now the Internet buyer. 136 In 2006 80% of aU home buyers

63.

-- 83% of first time buyers and 78% of repeat buyers -- used the Internet in their search for a
home , primarily to learn about properties for sale. 137

This

number was only surpassed by the

number of home buyers using a real estate agent (85%). 13 At least 57% of buyers reported
searching for homes on the Internet " frequently, " with an additional 19% of buyers seardung the

1J5 The Internet is no! a substitute for the MLS, whose rules (including guarantees of offers of compensation) stil
govern broker transactions tht are advertsed on the Internet. The MLS is as relevant today as it was 20 years ago.
Niersbach Dep. at 48:1 - 48:1 I (MLS is stil relevant today because "there are as may or more flnn in the
marketplace and it's still the most effective way to fmd a home.
1J6

Internet Buyer vs. Traditional Buyer at NARTC 0003771.

See also Future of Real Estate Brokerage,

NARFC 0003667.
13 CX 373

2006 NAR Profile of Home Buyers

Sellers at NARFC 0002032 , 2041 (96% of these buyers used the

Internet to search for properties).
138 CX 373 2006 NAR Profile of Home Buyers
Sellers at NARFC 0002032. Other than a real estate agent, the
Internet was used by buyers more than any other informtion source in their home search: Yard sign (63%); Print
media (55%); Open house (47%); Home book or magazine (34%); Home builder (26%); Television (1 1%);
BilIboard (9%); and Relocation company (5%).
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Internet " occasionally. ,,139 Data collected by the National Association of ReaItorsCI suggest that
the use of the Internet to search for homes by buyers within Rea!comp s service area is consistent

with national statistics. The following graph illustrates the percentage of buyers who used the
Internet in their home search nationally and in Rea!comp s geographic area:
Percentage of Buvers .Who Used the Internet in Their Home Search 140

I 0. 7

.

I
0.
' 0.
_National

- Realcomp

2003

2004

2005

2006

Data on the usage of real estate websites collected by comScore Media Metrix , the

64.

leading reporter of website statistics , also shows the growth of consumers using real estate
websites. 1 In December 2002 , Media Metr reported that over 21 million people visited real

estate websites , spending more than a cumulative total of294

milion minutes on

those sites for

the month of December. 142 By December 2006 , these numbers had skyrocketed to over 31

139 CX
140

373,

SOURCE:

Sellers

2006 NAR Profile of
NAR Profile of Buyers

(2003- 2006)

Sellers at NARC 0002034.

Horne Buyers

Sellers 2003-2006; Surey responses to
NAR Profiles of Horne Buyers &
beging with 480- 481- 482- 483- , and 484

received from zip codes

141 Goldberg Dep. at 105:10 - 105:16 (describing
statistics);

see also

CX 368 (corncore Media

comScore Media Metrix as the " gold

standard" of website

Metr methodology for reporting website statistics).

142 CX 609 (December 2002). The "
Vertcal Network" statistics represent the usage on all public real estate
websites except those that receive only a negligible

amount of1uts. Goldberg Dep. at 110:20 - 111:12.
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million people visiting real estate websites and spending more than a cumulative total of
minutes on those sites for the month of December.

billion

65.

1.2

143

In particular, buyers " are looking for one web site to search for comprehensive

accurate , up- to- date listings for the entire geographic area. " 1-1 As described by one industr

publication

More listings increase the an10unt

of time potential buyers

spend on a real estate

site and increases the likelihood of them finding a home that they would like to purchase. ,,145 A

website that is user- friendly and contains a comprehensive set of listings in the relevant
geographic area benefits both buyers and sellers. 146 It allows buyers to be more efficient in their

property search by being able to focus their search on a few websites

147

which in turn provides

more exposure of sellers ' homes and thereby increases the chances that their homes will be
sold.

148

66.

The value of the Internet to home buyers has
been increasing, mostly at the expense of newspapers.

143 CX 609 (December 2006).
144 CX 403 Change is Relentless

at NARFC 0004224.

14, Future of Real Estate Brokerage at NARC 0003668.
146 Baczkowski Dep. at 38:7 - 38:9 , 115:19 - 116:1 ("
The site that a consumer feels they can go to get the most
infom1ation as easily as possible is tyically a site tht they wil go back to. ); Baczkowski Dep. at 39:4 - 39:7 (the

best websites have the most "people viewig and the most staying there and looking at informtion
147 Goldberg Dep. at 74: I - 74: 15 (websites with more listings " defmitely" meet consumer demand better than
websites with less complete listings because buyers are able to be more effcient

in their search by

going to just one

website ).

148 Goldberg Dep. at 75:\ - 75: 10 (discussing how a website where conswners spend a lot of time is beneficial to

sellers because there is more exposure to their listigs).
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i50 This trend is increasingly apparent
with younger buyers - the future of real

estate.

i5i

The Internet as a real estate marketing tool has grown in popularty

67.

because

buyers find it useful. Specifically, 73% of buyers in 2006 rated the Internet as a " very

useful"

inforn1ation source , with an additional 25% of buyers rating the Internet as " somewhat useful" 

which was even higher than the ratings for real estate agents and far more than any other source

of infonnation.

152 Buyers

have reported that , as a result ofthcir Internet search , they have driven

by or viewed a home , walked through a home , found an agent , requested more information about
a property, and even pre- qualified for a mortgage online.

153 In fact

, 24% of all buyers in 2006

first leared about the home they ultimately purchased on the Internet , an increase from 2% in
1997.

S4 By way of comparison , 36% of buyers in 2006 first learned about the home they

purchased from their real estate agent , down from 50% in 1997; and only 15% of buyers in 2006
first found their home based on a yard sign.
68.

Data collected by the National Association ofRealtorsQY suggest that the

usefulness of the Internet to search for homes by buyers within Rea1comp s service area is

consistent with national statistics. For example , the following graph shows the percentage of
buyers , nationally and in Realcomp s geographic area , who found their home on the Internet:

150
151

CX 373 2006 NAR Profile of Buyers
Sellers at NARFC 0002034 (showing
that 69% of buyers under 44 use the Internet to search for homes frequently, as compared to 49% of those aged 45 
64 years , and 21 % of buyers who are 65 years of age or older).
152 CX 373

Sellers at NARTC 0002033. After the Internet, buyers reported the
2006 NAR Profile of Buyers
following sources as "very useful" : Real estate agent (69%); Yard sign (31 %); Open house (22%); Print newspaper
advertisement (20%); Home builder (15%); Home book or magazine (11 %); Bilboard (3%); Television (3%); and
Relocation company (2%).
153 CX

Jd.

373 2006 NAR Profile of

Buyers

Sellers at NARTC 0002035.

154 CX 373 2006 NAR Profile of

Buyers

Sellers at NARC 0002036.
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The Internet is a useful tool for consumers - paricularly

those websites with a

comprehensive set of up- to- date listing infonDation - because it allows far more property

infonnation to be displayed and searched than any prior marketing tools available to real estate

professionals or consumers. Multiple photos , virtual tours , open house notices , mapping tools
comparable sales data , satellite imagery and other means of displaying information about houses

and neighborhoods are all tools that are desired by consumers and are easily available on the
Internet.

157 There are also tools that

immediately connect an interested buyer with the Listing

Broker , and to automatically alert buyers and sellers about new properties on the market , price

changes to existing listed homes and other features that were not available before the Internet.

The infonnation on the Internet - paricularly if the information is supplied by MLSs - is also
more likely to be accurate and up- to- date than listings advertised in print media , which in some
ISS

CX 373

j56 SOURCE:
Sellers

2006 NAR Profile of Buyers
NAR Profile of Buyers

(2003- 2006)

Sellers at NARC 0002036.
Sellers 2003- 2006; Surey responses to
NAR Profiles of Home Buyers &
beginng with 480- , 481- , 482-, 483- , and 484

received from zip codes
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circumstances , cannot be changed for days or even weeks. In sum , the Internet has become an

essentla too In t e orne
70.

uymg

process. 158

Significantly, the data does not support a contention that buyers or sellers are

using the Internet as a means to avoid using a real estate agent. In fact , 87% of buyers who used
the Internet to search for homes also used a real estate agent as compared to only 74% of buyers
who did not use the Internet. 159 Additionally, 81 % of those who used the Internet in their home

search actually purchased their home through a broker , as compared to only 63% of buyers who
did not use the Internet to search for homes. 160

Data collected by

NAR from Rei:ilcomp ' s

geographic area is also consistent with these national statistics , although there is less of a
discrepancy betWeen Internet and non- Internet users who purchased their home through a broker.

The following chart shows the percentage of Internet and non- Internet users who purchased their

home through a broker both nationally and in Realcomp s geographic area:

157 CX 373

2006 NAR Profile of Buyers
Sellers at NARC 0002042.
158 Internet vs. Traditional Buyer at NARC 0003771 - 3772.

159 CX 373
160

ex 373,

2006 NAR Profile of Buyers

Sellers at NARFTC 0002039.

2006 NAR Profile of Buyers

Sellers at NARC 0002040.
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Percenta2e of Buvers Who Purchased Home Throu2h Broker l6l

IE National

I! Realcomp

Internet User

Non-Internet User

Benefits to Brokers of Internet l\arketin2
71.

Marketing properties on the Internet has become a significant factor in a broker

ability to compete effectively because , first and foremost , it is where buyers are searching for
homes for sale , even before they meet with a broker. 162 As discussed above , sellers generally

want to have the widest possible exposure of their listings," and Internet marketing is necessa1Y
to reach the potential buyers on the Intemet. 163

Internet

marketing has become " more effective

than print media in its ability reach more real estate consumers. 164

_65
161 SOURCE:
Sellers
162 See

163

2006 NAR Profile of Buyers
Sellers;
Surey responses to 2006 NAR Profiles of Home Buyers &
received from zip codes beging with 480- , 481- , 482- , 483-, and 484
discussion at

63 - 70.

165

Niersbach Dep. at 87:9 - 88:2.

164 CX 621

Real Estate Disconnect:

The

Confused State of Online Reol Estate at MOVE- EDOC- 0007762; Sirnos

Dep. 69:23 - 70:1.

See also Realtor. com/internet

Facts

Figures MOVE- HC- 00006703 , at 6706

(stating that only 4% of a newspaper s circulation reads the real estate classified section).
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72.

Because it has become more effective at reaching potential buyers , Internet

marketing is " emerging as one of the most valuable customer lead generation tools available for
realtors today.

166 As Realcomp

s CEO has stated if you miss that consumer cOlllection (on

the Internet), you miss a lot of potential commissions and fees.', 167 The National Association of

RealtorsCl has also recognized that those finns who invest in Internet marketing are " rewarded"
with leads. 168
73.

Leads " refers to a potential buyer who expresses interest in a property for sa1e. 169

Specifically, studies have shown that the percentage of leads generated by Internet

marketing has been growing.

I7O In 2004

, of the 52% of firms who had real estate websites , only

12% of residential brokerage firnls reported that their website generated more than 25% of their

leads.

171

In 2006 , of the 78% of finns with a website , 24% reported that their website generated

25% or more of their leads, with the tyical
website. j

firm receiving

10% oftheir leads from their firm

72 These two studies on the percentage of leads generated by firm websites are

summarzed below: !73

166 CX 617

The Needfor More Effective Online Marketing by Real Estate Brokers in the Cendant Family of Real
Estate Brands: Improving Consumers Online Experience Before Someone Does it For You at MOYE- EDOC

0003257 3260- 3262 (describing Internet marketing as a " business imperative
167 CX 221; Kage Dep. at 38: 10 - 39:20.

168
Future of Real Estate Brokerage at NARC 00003682 (" Investig in the Internet is not without cost , but firm
who make investment have been rewarded with business leads. ). Many brokerages are unable to fully quantify the
number of leads , or potential buyers who are interested in a specific propert, that they receive from their Internet
See
Simos Dep. at 66: 19- 22. These brokerages may not possess the necessary lead trackig
maketing efforts.
system, or they may never know that a lead was generated by a listing on the Internet because the potential buyer
responded by lelephoning the Listig Broker.
See generally
Simos Dep. at 67:2 - 67:24.
169 Kersten Dep. at 37:8 - 37:18.

The Consumer: Catalyst of Change at NARC 0004238 (" Brokers , agents and their vendors all recogne that
online leads will be increasingly imortnt in the futue.
170

171 CX

369 2004 NAR Profile of Real Estate Finn at NARC 0002299.

17 CX 370

2006 NAR Profile of Real Estate Firms at NARTC 0002364.

173 SOURCE:

2004 NAR Profile of Real Estate Firms at NARC
0002299;
2006 NAR Profile of Real Estate
Finns at 2364. The 2006 study also found that the tyical brokerage was able to attbute 7% of their sales volume
to leads generated by their website.
2006 NAR Profile of Real Estate Finn at NARC 0002365.
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......

Percentage of Leads

2004

/0..............................

15%

50/0.... .............. ..............

28%

/0.............................
11- 25%............................

10%
14%
17%

More

than

25%............

2006

25%
22%
23%
24%

Notably, these studies measured only the leads generated by a firm s own website and therefore

do not include the leads generated by any additional Internet marketing by those brokerages.
74.

In southeastern Michigan , at least one broker who was able to track his firm

leads reported that approximately 31

% of his leads were generated by Internet marketing. l74 That

broker , who has practiced in the industr for 41

slgm lcant.

years ,

considered that percentage to be

175

75.

176

174 Kersten Dep. at 36:13 - 37:7.

17; Kersten Dep. at 38:8 - 38:13 (describing how Internet maketing has grown " extremely" in importance).
See also

CX

373

2006 NAR Profile of Buyers

Sellers at NARFC 0002032

(showing that buyers are searching for homes 2- 3 weeks before contacting a broker).
177
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+=

highlight the importance of marketing properties for sale on the Internet in order to reach these
potential buyers.
76.

Marketing homes on the Internet can also provide significant cost savings. 179 As

one study has shown , Internet marketing is more cost effective than any other means used to
market the home - it is the least costly marketing tool , even as compared to yard signs

newspapers and direct mail , and it generates more leads than other marketing tools for the
amount of money spent.

180 For example

, in one Broker Case Study reported in 2005 , Internet

marketing, which cost $10 000 , generated 25% of the finn s leads , whereas yard signs , which
cost $163 384, generated 35% of the firm s leads. 181 This case study is also consistent with the

178
179 Realtors

Technology: 2004 NAR Technology Impact Survey Report NARC 0002093 , at 2115 (" Compared
to more traditional means of marketing, including direct mail and newspaper advertisements , marketing though
websites can often provide signficant cost savings and increased visibility for REALTORS.

180 CX 621 The Real Estate Disconnect
at MOVE- EDOC- 0007762; Simos Dep. at 64:15 - 65:l.
181 CX 621 The Real Estate Disconnect
at MOVE-EDOC- 00007762. The Internet was the second most effective
lead generator behind yard signs , but only represented 1 % of total advertising dollars spent.
/d.
182
see also List More

Make More! MOVE- HC- 00004906 , at 4971

(comparing ad in newspaper with photos for 90 days as costig $27

000 , with cost of posting ad on Realtor.com with

6 color photos for life of the listing as $50).
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g.,

The significance of Internet marketing to a broker s ability to compete effectively

77.

is reflected in the fact that , outside of the MLS , the Internet is the most frequently used tool by
brokers to market their clients ' homes. Specifically, 85% of sellers in 2006 reported that their
home was marketed by being listed on the Internet -- more than yard signs , open houses , print

newspapers , real estate magazines and direct mailers.

IS3

The competitive advantage oflntemet marketing is also reflected in the fact that

78.

brokers in southeastern Michigan advertise their skin and expertise in Internet marketing to

potential seller/clients. For example , David Elya , who sits on the Realcomp Board of Governors
highlights his " extensive" Internet marketing to potential sellers , which includes his posting
listing infonnation on Realtor.com , Movelnichigan. com , ClickonDetroit.com , broker websites
and other sites.

ls4 Likewise

, Century 21 - Town & Country, a brokerage with approximately

000 agents , highlights its Internet marketing to potential seller/clients as one of its top points

made to potential seller/clients.

185 Another

Century 21 franchise , Century 21 Today, with 300

agents , also highlights its Internet marketing in its materials for potential seller/clients , including
the fact that they employ an in- house Internet specialist.

79.

ISo

Finally, the competitive significance of Internet marketing is reflected in the

growing expenditure on Internet marketing by brokerages.

IS? For example , in a 2006 study, 78%

of brokerage finns in 2006 reported that they had invested in a web site , with an additional 5% of

183 CX 373,

2006 NAR Profile of Buyers
Sellers,
at NARFC 0002074.
184 Elya Dep. at 31:25 - 33:8 , 33:24 - 34:4; CX 109 (Elya advertsing that he will market properties " extensively
see also Taylor Dep. at 66:8 - 67:8 (attacts clients by demonstratig that be has " internet
expertse
185 Kersten Dep. 44:7 - 44:15; CX 357 (Century 21 - Town & Countr marketing infonntion).
on the internet);

186 CX 287; CX 288.
See also
CX 310 , at DW00067 and CX 311 , at DW00013 (maketig documents highlighting
Internet marketing as one of the first bul1et points to potential seller/clients).
187
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brokerages intending to start a website - an increase from 52% of firms in 2004 (with 8% of
additional firms reporting that they planned to invest in a website in the future). 188 Ninety-one
percent of these firms '

web sites include property listings and often include consumer-specific

web enhancements , such as allowing consumers to save favorite searches or properties. 189

90 Although these are
considered to be significant costs by brokerage fimls , they make the investment because they

view it as a significant benefit. J91 In 2004 , the typical finn spent 10% of their total marketing
budget on Internet marketing.
properties on those web

192 In addition to investing in a finn website

, brokers market their

sites most visited by potential buyers.

MoveInMichie:an. com, Realtor. com and IDX Websites
80.

As discussed above , Internet marketing is a significant competitive advantage to

brokers - but only if they are able to advertise their property listings on thewebsites visited by a
significant number of potential buyers in their geographic area. 193

As recognized

by Walter

Baczkowski , CEO of the Metropolitan Consolidated Association of ReaItors(f (the largest

Realcomp shareholder board), sellers "want their property exposed to as many people as

; Greenspan Dep. at 24:21 - 25: 10.
188 CX

370 , 2006 NAR Profile of Real Estate Finns at NARTC 0002356; CX 369 2004 NAR Profile of Real

Estate Finns at NARFC 0002299.
189 CX 370 2006 NAR Profile of Real Estate Firms
at NARC 0002363.
190
191 Kersten Dep. at 38:8 - 38:19;

Change is Relentless

at NARTC 0004225 (a brokerage fInn s website "has

become a necessity for real estate professionals.
192 2005 NAR

Member Profile NARC 0003887 , at 3920.
19J Backowski Dep. at 46: 10- 46: 15 (sel1ers want their

homes " to be at the best site possible."); Mulvihll Dep. at
72:22 - 73:20 (discussing a broker s need to spend "a whole lot of money" on " some tye of maketing campaign"

in

order to " fInd a way for people to be drven to a Web site.
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possible... (and they) want their infonnation at the site that is going to best market them and best

attract the consumer.
81.

,,194

Buyers who use the Internet as part of their home search have repeatedly raned

four websites (or types of web

sites) as the ones they use the most: 1) MLS websites; 2)

Realtor.com; 3) brokerage finn websites; and 4) the real estate agent websites. 195 As discussed
below , these websites are also popular among consumers in southeastern Michigan. 196 Thus

marketing properties on these websites is significant to an ability to compete effectively for

brokers W1t m ea comp s servIce area. 197
82.

Realcomp provides a free feed ofMLS listing infonnation to a number of

websites in each of these categories of web sites most visited by potential buyers. 19B Realcomp
feed of listing inf01mation to these web sites is not only a free benefit to its members , but it is also

194
Baczkowski Dep. at 38:22 - 39:3; I-Iardy Dep- at 91 :21 - 92: 16 (testifying that he participates in lOX because
sellers were demanding it).

196 Data collected by

NAR in Realcorn s geographic area is consistent with the national trend that MLS Websites

Realtor. com, brokerage fiIT websites and agent websites are the top most visited sites by buyers. Surey responses

Sellers from zip codes beginng with 480- , 481- , 482-, 483- , and 484- reported
to 2006 NAR Profile of Buyers
that they visited the following websites: MLS website (34%); Realtor. com (54%); real estate brokerage website
(35%); agent website (34%); newspaper website (8%); and magazne (3%).
See also
Nowak Dep. at 24:8 - 24:24
(testifyg that Realtor. com, MovelnMichigan. com and Realcomp broker websites are beneficial to home sellers
because they give those listings exposure to potential buyers). Consumers generally wil look at only thee public
real estate websites. Baczkowski Dep. at 37:8 - 37:9.
197 CX 78 , at 3 (discussing the "market power of web marketing, MovelnMichigan. com, lOX

, and
See also
REALTOR. com ); Kage Dep. at 51:15 - 51:20.
Mincy Dep. at 25:8 - 28:12 (ranking Realtor. com "a very
close second" to the MLS in teIm of marketing properties and " maiming exposure " in Realcomp s geographic
area; also rankg brokerage and agent websites as " equally imortant to Realtor.com " as far as effectiveness for

maximing exposure

oflistigs ); Hepp Dep. at 45: 19-47:7 (identifyng Realtor. com and brokerage and agent
websites as " imortt tooI(s)" for selling homes in southeastern Michigan); Kermth Dep. at 66:1- 67:7 (withn
Realcomp s service area the most imortant Internet- based exposure " to the public for selling residential real estate
is though Realtor. com, followed by brokerage and agent websites , and MovelnMichigan. com).

198 CX 222 , at 6 (Statement of Benefits).
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47

an effcient way to update the websites with any changes to the MLS listings because these
changes are automaticalIy updated as par of Reaicomp s feed to the websites.

199 Pursuant to

its

Website Policy, however, Realcomp does not include any Exclusive Agency, Limited Service or

MLS- Entry Only listings in its feed to these websites.zoo It only includes fulI service , Exclusive
Right to Sell listings.

MLS Website: MoveInMichigan. com
83.

Websites operated by MLSs offer a number of competitive advantages to brokers

particularly smaller brokerages who may not be able to afford to operate their own website with a
property search feature. MLS web sites benefit consumers because they provide a neutral site for

consumers to view a comprehensive set of listings of the MLS members.

201 In addition to the

marketing exposure offered by MLS websites , they also benefit brokers because brokers

generally have significant control over the MLS website in detennining how much infonnation is
displayed (such as whether or not to display street addresses), and its prices and policies.

20 As

one industry publication concluded:

There is an opportunity for the brokers to utilize the MLS to compete more
effectively at a lower cost by directing the leads on a public (MLS) web site to the
listing brokers. This positions those who provide the inventory to obtain the
maximum benefit and it may provide a way for the brokers to cost effectively
?03
compete for leads a third pary would receive

199 Otherwse , brokers need to update each listing on each of these websites , which may lead to a signficant

expenditue of time and money. Realcomp highlights these services to ClUent and potential members as an
important benefit of membership. CX 222 , at 6, 9; CX 224 , at 2 - 3; Kage Dep. 44: 10 - 45:4 , 47:1 - 47:7 52:22
55:12.
200 See Paragraph

43. RX 2 , at 3.

201 CX 380 Discussion Paper: Future ofMLS at NARC 0003727 (notig that consumers may demand a website
that they view as objective , even if broker websites are user- frendly and have a complete set of listings).
202 CX 380 Discussion Paper: Future of MLS at NARC 0003727 - 3728.
101

CX 380 Ducussion Paper: Future of MLS at NARFTC 0003728.
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MoveInMichigan. com is a MLS website owned a.nd operated by Rea1comp that

84.

the public may use to search for property listings of Rea1comp

members.

204 The content of

MoveInMichigan. com is based on an exclusive feed of listing infonnation from Rea1comp. In
other words , Realcomp provides the only feed of property listings to MoveInichigan. com.

Rea1comp emphasizes the significance of MoveInichigan. com as a benefit of

85.

. MLS membership to current and potential members , and even has a separate marketing

document devoted to the benefits of MoveInichigan. com alone. 205 Specifically, Rea1comp
highlights the website s feature- rich content 206 and that MovehlMichigan. com " is accessed by

thousands of consumers each week as a primary source of obtaining real estate information for
southeastern Michigan.

,,207 The CEO of Rea1comp, Karen Kage

MoveInichigan. com to be "a very local version of Realtor. com

, considers
208 and

believes that

Movelnichigan. com is a " valuable portal for any Michigan home buyer or seller. ,,209 Put
simply, Movelnichigan. com provides valuable marketing exposure of Realcomp member
? 10

1stmgs. -

In addition , MoveInichigan. com is the exclusive provider of real estate listings

86.

for the website for a local television station, ClickonDetroit.com. 211 Thus , users who view
204 Kage IH at 48:3 - 48:14.
205 CX 258; CX 272; RC 15 , at RC021 0; Kage IH at 68: 17 - 69: 13.

206 CX 258, at 2 ("Not only is it a great source for finding REALTORS
featues multiple photos

system
207

See a/so

and their listings , but the website also

, viral tours , and Open Houses that have been scheduled on the Rea1comp Onlie

Kage Dep. at 154:11 - 154:25; ex 272.

ex 267; Kage Dep. at 178:22 - 181:7.

208

ex 258 , at 6; Kage Dep. at 156: 14 - 157:2.

209

Kage IH at 71:7 - 71:9; CX 15.

210

ex 258 , at 2; Kage Dep. at 153: 14 - 153:20 (testifyng

that additional marketing exposure is a benefit

to

Rea1comp members).
211

ex 222 , at 9 - 10; Kage Dep. at 48:23 - 49: 13.
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,'

properties on ClickonDetroit.com actually view only those properties on MoveIr\1ichigan. com.
Realcomp highlights the importance of ClickonDetroit.com to its current and potential members:

MovelnMichigan. com is the exclusive provider of data for WDN' s real estate
page on ClickonDetroit.com.

This r;ublic website operated bv WDIV Channel

miliotl clicks a
local website in Southeast Michizan receivin over
month. The ClickonDetroit.com website actually frames specific functi.ons of
Realcomp s MoveInMichigan. com website , sending consumers searching for
the

#1

Realtors, properties and Open Houses to you and your 1istings.

87.

Realcomp successfully promotes MoveInMichigan. com by " using many different

advertising mediums which continue to drive Internet traffic to Realcomp Realtors and their
ltstmgs. - 

214 The number of " hits " that

MoveInMichigan. com receives has been increasing substantially.

2l In

the last quarer of2005

Movelnichigan. com received 1 775 394 hits; in the first quarter of2006 , MoveInl\1ichigan. com
received 2

037 682 hits; in the second quarter of2006 , Movelnichigan. com received 2 184 230

hits; and in the third quarer of2006 , Movelnichigan. com received 2 524 871 hits. These
numbers are conS1 ere to e S1gnl lcant

212

716

y oca

TO

ers:

ex 222 , at 9 - 10 (emphasis added); ex 224 , at 2 - 3; Kage Dep. at 52: 18 - 55: 12 , 157:3 - 167:3;

ex 259; ex

260 - 263.
213

ex 258: Kage Dep. at 155: I - 155: IS (testifying that Realcomp promotes MoveinMichigan. com in order to drive
more consumers to Realcomp members).

ex 267; Kage Dep. at 178:22 - 181:7 (testifyng that " these marketing efforts are
expected to raise consumer awareness of the benefits ofMoveInMichigan. com and ultimately Realcomp Realtors.
214

215 "

Hits " are defined as propert views. ex 268 ("In October 2005 a change was made so tht every object on a
displayed page did not record a hit. Prior to this change , if the page included 20 images , each imge would account
for another hit, so the single page hit actually recorded as 21 hits (1 for the page & I for each image). As of October
2005 , the same page should now only account for 1 hit."
216

ex 268; Kage Dep. at 181:8 - 183: 17; Nowak Dep. 25: 10- 25: 16 (testifyg that MovelnMichigan. com receives
a " significant" amount of hits from potential buyers and sellers); Baczkowski Dep. at 109:1 - 110:20 (testifying that
the 730 586 hits on MoveInichigan. com in May 2006 was a large number of views).
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88.

Rea!comp operates the MoveInichigan. com website , and its feed of MLS

listings to the website , as a free benefit ofMLS membership.

21 Realcomp members therefore do

not have to pay any additional fees for their listings to be posted on MoveInMichigan. com (or

ClickonDetroit.com). Pursuant to its Website Policy, however , Rea1comp does not submit
Exclusive Agency, Limited Service and MLS- Entry Only listings to MoveInichigan. com (and
Cli ckonDetroi t. com).
89.

There is no alternative way for Limited Service Brokers to post their properties

(with non- Exclusive Right to Sell listing agreements) onto MoveInMichigan. com or

ClickonDetroit. com. Limited Service Brokers are therefore at a competitive disadvantage to

other brokers who use " full service " Exclusive Right to Sell listings because they are not able to

obtain the valuable exposure of listing their properties on two top local web sites in southeastern
Michigan.

21 This in turn may negatively impact the seller , whose home may take longer to sell

and lead to a lower satisfaction with the Limited Service Broker s services (which may in turn
219 Moreover, to the extent
limit the broker s ability to expand their business through referrals).
this limitation on their Internet marketing abilities is disclosed to sellers , Limited Service Brokers

would be at a competitive disadvantage in obtaining listing agreements with potential
seller/clients.

217

ex 222 at 9; ex 224 at 2 - 3; ex

See

discussion at 1M 80 - 82 ,

272; Kage Dep. at 52:18 - 55: 12.

87.

219

Mincy Dep. 63:20 - 64: 17 (describing how the Realcomp Search Function and Website Policies restrict the
exposure of his listings and hur his business); Hepp Dep. at 42:9 - 44:7 (describing " negative word of mouth
advertising" as limiting growth of flat fee broker s referral business within Rea1corn s service area specifically
because ofRealcomp s Website Policy and Search Function Policy).
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Realtor. com
90.

Realtor. com is the official website of the National Association ofRealtorslI. 220

The website is operated by Move , Inc. pursuant to an operating agreement with NAR and it

allows buyers to search for homes across the country, including southeastern Michigan.
RealtoLcom is the leading real estate website in the country - it has the most unique visitors , and

more than double the total number of visits and more than triple the total number of minutes
spent on the website than any other real estate website in the country ?22
91.

Specifically, Media Metrix reported that in December 2006 , Rea1tOLcom had 3.

million unique visitors , who on average made 2. 2 visits to RealtoLcom , with each visit lasting
approximately 14 minutes and including approximately 25 page views.

There were a total of

8.59 miJjion visits , with a cumulative total of 119 million minutes spent on Realtor.com for the
month of December

92.

2006?23

Realtor-com has a number of exclusive "co- branding "

relationships with web

sites

that drive web traffic - and in particular , those interested in buying or selling homes -- to
RealtoLcom.

224 For example

, pursuant to Move , Inc. ' s " co- branding " agreement with AOL , any

visitor to AoLcom who is interested in searching for real estate properties , win click on a Real
110

Goldberg Dep. at 25:8 - 25: 17.

221

Goldberg Dep. 25:24 - 26:8 (Move , Inc. is required to operate RealtoLcom in compliance with the operating
agreement with NAR); Simos Dep. at 69:6 - 69: 12 (descrbing RealtoLcom s comprehensive listig inormtion);
Dawley Dep. at 18:5 - 19:8 (testifying that RealtoLcom receives a feed oflisting informtion from Realcomp).
12 ex 609 (December 2006).
223

ex 609 (December 2006). Notably, the December statistics on real estate websites quoted in thi report
underestimte the total usage of the real estate websites because usage of real estate websites is , like the real estate
industr itself, seasonal. Dawley Dep. at 53:6 - 53: II. Thus , more consumers use real estate web sites in the sprig

than they do near the December holidays. Realtor. com has listigs from approxitely 900 MLSs (and local
associations ofrealtors that operate MLSs), including Realcomp. ex 601. This represents almost every MLS in the
countr. Dawley Dep. at 14:21- 24. Under the tenn of the operating agreement between Move, Inc. and NAR
FSBO sellers may not post listings on Realtor. com. ex 360 Operating Agreement at NARFC 0003265.
224 MOVE-HC- 00008347- 8684 ("co- branding contracts).
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Estate button on the Aol.com website and be re- directed

to RealtoLcom. 225 These agreements

are exclusive , which means that RealtoLcom will be the "primar

and major provider"

of

property listings on the website , outside of the " occasional" or few listings that brokers or
consumers may be able to post on the website for a fee. 226
93.

The websites that are covered by the " co- branding" agreements with RealtoLcom

include Aol.com , Msn. com (Microsoft' s website), Compuserve. com , Netscape. com
Netzero. com , Wsj. com (Wall Street Journal's website), Juno. com , iWon. com , Excite. com

PennysaveLcom , and a suite of over 50 websites owned by IBS and operated by local television
stations across the countr, including ClickonDetroit.com. 227 Thus , any listings posted on

RealtoLcom are also exposed to all of the consumers visiting these additional sites. 228
94.

Buyers benefit from RealtoLcom because it is a " single destination with

comprehensive content , has the most listings available , and an easy to use functionality to search

for viable properties in - across the whole country using a varety

of search techniques. 229

m Simos Dep. 13:20 - 15:2. These agreements are considered to be "

co- branding " because the consumer will not
necessarily know that he or she left the AoLcom website because AOL wil keep its brand as a frame around the
Realtor-com content.

ld.

226 Simos

See also United Online contract (Juno. com, Netzero. com), MOVE- HC- 00008390
Dep. at 15:21 - 16:2.
, at
8395 ("Homestore shall be the sale and exclusive provider of Real Estate ContenL. ); IBS contrct (TV network
websites), MOVE- HC- 00008422 , at 8426 (same exclusivity provision, except for any pre-existing agreements or
incidental real estate content); Dow Jones contract (Wsj. com), MOVE- HC-00008262 , at 8265 (exclusive , although
can allow properties to be listed in its " Classified Section, " which per the website , entails a fee for posting a
propert); AOL contract (Ao1.com, Netscape. com, CompuServe. com), MOYE- HC- 00008506 , at 8509, 8514 (will
only promote Realtor-com); Microsoft contract (Msn. com) MOVE-HC- 00008627 , at 8671 (exclusive); PeIUysaver
contract , MOVE-HC-00008387 , at 8388 (exclusive).

227 Simos Dep. at 15:11- 23:6; MOVE- EDOC-

00003997 - 4004 (chart showing traffc acquisition strctue);

MOVE-HC- 00008347 - 8684 (" co-branding" contracts). The website , ClickonDetroit. com, had a pre-existig
agreement to receive its real estate content from Realcorn and is therefore not included in the agreement between its
parent company, United Online , and Move , Inc. , but if the Realcorn agreement is termted, Realtor. com has the
right offlTst negotiation and flTst refusal. MOYE- HC-00008449, 8450, 8463.
228

Because these other websites direct the conswner to Realtor.com, the " hits" to these websites that are related to
real estate are counted in the website statistics for Realtor. com.
229 Simas

Dep. a169:6 - 69:12. Except for MLS web sites that also receive their content directly from MLSs

Realtor. com is one of the most accurte real estate websites because it updates its listigs

based on any changes to
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Sellers benefit from RealtOLcom because it is attractive to buyers , who spend more tiIle on
Realtor. com than on any other website , thereby providing considerable exposure for their

properties and increasing the likelihood that their homes will be sold and sold quickly.230
95.

These benefits to consumers are reflected in the high national usage statistics

collected by Media Metrix , discussed above. Move , Inc. , however , is able to collect data from its

internal servers related to the usage of Realtor. com based on specific geographic areas , and

MLSs. This Move , Inc. data shows that Realtor. com is used frequently by consumers in
southeastern Michigan. Specifically, according to Move , Inc. ' s internal records for the last
quarer of 2003 ,

consumers perfonned over 1. 6 million property searches and had over 35

million property views on Realtor.com in Rea!comp s geographic area. 23

In 2003

, properties

submitted by Realcomp to Realtor.com received the 13th most property views of the
approximately 900 MLSs and local Associations of Realtors(B (which operate an MLSs) that

submit listing feeds to Realtor.com. In the last quarter of 2006 , consumers again performed over
6 million property searches and had over

54

millon property views on Realtor.com in

Realcomp s geograp lC area. ?3?

the MLS within approximtely 24 hours of being posted. Dawley Dep. at 66: 18- 67: 15.
230 Greenspan Dep. 48:20 - 49: 19 (describing benefits of exposure on Realtor.com, especially for brokers who may
not be able to afford a website of their own); CX 362 Newco, Inc. Business Plan at NARC 0004872; Sweeney
Dep. 36: 14 - 36: 15 (discussing how exposure is "key " to sellng a home); Gleason Dep. at 123:8 - 124:4 (discussing

impact ofless exposure on ability to sell home).
231 MOVE- EDOC-00021036 (CD). These numbers are cwnulative for the September 1

, 2003 - Dece!Tber 31 , 2003

time period. The data on searches represent all searches conducted on RealtoLcom tht would have yielded
propert in Realcomp s geographic area. The data on propert views includes all views of properties that appeared
on search result pages as well as clicks to view more detailed informtion on specific properties. Dav.ley Dep. at
44:4 - 48: 10.

23 MOVE- EDOC- 00021037 (CD). These numbers are cumulative for the September 1 , 2006 - Dece
time period. 111is

mber 31 , 2006
data on searches and propert views is interpreted in the same way as the 2003 data (described in

FN 231). Dawley Dep. 47:25 - 48:6.
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Realtor. com provides competitive advantages to brokers who post property

96.

listings on Realtor.col1. A primary competitive advantage is that the brokers ' properties are

given tremendous exposure to potential buyers - as reflected by the Media Metrix website
statistics. D3 The graph below shows the relative value ofRealtor.com s website usage as

compared to the other national real estate websites: 234
Unique Visitors Per Month Ending 12/31 03 Each Year
(In Milions)
i 6
-- Realtor com

Homegain
Yahoo Real Estate I
Zillow

-- REIMAX
Century 21

- Homes. com
- - Coldwell Banker
Zip Realty
I 2

For Sale By Owner
Trulia

- - Realestate. com
2002

97.

2003

200

2005

2006

Realtor.com also provides a significant competitive advantage to brokers by virtue

of the fact that it is free for brokers to post a basic property listing. Under the tenns of the
operating agreement between Move, Inc. and NAR, Realtor.com may not charge brokers any fees
for posting a basic propert listing, which includes information about the property, a text

description of the propert, a color photograph and the brokerage s name and phone number.
23 Simas Dep. at 58:25 - 59:11 (describing Realtor. com s promotion of the Realtor and his listings as a "
key

advantage

134 SOURCE: comScore Media Metrx Website Statistics for December 2002 , December 2003, December 2004

December 2005 and December 2006 (CX 609).
135 CX 360,

Operating Agreement at NARFTC 0003270 - 3272; Goldberg Dep. at 32:9 - 32: 16.
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).

Although Move , Inc. may charge brokers for enhancements to their listings on RealtoLcom , such
as multiple photos or virtual tours , it cannot charge any referral fees or other types of fees based
on any leads generated by ReaItQr.com.

23 This is a significant advantage over many other third

pary real estate websites that operate a business model whereby they charge brokers to post
listings on their website and/or charge brokers for leads generated by the website (which can be a
flat fee or a percentage of any conul1ission received :!om a closed transaction).

237

Rea1comp provides a feed to Realtor.com as a :!ee member benefit , and advertises

98.

this benefit to current and potential members. In Januar 2007 , ReaJcomp had 1 723 offices
representing 13

to Realtor.com.

184 Realcomp agents , authorizing Realcomp to submit their listing infonnation
238 However

, pursuant to its Website Policy, Realcomp does not submit

Exclusive Agency, Limited Service or MLS- Entr
99.

Only

listings to RealtoLcom. 2J9

This Website Policy imposes a significant competitive disadvantage to Limited

Service Brokers who use those types oflisting agreements.

The Website Policy prevents Limited

Service Brokers :!om being able to take advantage of the benefits of posting properties on
RealtoLcom through ReaJcomp -

paricularly the significant exposure of property listings to

potential buyers. This may therefore make it mDfe difficult to sell a home , which in tur

could

affect the satisfaction of the seller and whether they would be willing to provide referrals to the

Limited Service Broker. There is also evidence that sellers in southeastern Michigan demand
236 E.

Simas Dep. at 67:25 - 68:5; Greenspan Dep. at 39:3 - 39:5.

2J Simos Dep. at 75: 17

- 75:22 (defmig "tarff fee " as a "business model where agents have to pay thrd partes for
See also Referral Fees: CPA Model
leads and also a larger amount in the event of a sale transaction closing.
MOVE-HC-00000543 , at 550 (identifyng websites that act as a
MOVE-EDOC- 000004970 , at 4971; Realtor Group,
taff model).

DB Kage Dep. at 80:9 - 80: 16.
239 CX 100 Realcomp Rules at RC1341. RealtoLcorn does not have any rules regarding what
tyes of listing

agreements can be included on Realtor. com Rather, listings that are submitted to RealtoLcom " are fully detenned
by the data content providers."

Greenspan Dep. at 9:7 - 9: 17.
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that their properties be posted on Realtor.com. z4o This policy then would make it much more

difficult for Limited Service Brokers to obtain listing agreements with potential seller/clients
once the policy is disclosed.
100.

To the best of my knowledge , there are only two potential ways for Limited

Service Brokers to circumvent Realcomp s Website Policy and post properties on Realtor.com

both of which entaij a significant cost to the brokers and one of which may not even be a
practical alternative.

101.

The first option for Limited Service Brokers to bypass Realcomp s Website Policy

and be able to post listing infonnation on Realtor.com involves Limited Service Brokers "double
listing " their properties on a second MLS that does not have the same Website Policy and will

submit Exclusive Agency, Limited Service and MLS- Entry Only listings to Realtor.com. This
option has two obvious drawbacks. First , it is premised on a reliance that another nearby MLS

submits listings to Realtor.com , allows out-of-area brokers to be members of the MLS, and that
the MLS will not adopt the same Website Policy as Realcomp in the future. Second , it requires

Limited Service Brokers to belong to two MLSs and double list their properties. As discussed

above in Paragraph 56 , this represents a " significant" cost to brokers because that represents

double the cost and double the work. 242

240 Groggins Dep. at 49:8 - 49:22; Aronson Dep. at 65: I - 65:22 (discussion ofRX 68); Mincy Dep. at 59:

17 - 60:7.

241 Aronson Dep. at 28:7 - 30:12 (Limited Service Broker testifyig

that he stopped doing business in southeastern
Michigan because "Rea1comp prevented us from perfonng our business model" by imlement g the Search

Function and Website Policies).
242 Sweeney Dep. at 17:10 - 17: 16 (describing costs

of membership in two MLSs (Rea1comp and MiRealSource) as
a per agent basis that is viewed as a significant cost only to be incured if necessary ); D. Moody Dep. at
42:23 - 63:24 (extensive discussion of the disadvantages of " double listig " and RX 26); Mincy Dep. at 56:7 - 57:24
(notig that "double listing " conswnes "two weeks' of work" annually).
being, " on
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102.

Second, under the tenns of the operating agreement between Move , Inc. and

NAR, individual brokers may technically submit a feed of their listings directly to Realtor.com.
In cases where a local MLS has no feed to Realtor. com , Move , Inc. has contacted brokers in that
area to obtain feeds of their listing infonnation.

24 There are brokers in only six geographic areas

around the country who send an individual feed oflistings to Realtor.com

."44 None of these

brokers are in Michigan. Currently, in at least five of these six areas , the local MLS facilitates

the transfer of the listing data for the individual brokers (by being the entity to transfer the data),
which minimizes the costs to the broker and the costs to Move , Inc of having to handle additional
individual feeds.

14 According to Move

, Inc. , it does not currently charge these brokers for

submitting an individual feed , but may in the future (in order to recoup Move , Inc.'s additional

costs) if individual brokers submitting a feed to Move. Inc becomes a more prevalent , and
therefore more costly to Move , Inc. , practice.
103.

246

Ifthe MLS does not facilitate the individual broker s feed of listing data to

Realtor.com , this second option may be more theoretical than practicaL As recognized by Move
Inc. , the individual feed of property listings to Realtor. com would require a broker to either hire

personnel or a third pary vendor in order to be able to aggregate and submit their listings to

24 Dawley Dep. at 25:23 - 26: 12.
244

ex 602- 607; Dawley Dep. at 23: 11 - 23: 14. This number may increase to seven as one MLS in the Seanle , W A
area has announced recently that they intend to stop providing a feed oflistig informtion to Realtor. com ex 608

(Realty Times article).
245 Dawley Dep. at 28: 11 - 30: 12; ex 608 (Realty Times artcle quoting Move , Inc executive Even if we contract
directly with the brokers , as we do in about a half dozen markets, the MLS, in all cases except one , admsters the
project so that we can manage it without incremental personne1." ); Greenspan Dep. at 54:18 - 55:23 (explaining

process of individual brokers submitting direct feeds oflistig

informtion).

246

ex 608 (Realty Times article); Dawley Dep. at 30:25 - 32: 1 0 (the more listings Move , Inc. has to handle , the
more work it has to do and the more costs it bas to incur). Under the Operating Agreement , Move , Inc. has the right
to charge brokers for individual feeds in order to recoup their costs.

Goldberg Dep. 32: 17 - 33:1 (noting that Move

Inc. has not yet charged any individual brokers for direct feeds to Realtor. com).
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Realtor. com.
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,"

n While

r have not seen this cost quantified , I note that no Limited SerV. ice

Brokers in southeastern Michigan - or in any of the other jurisdictions that the Federal Trade
Commission obtained consent orders barng the MLSs ' prior practice of excluding nonExclusive Right to Sell listings from the MLSs ' feed to Realtor.com - has availed themselves of

this option even though Limited Service Brokers have testified to the importance of marketing
properties on Realtor.com to their business. 248

Nevertheless

, it is clear that in comparison to

Rea1comp submitting property listings to Realtor.com for free for its members , this option would

entail some measure of cost to Limited Service Brokers. This is paricularly troublesome

because " (b Joosting productivity and efficiency are the primary operational goals of riost brokers
today. ,,

249

IDX Websites
104.

The third and fourth categories of web sites that are most visited by home buyers

are brokerage firm and agent websites , or " IDX Websites. " IDX (Internet Data Exchange) is a

set of rules and policies that set forth how a local brokerage firm may receive and display on the
broker s own website most of the listings that are available from a local MLS. In essence , MLSs

provide a feed ofMLS propert listings (referred to as an " IDX feed" ) to its members that
enables MLS members , with the consent of Listing Brokers , to display the MLS listing

247 CX

608 (Realty Times article describing the cost to brokers for individual feed

as

The cost wil be higher to

brokers who will have to hie staff or pay thrd-part vendors to aggregate their listings to provide a direct. feed to
Realtor. com and other sites where the broker would like to market his or her company's listings. ); Greenspan Dep.

55:16 - 55:22 (notig that some brokers submit their listing infonntion directly to RealtoLcom via vendors).

248 E.

G. Moody Dep. at 31:8 - 32:24 (testifyig that RealtoLcom is " neck and neck" in
imortce with being in
the MLS as " the most effective means" of selling homes though the Internet , followed by the IDX); Kermth Dep. at
66: I - 67:7 (within Realcomp s service area the most important Internet- based exposure" to the public for selling
residential real estate is though Realtor. com, followed by brokerage and agent websites and MoveinMichigan.com).
249 Consumer is Catalyst QfChange,

at NARFC 0004234 (finding tht the key to success will be operating more
Surival and growt are possible only though attention to cutting

effciently and quoting one brokeT as statig tht, "

costs. "
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infOffation on their own broker websites?50 For the 91 % of finn websites that contain
searchable property listings , the IDX feed is how those fiffs

obtain listings other

oftheir own.

For example , a customer in southeastern Michigan can v1sit Remax. com , one of the large
franchise brokerage websites , and view properties in southeastern Michigan that are listed by all
the different brokers (from different brokerages) in Rea1comp s MLS that participate in the IDX
feed.
105.

IDX rules and policies cover the type of1nfoTJation about the listing that can be

displayed , who can display it , what other infonnation can be displayed along side the MLS
listings , and what advertising can be displayed near an IDX listings. Under Realcomp s IDX

rules , members consent to share their property listings on other brokers ' IDX websites.

Although a member could " opt-out" and not allow the display of their listings on other members
Internet sites, they in return could not display any other member s listings on their own
websites. 252 Similarly, brokers must post all IDX listings on their website and can only exclude

specific listings based on objective criteria, such as geographic area or price range?53
106.

The second aspect of Realcomp s Website Policy relates to its IDX rule that

excludes any type of listing agreement in its IDX feed other than full-service , Exclusive Right to

Selllistings. 25 Until recently, the National Association of RealtorsQ9
its Model MLS Rules and Policies.

255 This rule was designated as "

had a similar

rule as par of

Opt1onal " which meant that

250 Local broker websites that are franchisees may ultitely provide their IDX feed to a national franchise website.
251 CX 210.

m CX 100

Realcomp Rules at RC1360.

253 CX 100 Realcomp Rules at RC1360.

254 CX 100 Realcomp Rules at RC1361.
255 CX 399 Handbook on Multiple Listing Policy 2006 at

NARC 0003962.
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it was not " necessary for the proper operation of the MLS.', 256 This conclusion was also reached

by one of Realcomp ' s Board of Governors , Mr. Elya , who admitted that if Realcomp did not

have this IDX rule , Rea1comp would not fold " today, tomorrow , or next year " nor would it be
257 In fact

any less effcient.

, Realcomp s Policy appears to be contrar to the main benefits of

having an IDX feed. As described by the Vice President of Board Policy and Programs at the
National Association ofRealtors(j, IDX benefits from " having

the highest percentage oflistings

the more listings , the more effective it's going to be , makes broker sites the best place to go for

listing infoffation on the web. ,, 258
107.

Paricipating in IDX represents a significant competitive advantage to brokers. As

described by NAR, IDX is "the next age in the evolution of the MLS as the primar means of

enhancing cooperation between realtors to facilitate the purchase and sale of real property.

259

While IDX is a "powerfl tool to enable brokers with a business presence on the internet to
attract consumers " it is also an effective means of marketing properties on the top websites used
Y consumers.

108.

260

Broker IDX Websites are a powerful marketing tool because they allow brokers to

market their properties on two of the top four websites - brokerage firm and agent websites - that

Z56

Niersbach Dep. at 39:13 - 39: 17 (comparig optional rules to mandatory rules which are necessary to the effective
operation of the MLS).
Z5 Elya Dep. 75:20 - 76: 10.

See also
Baczlowski Dep. 11: 10 - 15:13 (describing his experience at the Toledo
Board of Realtors whose MLS rules did not discriminate between Exclusive Right to Sell listings and Exclusive
Agency, Limited Service and MLS Entr Only listigs , and that it did not impair the effcient fuctioning of the

MLS).
258 Niersbach Dep. at 89:25 - 90:24; CX 392.
259

ex 390 lDX Virtual Kit at

NARC 0000985; Niersbach 85:25 - 86:17.

Z60

ex 391 (quotig NAR General Counsel, Laure Janick); Niersbach Dep. at 61:17 - 62:8 (IDX policy created
because of vision that broker fum websites would become an integral par of the brokerage job of prospecting and
marketing properties - a vision that is
out to be correct as brokerage fum websites have gained in

tug

importance) .
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are visited by buyers (nationally and in southeastern Michigan).

26\ IDX websites make " it easier

for the consumer to get infonnation in a single point rather than visiting more Internet sites or

other more traditional ways to find out about available listings.

262 Thus , the IDX feed " is an

important tool that helps market their home to the maximum number of potential buyers.',
109.

and sellers

263

As already discussed above , websites with more complete listings benefit buyers

?64 Viewership can be significantly and negatively affected when the only listings

available are those of the sponsoring realty firm. This is one of the contributing factors to the
recent growth of Remax. com , which has seen significant traffic growth since it added listing

content from IDX feeds to its website in early 2006. Real estate brokerage firms are keenly
aware that although they may have large shares of the listings in a given geographic area , without

sharng listings with other finns in their area , they will be at a significant disadvantage. Thus to
my knowledge , a great majority ofleading realty finns at the local level paricipate in IDX.
110.

In addition to consumer reports that IDX Websites represent two of the top four

websites visited by buyers , Media Metrix data shows that the competitive significance of IDX

Websitcs is large and growing. For example , according to Media Metrx data for December
2006 , Realtor. com was the single most used real estate website with 3. 91 million unique visitors

spending a total of 119 million minutes on RealtoLcom. However , adding up all of the top IDX
Websites - including Keller Williams , Century 21 , RelMax , Coldwell Banker, ERA , Prudential
Weichert and Long & Foster - shows that they had a total of 5 million unique visitors , spending a

261 See

discussion at

80 - 81.

262 Greenspan Dep. at 12:10 - 13:6.
263 Elya Dep. 36:23 - 37:8;

Nowak Dep. at 20:20 - 20:25 (Prudential Great Lakes Realty gets an IDX feed from

Realcomp for their website because " they feel that it can attact people who are looking to purchase or sell."
264 See

discussion at

65.
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total of 103 million minutes for the month of December 2006. This represents a significant

growth in market share of the IDX Websites, which in December 2002 represented only 1.22

million unique visitors , spending 24.4 million minutes on the IDX Websites. The graph below
illustrates the growth of these IDX Websites on a national level since 2002:

Total Uni ue Users of IDX Websites
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Evidence from this case demonstrates that the significance ofRea1comp s IDX is

in line with the national data. Data from consumers within the Rea1comp service area show that
consumer usage of real estate brokerage websites and real estate agent websites is similar to the

national survey results. Specifically, data collected by the National Association ofRealtorsCI
showed that 35% of consumers within the Rea1comp service area reported using real estate
company websites an d 34% reported using real estate agent websites. 266 In addition , 82% of

Rea1comp members authorize their listings to be included in the Realcomp IDX feed , which

265

SOURCE: comScore Media Metrx Website Statistics from December 2002 (includes Centu21.com,

ReMax. com, and ColdwellBaner. com), December 2003 (Centu21. com, ReMax.com, ColdwellBanker.com,
ERA. com , and Weichertcom), December 2004 (Centu21.com, ReMax. com, ColdweI1Banker.com, Weichert. com,
ERA. com, and KW. com), December 2005 (ReMax. com, Centu21. com, Weichert. com, ColdwellBanker.com,
Windermere. com, PrudentiaIProperties. com, and KW. com) and December 2006 (ReMax. com, Centu21. com,
ColdwellBaDker.com, PrudentiaIPropertes. com, Weichert. com, KW. com, LongancIoster.com, and ERA. com).
266

Surey responses to

2006 NAR Profile of Buyers

Sellers received from zip codes beging with 480-, 481

482-, 483- , and 484
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listing infoTI1ation is then sent to approximately

of brokerage finn and agent

websites of Rea1comp members?67 Many of these member websites include the websites
franchises of such brand names as Century 21 268 RelMax

Real Estate ne

272

ea ty xecutJves

273

269

Keller WilIams/70 Prudential

0 weBaner an 0 e y
274

'7'

tematJOna. - .

Many of these local franchise sites are linked to their national franchise sites such as Remax. com
Century 21. com,
112.

kw. com etc.

Brokers in southeastern Michigan consistently testified that having listings

included on the Realcomp broker IDX websiles is an important marketing tool:

Realcomp Governor David Elya of Realty Executives Group admitted that
including the listings in the IDX feed " is an important tool that helps market (the
seller s) home to the maximum number of potential buyers. 276
Reakomp President and Governor Doug Hardy testified that his brokerage

Century 21 Today (which has 300 agents) participates in the IDX because his
agents and home sellers wanted their listing to show up on IDX Websites. 277

267

Respondent

Objections and Responses to Petitioner s First Set of Interrogatories No.

268 Nead Oep. at 73:20 - 74:13 (Coldwell Baner
IDX listing on Centu

21 sites as shown in CX 122 , CX 123).

269 Gleason Oep. at 90:15 - 92:4 (Sotheby s IDX listing on Remax site as shown in
ex 338 , ex 339); Nead Dep. at
75:4 - 75: 17 (Coldwell Banker IDX listing on RelMax site as shown in
124); Hardy Oep. at 93: 13 - 94:

ex

listing on RelMax site as shown in ex 295).
270 Gleason Oep. at 93: 15 - 93:22 (Sotheby s IDX listing on Keller Wiliams site as shown in
(Centu 21 Today IDX

at 91:3 - 91 :17

(Centu 21 Today IDX listig on Keller

ex 341); Hardy

Wiliams site as shown in ex 293).

Oep.

271 Hardy Oep. at 94:24 - 96:3 (eentu 21 Today IDX listing on Prudential site as shown in CX 296).

Whitehouse Oep. at 91:8 - 92:1 (Hannett Wilson & Whitehouse IDX listing on Real Estate One site as shown in
CX 318).
213 Taylor Oep. at 74: 16 - 75: 11 (Weir Manuel IDX listing on Realty Executives site as shown in
ex 383).
274 Nead Oep. at 67:22 - 68: 18 (IDX listings on Coldwell Banker site as shown in
ex 80).
Gleason Oep. at 96: 16 - 97: 1 (IDX listigs

on

Sotheby site as shown in ex

345).

276 Elya Oep. at 36:23 - 37:8.

277 Hardy Dep. at 91:18 - 92:16.
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Douglas Whitehouse of Hannett Wilson & Whitehouse testified that he wants his
listings on the IDX to expose those listings through other broker sites.

Several Limited Service Brokers also testified of the competitive importance of
the Realcomp IDX.

Realcomp itself highlights to consumers the " market power of web marketing,
MoveInMichigan.com IDX and Realtor.com. 28o
113.

ReaIcomp s Website Policy therefore puts Limited Service Brokers at a

competitive disadvantage. Specifically, the policy denies Limited Service Brokers access to

Rea1comp s LDX feed , which gives brokers greater exposure for their listings on two of the top

four buyer website categories and therefore more opportnities to sell the listed property. 281 The

Website Policy also puts Limited Service Brokers at a competitive disadvantage in obtaining
listing agreements once this limitation on the broker s ability to market the sellers ' properties is
made known to potential seller/clients.
114.

z82

There is no viable alternative for Limited Service Brokers to circumvent

Realcomp s Website Policy and gain access to the IDX Websites ofRealcomp members.

Rea1comp has sole control over its IDX feed. Rather , the only way to duplicate the competitive
advantage of the IDX feed would be 10 negotiate with all of Realcomp s members. The

transaction costs of a Listing Broker individually negotiating with each of Rea1comp s over
500 members , or each of the over 2 300 brokerage finn members , for access to or for an
278 Whitehouse Dep. at 58:14 - 58:25.
279 See

. e.

Mincy Dep. at 27: 16 - 27:22 (importance ofIDX for exposure of listigs

AronSOD Dep. at 21:7- 22:14 (rankg

equal to that of

Rea1tor.com);

importce ofIDX for promotional benefits right after the MLS and

Realtor.com); Hepp Dep. at 45:19 - 47:1 (same); G. Moody Dep. at 32: 18 - 32:24 (importance ofIDX not far behid
Realtor. com).
280

ex 78, at 3; Kage Dep. at 51:15 - 51:20.

281 Jacobs Dep. at 68:2 - 68:24.

Groggins Dep. at 49:23 - 51:13 (discussing customers ' concern and resulting business problems when their
exclusive agency listings did not appear on the websites of national brokerage finn websites).
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exchange of listing infonnation , including for that listing infonnation to be published on the
member websites , would be cost prohibitive.

Alternative Websites

lIS.

I have also considered whether there are alternative websites that would be

effective substitutes for Limited Service Brokers to the websites affected by Realcomp

s Website

Policy. Media Metrix has tracked the usage ofthe most popular real estate websites since at least
2002. For December 2006 , the Media Metrix data for the top real estate web sites with at least

250 000 hits were as follows:
REAL ESTATE VERTICAL METRIX

rtal

R- e. al Es1te. Ve'

92M

HomeGaln. com
Yahool Real Estate
Move. com
ZllIow. com
ReMax. com
Century1.com
Homes.com
ColdwellBanker. com
ZlcRealtv. com
FcrSalefhner. com
Trulia.com

S9M
47M
69 "'

21.4
25.

M

259 M

12.42 "'

160M

S9M
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283 See also

Complaint Counsel's Responses and Objections to Third Set of lnlen.ogalories at 5 - 6. It is not clear
whether brokerages within Realcomp s service area would have the techncal capability to have multiple feeds of
listigs from each of the Limited Service Brokers. Furer
, creatig an alternative IDX is not a viable alternative
because an IDX feed of only a limited number of listigs would not be competitive.
See
Niersbach Dep. at 90:25 
91 :17 ("Well , jfthere s no listings , there is no point to having an IDX site.. .
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116.

The Media Metrix chart thus reflects the most significant real estate websites on a

national level in tenns of consumer usage , although it may not take into account the significance
of local websites that have a fewer number of hits but are nevertheless considered to be
significant websites by local brokers and consumers , such as MoveInichigan. com or
ClickonDetroiLcom.

234 As discussed above

, Internet marketing is only a competitive advantage

to brokers to the extent that a significant number of buyers in the relevant geographic area are

actually visiting the relevant websites. Thus , although there are at least thousands or tens of
thousands of real estate websites , it is only necessar to consider the competitive alternatives of
those listed in the Media Metrix chart and any other web sites that have been identified to be

significant on a local level in southeastern Michigan.
117.

Several of the websites listed by Media Metrix in the above chart represent the

websites of national brokerage franchises, including Remax. com , kW. com (Keller Williams),
Century21. com, ColdweIlBaner.com , LongandFoster.com , Era. com , Weichert. com , and

Prudentialproperties. com. The properties available to be searched on these websites include the
brokerage s own listings , and in some cases , the IDX feed of their local franchisee brokerages.

For example , Century21. com only lists their own properties , but if a consumer clicks on a

property and then clicks that they would like to see more listings , they are brought to the local
franchise s website where they can search for additional property listings that the local franchise

receives through their local MLS IDX feed.

284 See

286

For Remax. com , a consumer wil indicate the

Goldberg Dep. 146:24 - 147:8.

285 Simas Dep. at 36:21 - 36:24;

MUITay Interviews with Richard Smith, Vice

Chairmn & President

of Rea logy,

David Satori , Senior Vice President of Marketing of Rea logy, and Sherr Chr, Chef Operating Offcer of Coldwell
Baner (February 28 - March 2 , 2007); Muray Interview with Bruce Benham, 01ief Operating Offcer of RefMax
(February 28 , 2007).
186 Mwray Interviews with Richard Smith Vice Chairm & President of Realogy, David Sa tori
, Senior Vice
President of Marketing of Reology, and Sherr Chs , Chief Operating Offcer of Coldwell Banker (February 28 
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geographic area where they would like to search for properties , and the website wil provide them

with access to this data from the RefMAX website which has aggregated listings through IDX

sites from its affiliates throughout the United States. Listings on the Remax. com website are all
the result of an IDX feed from their local affiliates.

28 Because these national brokerage IDX

web sites are limited to their own listings , or those of an IDX feed , they do not represent

alternative websites for Limited Service Brokers (who are unaffliated with the franchise).
118.

Other websites listed by Media Metrix, including Livingchoices. com

Homes. com , Homegain. com , Realestate. com , Obeo. com and Yahoo! Real Estate charge brokers

a fee for posting properties on the website , and/or charge brokers a referral fee for any leads
generated by the website.

288 Yahoo! Real Estate has an exclusive

relationship with Prudential

Properties , and it is unclear the extent to which they list properties outside of that relationship.

However , under the Yahoo! Real Estate Classified section , brokers and consumers have the
option of posting properties on Yahoo! for a fee. Websites like Homegain. com and

Realestate. com charge brokers a referral fee and/or, for any closed transaction , a percentage of

their commission.
119.

29O

Some in the real estate industry have condemned business models that use

property listings to attract home buyers to their website only to then sell the lead back to the

March 2 , 2007).

187 Murray Interview with Bruce Benham, Chief Operating Offcer of Re/Max (February 28 2007).
288

Simos Dep. at 32:14 - 32:24 (discussing fee strcture at Homegain. com); Simos Dep. at 35:3 - 35:15 (discussing
fee strctue at Realestate. com).
189 Simos Dep. 31:6 - 31: 18 ( discussing Yahoo! Real Estate relationship with Prudential).

290 Simos Dep. at 32: 14 - 32:25 , 35:3 - 35: IS; Referral Fees: CPA Model MOVE- EDOC- 00004970 (Lending
Realtor Group,
TreelRealestate. com charges brokers 35% of buy side leads that convert to purchase);
MOVE- HC
00000543 , at 550 (identifying Homegain. com as a "Pay Per Lead & Tariff' model).
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broker who had used their intellectual capital to obtain the listing in the first place

?91 These third

parties , often unrelated to the real estate industry, do not provide a value-added service but
merely profit from the transaction by inserting themselves between brokers and consumers.

292

These business models , such as Homegain. com and Realestate. com , can charge up to 1/3 of a

broker s commission as a referral fee or , as some in the real estate industry refer to them , as a

tariff.29 Indeed , one of the main benefits emphasized by Move , Inc. of the benefits of

'94

RealtoLcom is that Move , Inc. will not charge brokers a referral fee based on leads generated by

RealtoLcom.

Because of these fees and charges , these websltes therefore do not represent an

alternative to the free listings on Movelnichigan. com (and ClickonDetroit.com), RealtoLcom
and the IDX websites.
120.

The websites Owners. com and Forsa1ebyowner. com are targeted towards FSBO

sellers. It is therefore unclear \vhether these would represent a competitive alternative for broker

listings. Neveliheless , both websites charge fees to post listings on the websites. In addition
sellers have to update their own listing whenever there are changes to be made, such as changes

Background on Reallor. com at MOVE-HC- 0005877 (describing benefits of Realtor.com as protectig
members from "unfriendly taiff models ); Greenspan Dep. 46:24 - 48:16 (describing how tariff models are a
disservice " to consumers because their " sole purose " would be "no more than " in essence , to "captue and sell
back a consumer that may have likely found a realtor another way.. . " rather than providing real estate informtion
or services , they are a third part that s not really involved at all with the transaction, but just "makig a profit off of
it"
291 CX 616,

29 Greenspan Dep. 46:24 - 48:16;

Referral Fees: CPA Model MOVE- EDOC- 00004970 , at 4971 (explaining how

lead refelTal progrms operate).
293 E.

, Referral Fees: CPA Model MOVE- EDOC- 000004970,
550 (identifyng websites that act as a tariff model).

294 A Realtor.

at 4971;

Realtor Group,

MOVE- HC-00000543 , at

com Presentation to Keller Wiliams MOVE- EDOC- 00003074 , at 3079 (sales presentation to Keller
RealtoLcom does not charge referral fees).

Wiliam brokerage that emphasizes the benefit to brokers tht
295 I am aware that Realcomp charges a monthy

fee for brokers to receive an lOX feed in order to post propert

listings on a broker s own website. However, it is free to authorie a broker s own listings to be included on the IDX
feed to gain the exposure of on other brokers ' websites.
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to the list price - which is also true for any websites that do not receive broker listings from the
local MLS.
121.

HAR. com represents the MLS website for the Houston Association of Realtors

and is limited to property listings ofHA members in the Houston area. Similarly, Zillow. com

is primarily a valuation website that allows sellers to obtain information on the estimated value

of their home (or " zestimates ), although Zillow now does allow homeowners and brokers to

post properties on their site. ZipRealty does not operate in southeastern Michigan and contains
no listings from that area. These sites therefore do not offer an effective alternative for Limited
Service Brokers in southeastern Michigan in which to post properties.
122.

Trulia , however, appears to allow brokers and others to post listings for free on

their website. Trulia is a new website , with approximately 580 000 visitors nationally in
December 2006. It began in 2005 , and it therefore was not an alternative available to Limited

Service Brokers in southeastern Michigan before that time. In addition , because it is a relatively
new website , it is uncertain at this time whether the website wil

be successful and continue to

grow or whether it will encounter financial difficulties due to its financial model of relying on

web advertising alone - and either fold or change its business model to charge brokers a fee for
posting on their website or a referrl fee.

Trulia recently entered into contracts to obtain listing

information from Keller Williams and Realogy, but most web sites that have used Trulia

business model have either folded or changed their business model to earn additional revenue
more directly, such as by charging brokers a flat fee or a referral fee based on any leads generated
trom the website. This is in sharp comparson to Realtor. com ,

MoveInichigan. com and the

IDX sites , which do not charge brokers for posting a basic listing

or a referral fee.
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123.

Notably, there is little or no infonnation in the record that any of the flat feel

referral fee model websites are used in any significant way by buyers in southeastern Michigan.

There is also no indication that sellers are demanding that brokers place their listings on these
websites - as there is with Realtor. com and IDX websites.

124.

I am aware that Realcomp has identified MiHomeHunt.com (which is the same

website as MarketplaceDetroit.com) as an alternative website , potentially having signficance in

the southeastern Michigan area. MiHomeHunt.com is mn as ajoint venture of the Detroit Free
Press and the Detroit News and requires brokers to pay a fee to post their listings. In comparison
to RealtoLcom, MoveonMichigan. com (and ClickonDetroit.com), and the IDX Websites

MiHomeHunt.com has not been cited as being important to the business of local brokers. 29G
Indeed , only 14% of consumers nationally reported in 2006 that they visited newspaper websites

as part of their home search; and only 8% of consumers in Realcomp s geographic area reported
visiting newspaper websites.

297 Thus

, MiHomeHunt. com (and MarketplaceDetroit.com) does

not appear to be a substitute for Limited Service Brokers who have been excluded by Realcomp
Website Policy from posting their properties on Realtor. com , MoveonMichigan. com (and
ClickonDetroit.com) and the IDX Websites.
125.

In addition , I am aware that Realcomp in its answers to Interrogatories identified a

number of additional websites as potential substitutes for Limited Service Brokers. 298 However
brokers in southeastern Michigan , including members of Realcomp s Board of Govemors

296 In fact

, the only broker in southeastern Michigan who testified about MiHomeHunt.com testified that he had
never heard of it. " Kermth Dep. at 66:12 - 67:7.

297 CX 373 2006 NAR Profile oj
oj Buyers

Sellers

Buyers
Sellers at NARFC 0002042; Survey responses from
received from zip codes beginning with 480- , 481- , 482-, 483- , and 484

2006 NAR Profile

293 CX 77.
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uniformly testified that they were not familiar with these sites.

299 In addition

, one broker used an

Internet tool to estimate the usage of the websites identified by Rea1comp, which were primarily
driven by FSBO sites. That broker was able to conclude that the average of the total ranings for

all of the sites identified by Rea1comp reflected far less usage than the sites affected by
Realcomp s Website Policy. Specifically, the websites identified by Rea1comp had an average
ranking of 143

069 , as compared to those affected by the Rea1comp Website Policy that had

ranking of 44 309 - with the lower number reflecting a much higher usage.

300 It is apparent

therefore , that the alternative websites identified by Realcomp in its InteITogatory responses are

not adequate substitutes for the Limited Service Brokers to the websites affected by Rea1comp
Website Policy.
126.

In short , Rea1comp s Website Policy forces Limited Service Brokers to search for

alternatives that cost more in time and money than the Rea1comp feeds to Realtor.com

MoveInichigan. com (and ClickonDetroit.com), and the IDX Websites - the websites in the top
four categories most visited by potential home buyers. The policies may also cause sellers to

have their homes spend longer times 011

the

market due to their lower exposure to potential

buyers. Realcomp s Website Policies also cause buyers to be less efficient in their home search

because it forces them to search multiple websites , each with parial listings , in order to be able
to find homes that meet their housing needs. Finally, Realcomp s Website Policies cause sellers

to either sell their home with less key exposure - thereby risking that the home wil not be sold or
wil take longer to

sell - or else purchase services that they do not want or need.

299 Hardy Dep. at 99:6 - 99:16 (" there s not one 1 recognize that I've actually spent more than this tie on this page
, with except zillow at the bottom ); Nead Dep. at 82:20 - 83:1 (" Most of them 1 never heard of. ); Elya Dep. at 44:23
- 44:24 (" Q. Do you recognize any of these websites? A. Not really.
300 D.

Moody Dep. at 60: 17 - 63:5; RX26 , at GM000032.
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ATTACHMENT A
Stephen H. Murray
Castle Rock, CO

Curriculum Vitae
5/l/87 - Present

Consultant , Publisher and Speaker
President
Murray Consulting, Inc.

Editor and President
REAL Trends , Inc. and LORE LLC

CEO and Editor of nation s leading trends newsletter that
000 readers each month and covers trends
events and strategies affecting brokerage industry primarily
in North America. Also hosts annual REAL Trends
Leadership Conference " and Real Trends Re- invention
Conference meetings of North American industry CEO'
reaches over 19

Mergers , Acquisition and Valuation advisory services

800 realty finns. Merger related
transactions totaling $2. 5 billion in value completed since
provided to over 1

1989.

Publisher of three periodicals on mergers and valuations:
A Guide to Mergers , Acquisitions and Roll- Ins , 1994;
Valuing a Residential Real Estate Brokerage , 1995 and
Valuing a Residential Realty Finn , 2006.

Expert Witness and Testimony (Partial , 2003 - Present)
Testified in arbitration proceedings in New Jersey, January
2006 , Coldwell Banker Real Estate Corporation v. RSI3
, Case # 05- 4459 , re: valuation and practices of a
brokerage fInn.
and RSI

Testified in arbitration proceedings in the State of New
York , Januar 2005 *Richey v. Allan Snyder Inc. re:
valuation of a residential brokerage finn.
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Page two
Cun;culum Vitae , Stephen H. Murray

Testified in Massachusetts State Court , August 2005
*Fisichelli v Buck et al. re: valuation of a residential
brokerage finn RE/MAX
Properties of Methuen , MA.

Testified in California State Court , December 2004
Carrilo v. Carrilo, re: valuation of a residential brokerage
finn , RE/MA.X Properties of Santa Cruz.
* Testified on behalf of the pary denoted with an asterisk.

Valuation expertise and experience

Producer of training programs on Valuations , Mergers and
Acquisitions for Coldwell Baner Corporation , The
Prudential Real Estate Affiliates , REIMAX International
GMAC Real Estate , Century 21 Real Estate Service and
Keller Williams Real Estate.

Valuation services provided in all fift states Lhat
include assignents in bankptcy, divorce , ESOP
planing, sale of stock , minority stock disputes and
liquidation.
Other consulting services

Technology and strategic advisor to real estate
brokerages in 37 markets on MLS and related
activities.

Served as governance and technology advisor to eleven
Realtor associations and addressed memberships of

numerous associations concernng technology and the
future.

Provided strategic planing services to four national and 26
regional real estate organizations in business planing and
strategy development.

Research and published

Co-author of several national consumer and industry
studies on realty and housing issues , Room for
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Page three
Curriculum Vitae , Stephen H. Muray
Improvement (2002), One- Stop Shopping (2002), The
Impact of Financial Institutions in Residential Real Estate
(2003), From Homogeneity to Segmentation study of real
industry for National Association of Realtors (2004), How

Homes will be Bought and Sold (2004), Alternative Selling
Models (2005) and The' Consumer Tsunami (2005)
Serve as Executive Vice President of The Vision Group,
The Leadership Council , Trendsetters , New Home
REIMAX
CEO
Group since 1989 all CEO idea exchange forums.
Marketing Group of America and The

Co- developer of television documentary,
The Impact of Technology on Real Estate Brokerage
1995.

Editor of LORE magazine with circulation of 40 000
published six times per anum. Founder of REAL Trends
Institute that provides advanced educational programs to
senior industr executives. Founder and Managing Parner
of the REAL Housing Report that tracks national housing
sales trends.

5/1/92 - 2/28/93

Founder and Director, InterAsset Group Inc.
Denver, CO
Co- founded leading residential asset management

firm; raised initial funding of$l OOO OOO , designed
marketing and business plan. Also responsible for
introducing firm s services to investment community. Sold
to Coldwell Baner Corporation in 1993.
10/31/89 - 11/30/91

Executive Vice President
The Commercial Network, Inc.
Denver, CO

Founded international network of commercial real
estate firms which grew to 76 members in five countries
representing 1400 brokers and $3. 5 bilion in anual
tranactions. Sold to new owners in 1992.
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Page four

Currculum , Stephen H. Murray
10/3 1/86 - 9/30/89

President and CEO

American Relocation Network , Inc.
Orlando , FL
Founder, Director and CEO of national residential
brokerage network which grew into nations top four
ranking with over 120 members in 45 states. Purchased by
Travelers Realty in 1989.

12/1/83 - 10/30/86

President and CEO
Equitable Realty Network
Orlando , FL

Initial President and CEO of wholly owned residential real
estate subsidiar The Equitable Life Assurance Society.
During tenure as CEO grew business by 90 percent and led
aJi Equitable Life subsidiaries in earings growth and
return on capital.
12/1/79 - 11/31/93

Executive Vice President and COO
InterCommunity Relocation , Inc.

Kansas City, MO

Managed privately held residential network of 340
residential brokerage finns through its purchase by The
Equitable Life Assurance in 1983.
5/31/75

B. B. A. , Marshall University

Murray Consulting, Inc. and REl\.L Trends , Inc.
E-mail: smurray realtrends. com
(303)741- 1000 (Office)
(303)741- 1070 (Fax)
6898 South University Blvd. , Suite 200
Littleton , CO 80122
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ATTACHMENT A (continued)
List of published articles or research v..ritten or co-authored by Stephen H. Muray,
president of REAL Trends , Muray Consulting, Inc. and LORE LLC from January 1997
to December 2006.

REAL Trends
Composed the Commenta, Analysis and Trends sections of REAL Trends from January
1997 to October 2002. Composed the Commentar Section of REAL Trends from
November 2002 through present. REAL Trends is a monthly trends newsletter published
each month since May 1987.

Oversaw the research and publication of REAL Trends 500, a rep01i raning
largest realty fim1s , trom 1998 to 2007.

nation

Special publications
Published and co-authored four books; " A Guide to Mergers , Acquisitions and Roll- Ins
1994; " Valuing a Residential Real Estate Brokerage , 1995 and" Valuing a Residential
Realty Finn , 2006 and " People Stil Matter , 2007.
Co-authored six industry studies: "Room for Improvement" , 2002; " One Stop
Shopping , 2002; " The Impact of financial Institutions in Residential Brokerage , 2003;

From Homogeneity to Segmentation , 2004; Alternative Selling Models Study , 2005;
The Consumer Tsunami" , 2006.
Wrote and published the 2002 - 2006 Brokerage Perfonnance Report an analysis
brokerage incomes , expenses and profits.
Wrote and published the 2002 and 2005 Brokerage Compensation Report that analyzes

the compensation for senior leaders within the residential brokerage industry.
Co-authored and wrote a study on real estate standards Touchstone for Excellence
published in January 2005.

LORE LLC
Wrote the letter from editor section for an issues published from January 2004 to

December 2006. Wrote book review section of LORE from Januar 2006 to December
2006. LORE is published six times per year.
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ATTACHMENT B
I have reviewed and relied on the following materials in drafting my report:

Pleadin2s and Discoverv Responses:

Complaint
Realcomp II Ltd. Answer to Complaint

Realcomp Initial Disclosures
Respondent s Objections and Responses to Petitioner s First Set oflnterrogatories
Respondent's Objections and Responses to Petitioner s Second Set oflnterrogatories
Respondent' s Objections and Responses to Petitioner s First Request for Admissions

Complaint Counsel's Objections and Responses to Respondent s First Set of
Interrogatories

Complaint Counsel's Objections and Responses to Respondent's Second Set
Interrogatories
Complaint Counsel's Objections and Responses to Respondent's Third Set of

Interrogatories

Deposition Transcripts, and associated deposition exhibits, for the followin2
individuals
Dreu Adams (February 7 , 2007)

Wayne Aronson (February 16 2007)
Walt Baczkowski (Januar 29 ,

2007)

Paul Bishop (March 8 , 2007)

Daralyn Bowers (February 20 , 2007)
Michelle Brant (Januar 17 , 2007)
Gerald Burke (Januar 30 2007)
John Cooper (January 23 , 2007)

Phil Dawley (March 20 , 2007)
David Elya (Januar 22 , 2007)
Robert Gleason (February 23 ,

2007)

Robert Goldberg (March 8 , 2007)

Robert Greenspan (March 20 , 2007)
Anita Groggins (February 7 , 2007)
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Douglas Hardy (February 21 2007)

Albert Hepp (February 14 , 2007)
Patricia Jacobs (January 16 2007)

Karen Kage (Investigational Hearng, August 23 , 2006)

Karen Kage (Deposition , February 20 2007)

Jeffrey Kermath (Februar 6 2007)
John Kersten (March 1 , 2007)

Mark Lesswing (March 8 , 2007)

Craig Mincy (Februar 28 , 2007)
Denise Moody (February 9 , 2007)

Gary Moody (February 9 2007)
Daniel Mulvihill (January 31 2007)
Alissa Nead (January 22 2007)
Cliff Niersbach (March 9 , 2007)

Marin Nowak (Januar 30 , 2007)
Thomas Rademacher (January 31 , 2007)

Paul Simos (March 20 , 2007)
Kelly Sweeney (March 1 2007)
Dale Smith (January 16 ,

2007)

Robert Taylor (March 14 2007)
Ryan Tucholski (January 23 2007)

Douglas Whitehouse (February 22 2007)
Carl Williams (Januar 17, 2007)

Documents : (in addition to those used as deposition exhibits)
RC 868 - 1562

FSBO 000001 - 89

NARTC 0000001 - 4922
NAR Data collected fTom survey responses to the 2003 - 2006 NAR Profile of Home
Buyers & Sellers , received fTom zip codes beginnng with 480- 481- 482- 483- , and
484

Selected documents produced by Move , Inc. Those specifically relied on , in addition to
those used as deposition exhibits , are as follows:
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MOYE- HC- 00000543 - 558
MOYE-HC- 00004906 - 4973
MOYE- HC- 00006703 - 6708

MOYE- HC- 00008347 - 8684
MOYE- EDOC- 00003074 - 3108
MOYE- EDOC- 00003997 - 4004
MOYE- EDOC- 00004970 - 4976
Excel Spreadsheets contained on the CDs identified as: MOVE- EDOC- 00021036
and MOVE- EDOC- 00021 037

Interviews:
Murray Interview with Steve Ozonian , Chainnan and CEO, Help- Sell (Feb. 12 , 2007)
Murray Interviews with Richard Smith , Vice Chainnan & President of Realogy, David
Satori , Senior Vice President of Marketing of Reology, and Sherr Chrs , Chief Operating
Officer of Cold we 11 Baner (February 28 - March 2 , 2007)

Murray Interview with Bruce Benham , Chief Operating Offcer of Re/Max (February 28
2007)
Murray Interview with Tim Fagan , CEO of HomeGain (March 1 , 2007)
Muray Interview with RusselI Cappers , E- Ruealty/Prudential Real Estate Affiliates
(February 27 2007)
Murray Interview with Eric Cunliffe , E.

P. of Realestate. com (February 23, 2007)

Murray Interview with Lloyd Frink , CEO of Zillow (Januar 2007)
Murray Interview with Pete Flint , CEO of Trulia (March 1 2007)

Other Materials:
Publications by Murry Consulting, which are publicly available on my website
www. realtrends. com . and include the following:
REAL Trends 500 (Murray Consulting 2006)

Mliay Consulting & Harrs Interactive
Assessment for Sellers

Real Estate Consumer Service Model

at 54 (2005)

Muray Consulting, Inc. The Consumer Tsunami: Waves of Change for the Real
Estate Industry (2006)
Murray Consulting,

Room for Improvement: Perspectives

of Real Estate

Consumers and the Professionals Who Serve Them (2002)
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Government Accountability Office Real Estate Brokerage: Various Factors iV/ay Affect
(2006), FTC 0000335 - 355

Price Competition

Data collected by the Economics Department , NAHB (December 2006)

comScore Media Metrix Monthly Website Statistics (Januar 2002 - December 2006)
2006 Pew Center: The Future of the Internet
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I. Introduction

A. Qualifications
1. I am a Director at LECG, where I have conducted economic analyses on

commercial and antitrst matters in varous industres. I possess a B.S. degree in Economics
Kentucky, and M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in Economics from Washigton

from the University of

Economics at the

University. Prior to my current position, I was an economics professor of

University ofCaliforna at Los Angeles. I also previously worked (1) at the President's Council
of Economic Advisors, where I analyzed economic policy issues, including antitrst and

reguatory issues, and (2) at the U.S. Securties and Exchange Commssion, where I conducted
analyses on the performance and reguation of securties markets. My professional activities in
the antitrst and economics fields include faculty lectuer for .the Basic Economics Institute for

Federal Judges (sponsored by George Mason Law School); faculty lectuer for the Practicing
Law Institute; Vice-Chair of

the Economics Commttee of

the Antitrst Section

of

the American

Bar Association; and membership in the American Economics Association. A copy of my

curculum vitae is attched as Appendi A,
B. Claims
2. This case involves a concerted refusal to deal on equal terms withi a

collaboration among competitors. The collaborative ventue in question, Rea1comp, is a joint
ventue between independent real estate brokers whereby member brokers r~presenting home

sellers advertse (or "list") homes for sale and member brokers repres~nting home buyers search
( or "listings"). i TheF ederal Trade Commssion ("FTC") challenges

home sale advertsements

certin rues of

the Realcomp Multiple Listig Service ("MLS") that restrct the search and

public dissemiation of certin tyes of listigs. In parcular, the FTC claims that Realcomp has

i Realcomp is owned by several Boards and Associations of Realtors in the Southeasern Michigan area. These

Boards of Realtors include Dearborn Board of Realtors, Detoit Association of Reators, Easter Thumb Association
of

Realtors, Livingston Association of

County Board of

Realtors, Metropolitan Consolidated Association of

Realtors, and Western-Wayne Oakand County Board of

Realtors, Nort Oakand

Realtors. "Statement of

Real Proper

Inormation Servces," CX99, p. 2.
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adopted rules restrctig the diss~ination of listings other than Exclusive Right to Sell listings

("ERTS"), including Exclusive Agency ("EA"), Limted Service ("LS"), and MLS Entr Only
("MEO") listings, to certin key real estate websites, including Realtor.com, Rea1comp's
sites ("Website Policy")? Rea1comp thus

"Moveinchigan.com", and Realcomp-member web

hiders the viewing ofnon-ERTS listigs by potential home buyers on key real estate Internet
sites to which Realcomp transmits its members' ERTS listings. Realcomp has also adopted a

policy which sets the default search on the Realcomp MLS system to ERTS listigs only
("Search Function Policy,,).3 EA, LS, and MEO listings are not seen by brokers that do not
chage the default settings when they search the Realcomp MLS.

3. Rea1comp also defined an ERTS listing to require that the broker using ths listing
tye provide an aray of services, including showing the propert to potential home

buyers,

accepting and presenting offers to the home seller, advising sellers as to the merts of purchase

offers, assisting the seller in developing and communcatig counteroffers, and helping the seller

negotiate with homebuyers.4 The defition ofERTS listings implemented by Realcomp
amounts to a "mimum service requiement" for ERTS listings.s As Realcomp puts it, an ERTS

listing "is a listig where the listig agent offers ful service to the seller(s).,,6 The combination
of

the Website Policy, Search Function Policy, and

the definition ofERTS listigs inbits

competition from real estate brokers offerig discounted, unbundled, real estate services to home
sellers.

2 In the Matter of Realcomp II, LTD., United States of Amerca, Before Federal Trade Commssion, Complaint
("Complait"), p. 4. See also, Reacomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, October 2006 (RCI337-1363 at 1341):

"Exclusive Agency, Limted Service and MLS Entr Only listgs wil not be distrbuted to any Real Estate Interet
adversing sites"; The Investigational Hearg of

p.52. .

Kaen Kage, August 23, 2006, ("Kage Investigational Heariig"),

3 Complaint, p. 4; CX 82 at 2.

4 Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, October 2006 (RC1337-l363 at 1341).

5 See, e.g., Adam Deposition, pp. 79-80: "accordig to my agreement with Realcomp, I have to provide a set
minimum amount of serices... to be able to input the listing as an exclusive right to sell."

6 See, e.g., Plans for Implementing "Listing Type" Data in the Realcomp MLS, November/December 2003

(Rc0178-0187 at 0719).
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c. Summary of opinions
competitive effects, if any, of

4. I have been retained by the FTC to analyze the

Rea1comp's Website Policy and Search Function Policy. This report sumarizes my curent
opinons based on the evidence I have reviewed to date. My review has included the Complaint,

interrogatory responses, other legal filings in the case, deposition transcripts, produced

documents, varous sources of publicly available inormation, and listig data from the
the materials I have relied upon is attched.as

Realcomp MLS and other MLSs. A list of

Appendix B.
5. Based on my experience, education, and general knowledge of economics as well
as my

review of documents produced in ths case, I conclude the following:

brokerage services.

1) The relevant output market is real estate

2) The relevant input market is MLS listing services.

3) Competition occurs with relevant geographic markets at the county level
and may even occur in more local areas.
4) Realcomp has market power in MLS listig services in the relevålt markets.
floor

5) The strctue of fu service brokerage contracts implies a de facto price

on the brokerage fees.

6) Nontraditional brokers using non-ERTS listigs compete differently than
traditional fu service brokers by offerig alterntive contractual forms and
the option of

unbundled services. As a result, competition among trditional

brokers is not a substitute for competition by nontraditional brokers.

7) Realcomp's Website Policy, Search Function Policy, and mium service
requirement are associated

with signficant decreases in the percentage of

non-

ER TS listigs in the relevant market.

8) Realcomp' s Website Policy and Search Function Policy inbit the ability of
nontrditional brokers to compete effectively. As a result, Realcomp has
reduced the choices available to consuers of
the unbundling of

brokerage services,

inbited

brokerage services, and protected the de facto price floor

that supports the level of real estate brokerage commssions.

competitive justifications for its Website Policy and Search
Function Policy are economically incorrect and inconsistent with the facts.

9) Realcomp's pro

i,e(:.(;
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II. The Residential Real Estate Brokerage Services Industry

Á. Structure of the residential real estate brokerage servces industry
1. Types of real estate brokers

6. There are two tyes of residential real estate brokerage serice professionals 

real estate "brokers" and real estate "agents.,,7 Brokers tyically manage their own offces, and
may employ many real estate agents (or salespeop1e).8 States tyically require that brokers meet

requirements and have more experience than agents.9 Agents tyically split
10 (For simplicity, I refer to both agents and brokers as
their commssions with their brokers.
more educational

"brokers" though the remainder of

ths report.)

7. Brokers often operate as par of a brokerage fi or franchise (e.g., Centu 21 or

Coldwell Baner), and benefit from the brand name, marketing efforts, and other assets of a large

firm. Brokers who operate as par of a frchise sometimes may share a portion of their
commssions with the franchise.
8. Real estate brokers supply services both to home sellers and home buyers. Real

estate brokers workig for home sellers are referred to as "listing brokers." Real estate agents
working on behalf of

home buyers are referred to as "cooperating brokers." The vast majority of

real estate brokers do not specialize on selling or purchasing homes. Rather, they work both as
listig brokers and cooperatig brokers.

7 This report focuses on residential real estate rather than commercial real estate.

S See, e.g., United States Goverent Accountabilty Offce, Report to the Commttee on Financial Serices, House
of

Representatives, "Rea Estate Brokerage, Factors That

May Affect Price Competition," August 2005 ("GAO

Report"), p. 6.
9 For instance, in Michigan, a broker must have a state issued license, take 90 hours of education, have thee years of

Labor
and Economic Growt (htt://ww.michigan.gov/cis/O.1607.7-154-35299_35414_35475-115121--.OO.htm;
htt://ww.cis.state.mi.us/bcsc/forms/realre035.pdt); see also, Elya Deposition, p. 9.
10 The shiug of commissions between brokers and agents var widely. New agents tyicalIy keep 50 percent of
work experience in the real estate profession, and pass a broker's exam. See e.g., Michigan Deparent of

the commssions, but successfu agents may

., j\;

keep as much as 90 to 100 percent. See, e.g.,

Nadel, p. 2.
8
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2. Demand for real estate brokerage services

9. Home sellers can sell their homes on their own or though a professional real estate
( .

broker. Homes sold without a real estate broker are referred to as "for sale by ownet' ("FSBO").
The vast majority of

home sellers choose to sell their home though a professional real estate
home sales in the U.S. were sold though the use of a real estate

broker. In 2006, 84 percent of
i i For most home sellers, there are
broker.

signficant advantages in using a real estate broker to
using a real estate broker is the ability to list

sell a home. One priar benefit to home sellers of

the home in an MLS, FSBO properies canot be listed in an MLS because only members of

the

MLS, which must be brokers or their agents, can list a home in the MLS.12 For other home
sellers, the benefits of

in

using a real estate broker include having the assistace of a professional

pricing, staging, and showing the home, in negotiating with buyers,' and in closing the

transaction.

10. Many home buyers also choose to use a real estate broker. As in the home sellig
side of the maket, one of the pri benefits to home buyers of using a cooperatig; broker is
the

ability to search MLS listigs.13 Neverteless, many home buyers choose to search for

homes on their own.14 There are varous ways for home buyers to search for homes other than

though the use of a real estate broker. For instace, home buyers can search for homes on
several real estate websites, newspapers, other real estate publications, and by drving around a

11 The 2006 National Association of
Realtors, Profie of

Home Buyers and Sellers ("2006 NAR Surey"), p. 69.

The percent ofFSBO sales have been deceasing in the past ten years. In 1995, FSBO sales comprised 15 percent of
all home sales. ¡d.

12 See Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Reguations, October 6, 2006, RC1337-63 at 39: "Cooperatig
Paricipants/Listing Parcipants are the Parcipants who are servced by the MLS under an operative
Subscription/Serice or Data Sharg Agreement from which they derve benefits and under
which they have
varous obligations and duties to others and to the MLS... Paricipant - A Realtor. eligible to receive MLS."

13 Home buyers report that the pricipal reason they work with a broker is to "help fid the right home to purchase."
According to the NAR Surey, SO percent of

buyers worked with a broker for this reason. Oter reasons for using a

broker include helping with negotiating the ters of sae, detering comparable home prices, price negotiations,

paperork, deterg how much the buyer can afford, and rindig and arangig fiancing. However, less than
between 3 and 13 percent reported these as the reason why they chose to work with a broker. 2006 NAR Surey, p.
49.
14 The percentage of

buyers that work with a broker in purchasing a home has decreased over the past ten years,
from 81 percent in 1995 to 77 percent in 2006. 2006 NAR Surey, p. 46. Ths estimate seems to include buyers
who work with the listing broker and thus overstates the percentage of
buyers that employ their own brokers.

t., .i('
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neighborhood.15 It is also importt to note that, for many home buyers, these other methods of

searchig for homes are not substitutes for the services of a cooperatig broker. Many home
buyers use the services of a cooperating broker in addition to their own home search.16

3. Traditional brokerage services
11. Listig brokers traditionally have offered "full services" to home sellers. These

service tyically include listing the house in the local MLS, marketig the home in other ways
(e.g., though the Internet), helping to price the home, "staging" the home, holding open houses,

scheduling showings, assistig in negotiations, and coordinating varous steps necessar to close
the transaction (e.g,. coordinatig appraisal, inspection, and escrow).
12. Real estate agents workig on behalf of

home buyers (referred to as selling or

cooperating brokers) have also tyically offered a bundle of services, Cooperating brokers

tyically assist buyers in searchig listings, showing homes, preparg offers, assisting in
negotiations, and coordinating steps necessar to close the transaction (e.g., apprasal, inspection,
escrow, and fiancing).

4. Traditonal brokerage commissions
13. The commssion of

the listig agent tyically is paid by the home seller. The

industr practice traditionally has been to express the

brokerage fees as a percentage of

the sale

price for the house (e.g. 6 percent).I? The cooperating broker used by the home buyer tyically
also is paid by the home seller though the listig broker. The listing broker makes an offer to

compensate any cooperatig broker representing the home buyer if the cooperatig broker is a

procurg cause of the sale.J8 The offer of compensation is usualy 3 percent of the sale price of
IS The NAR Surey reports that 80 percent of

home buyers used the Internet to search for homes, 63 percent
searched for yard signs, 55 percent searched prit newspaper ads, and 47 percent attended open houses. The only
information source used by more home buyers was a realestate agent (used by 85 percent of

home buyers). 2006

NAR Surey, p. 34.
16 For instance, buyers that used the Inttinet to search for homes were more likely to also use a real estate agent than
buyers that did not use the Interet. See irira note 27.

17 According to the NAR Surey, listing brokers compensated by sellers were paid a commission based on a
the home sales price 93 percent of
the time. 2006 NAR Surey, p. 78.
18 See, e.g., Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations: "The Listing Paricipant shall specify, on each listing fied

percentage of

with the MLS, the compensation offered to MLS paricipants, for their serces with respect to the sale/ease of

the
10
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the house.19 The listig broker, and not the home seller, is responsible for payig the offer of
the sale.2o Even though the

compensation to a cooperating broker that is the procurng cause of

home seller tyically is responsible for the payment of the brokerage commission, the home

buyer clearly bears par of the brokerage fee to the extent that part of the commssion is passed
on in the salè price of the house.
14. There is little evidence that

competition between trditional service brokers has

led to signficant reductions in the amount of brokerage commssions paid. Most studies show a
rigidity in percentage brokerage rates.21 The actu amount of

fair amount of

brokerage

commssions paid in dollar terms also has fluctuted nearly proportionaly with changes in
housing prices. For instace, it is reported that between 1991 and 2004, percentage commssion
rates declined from 6.1 percent to 5.1 percent, a decrease of 16 percent on average.22 However,

durg the same period, the average dollar brokerage commissions paid increased by 30 percent
in response to housing price increases of 55 percent.23 In metropolita housing markets on the
east and west coasts, for example, where housing prices have increased at higher rates than
national averages, the increase in the amount of

brokerage commssions actually paid have been

even greater.24

real estate covered by such listing. Such offers are unconditional except that entitlement to compensation is
determed by the Cooperating Broker's perormance as the procurg cause of sale ( or lease) or as otherse

provided for in this rule." Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, October 6,2006, Rc1337-63 at 46.
19 For instance, in the Realcomp MLS, the offer of compensation was 3 percent in over_ of

new listings.

Source: Realcomp listing data.
20 See, e.g., Bowers Deposition, pp. 46-47.

21 For instance, stdies aid anecdotal evidence suggests that real estate brokerage commssions have tyically been
in the 5-7 percent range for decades, despite large increases in house prices (and therefore in commssions in dollar
term). See, e.g., GAD Report, p. 3. Varous stdies using data from the 1970s and 1980s found that the majority of

listings in many communities are clustered around the sae rate, exactly 6 percent or 7 percent. GAD Report, p. 5.

Anecdotal evidence indicates that commssions stl cluster around a common rate with most markets, generlly of
5 percent or 6 percent. GAO Report, p. 5. Commission rates with a market at a given tie also do not appear to
var significantly on the basis of
same regardless of

the price of

the home. One stdy found that the percentage commission is the

house prices in a metropolitan area. See, e.g., Chang-Tai Hsieh, The Tragedy of

the

Commssion, p. 3. Thus, more expensive homes tyicaly pay commssions that are higher by an amount
proportional to the price of
the house.
22 Robert W. Hah, Rober E. Litan, and Jesse Guran, Briging More Competition to Real Estate Brokerage,

Workig Paper 05-11, p. 89, 94.
23 Hah et al., p. 94.
24 Hah et al., p. 94.
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B. The Internet and the emergence of non-traditional brokerage servce models
sellers

1. The Internet has reduced information costs/or home buyers and home

15. Before the Internet, information regardig real estate markets, and in paricular
inormation on properties for sale, was prily available from real estate brokers. MLS listigs

could be searched only though computer termals located at the offce of a real estate broker.
Accordigly, home buyers could only view MLS listings by visiting a broker's office or by
receiving the listigs from the broker though fax or maiL.

16. An importt chage in the environment affecting the real estate brokerage
industr is the.amount of

inormation available to the consumers of

brokerage services,

especially home buyers, The Internet is an importt catalyst for ths change. Through public
websites home buyers have direct access to inormation regarding.

thousands oflistings25 and the

ability to search among them based on a varety of criteria, such as price, location, tye of
dwelling (single-unt, multi-unt, etc.), and characteristics of

the propert?6 Using ths new and

important tool, home buyers can actively parcipate in searchig for a home to purchase, even
when they are represented by a cooperating broker or in cases where the home buyer desires to
search independently?? According to the NAR Surey, in 2006, 80 percent of

home buyers used

the Internet "frequently" or "occasionally" to search for homes.28 In fact, 24 percent of home
buyers found the home they purchased on the Internet.29

25 The information provided though public web

sites is a subset of
that provided in the MLS. As discussed later,
public websites do not show the offer of compensation, nor do these sites have other information such as agent

remarks. The sites do, however, convey information that consumers want, such as price, number ofoedooms,

location, etc.
26 Real estate websites often include information on homes for sale that tyically is unavailable though other
inormation sources, includig photos, virtal tours, interactive maps, and neighborhood information.

27 Some home buyers may chose to search for a house without ever hig the services of a selling broker to assist
them. . However, for most home buyers, the hiteret is not a substitute to usiig a real estate broker. According.to the
NAR Surey, 87 percent of
compared to 74 percent of
home buyers find a broker. hi

buyers who used the hiteret to search for homes also used a real estate broker,
buyers who did not use the hiternet. 2006 NAR Surey, p. 41. The hiternet also helps
fact, 23 percent of
home buyers found an broker used to buy a home by using the

hiteret. 2006 NAR Surey, p. 37.

282006 NAR Surey, p. 37. This percentage has increased from 71 percent in 2003. ¡d. Younger home buyers are
more likely to use the hiteret to search for homes. According to the surey, 87 percent of

home buyers of age 18

44 used the hiteret, compared to 76 percent for home buyers between 45 and 64 yeas of age and 44 percent of
buyers 65 years and older. ¡d., p. 36.

292006 NAR Survey, p. 38. This percentage increaed from only 2 percent in 1997 to 11 percent in 2003. ¡d.
T e(..-'(~
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housing prces

17. Home buyers can also gather inormation about the distrbution of

in a parcular area, which can assist in the determation where they want to focus their search

and/or assist in formulatig offers when a desirable home is found. Home buyers relocatig
from outside a state or city can lear about neighborhoods at their new destination and market

them to screen out cert neighborhoods and

conditions with the neighborhoods which enable

focus more intensely on others

makg the most productive use of

their search time when

visitig.
18. The Internet also provides to home sellers and their brokers direct access to home

buyers themselves. Before the Internet, the priar methods of reachig potential home buyers
diectly (i.e. other than though brokers) were newspapers, mailings, and yard signs. The
Internet provides direct access to a much larger percentage of potential buyers than these other

inormation chanels.3o Additionally, the Internet allows listing brokers to display much more

inormation regarding the propert for sale than these other inormation chanels, including
photos, viral tours, and interactive maps,

2. The Internet has contributed to the emergence of various competitive alternatives

to the traditional full-service brokerage model.
19. The changing economic environment created by the Internet has contrbuted to

the entr of several nèw models of real estate brokerage services. These new models include
discount brokerage fis that offer low-cost unbundled services to home buyers and sellers
("limted service brokers"). Discount unbundled service brokers offer limted service packages

and often charge on a fee-for-service basis. For example, at one extreme, the broker only lists

the house in the MLS. Other unbundled service brokers may list the house in the MLS and
provide certin other services such as assistig with negotiations, but generally provide less than
a "full" set of services. The tyes of

unbundled services offered by lited service brokers

vares and there is often a menu of service levels available to a home seller. For intance,
AmeriSellRealty, a low-cost unbundled service brokerage fi in Southeast Michigan, offer a

30 For instance, according to NAR, 80 percent ofhomè buyers used the Internet to search for homes, compared to 63

percent for yard signs and 55 percent for prit newspapers. 2006 NAR Surey, p. 34.
T eC""('"
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listing the propert in an MLS for $349.31 They also offer a "Better

service plan consisting of

more photos and a headline for $499.32 Simarly,

Way" service plan consistig of

Michiganistig.com offers a $495 flat fee package which lists the propert in an MLS,33
20. In effect, unbundled brokerage service model allow home sellers to purchase a
subset of

brokerage services (such as listig in an MLS), while "self-supplying" other services,

For instance a home seller may wish to list their home on the MLS, but self-supply other services

such as showing the propert, holding open houses, negotiatig with buyers, and closing the
transaction. As a result of

ths unbundling of

brokerage service, these brokerage service models

allow home sellers (and indiectly home buyers) to signficantly reduce the costs of

selling a

home. For intace, at the tyical 6 percent commssion paid by the home seller, the commssion
on

the ~ale ofa $150,000 house would be $9,000. Ths is many ties the tyic8i fee for

unbundled services (e.g., between $349 and $499 for unbundled services from
AmeriSellRea1ty).34 Even if there is a payment of 3 percent to a cooperatig broker used by the

home buyer, the cost savings would stil be at least $4000 ($4500 mius $499), or over 44

percent of the tota real estate commssion paid.
. 21. Low-cost unbundled service brokerage models now comprise a signficant share
of

the brokerage service industr. Accordig to NAR, in 2006, lited service brokerage models

comprised 17 percent of all residential real estate transactions.35 This fraction is signcant,
especially in light of

the fact that several MLSsassociations have passed rules impeding the

ability of such alterntive brokerage models to compete, and several states have imposed

mium service laws.36
31 AmenSellRealty.com, accessed on March 28, 2007. See also, Exhibit RX 5. The home seller must also pay the

offer of compensation to a cooperating broker, which is tyically 3 percent of the home sales price, if the buyer
employs one.
32 ¡d.
33 Michiganlisting.com accessed on March 28,2007 (htt://michiganisting.comIorSellers.htm); see also

GreaterMichiganRealty .com (htt://ww.greatermichiganealty.com/packages/).

34 In 2006, the average askig price of a propert listed in the Realcomp MLS was _. Source: Realcomp
listing data.
352006 NAR Surey, p. 77.

36 States that have passed Miimum Serice laws include Alabama, Texas, Florida Ilinois, Indiana, Missour, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Utah and Kentucky (htt://ww.newswiretoday.com/news/5497). These laws tyically require
listing brokers to 1) Accept and present to the principal offers and counter-offers to buy, sell, or lease the pricipal's
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c. Brokerage servce contracts

1. Traditional

22. The real

listing

contract: Exclusive Right to Sell

estate listing contract traditionally used by full-service brokers is an

Exclusive Right to Sell Listing (ERTS).37 An ERTS listing is an exclusive contract between the
home seller and the listing broker that guantees to the listing broker the full amount of the

negotiated commssion. if the house sells dUrg the contract period, regardless of whether or not
the listig broker was responsible for identifying the home buyer.38 For example, if

the home

seller sells the home to a relative or frend who leared that the house was for sale from the home

seller instead of though maketig by the listing broker, the listig broker is stil entitled to and
receives the

negotiated commssion.

23. MLSs, including Realcomp, dö not require that the home buyer use a cooperatig

broker. However, under an ERTS listing contract, if a home buyer is not represented by a

broker, the listig broker wil keep the entie commssion. Take for example a home seller that
enters into an ERTS contrct with a listing broker at a 6 percent commssion and a 3 percent
offer of compensation to a cooperatig broker. The listig broker will ear 3 percent of the

the

home sale price if a home buyer employs a cooperating broker (tht is the procurg cause of

sale), but wil ear 6 percent of the sale price if the buyer does not use the serVices of a

cooperatig broker. Thus, the home seller (and indirectly the home buyer) wil pay the same
commssion whether or not the buyer uses a cooperating broker. The buyer and seller canot

avoid paying commssions to a cooperatig broker if a buyer does not want to use one after the
seller has entered into an ERTS contract with the listig broker. In other words, because of

the

strcture of commssions under an ERTS contract, there is litte scope for negotiatig the
brokerage commssion after the home seller ha entered into an ERTS contract with the listing

broker.
propert or proper the principal seeks to buy or lease; 2) assist the pricipal in developing, communcating, and
presenting offers, counter-offers, and notices that relate to the offers and counter-offers; and 3) answer the
pricipal's questons relating to offers, counter-offers and notices." ("Compettion Issues in Real Estate Brokerage,"
Maureen K. Ohlhausen, The Antitrst Source, November 2005, p. 6.)
37 Realcomp II Ltd.' s Answer to Complait, Answer 8 (admitting that "Exclusive Right to Sell

listing is the form of
listig agreement traditionally used by listing brokers to provide full-servce residential real estate brokerage

servces").
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24. There is tyically no inerent requirement that a real estate broker using an ERTS

can contract

contract to sell a home provide' a full range of services.39 For instace, a home seller

with a listing broker to list the home in an MLS and provide certin other services, but get paid a
who fids

commssion (which could be a flat fee or percentage based commssion) regardless of

the buyer for the house. In some MLSs, such a listing contrct would be considered an ERTS
contract, even though it is used to offer unbundled services, because the listing broker is assured
of compensation even if

the home seller fids a buyer for the propert,40

25. However, in the Realcomp MLS, brokers offering unbundled or limted services
canot use ERTS listig contracts, Ths is because Rea1comp requires ERTS listings to be "full
service." Realcomp requires that brokers listing propertes as ERTS provide an aray of servces,

including showing the propert to potential home buyers, accepting and presenting offers to the
home seller, advising sellers as to the merits of

purchase offers, assistig the seller in developing

and communcatig counteroffers, and helping the seller negotiate with home buyers.41

Accordingly, all brokers listings a propert as an ERTS listig in the Rea1comp MLS must

provide a "full" set of servces as defied by Rea1comp.
2. Alternative listing contracts

26, Real estate brokers offerig alternative service models, including providing 10w

cost unbundled services, often use listig contracts other than ERTS listig contracts to sell

homes. In the Rea1comp MLS, because Realcomp has implemented a "mium service

38 See, e.g., Kage Investigational Hearg, p. 23.
39 See, e.g., Hardy Deposition, pp. 57-58 (Realcomp President and Governor admtting that ERTS contracts do not
inerently requie miimum serces); ex 175 (form ERTS contract from Michigan Association of
Realtors).
40 See, e.g., Hepp Deposition, pp. 56-57 (Columbus, Ohio MLS allows limiÚ:d serice brokers to use ERTS

contracts).
41 Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, October 2006 (RC1337-1363 at 1341). Realcomp describes an LS
listing as one in which "the listing broker will NOT provide one, or more, of

the followig serces: (a) Arange

appointments for cooperatig brokers to show listed proper to potential purchases but instead gives cooperating
brokers authority to make such appointments diectly with the seller(s); (b) Accept and present to the sellers) offers
to purchase procured by cooperating brokers but instead gives cooperating brokers authority to present offers to
purchase diectly to the seller(s); (c) Advise the seller(s) as to the merts of offers to purchase; (d) Assist the seller(s)
in developing, communcating, or presenting counteroffers; or ( e) Paricipate on the seller( s) behalf in negotiations

leading to the sale oflisted proper."
16
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requirement" for ERTS listings, brokers offerig unbundled seiyices must use listing contracts .

other than ERTS listig contracts.
27. In the Realcomp :MS, there are thee tyes oflisting contracts other than ERTS

listings. An Exclusive Agency (EA) Listig is a listing in which the listig broker receives a
the broker (or one of

commssion if

its agents) sells the home with the listig period, but

the seller

receives no commssion if

fids a buyer.42 A Limited Service (LS) listing is a listig in

which the listing broker or agent does not provide a "full" set of services, as defied by the :MS

association.43 An:MS Entr Only (MEO) listig is a listig in which the broker or agent only
these listing tyes are used by listig brokers to offer low-

lists the house in the MLS.44 All of

cost unbundled real estate brokerage service,
28. It is important to note that for all

listings in an :MS, regardless of the listing tye,

the home seller must offer a compensation to a cooperating broker who brigs a buyer and is the

the sa1e.45 The listig broker is responsible for ensurg that the cooperatig

procurg cause of

broker is compensated if she is the procurg cause of sale, regardless of the level of services
offered by the listig broker or the listig tye used.

3.. Cooperating broker contracts

29. Common law tyically has considered both the listing broker and the cooperatig
broker (workig with the buyer) to have a fiduciar duty to the seller, uness the buyer has
entered into an alternative contract with.the cooperating broker.46 A cooperating broker with a

fiduciar duty to the home seller, referred to as a "selling broker," is considered a sub-agent of
the listig broker. Because

there is no contract between a home.buyer and the sellig broker,

42 See, e.g., Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, October 2006 (RC1337-1363 at 1341): "Exclusive Agency

Listgs: authorizes the listing broker, as exclusive agent, to offer cooperation and compensation on a blanet
the seller to sell the propert on an unimted or restrctive

unilateral basis, but also reseres the general right of

basis. (In other words, the seller will pay the agent's commssion if

the agent brings in the buyer, but if

the seller

brigs in their own buyer, the seller is not obligated to pay a commssion) and wil be identified by the markig the
"Exclusive Agency" box on the Profie Form." See also, Kage Investigational Hearg, p. 22.
43 Supra note 41.

44 See, e.g., Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, October 2006 (RC1337-1363 at 1341); Kage Investigational

Hearg, p. 24.
4S See, e.g., Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, October 2006 (RC1337-1363 at 1346).
46 GAO Report, p. 5.
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selling brokers have non-exclusive arangements with home buyers. For instace, according to
the Rea1comp MLS rules, a selling broker that is not the procurg cause of a sale is not entitled
the tie spent assisting the buyer.47

to a commssion, regardless of

30. Alternatively, buyers can enter into contractual arangements with cooperating

brokers. Cooperating brokers that have a contract with buyers are referred to as "buyer's

brokers." The agreement between a buyer's broker and a home buyer is called a buyer agency

the buyer. Buyer agency agreements also

agreement.48 Buyer's brokers represent the interests of

protect the interest of the broker because the buyer is tyically responsible for ensurg the
broker's compensation.49 For instace, buyer agency agreements may tae the form of an

exclusive, in which the buyer ensures that the buyer's broker is compensated regardless ifhe or
50
she is the procurg cause of a parcular home purchase.

D. MLS listing services
1. The role of the MLS in the search process

31. The MLS is a cooperative argement among real estate brokers serving a
paricular geographic area whereby listig agents share listig inormation with cooperatig
brokers. Listing brokers use the MLS to list the house being offered for sale, and provide

brokers representing home buyers with detaed inormation about the propertes (e.g., the askig
price, the location, and a description of

the house). Listig brokers also publish their unlateral

offers of compensation to cooperatig brokers though the MLS' The offer of compensation is a
47 Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Reguations, October 6, 2006, RC1337-63 at 46: "The Listig Parcipant shall

specify, on each listing filed with the MLS, the compensation offered to MLS paricipants, for their serices with
respec to the saleleae of

the rea estate covered by such listing. Such offers are unconditional except that

entitlement to compensation is deteried by the Cooperating Broker's performance as the procurg cause of sale
( or lease) or as otherwse provided for in ths rule."
48 According to the NAR Surey, in 2006, 44 percent of
buyers had a wrtten agreement with

the cooperating broker

and 20 percent had an oral arangement. 2006 NAR Surey, p. 48.
49 See, e.g., Elya Deposition, p. 11. In Michigan, a broker may also establish an agency relationship with a buyer
though a disclosue, which does not obligate the buyer to pay the broker's commssion - the broker is compensated
through the offer of compensation. Gleason Deposition, p. 15.
50 See, e.g., Elya Deposition, p. i 1. There are other roles that cooperatig brokers can take. For instance, a
"transaction coordinator" merely assists a buyer and seller with executing the real estate transaction (i.e. does not
assist the home seller in finding a buyer or the buyer in fiding a proper). A "dual agent" acts as an agent for the
buyer and the seller. See e.g., Nead Deposition, pp. 10, 118-121.
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dollar sum or a percentage of the sale price that wil be paid to a cooperatig broker that is a
"procurg cause" ofthe sale.51 MLSs require that all

listings specify an offer of compensation

to a cooperatig broker that is the procurg cause of

the sale.52 Other than contactig the listig

agent directly, the MLS is the only source that provides the commssion being offered by the
53
listing agent to cooperating brokers.

32. The tyical MLS pòols inormation about nearly all residential real estate
propertes available for sale through brokers in a paricular geographic area. The MLS provides

maximum exposure for sellers and facilitates the home search for buyers, For listig brokers

(and home sellers), the MLS exposes their listigs to thousands of cooperatig brokers workig
with buyers. For cooperatig brokers (and home buyers), the MLS allows the convenient search

of the vast majority of propertes available for sale in a parcular area.
33. The value of an MLS to cooperatig brokers workig with buyers increases with
the number of

homes for

sale that are listed in the MLS. Ths is because the greater the number

of listigs, the greater the likelihood that a cooperating broker wil be able to match a parcular
buyer with a propert for sale and/or the shorter wil be the search period necessar to achieve
ths match. Simlarly, the value of an MLS to listing brokers increases with the number of
cooperatig brokers that search the MLS. The greater the number of cooperating brokers using

the MLS to search for homes, the shorter wil be the expected tie to sell a home and/or the
higher wil be the expected sales price. As I discuss in Section III.A. below, ths discussion is a
description of

what economists call "network effects.,,54

34. Despite the increased use of

the Internet by home buyers, sellers, and real estate

professionals, the Internet has not been a substitute for an MLS, or decreased the value of an

MLS. In fact, the Internet is largely a complement to an MLS, In paricular, the advent of the
51 According to Realcomp rules, a cooperatig broker is entitled to the offer of compensation only ifit is a procurg
cause of

the sale. Supra note 18.

52 See e.g., Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, October 2006, RC1337-1363 at 1369: "In fiing a proper with
the MLS, the Listing Parcipant is makg blanet unlateral offers of compensation to the other potential MLS

Cooperating Parcipants, and shall therefore specify on each listing fied with the MLS, the compensation being

offered to the other potential MLS Cooperating Paricipants." See also, Elya Deposition, p. 82.
53 See, e.g., Nead Deposition, p. 134; Cooper Deposition, p. 39; Response to First Interogatories, No.5; CX220.
54 "Network effects" are a tye of demand-side economies of scale that occur when the value of a product or serice
to a customer to depends on the number of other customers who also use the product or serce.
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Internet has enhanced the effciencies of the MLS. The Internet effectively increases the number
of users in an MLS network by allowing home buyers to search MLS listigs independently of a
sites such as Realtor,com, Ao1.com and

cooperating broker. Some of the most popular web

Msn.com are priarly sourced by listings from local MLSs,55

homes for sale in

35. Consistent with these benefits of an MLS, the vast majority of

the U.S. are listed in an MLS. According to NAR 88 percent of

home sellers in the u.s. listed

an MLS in 2005-2006.56 In short, despite the impending changes in the brokerage

their homes in

industr, the MLS remains the priary means of advertsing a house to brokers representig
potential home buyers.
2. Governance of the MLS

36. MLSs are generally owned and operated by one or more realtor associations,57
licensed real estate brokers and agents. The

Membership in the association itself is open to all

price of membership, including the right to search the MLS and list homes for sale in the MLS,

can usually be obtained for a relatively small membership fee. For example, membership in the
Rea1comp MLS costs $99 per quarer.58

37. An MLS tyically is governed by its members. The rues and regulations that
govern the use of

the MLS, including the rules at issue in ths case, are promulgated by a

Realcomp, the governg commttee consisted of

representative governg body.59 In the case of

11 to 13 votig members from 2001 to the present, the period durg which the rules at issue
55 For instance, a majority of

the listings on Realtor.com come from MLSs. Individuals for the most par canot put

their listigs on Realtor.com. See, e.g., Goldberg Deposition, pp. 34-5; 122-3. Realtor.com has co-brandig
agreements with msn.com and aol.com, such that when individuals search for listings on any of these websites, they
are automatically diected to search Realtor.com. Simos Deposition, pp. 14-21.

562006 NAR Surey, p. 77.
57 Though there are some MLSs that are broker owned, the vast majority ofMLSs are owned by Realtor Boards or
by several Boards of
Realtors in the Southeaster
Michigan area. These Boards of Realtors include Deaborn Board of Realtors, Detroit Association of Realtors,
Easter Thumb Association of Realtors, Livigston Association of Realtors, Metropolitan Consolidated Association
Associations. For instance, the Rea1comp MLS is owned

of

Realtors, Nort Oakand County Board of

Realtors, and Wester-Wayne Oakand County Board of

Realtors.

Supra note 1.
58 Realcomp, Revision: April

59 See e.g., Fift Amended Bylaws of

21, 2006 (CX 88), p. 1.

Realcomp II Ltd., Adopted November 2004 (RC0300 - RC0331) at RC0309

0310.
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were

more than 15,000 real estate

adopted and implemented, out ofa total membership of

professionals.6o

il. Relevant Antitrust Markets
A. Relevant product markets

1. Economic framework for defining the relevant antitrst markets
38. The purose of

market defition is to identify a set of

reasonably substitutable with and thereby

products that are

compete with the product at issue. Market defintion

provides an economic framework to evaluate the possibility that a parcular entity has market

power and therefore the power to act anticompetitive1y. A relevant product market is the set of

products, if any, that constrin the ability of the supplier of the product in question to behave
anticompetitive1y. The standard economic framework for defining relevant antitrst markets is

to identify the smallest group of products for which a "hypothetical monopolist" of such product

could profitably impose a "small but signficant and nontransitory increase in price" (SSNI).61
The assessment of whether a hypothetical monopolist would be able to profitably increase in

prices above competitive levels involves an examation of the extent to which consumers could
substitute to other products or services in response to such a price increase,
39. In ths case, there are two relevant product markets that are importt in assessing
Rea1comp's discriatory access restrctions. The first is

the relevant output product market, in

which real estate brokers are the suppliers and home sellers and buyers are the customers of real

estate brokerage services. The second is the relevant input product market, in which the MLSs

are the suppliers and real estate brokers are the purchasers of MLS listig services,

60 See e.g., RC Exhibit 2, p. 1, RC Exhibit 9, p. 1, CX 211; htt://ww.realcomp.comlcompany.
61 Horizontal Merger Guidelines, U.S. Deparent of Justice and The Federal Trade Commssion, Revised April 8,

1997. This framework was developed to defie relevant markets for the analysis of mergers, but has often been used
to define markets in regard to other antitrst issues.
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2. The relevant out/Jut product market is the supply of real estate brokerage services
to sellers and buyers of residential real estate.
40. The relevant output product market is the supply of real estate brokerage services
to sellers and buyers of

residential real estate. For the majority of

home buyers and sellers, there

are no reasonable substitutes to real estate brokerage services. For a home seller, the only
alternative to selling a home using a real estate broker is to sell the home on his or her own,

which is tyically referred to as for-sa1e-by-owner ("FSBO"). FSBO sales tyically entail the

home owner placing a yard sign, listig the home in a newspaper orin cert FSBO Internet
to frends or re1atives.62

sites, holding open houses, or selling the home

41. For the majority of

home sellers, FSBO is not a reasonable substitute to using a

real estate broker because for most home sellers there are signficant advantages to using a real
estate broker in selling a home, One priar benefit of

using a real estate broker is the abilty to

list the home in an MLS.63 However, FSBO propertes cannot be listed in anMLS because only
members of

the MLS, which must be brokers or agents, are permtted access to the MLS.64 As

mentioned, the MLS is the priar channel for reachig cooperating brokers workig with

buyers and most home buyers are assisted by a cooperatig broker. According to the NAR
Surey, 85 percent of home buyers used the services of a real estate broker to search for homes.65
42. Given the importce of reachig buyers represented

surrising that the vast majority of

by brokers, it is not

home sellers hie the services of a listing broker to assist in

the sell of

their home. For example, in 2006, FSBO trsactions comprised only about 12

percent of

real estate transactions in the U.S.66 The vast majority of

houses sold in the U.S. (88

percent in 2006) are sold by real estate brokers and are listed on a MLS.67 Moreover, FSBO

propertes are not tyicaly sold though the same chanels as properties that are sold on the open
62 See, e.g., 2006 NAR Surey, p. 85, which reports that these methods are the most often-used marketing methods
used by FSBO sellers.
63 For other home sellers, the benefits of using a real estate broker are havig the assistance of a professional in

pricing, stagig, and showing the home, in negotiating with buyers, and in closing the transaction.
64 Supra note 12.
6S 2006 NAR Surey, p. 34.

662006 NAR Surey, p. 69.
672006 NAR Surey, p. 77.
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marketplace. A significant portion ofFSBO properties are soldto persons known by the home.

seller, transactions where the cost of searchig and matchig a buyer and seller is signficantly
reduced. For example, in 2006, of

the 12 percent of

U.S. houses sold by home owners without

the assistace of a broker (i.e. FSBO sales), approxiately 40 percent were sold to persons
known to thehöme seller such as family members orfriends.68 When the home seller did not
residential real estate transactions), only

know the home buyer (which is the case in 91 percent of

4 percent of

without a real estate broker.69 Given tht most home

home sellers sold the propert

salès occur between anonymous buyers and sellers, listig a home in an MLS is parcularly

importt. Because FSBO transactions do not afford ths option, most home sellers wil not
perceive FSBO as a viable substitute for brokerage services.
43. Consequently, a hypothetical monopolist of

real estate brokerage services would

be able to profitably increase commssions signficantly above competitive levels. Such a price
increase would be profitable because the vast majority of home sellers would not be wiling to

switch to sellig their homes on their own (FSBO) in response to a price increase by a
hypothetical monopolist of

brokerage services. Applyig the standard market defition

framework, ths implies that the relevant product market is real estate brokerage services and
does not include FSBO.7o

3. The relevant input product market is the supply of real estate MLS listing services
to real estate brokers.

44. Among the varous services that may be offered by brokers, listing services are

important both for marketig a seller's home and for assistig a buyer in their search for a home.

There are varous outlets where a real estate broker can list a propert for sale, including prit
classified ads, electronic classified

ads, and public web

sites such as Yahoo.

com. However, these

are not good economic substitutes for listig a propert in an MLS.

68 2006 NAR Survey, p. 80.

69 2006 NAR Surey, p. 69.
70 The lack of a substitutabilty beteen real estate brokerage services and FSBO for moSt home sellers is also .
suggested by the fact that, while commssions have increased signficantly (in dollar ters)
in recent years (see
supra note 23), the share of FSBO real estate transactions has fallen. Between 1997 and 2006, the percentage of
FSBO transactions in the U.S. decreased from 18 percent to 12 percent. 2006 NAR Surey, p. 69.
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45. Only an MLS provides an offer of compensation to a cooperatig broker. As a

result, cooperating brokers need access to the MLS to determne the amount of any brokerage

commssion being offered by either a listing agent on behalf of the home seller. Without access

to the MLS, cooperatig brokers would be requied to directly contact (e.g., by phone, fax, or email) the broker or home seller, signficantly increasing the time involved in searchig on behalf
of

search.

home buyers and thus the cost of

46.

The fact that the MLS is an importt input for cooperating brokers searchig on

behalf of home buyers makes it an attactive venue for listing brokers to advertse houses being
sold, In fact, the greater the number of cooperating brokers using the MLS to search for homes,
the shorter the expected time required to sell a home and/or the higher the expected offer price

and thus the greater the value of the MLS to listing brokers. A simlar arguent applies to
cooperating brokers. The greater the number of listig brokers that list homes on the MLS, the
greater number and varety of

homes available to cooperatig brokers to choose from, which

makes it more likely that cooperating brokers wil fid a closer match between home
characteristics and home buyer preferences and/or the shorter the tie period requied to achieve

a given match and hence the greater the value of the MLS to cooperatig brokers.

"network effects." Network effects, a

47. The foregoing discussion is a description of

tye of demand-side scale eèonomies, exist where the value of a product/service to a given user
increases with the number of other users. In ths case, the value of the MLS to listig brokers

increases as the number of cooperatig brokers increases because (a) the expected sellig price
increases with the number of

home sellers that demand the house and/or (b) the tie required to

the MLS to

sell the house at a given askig price decreases, Conversely, the value of

cooperating brokers searchig for homes increases as the number of listigs increases because
(a) the closeness of

the match between home charcteristics wil be greater for a given amount of

tie devoted to search and/or (b) the expected amount of

tie requied to achieve a given match.

These forces reinorce one another such that both listing brokers and cooperatig brokers wil
achieve greater effciencies in the provision of

brokerage services if

they use an MLS.

48. The presence of network effects results in the MLS bein a necessar input in the

provision of real estate brokerage services, Because effciencies grow with the number of users,
24
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other sources of listing services with fewer users are not economically viable substitutes for an .

MLS. Listing brokers that do not have access to the MLS, and thus are required to advertise

their listing by means other than a MLS, can expect that fewer cooperating brokers wil see the

propert such that, at a given askig price, the lielihood of a sale wil be lower and, if a sale
are

occurs, the expected tie to sell wil be longer, all else equal. Cooperating brokers who

unable or unwiling to use the MLS wil need to contact listig brokers or home sellers diectly
to lear the compensation offer and at the same tie may need to search over multiple sources in

order to identify the same number and tye of houses being offered for sale that are available on
including tie costs, would increase signficantly compared

the MLS. As a result, search costs,

to the search costs using the MLS. Brokers without full access to an MLS would be at a

signficant competitive disadvantage, Consistent with these benefits of using an MLS, the

overwhelmg majority of real estate brokers are members of an MLS and list all homes for sale
in an MLS.71

49, Applying the standard economic frmework for defining relevant markets, the net
result is that a hypothetical monopolist of MLS listig services would be able to implement a

"small but signficant and non-tranitory increase in price" for access to the MLS because few

brokers could withdrw from paricipatig in an MLS even if the fees or other costs associated
with parcipation substatially increased.

B. Relevant geographic markets

50. The relevant geogrphic market defies the geographic scope of competition

with a relevant product market. The economic framework fordefing the relevant geogrphic

maket is simar to the framework for defig the relevant product market. In parcular, the
objective is to identify the smalest geographic

area in which a "hypothetical monopolist" could

profitably impose a SSNI above competitive levels. Ths assessment involves an examation

of whether consumers could substitute to suppliers in other geographic areas in response to such
a pnce Increase.
71 See, e.g., REALTOR Consumed Services Outlook White Paper, Oct 8, 2003, p. 15: "Most real estate brokers in
an ilS's region subscribe to the MLS and maintain membership in the local association, receivig vared servces
from each entity." See also, Smith
Wayne Oakand County Association of

Deposition, p. 21: Approximately 5% of
Realtors (WOCAR) were not members of

the 4,000 members of

the Wester

the MLS.
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51. In the case ofMLS listig services, the scope of

the geographic market wil

largely be determed by degree of substitutability between neighborhoods for home buyers. To

see ths, suppose that a hypothetical monopolist of MLS services in a parcular geographic area,
say Dearborn, Michigan, implements a supracompetitive price increase for all houses listed in

that MLS that are located in Dearborn, For brokers representig home buyers and sellers in
substitutes to the

Dearborn, MLSs prevalent in adjoing geographic areas are not effective

hypothetical monopolist of MLSs services in Dearborn because a listing in an adjacent MLS wil

not be seen by the majority of cooperating brokers and home buyers searchig for a home in
Dearborn. Listing in an adjacent MLS would therefore have signficantly lower value to listing
in the Dearborn MLS. Thus, listing brokers representig the sellers of

homes located in

Dearborn canot substitute away from MLS listig serices in Dearborn. Then, any broker
representig the seller of a home located in Dearborn would face the supracompetitive price for

MLS listing services for houses located in Dearborn. The higher cost of MLS listing services in

Dearborn wil be passed on in the form of higher brokerage fees for brokerage services supplied

in Dearborn. Simlarly, for cooperating brokers workig with home buyers in Dearborn, MLSs
homes for

in adjacent geographic areas are not effective substitutes because the vast majority of

sale in Dearborn wil be listed in the MLS of the hypothetical monopolist in Dearborn~ In

essence, network effects make the geographic markets for MLS listing services local in natue.
52. Home buyers can defeat the increase in the price of

brokerage

services in

Dearborn only by buying a house in a neighborhood other than Dearborn where the

supracompetitive listing fees apply. If, for example, many home buyers consider an adjacent
neighborhood a substitute for Dearborn in terms of house location then Dearborn is not the
relevant geogrphic maket. If, however, most home buyers are unwiling to purchase a house in

a neighborhood other th Dearborn where, in ths example; supracompetitive MLS listig fees

lead to elevated brokerage fees, then Dearborn is a relevant geographic market for MLS listig
services.
53. Applying the hypothetical monopolist framework more generally to varous

subsets of a MLS service area, staing with any local geographic area (e.g., neighborhoods or
groups of

neighborhoods), the relevant geographic markets wil be determined by the degree of

,,, (d
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substitutability between neighborhoods for home buyers. Competition occur with geographìc
markets at the county level, and may even occur in more local areas.72

IV. Realcomp Has Market Power in the Próvision of MLS Listing Services in the
Relevant Geographic Areas
A. The Realconip MLS has a significant share of MLS listings in Livingston,
Oakland, and Wayne counties
54. Market shares are an importt indicator of maket power for rvS listig

services, This is because the value of an rvS to cooperatig brokers (and their customers) is
diectly related to the number oflistings in the rvS. The value of

the rvS to listig brokers

also is related to the number of listigs in the rvS because the larger the number of listings, the

greater the number of cooperatig brokers that are liely to search the rvS for listings. And,
listig brokers wil place a greater value on the MLS the greater the number of cooperatig
brokers (and home buyers) that they can reach by listing in the rvS. Because of

these "network

effects" in rvS listig services, the value of an MLS with a high market share in a given

geographic market wil be much greater to brokers (and home buyers and sellers) than the value
of an rvS with a small market share.

55. Additionally, because of

their share of

"network effects," competitors canot easily expand

listigs. This is because such a shift in shares would require that both cooperatig

brokers and listing brokers simultaeously switch to the competig rvS.73 A listing broker has
little incentive to list a propert in an rvS with a small market share in a given area because
there will be few cooperatig brokers searchig such an rvS for homes in that area. Simlarly,

72 Existing data sharg arangements also do not alter the analysis of

relevant geographic markets because the
relevant market should not turn on a contractual arangement. In paricular, because Realcomp has the power to
unlaterally end data sharg arangements at will, the data sharg parers do not constrai Realcomp's market
power. Moreover, four of

the seven sharg arangements are only "gues access" or password sharg

arangements, in which a Realcomp broker would have to log in to search the listings of

the other l\S. Down

River, Jackson Association, Lenawee Association and Monroe have password sharg arangements with Realcomp,

while Flint Association and Lapeer Association have data sharg arangements. ("Realcomp Revision," April 21,
2006, CX 88, p. 2.) An Arbor has a data sharg agreement for Washtenaw, Livingston, Wester Wayne, Weser
Oakand and Lenawee counties and has a password sharg agreement for the rest of

the Rea1comp l\S (RC

Exhibit 26, RC 0211- 21).
73 Economists refer to the abilty to expand output as "supply elascity."
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a cooperatig broker has little incentive to search an MLS with a small share of listings. Because

of these economic factors in the market for MLS listig services, high market shares are

indicative of market power. An MLS with signficant market share in a relevant geographic
market would be able to engage in anticompetitive conduct without losing a signficant share of
brokers.

56. The vast majority of Realtomp listigs are in four counties. As Exhbits 1 and 2
of

show, over
I percent

new listings in the Realcomp MLS between 2002 and 2006 were in

Wayne county and Oakand county. percent and. percent, respectively).

Another.

II

percent ofRea1comp listings were in Macomb and Livingston counties. percent and

percent, respectively). These four counties therefore account fori percent of all Rea1comp

listings. Each of the other counties account for less than II percent of Re~comp listigs.
Accordingly, I focus the analysis of

market shares on Wayne, Oakand, Livingston, and Macomb

counties.
1. Shares of new MLS listings
57. As described above, the relevant geographic markets will

largely be determed

by degree of substitutability between neighborhoods for home buyers. Such makets are liely to

be local in natue and smaller than entire counties. Neverteless, for simplicity, I report
Realcomp's share oflistigs for each of

Realcomp's share of

the four counties listed above. Exhbits 3 to 6 show that

new listigs between 2002 and 2006 was. percent in Wayne county,

. percent in Oakànd county,. percent in Livingston county, and. percent in Macomb
county. In all four counties combined, Realcomp's share of

new listigs was. percent durg

that same period (Exhbit 7). These shares are sumarzed in Exhbit 8. Exhbit 9 shows
Realcomp's share of

listings by zip code thoughout southeastern Michigan for the period 2002

2006.
2. Shares of "unique" new MLS listings
58. These estiates oflistig shares understate the percentage of

homes for sale in

these counties that are listed in the Realcomp MLS. This is because many homes for sale are

listed in two or more MLSs, paricularly in geographic areas where two MLSs overlap. To
28
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ilustrate, assume that all homes for sale in a paricular area were listed both in Realcomp and
MiRealSource. In ths hypothetical, Realcomp would have only 50 percent share of

but

listings,

all homes for sale would be listed in the Realcomp MLS, Ths latter share

in fact, 100 percent of

"unique" listigs) is a better

(which I refer to as the share of

Realcomp's market

indicator of

power because it ilustrates the extent to which the Realcomp MLS is a necessary input into the

sale of a home. Stated differently, in such a hypothetical geographic area, the Realcòmp MLS,
the MIealSource MLS, and the data sharg MLSs are not really substitutes. EXhbits 10 to 13
show Realcomp's share of

new unque listings

new unque listmgs. Realcomp's share of

between 2002 and 2006 was. percent in Wayne county, . percent in Oakand county,.
percent in Livingston county, and. percent in Macomb. In all four counties combined,
Rea1comp's share of

new unque listings was. percent durg that same period (Exhbit 14).

''uque''

These shares are sumared in Exhbit 15. Exhbit 16 shows Rea1comp's share of

listings by zip code thoughout southeastern Michigan for the period 2002-2006.
59. The data strongly support the inerence of market power in Wayne, Oakand, and

county, although

Livigston counties, and suggests that Rea1comp has market power in Macomb

to a lesser extent. The value to brokers of MLSs with much smaller shares of listigs in Wayne,
Oakand, and Livingston counties is signficantly lower than the

value of

the Realcomp J\S.

As I discuss above, in an industr with signficant network effects such as MLS listig services,
the value of the network to customers is closely related to the number of network users. Market
shares wil therefore be an importt indicator of the relative value of different MLSs. Thus the

value of Realcomp to brokers in the geographic areas where Realcomp has a signficant market

share is significantly greater than the value of competig MLSs with small market share. As a
result, Realcomp can engage in engage in anticompetitive conduct in these areas without losing a
signficant share of

brokers.

B. Brokers cannot create an alternate'MLS or otherwse obtain the benefits of
participation in the Realcomp MLS.
60. Successful entr by a rival MLS is improbable because of

high collective

switchig costs. Because of network effects, an individual broker has litte or no incentive to list
in an alternative MLS uness other brokers do also. Consider the incentives of an individual
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listig broker choosing between Realcomp in an area where it has a large market share, say
Dearborn, and a new MLS entrant. An individual

listig broker has little or no unlateral

incentive to switch to an alternative MLS (if one were available) il response to, e.g., an increase

in listig fees by the MLS, because there would be few, if any, cooperatig brokers workig with
home buyers using the alternative MLS. Likewise, an.individual cooperatig broker has little or
no incentive to switch in response to an increase in the price of MLS listig services because
there would be few, if any, listigs to seach. Consequently, brokers on both the sellg and

buying sides wil not perceive an alternative MLS as an economically viable substitute to the
hypothetical MLS monopoly. In fact, comparable effciencies can be achieved only if

majority of

the vast

brokers switched collectively. But there are substatial costs of coordinatig

collective switchig by brokers and, as long as these coordination costs exceed the increase in
listig costs, there is no incentive for any broker to incur them.

c. By virte of control over a critical input, Realcomp has the abilty to
anti
competitively hinder or exclude competitors in the market for real estate
brokerage services.

61. Realcomp' s market power in the relevant geographic areas can be exercised by
hiderig or excluding competitors in the market for real estate brokerage services. För most

brokers there are no reasonable substitutes to the Realcomp MLS in these areas. Rea1comp
therefore has the ability to anticompetitive1y exclude certin competitors, such as low-cost

unbundled service brokers, from the real estate brokerage services market by implementig rules

that exclude such competitors or inbit their ability to compete. Excluded or disadvantage
competitors canot costless1y switch to listing in an alternative MLS, such as MiRea1Soure or

the data sharg parers, Ths is because the value of listig a home located in the relevant

geographic areas in an alternative MLS would be signficantly lower than the value of listing that

home in Rea1comp. The number of cooperating brokers searchig alterntive MLSs for homes
in the relevant areas is .

liely to be much smaller than the number of cooperating brokers

searchig for homes in the Realcomp MLS. Thus, such brokers would be signficantly

disadvantaged competitively relative to brokers that are not restrcted from access to the ful

services ofRealcomp.

.1.
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D. By virte of its market power over brokers, Realcomp can exercise market.

power over home buyers and sellers in the relevant geographic areas.
62, The ability to restrction competition in the brokerage serices market also

implies that the Realcoinp MLS can exercise market power over home buyers and sellers. That
is, the Realcomp MLS can implement rules that anticompetitively har home buyers and sellers

in the relevant geographic markets.74 Most home sellers in the relevant geographic areas do not

have effective alternatives to selling homes though Realcomp-affliated brokers. Brokers
affliated with alternative MLSs (and not affliated with Rea1comp) are not effective substitutes

from the perspèctive of home buyers and home sellers in the relevant geogrphic areas because
home listings and home buyers

such brokers canot offer the value of access to a critical mass of

in the relevant areas. Home sellers in the relevant geographic areas must use a Realcomp listig
broker in order to list their propert on the Realcomp MLS and have their listing reach brokers

workig with home buyers in the relevant geogrphic areas.75 Neither can most home sellers
costless1y switch to FSBO. As I discuss above, for the majority òfhome sellers FSBO sales are
not an adequate substitute for the services of a professional real estate broker that is a member of
an MLS with a critical mass of brokers.

v. Realcomp Has Inhibited the Abilty of

Brokers Offering Low-Cost

Unbundled

Discount Services to Compete Effectively

A. Realcomp's discriminatory access restrictions reduce the exposure of non-ERTS
listings to potential home buyers.
63. There are two priar chanels though which MLS real estate listings reach

potential home buyers. First, MLS listigs are dissemiated to cooperatig brokers that are
members of the MLS who, in tu, inorm home buyers that they represent. Second, MLS
listigs are disseminated to certin web

be explained in the remainder of

sites that are directly accessible by home buyers. As wil
ths section, Realcomp's discriatory access restrctions,

74 The proper focus is the collective market power of the Realcomp MLS, and not the market power of individual

Realcomp members. The unconcentrated strctue of the membership is irelevant to the possibility of
anticompetitive han by members of
the association acting collectively.
75

Listig a home in the Rea1comp MLS displays the home to nearly 15,000 Realcomp members.

(htt://ww.reacomp.com/company)
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which include the Website Policy and the Search Function Policy, have had the effect of limtig

the ability of listing brokers to reach potential home buyers though both chanels if they list a

propert under a Iion-ERTS contract on the Realcomp MLS. The discriatory access

restrctions, in combination with Realcomp's mium service requirement, which prevents
brokers offerig unbundled services from using ERTS listing contracts, has inbited competition
from brokers offerig unbundled services to home sellers.

1. Realcomp's Website Policy inhibits non-ERTS listings

from being

displayed on

websites that are key sources of information for home buyers.
64. Before it adopted its Website Policy, Realcomp sent all of

its listings to certin

key real estate websites. Over time, these came to include Realtor.com, Realcomp's

Moveinchigan.com, and Realcomp-member websites.76 These websites enable home buyers
to view information from MLS listigs without the assistace of a coopératig broker. Brokers
representig home sellers listig properties in the Realcomp MLS therefore were not only

assured that their listings would reach cooperatig brokers seachig the Realcomp MLS, but
they were also afforded the opportty to reach home buyers directly though one of these
public websites. Because public websites are publicly accessible, ths meant that al

listing

brokers had an opportty to reach home buyers who had not yet hied a cooperating broker or
who had no intention of

ever doing so.

65. After Rea1comp enacted its Website Policy in June 2001, certin listigs in the
Rea1comp MLS were no longer granted diect access to potential home buyers via certin key

public websites.77 Brokers unaffected by the Realcomp Website Policy contiued to have diect

access to potential home buyers, includig home buyers who had not yet hied a broker or who
had no intention of ever doing so, In parcular, Realcomp contiued to send all ERTS listigs to

the key websites. But Realcomp stopped sending non-ERTS listings, includig EA, LS, and

MEO listigs, to these websites. By doing so, Realcomp hidered the viewing ofnon-ERTS

76 Supra note 2. Listings are sent to Realcomp-member websites via IDX. The IDX is a protocol that enables
Realcomp-members to receive Realcomp listings so that they may be displayed on their websites.
77 Although the board voted for the Website policy in June 2001, it was not until the end of 2003 that the Website
Policy became fully effective as Realcomp began requirg that all Realcomp listigs indicate the listing tye. Thus,

before the end of2003, Realcomp appears to have had little ability to implement the Website Policy.
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listings by potential home buyers on Moveinchigan.com,78 Ri.altor.com,79 and hundreds of
Realcomp-member IDX websites.8o

sites are important to the selling process is that home

66. The reason that public web

buyers parcipate in the search process and the Internet is a priar resource used by home
sites home buyers have direct access to thousands of

buyers to search, Through public web

criteria, such as price,

listigs and the ability to search among them based on a varety of

the propert. Public websites generally have a

location, tye of dwelling, and characteristics of

more comprehensive, accurate, and up-to-date set of

listigs of

than do other publications such as newspapers.8) Real estate web

inormation

homes for sale in a parcular area
sites often also .include

on homes for sale that tyically is unavailable though other inormation sources

(e.g., such as newspaper classified ads), including photos, viral tours, interactive maps, and
neighborhood inormation.82 Because of these benefits, some 80 percent of all potential home
buyers use the Internet "frequently" or "occasionally" to search for homes.83 In fact, the
percentage of

buyers using the Internet to search for homes exceeded all other methods of

searchig, except for one :. the assistace of a professional real estate broker (Exhbit 17).84 A

78 Moveinichigan.com is the official website of

the Realcomp MLS. Movemmichigan.com receives its listings

from the Realcomp MLS and no other source. Moveinchigan.com was first introduced to the Realcomp members
in August 2002. CX 15 (RC0210). Consequently, the Website Policy completely forecloses all brokers using nonERTS listgs from advertsing diectly to home buyers on the Moveinchigan.com website.
79 Although brokers using non-ERTS listigs can reach Reator.com by listg in an MLS without restrctions on

havig to dual-list. See, e.g., Dense Moody Deposition, p. 20; Hepp

such listigs, brokers would bear the cost of

Deposition, p. 4 i.
80 According to a document provided iMiRealsource,. offices receive their "Broker Data Shar.g" or BDS fee.
As of

November 30, 2006 there were offices that received an IDX fee or had an IDX framg arangement
the Realcomp offces also receive a feec; from MiealSource. I

with Realcomp. So, at the maximum percent of

did not have the required information to perform an accurate analysis, but will do so as the information becomes
available to me.
81 When a listing is entered or updated on the RealcompMLS, it is automaticaly added or updated on all of the

websites to which Realcomp sends listing information. Kage Deposition, p. 30.
82 Additionally, for home buyers who live out of state but are re-locatig to Michigan or simply interested in
purchasing in Michigan for investent puroses, local sources of information, such as newspapers, open houses, or

yard signs, may be less accessible.
83 2006 NAR Surey, p. 34. Younger home buyers are more likely to use the Interet to search for homes.
Accordig to the surey, 87 percent of

home buyers of age 18-44 used the Internet, compared to 76 percent for

home buyers beteen 45 and 64 years of age and 44 percent of

buyers 65 years and over. ¡d., p. 34.

84 Accordig to the NAR Survey, 85 percent of

buyers reported that they used a rea estate broker as an information
buyers looked for yard signs, 55 percent used prit newspaper
ads, 47 percent went to open houses, 34 percent used home books or magazes, 26 percent used home builders, 11
33
source, 80 percent used the Internet, 63 percent of
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signficant porton of

home buyers (24 percent) found the home they eventually purchased using

the Internet. 85 And, the frequency at which the Internet is being used by home buyers is
increasing,86
67. It is importt to emphasize that Internet usage by home buyers is- not limted to

buyers who are not assisted by a broker in their search. In fact, buyers who use the Internet are
more likely to be assisted by brokers in their home search than buyers who do not use the
home

Internet. Some 87 percent of

buyers who used the Internet to search for homes were
buyers who did not use the Internet.87 The

assisted by a broker, compared to 74 percent of

Internet has also been an importt way in which buyers fid a broker to assist them in buying a
home, with 23 percent of

home buyers reporting that they found a broker to buy a home by using
sites has not been merely

the Internet. 88 In sum, the record shows that the fuction of public web

their brokers, but more broadly, the Internet has

to permt home buyers to search independent of

increasingly become a complement to brokerage services on the buyig side of the transaction.
The importce of public web

sites as a complement to the search process regardless of whether

or not the home buyer is represented by a selling broker implies tht listig brokers' productivity,

namely facilitating a match between buyer and seller, wil depend on access to public websites.
68. The Rea1comp affliated Websites to which Realcomp sends ERTS listings but
restrcts non-ERTS listigs are importt public websites for home buyers. In fact, accordig to

a NAR Surey, Rea1comp restrcts non-ERTS listings from the top four sources identified by

home buyers as being most widely used by home buyers to search for homes. Accordig to the
NAR Surey, the percentage of

popularty is 53 percent of

home buyers using public websites by tye and in order of
home buyers used ilS web

sites (such as Moveinchigan.com), 52

percent used Realtor.com, 41 percent used real estate company websites and 40 percent used real
percent used the television, 9 percent used bilboards, and 5 percent used a relocation company. 2006 NAR Surey,

p.34.
85 2006 NAR Surey, p. 38.
86 For instance, the percent of

home buyers who used the Internet "frequently" or "occasonally" to search for homes
buyers
who found the home they eventually purchase online has increased from only 2 percent in 1997 to 11 percent in
2003 and to 24 percent in 2006. 2006 NAR Surey, p. 38.
87 2006 NAR Surey, p. 41.
has increased from 71 percent in 2003 to 80 percent in 2006. 2006 NAR Surey, p. 37. The percentage of

882006 NAR Surey, p. 37.
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estate agent web

sites, al of

which Rea1comp denies non-ERTS listings access to the IDX feed.

that sources these websites (Exhbit 18).89 Trailig these websites in popularty by home buyers
are newspaper websites, which only 14 percent of home buyers used in their home search
demonstrating the importance of

the public web

Policy.9o Consistent with the importance of

sites that are subject to Rea1comp's Website
the public web

sites affected by RealComp'sWebsite
their active ERTS

Policy, the vast majority ofRealcomp agents have authoried the display of

sites, even thoùgh they have the discretion to prevent their display on

listigs on these public web

public web

sites of

their choosing.91

2. Realcomp's Search Function Policy inhibits the searching of non-,ERTS listings

by cooperating brokers working for buyers.
69. In December 2003, Rea1comp implemented changes

to the default settings for all

MLS searches by member brokers so that no non-ERTS listing would be displayed by defau1t.92

Only if a selling broker changes the default search settgs will non-ERTS listings be displayed
among the search results, even if a house being sold using a non-ERTS listing meets all other
search criteria entered by the broker conductig the search. Brokers searchig the Realcomp

MLS would need to chage the default search terms to include EA, LS, and MEO listigs every
time they conduct a new search in order to obtain matchig propertes that include these non-

ERTS listig tyes.93 However, une the Website policy which restrcts non-ERTS listings to
public web

sites where home buyers can view them directly, the Search Function Policy affects

the viewing ofnon-ERTS listings by cooperating brokers representig home buyers. The Search

Function Policy therefore reduces the likeliood that non-ERTS listigs wil reach home buyers
via cooperating brokers searchig the Realcomp MLS.
89 2006 NAR Surey, p. 44.
90 ¡d.
91 For example, 82 percent of

Realcomp agents (11,989 out of 14,568) authorie their listigs to be included in the
Interrogatories, No.1. Over 90 percent of
Realcomp agents
(13,184) are in offices which authorize their listgs to be sent to Realtor.com. Responses to First Set of
IDX feed to public websites. Responses to First Set of

Interrogatories, No.3. And, 87.7 percent of

Realcomp agents (12,773) are in offces which authorize

their listigs to

Interrogatories, No.4.
92 RC Exhibit 16. Realcomp voted to change the default settng in August 2003. RC Exhibit 9.
be sent to Moveinchigan.com. Responses to First Set of

93 Kage IH, pp. 72-73. A Realcomp member can save a seach with specific parameters, but ever time a member

wants to conduct a new search (i.e. new city, price range, etc.), then they have to change the default to include all
listig tyes. Kage IH, pp. 92-93.
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70. Even though a broker has the abilty to change the default settg, many brokers
actually do not,94 Ths behaviór itself

may be related to the Rea1comp restrctions. Because of

network effects, there is little value to cooperating brokers in changing default settgs because

there are few non-ERTS listigs. The probability that a non-ERTS listing wil match the search
criteria of a selling broker is very small. If

there were more non-ERTS listigs, the value of

changing the default setting would be much greater. However, Realcomp's access restrctions

hider the expansion ofnon-ERTS listigs because non-ERTS listings are not seen by a
signficant share ofhoIne buyers.

71, Whle data suffcient to analyze the impact of the Search Function Policy separate
from Rea1comp's other restrctions is not avaiable, there is evidence that non-ERTS listigs are

viewed less often than ERTS listigs. Rea1comp's own data shows that non-ERTS listigs are
viewed less often by brokers than are ERTS listings, For example, between Januar 2004 and

October 2006, the tie period.durg which Rea1comp appears to have systematically tracked the
viewing oflistigs by Rea1comp member brokers, ERTS listigs were viewed, on average, 5.1
times per day, compared to only 3.2 ties per day for non-ERTS listigs (Exhbits 19-20).95

72. It is also noteworty that brokers e-mail non-ERTS listings to their customers

(home buyers) less frequently than they e-mail ERTS listings, which can be accomplished by
Rea1comp members via diect emails to home buyers after Rea1comp MLS searches.96

Rea1comp tracks these e-mails. The data show that the average number of e-maI1s per listing is

much lower for non-ERTS than ERTS listings. For instance, in 2006, an average of 6.9 dailye

94 See, e.g., Hepp Deposition, pp. 49-52, 92- 93 (reports that brokers unaware of seach default); Micy Deposition,

pp. 64-7 (listing names of specifc selling brokers unable to fid listings through Realcomp search fuction); RX
statig, "Reators simply do not check all the boxes when they do proper
seach's (sic), the(y) do quick seaches for active listings. Therefore the listing I curently have does not work.");

45 at AH000264 (cusomer complait

"Realcomp Rules," AmerSellRealty.com, p. 2 (estimatig that 25-35 percent of

brokers do not change the default

settgs to include non-ERTS listings when seaching the Realcomp MLS).
9S See also Respondent's Responses and Objections to Complaint Counsel's Second Set of

Interogatories, Response

to Interrogatory 12 (calculating the overall average number of views for ER TS listigs at 20 i versus 94 for non-

ERTS listigs).
96 After brokers perorm a search, they are able to save that paricular search to a paricular buyer ("a prospect").
Brokers then are able to then send e-mail messages to that buyer based on that search. In addition, the system allows
for automatic e-mail messages to be sent to the buyer and the broker, with daily updates of
the listings that matched
the origial search critera. "Realcomp Online Basics, Traig Workbook," June 30, 2005, CX 249, pp. 22-24.
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mails per listig were sent to clients by brokers for ERTS listigs compared to only 1.9 daly e":
mails per listig for non-ERTS listigs (Exhbits 21 to 22).97

3. Realcomp's minimum service requirement for ERTS listings ensures that
unbundled brokerage services can only be supplied using non~ERTS listings

73. Realcomp also began to requie that brokers listig propertes as ERTS provide a
buyers,

full ary of services, which it dermes as showing the propert to potential home

accepting and presentig offers to the home seller, advising sellers as to the merits of purchase

offers, assisting the seller in developing and communcatig counteroffers, and helping the seller

negotiate with home buyers.98 The defition ofERTS listings implemented by Realcomp
amounts to a miimum service requiement for ER TS listigs99 such that,. in the Realcomp MLS,
brokers offerig unbundled or lited services are prohibited from using ERTS listig contrcts.

ensures that unbundled brokerage

Rea1comp's mium service requirement for ERTS listings

Rea1comp's mium

services can only be supplied using non-ERTS listings. The effect of

service requirement is that ERTS listings correspond to ful servce brokerage contracts.

4. Realcomp's Website Policy, Search Function Policy, and minimum service

requirement for ERTS listings collectively define its Access Restrictions
74. Thoughout the remainder of

ths report, Rea1comp's Website Policy, Search

Function Policy, and mium service requirement for ERTS listigs wil be referred to
collectively

as Rea1comp's "access restrctions."

97 See also Respondent's Responses and Objections to Complait Counsel's Second Set of

Interrogatories, Response
to Interogatory 12 (calculating the overall average number of emails for ERTS listigs at 281 versus 1 for non-.

ERTS listigs). .

98 Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, October 2006 (RC1337-1363 at 1341). Realcomp describes an LS
listing as one in which "the listng broker will NOT provide one, or more, of

the following servces: (a) Arange

appointments for cooperatig brokers to show listed proper to potential purchases but instead gives cooperatig
brokers authority to make such appointments directly with the sellers); (b) Accept and present to the seller(s) offers
to purchase procured by cooperating brokers but instead gives cooperating brokers authority to present offers to
purchase directly to the seller(s); (c) Advise the seller(s) as to the merits of offers to purchas~; (d) Assist the seller(s)
in developing, communcating, or presenting counteroffers; or (e) Paricipate on the seller(s) behalf

in negotiations

leading to the sale oflisted proper."
99 See, e.g., Adam Deposition, pp. 79-80: "according to my agreement with Realcomp, I have to provide a set
minium amount of serices... to be able to input the listing as an exclusive right to selL."

T ec' r.,
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B. Realcomp's discriminatory access restrictions have reduced the use of nonERTS listing contracts in the Realcomp MLS
1. Introduction

75. Evaluatig the effects, if any, ofRealcomp's access restrctions on the providers
of nontraditional brokerage services requires a comparson of limted brokerage activities imder

the access restrctions implemented by Realcomp with the extent of limted brokerage activity in
circumstances where access restrctions are not a factor. The economic outcomes in the absence

of the access restrctions provide a benchmark by which to assess the effect of the restrctions.
Economists use two stadard approaches for determg a benchmark. The before/after (or time

series) approach compares observed economic outcomes when the practices at issue are in effect

with economic outcomes either before the practices took effect or after the practices at issue
ceased, The cross-sectional approach compares economic outcomes subject to the practices to

the economic. outcomes in different environments where the practices at issue are not in effect.

76. Because I do not have available to me data that precedes the date that Realcomp's
access restrctions were implemented and there is no post-restrction

period since the access

restrctions contiue to ths day,IOO the before/after approach is biased against finding an

economic effect from Rea1comp' s access restrctions using Realcomp data. Ths bias favors

Realcomp in the sense that it makes it less likely tht an effect from the restrctions wil be

detected in an analysis based on Realcomp data, even if an effect occured. Neverteless, I
show below the results of a before/after coniparson using the Realcomp data where the event
that is evaluated is the intiation of

new efforts by Rea1comp to enforce its Website Policy.

77. In addition, I show below the results of cross-sectional comparsons between

MLSs which have implemented access restrctions against non-ERTS listings, includig

Realcomp, and MLSs where no access restrctions of the tye at issue in ths case were in place.
The results of ths analysis are not tainted by the presence of access restrctions in the benchmark
MLSs.

100 Realcomp adopted its Website Policy on or about June 2001. The Realcomp data available to me span the period
Januar 2002 to December 2006.

Teem,
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78, The results of

these analyses are all consistent with the conclusion that the access

reducing the percentage of

restrctions implemented by Realcomp have the effect of signficantly

non-ERTS listigs such that the providers oflow-cost unbundled brokerage services are inbited
and otherwise disadvantaged by Rea1comp's access restrctions.
2. Realcomp's enforcement of the reporting of listing type

79. Exhbit 23 shows the fraction of all new listigs (including listigs tht did not
indicate the listing tye) on the Realcomp MLS that were non-ERTS listigs for the five year

period beging in 2002 though the end of 2006, the period for which data were available. For
the entire period shown in Exhbit 23, Realcomp's Website Policy was in effect. Therefore, any

disadvantages caused by the Website Policy to using non-ERTS listigs were aleady at work
thoughout the period shown. However, it was not unti11ate 2003 tht Realcomp began to
require and enforce that members indicate the listing tye (i.e., ERTS, EA, LS, or MEO) for all
homes listed in the Rea1comp MLS.101 Ths event provides an opportty to assess the effect of

Realcomp's policy on non-ERTS listings.
80. Exhbit 24 shows the effect ofRealcomp's enforcement policy on the reportg of

listing tyes for all new listigs by Realcomp members. Prior to late 2003, the general practice
was that none of the new listigs added to the Rea1comp MLS reported the tye of listig - that

the data points

is, indicated whether the listing was an ERTS, EA, LS, or MEO listing. As

new listigs which did not

labeled "blan" or ''uown'' in Exhibit 24 show, the percentage of

report the tye of listing was virly 100 percent. It is clear from the data that thè common

practice by brokers was to not report the listing tye such that virally none did.
new listings reportg the

81. However, beging in May 2003, the percentage of

tye oflistig began to increase rapidly. For example, there was a slight increase in the
percentage of

new listigs reportg the listig tye from 0..47 percent in March 2003 to

2.5

percent in July 2003. The percentage of new listigs that reported listig tye increased rapidly

durg the fall of 2003, jumping to 27.78 percent of all new listigs reporting a listig tye by
December 2003. By the end of

the fist quarer of

101 Investigational Hearing of
Kaen Kage, Exhibit 17 (Real

i,ec:c;

2004, Realcomp's enforcement actions

Fax Nov. 17,2003).
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requirg reportg of listing tye was nearly complete with 87.49 percent of new listings

reportg a listig tye in March 2004. According to Realcomp's own listig data, the

requirement that brokers report the listing tye was fully in effect with virally 100 percent of

new listings reporting a listig tye by May 2004 and thereafter.
82. With the requirement tht all new listigs report the tye of listing, Rea1comphad

the ability to distingush between ERTS and non-ERTS listig and Realcomp's Website Policy
could now be èffective.

3. The access restrictions have reduced the frequency of non-ERTS listings in the

Realcomp MLS
83. Exhbit 25 shows the percentage of all new listings on the Rea1comp MLS that are

reported as non-ERTS listings for the five year period 2002 though 2006. The relationship
between Realcomp's requiements and enforcement actions and the percentage of

non-reportg

oflisting tye is shown over the same period. From Januar 2002 though March 2003, when
non-reportg oflisting tye was the common practice, the percentage ofnon-ERTS listings

hovered around zero percent. Of course, ths reflects the reporting patterns and not the actual

percentage ofnon-ERTS listigs which simply was not available in these data before reportg of
listig tye became the common practice. Likewise, the increase in the percentage ofnon-ERTS
listigs reflects an increase in reporting.

84. In May 2004, reporting compliance reached virally 100 percent. In that same

month, non-ERTS listigs represented 1.5 percent of all new monthy Rea1comp listigs.
Between May2004 and the end of 2006, the percentage on non-ERTS listigs fell from 1.5
percent of all new monthy

Realcomp listings to less than 0:8 percent of all new monthy

Realcomp listigs, a drop of more th 50 percent.
85. The data liely understate the actual effect of

the Realcomp's discriatory

access policies because Realcomp enacted its discriatory access policies before (in June
2001) the period used in the data analysis above. As a result, strong conclusions about the

magntude of the effect are not possible. However, these results do clearly show a relationship

between Realcomp's access restrctions and the decrease in non-ERTS listigs, The next section
employs a cross-sectional approach.
40
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4. The effect of discriminatory access restrictions on the frequency of non-ERTS
listings is evident from other MLSs
86. The following analysis makes use of data from 10 different MLSs (including

Realcomp) in the U.S. The criteria used to select the MLSs included in the sample controlled for

environmental factors likely to affect the level ofnon-ERTS listings (see Appendix C for

details). Data were collected for 9 other MLSs over 5 years each (2002 to 2006). The data set
includes over 1.08 millon total

listigs and an average of over 17,000 new listigs per month.

87. In ths anlysis, I compared the percentage ofnon-ERTS listings for MLSs with
no discriatory access restrctions with the percentage ofnon-ERTS listings for MLSs with
discriatory access restrctions for the entie period 2002 though 2006 (cross-section

analysis). Exhbit 26 contains average new monthy percentage listigs based on volume
weighted averages for MLSs with and without restrctions. The data show that, on average, the
percentage ofnon-ERTS listigs for MLSs where restrctions are in effect are substatially lower

than the percentage ofnon-ERTS listigs for MLSs with no restrctions over the period. In
addition, the trend in percentage of non-ER TS listings trends upward gradually increasing over

the period on average for MLSs where there are no access restrctions. In contrst, the average
percentage of

new monthy non-ERTS listigs consistently decreases over the

same period for

MLSs where access restrctions are in place.
88. A probit analysis was used to estiate the probability of observing a non-ERTS
listig conditional on the presence or absence of discriinatory access restrctions, controllng
for other factors, The parameters of

the probit model were estiated using a panel data set that

taes into account both the cross-sectional and tie series differences in the imposition of
discriatory access restrctions. The data set includes data from 10 different MLSs (includig

Realcomp), 4 with restrctions at some tie durg the estiation period, and 6 with no
102 Of
restrctions durg the estiation period.

the 4 MLSs with restrctions at some tie durg

the estimation period, 2 had restrctions thoughout and 2 had restrctions durg par of the
estimtion period.

1 03 Appendix D contain a detailed description of the model estiated

102 Dayton, Memphis, Toledo, Wichita, Denver, and

Charlotte did not have any restrctions agaist non-ERTS

listings.
103 The Realcomp MLS and the Green Bay/Appleton MLS had restctions agaist the dissemination ofnon-ERTS

listings to public websites thoughout the relevant period. The Boulder MLS implemented restrctions on April 30,

.1 e(~(-:
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the estiation procedure including

including a list of explanatory varables and the results of

standad errors.

89. The results of the statistical analysis are consistent with results presented above.
The coefficient on the indicator varable for whether or not a discriatory access rue is in

effect is equal to -5.5 percent (stadard error 2.0 percent), which is statistically signficant at the
99.99 percent level of confidence. The interpretation of ths estiate is the discriatory access

rule is associated with a statistically signficant decrease in the percentage of non-ERTS listigs
equal to 5.5 percent.104

analysis set fort above, itIs my opinon that Realcomp's

90. Based on the data and

discriatory access restrctions are associated with a signficant reduction the supply of
brokerage contracts of

the I1on-ERTS tye.

VI. Realcomp's Discriminatory Access Restrictions Have Significant Anticompetitive
Effects
A. Economic framework for assessing anticompetitive effects of discriminatory
access to an input joint venture
91. An input

joint ventue can engage in conduct that has anticompetitive effects in an

output market by restrcting the access of competitors to a necessar input. A joint venture can
refuse to admt member firms that would compete with curent members or it can admt potential
competitors but only on discriatory term that disadvantage certin members in other ways.

Outrght exclusion can reduce competition in the output market and lead to higher output prices

2003, and elimiated such restctions in July 2006 pursuat to a consent agreement with the FTC. The
Wiliamsburg MLS had restctions against non-ERTS listings thoughout most of

Complaint in the matter of

the perod, but eliated its

Norteast Wisconsin, p. 3,
Inormaton and Real Estate Serces LLC, November 22,2006, p. 3 and Complaint in

restrctions in June 2006. See Complaint in the Matter of

Realtors Association of

Realtors, Inc., November 22,2006, p. 3.

the Matter ofWiHiams Area Association of

104 For completeness I estimated the model using alterative specifications. For example, one specification

the home and
the home, and the population density in the area
where the home is located. These specifications, which are also shown in Appendi D, do not change the qualitative
controlled for the askig price of

the propert. Another specification added several characteristics of

the geographic area, includig the number of

bedrooms, the size of

result reported here. The coeffcient estimate in these alterative specifications indicate that the access restction is

associated with a statistically significant decease in the percentage ofnon-ERTS listings. (The coefficient estiates
were equal to -5.47 percent and -6.15 percent, respectively, and signficant at a 99.99 percent level of confidence.)

r et" ('
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than would occur otherwise. However, even admssion to the joint ventue on discriinatory

terms can adversely affect competition in the output market compared to the state of competition

had potential competitors been admtted on nondiscriatory terms. Members of the joint
venture may have incentives to anticompetitively restrct the access of competitors to an input if
there are signficant private gains of reduced competition in an output market.

the joint ventue may not be an adequate

92. Competition among some members of

substitute for competition from rivals that are potentially more effcient or offer differentiated

services. If excluded rivals are more efficient than joint ventue members, provide a different
(such as providing
discount services), the exclusion of such rivals can lead to consumer har even if there is

product (such as a la care services), or have a different business strategy

competition among other members with the joint ventue.
93. Access restrctions are more likely to have anticompetitive effects when there is
insufficient inter-system competition. Network

joint ventues heíghten competitive concern~

because network externalities can lead to large economies of scale in the provision of an input.
When network effects are signficant, inter-system competition (i.e., competition between MLS

systems) wil be less effective than where network effects are not present and large.

B. Realcomp's access restrictions inhibit intra-system competition by brokers
supplying low-cost unbundled brokerage services
1. A description of the cooperative price-setting structure

94. Because home sellers and home buyers respectively may be represented by a
broker, the tota brokerage commssion can be thought of

as consisting of

two pars-a

commssion paid to the listing broker (representig a home seller) and a commssion paid to a

cooperatig broker (representig a home buyer), The cooperatig broker's commssion taes the
form of an offer of compensation made by the listig broker or made directly by the home seller.
Offers of compensation are published on the ilS and are known to cooperatig brokers before
they schedule any appointments or devote tie and effort to marketig the listed propert. As a

result, a given offer of compensation must be competitive with other offers of compensation

published on the MLS. Compensation offers to cooperating brokers are customarly 3 percent of
43
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the selling price of

the propert. Compensation offers for less than the customar 3 percent

commssion are commonly thought to be less attactive to cooperatig brokers who can observe

and compare offers associated with each listig on the MLS, As a result, offers to cooperatig
brokers tend to be unform and clustered around 3 percent. More than I percent of new listings
on Realcomp's MLS had offers exactly equal to 3 percent for the period 2002 to 2006.105
95. When there is a full service brokerage contract such as required by Realcomp for
ERTS listigs,

the home seller negotiates and contracts for the full amount of any brokerage

commissions that may be paid as par of the listig agreement. The listing contrct negotiation
between the home seller and the listing broker taes into account the expectation that the listing

broker wil be required to compensate a cooperating broker representig a home buyer. In
addition, the home seller is obligated to pay the ful amount of any brokerage commssion tht is
negotiated as par of

the listing agreement. Because the listig broker (and not the home seller)
the listig broker

makes an offer of compensation to a cooperatig broker, the (marginal) costs of

consist of the sum of the marginal costs of the services offered by the listing broker plus the
expected payment of compensation to a cooperating broker.
96. The fact that the cooperating broker is paid by the listig broker such tht the

listig broker effectively negotiates on behalf of the cooperating broker and the fact that the
negotiations tae place before it can be known if a cooperating broker wil be the procurg case

of the sale results in a de facto price floor. These aspects of the full service brokerage

arangement ensure that the listig broker's expected marginal cost at the tie when the
brokerage fee is negotiated (i.e., before the propert is listed and before a cooperatig broker's
role can be determed) includes the expected compensation to a cooperatig broker, regardless
of

whether or not ths payment occurs ex post. As a result, the listig broker's expected marginal

cost at the time of

the negotiation is equa to 3 percent of

the selling price (the competitively

determed share payment to the cooperati broker) plus the marginal cost of al services
provided by the listing broker.106 In this case, Rea1comp's mium service requirements add to
105 Source: Realcomp listing data. See Appendix E for notes on data analysis.
106 In theory, competition could cause the negotiated price to be discounted to take into account that no

compensation wil be paid to cooperating brokers. In this case, the listing broker would collect the fees shared on
average. But, in practice, averaging across transactions requires that the number of transactions is large. In this
market, the number of transactions is too small to average across transactions.
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and increase the price floor by setting a mium level of

brokerage services that must be

offered by the listing broker and thus effectively settg a minum marginal cost corresponding

to the mium level of services that must be offered.
2. Competition from traditional, jùll-service brokers does not occur in a way that
circumvents the effective price floor on real estate brokerage commissions
created by the cooperative price-setting strcture

97. Competition among traditional brokers that occurs with the strctue of the
cooperative payment system

just described canot elimate the de facto price floor because the

full service contract effectively raises the (expected) marginal costs of listing brokers. Price

competition among traditional fu service brokers can drve the price of listig services down to
their marginal costs but such competition canot compete away the expected cost of
compensation to a cooperating broker. Moreover, the auction-like competition that govern
offers of compensation to cooperatig brokers is a countervailing force against those offers

fallig below the customar 3 percent offer. i 07 The net result is that, despite the large number of
brokers that compete on traditional terms, many of which may offer discounts to home sellers

when negotiatig a listig contract, ths form of competition canot reduce the contrctul
brokerage rate to an amount that is substatially less than the expected compensation to the
cooperatig broker of 3 percent of the selling price plus the maginal cost of all services provided
by the listing broker, which in ths case is the marginal cost of full service by the listig broker
because of

Realcomp's mium service rule,
3. By inhibiting the unbundling of brokerage services, Realcomp's access
restrctions protect and maintain an effective price floor on real estate brokerage
commissions.

98. Competition from nontraditiona brokers is not subject to the de facto price floor
because the listig agreements between unbundled service brokers and home sellers tyicaly do

not obligate home sellers to pay to the listig broker the expected compensation to a cooperatig

broker regardless of whether or not a cooperatig broker is the procurg cause of the sale.
107 In effect, the curent strctue does not peit price competition to occur over the price of brokerage serices on

the buyig side. However, the buying side is precisely where the Interet has had a large impact by enabling home
buyers to seach independently.
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Nontraditional brokers offer listing contracts that permt payments to cooperating brokers to be

contingent upon whether or not a cooperatig broker actually contrbutes to the transaction. That

is, a home seller is permtted to observe whether or not a cooperating broker is the procurg
cause for the sale before the home seller's obligation to pay a commssion to a cooperating

broker is trggered.108 As a result, when the listig broker is an unbundled service broker using a
non-ERTS listig contract, the listig broker's expected marginal cost at the time of

the

negotiation only depends on the margial cost of listig services. Any payment of a commssion
to a cooperating broker is paid directly by the seller but only if the cooperatig broker is the

the listing agent's commssion and the cooperating broker's

procurg cause. The decouplig of

commssion permts home sellers (and home buyers) to avoid the payment of a cooperating
brokerage fee whenever it has not been eared. Furermore, by unbundling the ful set of

services supplied by listing brokers, nontraditional brokers do not offer to home sellers an 'all
or-nothing' choice but instead allow home sellers to purchase a subset of

brokerage services, if

they desire. The net effect is that brokerage commssions can fall substantially below the de

the cooperative payment system that governs ERTS

facto price floor creàted by the strctue of

brokerage contrcts.

99. The listig contracts of nontraditional brokers are similar to those of full service

brokers in importt ways. For intace, there is tyically an offer of compensation to a
cooperating broker, just as is the case with a traditional brokerage contract. The offer is

published in the MLS and competition dictates that the offer be competitive which usualy
implies a 3 percent offer, just as with offers by traditional brokers. Ths is confed by

Realcomp's listing data which shows that the percentage of compensation offers equal to 3

percent is not signficantly different for ERTS and non-ERTS listing contrcts
.109 Moreover, the cooperatig broker has the same protection from the risk of

108 For example, the listing

contract for Help-V-Sell states a commssion to a cooperatig broker "shall be paid by

the seller upon closing of the proper listed above, if a licensed real estate agent has procured the buyer."
Similarly, the listing contract for AmeriSellRealty, another limted servce broker states that, "Seller also agrees to
pay a commssion of _ % of the gross sales price of the proper to the broker that procures the buyer. . .. If the
seller fids their own buyer, no commssion is owed." In contrast, the ERTS contract requires an unconditional
payment of a commssion to a cooperatig broker. It states, "Seller will pay "Broker a commssion of $_ or
~% of

the sales price if, durg

the ter of

this contract (1) anyone sells or

trades the propert...." ex 175; ex

187; ex 285; ex 329.

109 Source: Realcomp listing data. See Appendix E for notes on data analysis.
r' ec"- Cm,
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nonpayment of a compensation offer because the listig broker is liable for the payment, just as
is the case under the full service contract. 110

100. To sumare, suppliers of

unbundled brokerage services do not merely intensify

the rival that exists among joint ventue members, they chage the dynamcs of competition
unbundled brokers are 'maverick'

with the joint ventue. In ths sense, the suppliers of

competitors whose exclusion signficantly

alters the competitive landscape to the detrent of

home sellers and home buyers, the consumers of

brokerage services. By imposing mium

service requirements and imposing access restrctions that inbit the ability of incumbent

nontraditional brokers to compete, while deterrg entr by nontraditional brokers in the futue,
Realcomp'spolicies protected and maintained its cooperative price-settg system and the de

facto price floor on brokerage commssions to which it gives effect.

c. Realcomp's access restrictions cause buyers and sellers to use and pay for
brokerage services that they would not purchase but-for the restrictions
brokerage
forced to purchase morejùll-service bundles of
services than would be the case in the absence of Realcomp 's access restrictions

1. Home sellers are

101. The results of the analyses contaed in Section V unformy support the

conclusion that but-for Realcomp's access restrctions, the percentage ofnon-ERTS listings in
the relevant market would be greater. The competitive implication of

percentage of

ths result is that

brokerage contrcts offered by low-cost, unbundled service brokers would also be

greater because Rea1comp's mium servce requiement ensures a close correspondence
between the percentage of non-ERTS listigs and the percentage of nontraditional brokerage
contracts, By way of example, the results of the probit analysis suggests that the percentage of

nontraditional brokerage contrcts that would be demanded and entered into by home sellers
would increase by about 5.5 percent, more than twice the curent average percentage, and that

the percentage offull service contracts would be lower. This suggests that home sellers with
the relevant market purchase enter into more full service contrcts than they would but-for

Realcomp's access restrctions.
110 See e.g., Bowers Deposition, p. 48. See also, Realcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, October 2006, RC1337
1363 at 1346.
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2. Home buyers are forced to pay for more brokerage services than otherwise butfor Rea/comp's .access restrictions
102. It has been shown that ERTS listigs correspond to ful.service brokerage

contracts under Rea1comp' s mium service requirement. As discussed above, under the terms
and strctue of the full-service brokerage listing contract, the home seller is obligated to pay a

commssion that includes the commssion to the listig agent and the expected commssion to a

cooperatig broker; even if no cooperatig broker is the procurg cause of the transaction, Any
home buyer that identifies a house that has been listed under a fu service brokerage without the
assistace of a cooperating broker is effectively requied to pay for brokerage services that they

did not use. The full-service brokerage contract effectively contains a tae-or-pay provision, with
respect to the commssion for a cooperating broker. Unbundled brokerage contracts, which

correspond to non-ERTS listigs on the Realcomp MLS, do not requie the home seller to
commt to an

unconditional payment of

the expected commssion to a cooperating broker. To

the extent that Rea1comp's access restrctions decrease unbundled brokerage contracts and

increase full-service contracts on the Realcomp MLS, home buyers face a higher proportion of

tae-or-pay provisions than they would but-for the access restrctions. By inbiting non-ERTS
listings, Realcomp's access restrctions anticompetitive1y force home buyers and home sellers to
pay for the services of a cooperatig broker, even the home

buyer does not use such services.

D. Realcomp's access restrictions create entry barriers and deter entry by low-cost,

unbundled service brokers
103. Realcomp's access restrctions requie that unbundled brokers can only have
access to the Realcomp MLS by using a non-ERTS listig. Moreover, Realcomp has
implemented rues that severely restrct or otherwise impede the abilty of brokers that access the
Realcomp MLS using non- ER TS listigs to reach home buyers on behalf of the home sellers that

they represent. Realcomp's Website Policy prevents non-ERTS listings, and thus unbundled

brokers, from being dissemiated to public websites that reach home sellers directly.
Realcomp's Search Function Policy, by establishig the default search results on the Rea1comp

MLS to exclude only non-ERTS, gives non-ERTS listigs a lower priority in the search
architectue hierarchy th is given to listings that fail to identify the listig tye at alL.

IJe (.'~ c;
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Realcomp's MLS search fuction affects the listings that cooperating brokers view and thus

affects the other means of reachig home buyers.

VI. The Procompetitive Justifications Offered by Respondents Are Inconsistent with the
Facts
A. Realcomp's procompetitive justifications for its Website Policy
104. In response to an interrogatory requesting "all facts supportg Respondent's
contention... that 'the challenged conduct at issue in. the Complaint has signficant procompetitive efficiencies tht outweigh any alleged anti-competitive effects," Rea1comp cites as a

problem the fact that with an Exclusive Agency Listig, if "a potential buyer independently
locates a home" and purchases it but "had been workig with a REAL TOR~ prior to
independently locating the propert, the buyer's agent likely would not receive any

compensation after potentially investing considerable tie with the buyer. "III According to
'Realcomp, the consequence of a buyer's agent not receiving any compensation under these

circumstaces is that "it takes away the incentive for buyer agents to work with persons
interested in purchasing a home.,,112 Realcomp claims that the challenged conduct in ths case

serves to alleviate or elimate the risk of a home buyer acting as described. Finally, Realcomp
alludes to a free-rider problem
I

but its response is unclear as to the

precise natue of

the alleged

13

free-rider problem.

1. Realcomp's procompetitive rationalefor its Website Policy based on deterring.
home buyers from independently identifing and purchasing residential propert

fails because the problem.described is not afree.crider problem
105. In the context of ths case, free-riding on the efforts of a cooperatig broker
occurs when a cooperatig broker, though an investment

of

tie and effort, identifies a propert

that the home buyer purchases but avoids paying the broker's commssion by dealg directly
with the home seller, thereby depriving the broker of a retu on his investment of tie and

i i i Respondent's Responses and Objections to Petitioner's First Set of Interogatories, interogatory No.5, p. 4.
112 ld.

11 ld.
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effort~ In its interrogatory responses, Realcomp indicates that its access restrctions, paricularly
its Website Policy, are intended to prevent the tye of

free-riding

just described as well as to

prevent home buyers from independently identifying and purchasing residential propert in

circumstances where the home buyer has begu workig with a cooperating broker. I address
the latter issue fist. 114

106. In both its first set of interrogatory responses (No.5) and its second set of
interrogatory responses (No.9), Rea1comp describes a factul scenaro where a home buyer

independently identifies and purchases a house after the home buyer had begu to work with a
cooperating broker. i is But ths factual scenaro is not an economic free-rider problem. Home

buyers who identify a propert though their own tie and effort are benefitig from their own
investments in searchig, not the investments of tie and effort by a broker. Moreover, the fact

that a cooperatig broker invested tie and effort in an unsuccessful attempt to identify a
propert that the home buyer was wiling to purchase is unortate but does not describe an

economic problem that requires joint action to solve. Ths so-called problem arses in many
sales jobs where the salesperson is compensated by a sales commssion. Applying Rea1comp's

reasonig,. industr associations representig commssion salespersons thoughout the economy
would be justified in collectively actig to restrct the supply of consumer inormation produced
i

and dissemiated by competitors in the industr in order to increase reliance on their member
salespersons and increase industr profits.

107. Not only are access restrctions to prevent home buyers from independently
identifying and buying residential propert not justified on free-rider grounds, they are not

justifed under Rea1comp' s own rues which require that a cooperatig broker be the "procurg
cause" of a sale in order to justify the payment of a commission. i i 6 Thus, if a buyer
independently locates a propert by searchig a website, the buyer's agent would not be a

"procurg cause" of the sale and would therefore not be entitled to a commssion. This is tre

114 ¡d.
115 Respondent's Responses and Objections to Petitioner's First Set of
Respondent's Responses and Objections to Complait Counsel's Second Set of

Interogatories, interrogatory No.5, p. 4;

Interogatories, interogatory No.9,

p.5.
116 Supra note 18.
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regardless of the amount of tie that agent devoted to unsucces~fu attempts to identify a

propert that the buyer desired to purchase.
108. In a fuer attempt to offer a pro

competitive justification for its Website Policy, .

Realcomp offers another variant of the same arguent focusing on the home

seller intead of the

home buyer. In its second set of interrogatory responses (No.9), Rea1comp suggests tht a home

seller who lists a propert using a MLS Entr Only listig has somehow unjustly benefitted from
the use of the MLS if the transaction is consumated without compensatig a cooperating
i I? But in ths scenaro the home seller pays the listing broker, a Realcomp member, for
broker.
the right to list on the MLS and makes an offer of compensation to a cooperatig broker that is

the procurg cause of the sale. Given that the home seller pays for the benefit oflistig, to the

extent that the access restrctions reduce the qualty of the listing and thus increase the quaity
adjusted price, it is the home seller that being hared, not Realcomp.
109. Finally, it is wort noting that Realcomp's Website Policy does not address the
I
potential risk of a home buyer actually free-riding on the efforts of a cooperating broker.

IS The

Website Policy is intended to prevent home buyers from independently viewing non-ERTS
listigs on a Realcomp affliated websites. But ths restriction does not affect the ability or

incentive of a home buyer to free-ride because the opportty to free ride on the efforts of a
cooperatig broker only exists after a home owner has been inormed of the existence of the
propert by a broker. Preventing a home buyer from viewing the listig. for the home after they

have been inormed by the broker of its existence does not in any way deter the home buyer from
opportstically contacting the home seller. And, since home buyers are free to independently

identify potential homes to purchase, and if successful in doing so without broker input canot be
accused of free ridig, then preventig a home buyer from viewing the listig for a propert

before they have been inormed by the broker of its existence does not serve to prevent free
11 Respondent's Responses and Objections to Complait Counsel's Second Set of

Interrogatones, Interogatory No.

9, p. 5.

1 i 8 Recall that free-ndig on the efforts of a cooperatig broker occurs when a cooperating broker, though an
investment of

time and effort, identifies a propert that the home buyer purchases but avoids payig the broker's

commssion by dealing diectly with the home seller, thereby depnvig the broker of a retu on his investent of

time and effort. This differs from the problem proffered by Realcomp as justfication for its Website Policy where a
home buyer independently identifies and purchases a house. Neverteless, I address the issue of
the Website Policy
as it relates to an actual free-nder problem here for completeness, even though based on my readig of their
responses, Realcomp has not offered this
paricular justification.
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riding. In short, since the opportty and hence the risk of free riding arses only after a home

buyer has been inormed of a propert by a broker, a restrction, such as Rea1comp's Website
Policy, that prevents a home buyer from becomig inormed about the existence of a propert
does

not, and canot, affect the risk of free riding.
110. In sum, if a buyer independently finds a house on a Realcomp affliated Website

and then contacts the home seller or listing agent directly, the home buyer benefited from his

own investments of tie and effort and the home buyer is the procurg cause of the sale.
Hence, both as a matter of economics and according to Rea1comp's rules, a cooperating broker is

not entitled to receive a commssion from the home buyer or the home seller if a non-ERTS

listing is used. Therefore, the fact that a commssion is not paid to the cooperating broker does
not constitute a free-rider problem by either the home buyer or the home seller, and.Realcomp's
access restrctions based on ths rationale are not economically justified.

2. Realcomp's access restrictions are not required to protect the interest of

cooperating brokers because there exist contractual solutions that can be
independently entered into by cooperating brokers
111. Even if it were pro

competitive, which it is not, Rea1comp' s goal of ensurg all

home buyers who have worked with a cooperatig broker pay a commssion regardless of who
was the procurg cause does not require collective action by competitors. 119 Ths goal can be

accomplished by individual brokers though contractual means. A buyer agency contract is an
exclusive contract between the home buyer and cooperating broker that entitles the broker to a

commssion if a house is purchased by the home buyer durg the term of the contrct, even if a
home buyer independently identifies and purchases the house. The buyer agency contract
explicitly grants to buyer agents the right to captue a retu on time and effort invested
regardless of

whether or not the investment leads directly to a purchase, 120

i 19 Buyer agency contracts are used in practice. Accordig to David Elya, owner of Realty Executives Group, his
brokerage fi enters into agency agreements that guarantee thei compensation with 95 percent oftheIr customers.

Elya Deposition, p. 11. Douglas Whitehouse, parer and broker at Hanet, Wilson & Whitehouse, L.L.C. Realtors,
testified that he entered into buyer agency agreements approximately 50 percent of

the time. Whtehouse

Deposition, pp. 32-33.
120 Realcomp's alleged pro-competitive effciencies overstate the actual effciency gai, if any, because they fail to

take into account the benefits of enterig into a buyer agency contract. When weighing the anti-competitive and
pro-competitive effects of

Realcomp's access restrctions, only the incrementa effciency gais above what could be

achieved from relying on buyer agency contracts is a gain to societ.
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3. Realcomp's access restrctions could only generate the claimed pro-competitive

effciencies if Realcomp has market power in listing sèrvices
112. Realcomp claims that home buyers and home sellers have a ''wide varety of

options available to them" to list houses and where listed houses can be viewed by potential

home buyers; But if Realcomp is just one of many options, then its access restrctions could not

prevent home buyers from independently viewing listigs that Realcomp' s restrctions are
intended to conceaL. If

Realcomp's restrctions are ineffective at preventing home buyer access

to listings, then they canot generate the pro-competitive justifications that Realcomp alleges.
Only if Realcomp has market power such that its restrctions signficantly lit home buyers'

ability to independently identify its listings can the claimed effciency justifications be achieved.
Thus, Realcomp' s contention that home buyers have numerous substitutes to the Rea1comp MLS

for access to Realcomp listigs is inconsistent with its claimed pro-competitive justification for
those restrctions if, in fact, the problem Realcomp described were a free rider problem,

4. Realcomp 's access restrictions are overly broad

113. Realcomp's restrctions are overly broad because they restrct access to listig
inormation to all home buyers, not just home buyers who are represented by a broker and
therefore might benefit from a broker's investments. Home buyers who wish to gather
inormation about buying opportties before hig a broker and home buyers who prefer not to

use brokerage services at all are inbited by Realcomp's Website Policy from viewing
properties advertsed using non-ERTS listigs. Home buyers who are not represented

by a

cooperatig broker stand to gain the most from access to non-ERTS listigs because the tyical
non-ERTS listing does not force them to pay for cooperatig

brokerage services that they do not

use.

competitive rationale for its Search Function Policy based on
deterring home buyers from free-riding on the time and effort of cooperating

B. Realcomp's pro

brokers fails because collective action is not required to prevent this tye of free-

riding
114. In its fist set of

interrogatory responses (No. 12), Realcomp attempted to justify

its Search Function Policy based on a claimed need for cooperating brokers to be notified of the
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121 Realcomp indicated tht prior
listig tye in advance of IJtiating efforts to sell a propert.

the listig tye is needed to (1) to give the selling agent an opportty to solicit

knowledge of

business from the seller for services that are not contracted for with the listig agent and (2) to

alert the selling agent to the fact that the listig agent is providing limted services to the home
seller. In response to these concerns, Rea1comp (1) "added listing tye fields to the search screen

to facilitate retreval of (listing tye) inormation" and (2) decided to change the default settg

for search results to include only ERTS or 'Unkown' listig tyes because "an overwhelmg
majority of

these two categories.,,122

the listings were in one of

115. In its second set of interrogatory responses (No.9), Realcomp attempts to justify
its Search Function Policy based on a need to prevent home buyers from identifying a propert

"though (the) agent's efforts and parcipation in the MLS" and then negotiatig a deal directly
with the home seller that ''would exclude a commssion to the sellg agent"-that is, based on a

free-rider problem (see defintion above). Realcomp goes on to explain that "(b)y setting the
defaults to ERTS, an agent makes a conscious decision to include EA listigs and can make sure
that their interests are protected prior to distrbuting ths data to their buyer.,,123

competitive justifications for its access

116. When evaluatig the Rea1comp's pro

restrctions, the question is not whether Realcomp's access restrctions benefit Realcomp

members, since restrctions that increase member profits though anticompetitive foreclosure or
price- fixing satisfy that criteria. The economic question is whether the access restrctions are
necessar to achieve the efficiencies of cooperation and whether the solution to the problem at

issue canot be effciently solved by competitors actig individualy but requies collective
action. Realcomp's so-called pro

neither of

of

competitive justifications for its Search Function Policy satisfy

these criteria. Consider Rea1comp's claim that cooperatig brokers need to be notified

the listing tye in advance of

intiating efforts to sell a propert. Such notification is

accomplished by the fact that the listing tyes are observable by individual brokers using the
121 According to Realcomp, sellng agents need to mow the listing tye "prior to initiatig efforts to show or sell the

proper" and "prior to scheduling an appointment." Respondent's Responses and Objections to Petitioner's First
Set of Interogatories, Interrogatory No. 12, pp. 6-7.
122 ¡d.
123 Respondent's Responses and Objections to Complaint CoUnsel's Second Set of

Interogatories, Interrogatory No.

9, p. 5.
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Realcomp MLS, The sam0 is true of

the nee-d to notify cooperating brokers ofthß listing type to

avoid the risk of iree-riding on the efforts of the cooperating broker by home buyers.
of

listings by listing type is suffcient to make individual brokers aware

Identification of

the rìsk

of free-riding by home buyers to the extent that the risk varies by listing type. Indeed, Rea1comp
effectively acknowledges that the risks of

free-riding by home buyers are ultinmtely assessed and

acted upon by individual agents acting independently. In its response, Realcomp refers to "an
(individual) agent" making a "conscious decision to include EA listings" so that an individual

agent "can make sure that their interests are protected...." Given that the notification that
cooperating brokers require is accomplished by identifying listings by listing type onthe
Realcol1p MLS, as is currently the case, and that cooperating brokers even have the ability to

include listing type among their search criteria if they independently deem it necessary to protect

their individual self-interest in avoiding free-riding, there arc no cognizable effcíencies from

collectively restrcting the search function to exclude non-ERTS listings by default.

i 17. Even if economic effciencies were generated by collectively restricting access to
non-ERTS listings in the default search results, and there are none, their existence are not
suftìcient to justify Realcomp's decision to exclude non-ERTS listings on the basis of a need to

notify cooperating brokers of listing types because Realcomp includes "Unknown" listing types
among the default settings. That is, H.eaIcomp's Search Function Policy excludes non-ERTS

listings from Realcomp' s deÜmlt search results allegedly based on a need to ensure that

cooperating brokers are notified and informed in advance of the listing type but then, iii direct
contradiction, includes listings of

unknown listing type, Realcomp gives as the reason for its

decision to include only "Exclusive Right to Sell (ERTS) or 'Unknown' listing type(s)" among
its default search results as:' "rs)ince an overwhelming majority of

the listings were in one of

these two categories, Realcomp decided to default the search to include these two types," an
explanation'

that completely undemiInes Realcomp's own stated procompetitive justification.

Y~h¿f~
Darell L. Willams
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Appendix A
Darrell L. Williams, Director, LECG
2049 Century Park East, Suite 2300
Los Angeles, CA 90067
USA

Phone: 310.556.0709.
Fax: 310.300.2244
Email: dwillamscæleèg.com

SUMMARY

Professor Wiliams has extensive experience in antitrst litigation consulting. He worked as an expert
on issues such as exclusive dealings, exclusive territories, price fixing,

joint ventures, and damages. He

was previously a staff economist with the President's Council of Economic Advisors where he analyzed
microeconomic issues, including industrial organization and regulation. He was also a Financial
Economist at the Securities and Exchange Commission where he analyzed issues of securities fraud,
corporate control, and regulation of financial markets. He teaches courses on antitrust, securities
at the Economics Institute for Federal Judges and has served
markets and regulation. He has taught
as Vice-Chair of the Economics Committee, Antitrust Section of the American Bar Association.
Professor Williams currently is engaged in research on industrial organization, contractual relations
between firms, the internal organization of firms and markets, and the regulation of markets. He has
litigation consulting experience in a number of industries, including telecommunications, healthcare, and
petroleum. He has also served as consultant to the Federal Trade Commission and the Securities and
Exchange Commission.

EDUCATION
Ph.D., Economics, Washington University, St. Louis, 1991.

M.A, Economics, Washington University, St. Louis, 1984.
8.S., Economics, Gatton College of Business and Economics, University of Kentucky, 1983.

PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT

Academic:
Visiting Professor of Economics, University of California, Los Angeles, 1998-2002.
Teaching includes "Monopoly and Competition," a course dealing with economic and

legal analysis of antitrust, markets and the competitive process; "Public Utilty
Regulation," a course dealing with the economic analysis of regulation of public utilities

including the telecommunications, electricity and transportation industries; and
"Centralized Financial Markets," a course dealing with the organization, operation and
regulation of financial markets and exchanges.
Assistant Professor of Ecònomics, University of California, Los Angeles, 1990-1998.
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Appendix A
Teaching included antitrust economics, economic regulation and securities markets.
Faculty Lecturer, The Basic Economics Institute for Federal Judges, George Mason
University School of Law, Law and Economics Center.

Teaches antitrst economics and regulatory economics to Federal judges from

throughout the U.S. .

Senior Research Fellow, Center for Economic Studies, U.S. Census Bureau, Washington,

D.C., 1994-995;
Conducted research on the role of franchise relationships in the process of firm
evolution including analyzing factors that explain why it benefits some entrepreneurs to

operate within a vertically integrated firm while others chose disintegrated firms;
examined the effect of risk on the decision to franchise; and analyzed the

consequences of state franchise termination laws on the distribution of new franchise
firms and the probabilty of discontinuation.
Research Associate, Center for Economic Studies, U.S. Census Bureau, Washington, D.C.,
Summer 1993.
Conducted research on the effect of state/local government programs on the entry and
exit patterns of U.S. small businesses.
Research Associate, Center for Economic Studies, U.S. Census Bureau, Washington, D.C.,
Summer 1992.
Conducted research on the consequences of alternative forms of ownership on the
effciency of firms.

Instructor, Departent of Economics, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri, 1985-1986.

Consulting/Government:
Director, LECG, Los Angeles, California, March 2004-present.

Serve as a consultant to counsel and expert witness on antitrust issues including
discrimination, distribution, and franchising as
well as on financial market regulation and securities fraud issues.
vertcal restraints, mergers, tying, price

Principal, Economic Analysis LLC, Los Angeles, California, 2000-2004.

issues. .

Vice President, Economic Analysis LLC, Los Angeles, California, 1998-2000.
Senior Consultant, Economic Analysis Corporation, Los Angeles, California, 1990-1998.
Served as consultant to counsel and expert witness on antitrust and securities market

Research Economist, Offce of the Chief Economist, U.S. Securities and Exchange

Commission, Washington, D.C., 1987-1990.
Specialist on capital market issues including the strcture, penormance and regulation
of securities markets. Provided economic analysis to the Division of Enforcement in
cases involving insider trading, market manipulation and fraud on the market.

Junior Staff Economist, President's Council of Economic Advisers, Executive Offce of the
President, Washington, D.C., 1986-1987.
Worked on issues in industral organization, regulation, and financial markets.
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Appendix A
AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
Industrial

Organization

Regulation

Antitrust

Securities Markets

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Teaching:
Graduate: Regulation

Undergraduate: Financial Markets, Antitrust Economics

Editorial:
Journal of Corporate Finance, Referee
Journal of Industrial Economics, Referee
Franchising Research: An International Journal, Editorial Review Board

Rand Journal of Economics, Referee
Journal of Business Venturing, Referee
University of California, Berkeley, Energy Instiute, Referee

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

National Economic Association, Board of Directors, 1997-2000
American Economic Association, Member

American Finance Association, Member
National Association of Securities Professionals, Member
Society of Franchising, Member
Black Enterprise Magazine, Board of Economists, 1999-present
American Bar Association, Vice-Chair, Economics Committee, Antitrust Section, 1999-2002
Los Angeles County Bar Association, Executive Committee, Antitrst and Trade Regulation

Section, 2002-Present
American Bar Association, Member, Joint Venture Task Force, 1999

HONORS AND AWARDS
Warren C. Scovile Distinguished Teaching Award, University of California, Los Angeles:

1992, 1993, 1995, 1997
Bradley Fellowship, The Mont Pelerin Society, Summer 1992
Beta Gamma Sigma, National Business Honorary
Omicron Delta Epsilon, National Economics Honorary
Omicron Delta Kappa, National Leadership Honorary
Research Assistantship, Department of Finance, Washington University, Spring 1985-Summer 1986
Research Assistantship, Department of Finance, Washington University, Fall 1984
Washington University Fellow, Washington University, 1984-1985

Washington University Fellow, Washington University, .1983-1984
James W. Martin Award, University of Kentucky, Outstanding Senior in Economics, 1983
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RESEARCH GRANTS

American Statistical Association/National Science Foundation grant to study,
"Entrepreneurship in the U.S. Economy: The Role of Franchising,"

1994-1995.
Minority Business Development Agency (U.S. Department of Commerce) grant to
study, "State and Local Minority Business Development Policies," 1993-1994.
Institute of American Cultures (UCLA Center for Afro-American Studies) grant to
study, "Government Aid and Small Business Development," 1993-1994.
Institute of American Cultures (UCLA Center for Afro-American Studies) grant to
study, "GovemmentAid and Small Business Development,"

1992-1993.

PUBLICA TIONS/RESEARCH PAPERS
'The Economics of Innovation: A Survey," American Bar Association, Section of Antitrust Law, (with
Phil Nelson, Stuart Gurrea, Gloria Hurdle, Kevin Marshal, David Smith, and Robert Stoner) July 2002.
"Estimating Shareholder Losses in the New Economy," PU Conference Proceedings, July 17, 2002.

'Why Do Entrepreneurs Become Franchisees?: An Empirical Analysis of Organizational Choice,"
Journal of Business Venturing, Vol. 14, No.1, January 1999.

"Market Participation Rights and the Allocation of Government Procurement" (with Timothy Bates),

AmericanEconomic Review Proceedings, July 1996.
"Preferential. Procurement Programs Do Not Necessarily Help Minority-Owned Businesses" (with
Timothy Bates); Journal of Urban Affairs, Vol. 17, No.1, September 1995.

"Preferential Procurement, A Rejoinder" (with Timothy Bates), Journal of Urban Affirs, Vol. 17, No.1,
September 1995.

"Franchise Contract Terminations: Evidence on the Effcacy of Self-Enforcing Mechanisms," Working
Paper, Center for Economic Studies, U.S. Census Bureau, September 1995.
"New Evidence on the Method of Payment in Corporate Takeovers," unpublished manuscript, University
of California, Los Angeles, Department of Economics, July 1995.

"Internal Monitoring of Firms in the Absence of an Active Takeover Market," Working Paper, Center for

Economic Studies, U.S. Census Bureau; January 1995.
"Franchise Contract Teiminations: Is There Evidence of Franchisor Abuse?," 10th Annual Proceedings
of the Society of Franchising. Lincoln: Intemational Center for Economic Franchise Studies, College of
Business Administration, University of Nebraska, 1996.

"State Franchise Termination Laws: A Cross-Sectional Comparison of Entr and Exit by Franchise
Businesses," 9th Annual Proceedings of the Society of Franchising. Lincoln: Intemational Center for
Economic Franchise Studies, College of Business Administration, University of Nebraska, 1995.
"Risk, Entrepreneurship, and the Form of Business Ownership," Working Paper, Center for Economic
Studies, U.S. Census Bureau, August 1994.
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"Assessment of State and Local Government Minority Business Development Programs" (with Timothy
Bates), a report to the U.S. Department of Commerce, Minority Business Development Agency,

September 1993.

"Racial Politics: Does It Pay?" (with Timothy Bates), Social Science Quarterly 74, No.3, September
1993.

"A Case Study of the. Los Angeles Small and Minority Business Assistance Programs," Manuscript,
January 1993.

"Government Aid and Small Business Survival," Manuscript, December 1992.

"Soft Dollars: The Currency of Unpriced Exchange" (with D. Bruce Johnson), Manuscript, 1991.
"Block Trades and Ownership Concentration: New Tests of the Ownership Endogeneity Hypothesis,"
Manuscript, 1991.
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CONSULTING AND TESTIMONY: ANTITRUST AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CASES
James Clavworth, et aI., v. Pfizer. Inc.. et aI., Superior Court of the State of California in and for the
County of Alameda, Case No. RG04-172428. (Provided analysis of damages related to alleged

conspiratorial overcharge of pharmaceutical wholesale prices.) Summary Judgment, December 15,
2006.
DAG Petroleum Suppliers. LLC v. BP P.L.C. and BP Products North America Inc.. U.S. District Court

for the Eastern District of Virginia, Alexandria Division, Case No. 1 :05.-CV-1323. (Provided analysis of
damages related to alleged exclusion from an auction of automotive service stations.) Expert Report,
June 19,2006. Deposition testimony, July 28,2006.
ChoiceParts v. OEConnection. et al.. U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, Case No.
01 C 0067. (Provided analysis of damages related to a refusal-to-deal claim by a joint venture in the
automotive parts industry.) Expert report, November14, 2003. Deposition testimony, December 17
18, 2003.

Mike Farmer. et aI., v. Medo Industries. Inc.. et al. U.S. District Court for the Central District of
California, Case No. 01-10248 LGB (FMOx). (Provided analysis of damages related to patent
infringement in the manufacturing industr.) Expert report, January 21,2003. Deposition testimony,

February 21, 2003.
A.O. Smith Corporation. et aI., v. Perfection Corporation. et ai', Civil District Court forthe Parish of

Orleans, State of Louisiana, Case No. 99-15646. (Provided analysis of brand damages related to the
production of defective products in the consumer durables industry.) Deposition testimony, July 29
30,2002 and September 18-19,2002. Affdavit, October 2,2002. Trial testimony, March 22-23,
2004.
Rowe Entertainment. Inc.. et al. v. The William Morris Aaencv. Inc.. et al. U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York, Case No. 98 Civ. 8272 (RPP). (Provided economic analysis related to

conspiracy to boycott trade in the entertainment industr.) Expert report, December 12,2002.
Innomed Labs. LLC v. Alza Corporation. U.S. District Court for the Southern District
of New York,
Case No. 01 Civ. 8095 (HB). (Provided economic analysis related to price discrimination claim in
connection with the distribution of over-the-counter pharmaceutical products.) Expert report, August
20, 2002. Deposition testimony, September
6, 2002. Trial testimony, November 25, 2002.

Spirit Airlines. Inc.. v. Northwest Airlines. Inc.. U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan,
Case No. 00-71535. (Provided damage analysis in case involving claim of predatory pricing in the

2002. .

airline industry.) Expert reports, April

5; 2002 and May 31,2002. Deposition testimony, June 13,

Nicholas J. Hinael. Gremilion Enterprises. Inc.. Grayson Enterprises. Inc.. et al. v. Exxon
Corporation. d/b/a Exxon Company. U.S.A.. Division, and Retif Oil & Fuel. Inc., Civil District Court for
the Parish of Orleans, State of Louisiana, Case No. 99-10449. (Provided economic analysis related
to franchising, vertical restrictions, and tying in

the petroleum industry.) Expert report, December 31,

2001. Deposition testimony, February 8, 2002. Trial testimony, May 27, 2002.
Holiday Wholesale Grocery Co.. et al. v. Philp Morris. et al.. U.S. District Court, Northern District of

Georgia, Atlanta Division, Case No. CV-447-JOF. (Provided economic analysis related to horizontal
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conspiracy claim in the retail industry.) Expert report, December 19, 2001. Deposition testimony,
January 8, 2002.

Independent Ink. Inc. v. Trident. Inc., U.S. District Court, Central Distrct of California, Los Angeles,
Case No.CV 98-6686-NM (Provided economic analysis related to tying claims in the manufacturing
industry.) Expert report, April 6, 2001. Deposition testimony, May 25, 2001.
Muze Inc. v. Allance Entertainment Corp.. et ai', U.S. District Court, Central District of California, Los
Angeles, Case No. 00-00620 RSWL (Provided economic analysis related to tying and below cost
sellng claims in the retail services industry.) Expert report, April 4, 2001.
Oakland Raiders v. National Football Leaaue. et at, Los Angeles, California, (Provided economic

analysis related to horizontal restraints in the sports industry.) Deposition testimony, February 7,
2001.
Starsiaht Telecast. Inc. v. General Instruments Corporation. Arbitration, San Francisco, California,

(Provided damage analysis on trademark and patent infringement in the market for electronic
program guides) Expert designation, October 2000. .
The Coca-Cola Comoanv. et al. and Coca-Cola Enterprises v. Omni Pacific Comoany. et al. (Provided

damage analysis in case involving territorial restrictions in the beverage industr.) Deposition,
September 2000.

James 3 Corporation et. at v. The Coca-Cola Comoanv, U.S. District Court for the Northern District of

California, San Jose Division, Case No. C-97-20716 JW (Provided economic analysis related to
market foreclose and tying claims in the beverage industry.) Expert report, July 21, 2000.

Collns v. International Dairv Queen. Inc.. U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Georgia, Case

No. 5:94-CV-95-4 (Provided economic analysis related to tying claims in the restaurant industry.)
Expert Designation, June 2000.

Krooinski, et at v. Johnson & Johnson. et al. Superior Court of New Jersey, Case No. 8886-96
(Provided economic analysis related to price discrimination claim in connection with the sale of contact
lens products.) Expert report, November 19,1999. Deposition Testimony, January 13, 2000.

GOTO.COM. INC.. a Delaware corporation v. The Walt Disnev Co.. et al.. United States District
Court, Central District of California, Case No. 99-01674-TJH (RCs) (Provided damage analysis for

alleged trademark infringement.) Expert report, September 3, 1999.
Chevron U.S.A Inc. v. Alberto Rodriauez. United States District Court, Central District of California,

Case No. CV 98 5779 (Provided economic analysis related to gasoline dealer termination under the
Petroleum Marketing Practices Act).

Expert designation.

Alberto Rodriauez v. Chevron U.S.A Inc. et al. Superior Court of California, County of Santa Barbara,
Case No. 225048 (Provided economic analysis related to price discrimination and vertcal price fixing

claims in gasoline retailng) Expert Declaration, July 17,1999.
Metropolitan News Comoanv v. Dailv Joumal Corporation, Superior Court of California, County of Los

Angeles, Case No. BC 161334 (Provided economic analysis on below cost sellng and locality
discrimination claims in the market for legal notices) Trial testimony, December 11, 1998. Jury
dismissed without verdict. Trial testimony, July 6, 1999.
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Sure Safe Industries. Inc. and Torrev Pines Caoital Grouo v. McGrath Rentcoro. at ai, Supenor Court of
California, County of San Diego, Case No. 707595 (Provided economic analysis and testified on group

boycott and tying claim in the market for anchoring systems) Deposition testimony, June 18, 1998.
Tnal testimony, October 8,1998.

Darkhor v. Mobil Corooration, Superior Court of California, County of Santa Barbara, Civil Case No.
215013 (Provided economic analysis and testified on predatory pricing and price discrimination
claims in gasoline distribution) Expert report submitted, deposition testimony, February 4, 1998. . Trial
testimony, September 16, 1998.

Superior Court of

Peoole of the State of California v. Soeedee Oil Chanae SYstems. Inc.. et ai',

analysis and testified on
tying claim in the market for franchise contracts) Affdavit, March 1997. Deposition testimony, April
California, County of Los Angeles, Case No. BC-109765 (Provided economic

20, 1998.

Barr v. Orco Construction Suoolv. Arbitration, San Diego, California, (Provided economic analysis of
non-compete covenant) Expert report submitted, August 1997.

Senate Committee on Enerav. Utilties and Communications. Sacramento, California, submitted expert

report entitled, "Government Regulation and the Market for Retail Gasoline". (Analyzed the effects of
proposed open supply regulation in gasoline retailng.) Expert report. Senate Hearing testimony, April
1997.

Wilson, et aL v. Mobil Oil Corooration, et ai', U.S. Distnct Court for the Eastern Distnct of Louisiana,
New Orleans, Civil Case No. 95-4174 (Provided economic analysis and testified on tying claim in the
15, 1997.

market for franchise contracts) Expert report, April

Consultant to the U.S. Federal Trade Commission as economic expert in investigation of merger of
Amencan Home Products Corporation and American CyanimidCorporation, November 1994.
Iv Stores, Inc. (Analyzed insurance

American Hardware Mutual Insurance v. Ninety-Nine Cents On

liabilty and damages issues.) Deposition Testimony, February 17,1993.

CONSULTING AND TESTIMONY: SECURITIES AND FINANCIAL MARKETS CASES
Securities and Exchanae Commission v. Adnan A. Alexander. et ai', U.S. Distnct Court for the Southern
Distnct of New York, (Provided market analysis related to insider trading claims) Expert report, Apnl 29,

2002.
Securities and Exchanae Commission v. Michael R. Hendnx. et aL. U.S. District Court, Northern District
of California, San Jose Division, Case No. CV C 00-20655(JW) (Performed damage analysis on insider
trading

litigation.) Expert report, August 2001.

SEC v. Oale et. ai', U.S. Distnct Court for the Northern District of Ilinois. (Provided market analysis and

testified on stock market manipulation claims.) Expert report, Apnl28, 2000.

Aron Parnes v. James Harris. Purus, Inc. et. aL. U.S. District Court for the Northern District of

California, Oakland Division, Case No. C-95-02715-SBA (Provided market analysis related to
allegations of missed earnings announcements.) Deposition testimony, June 21, 2002.
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SEC v. Cortland Capital Corporation et. ai', U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Administrative

Proceeding, New York, NY File No. 3-944 (Provided economic analysis and testified on stock market
manipulation claims) Written direct testimony, March 2, 1998.
Jav Goldinaer, et al. v. Securities and Exchanae Commission. (Analyzed insider trading.) February
1995. .

SEC v. GAF Corp. (Provided economic analysis on the effect of stock manipulation claim on stock
prices as SEC Economist) December 1989.

SEC v. Stone Container Corp. (Provided economic analysis to the Division of Enforcement on the effect
of stock manipulation claim on stock prices as SEC Economist) January 1989.

SEC v. Clemente Global Growth Fund. Inc. (Provided economic analysis to the Division of Enforcement
on the effect of disclosure regulation violation claim on stock prices as SEC Economist) January 1989.
SEC v. Certain Issuers (Boyd Jeffies and Salim B. Lewis) (Provided
trading claim

economic analysis on insider

as SEC Economist) August 1990.

SEC v. the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Companv (nA&pn) (Provided economic analysis on the effect of
stock manipulation claim on stock prices as SEC Economist) June 1990.

SEC v. International Broadcastina Corp. (Provided economic analysis to the Division of Enforcement
on the effect of stock manipulation claim on stock prices as SEC Economist) May 1989.
PARTICIPATION AT CONFERENCES AND PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
Panel Discussion: American Bar Association Antitrust Litigation Committee Program, Los Angeles,
CA, April 22, 2006 (Best Practices for Examining and Cross-Examining Expert Witnesses at
Trial)
Mock Trial Participant: American Bar Association Section of Antitrust Law - Annual Spring
Meeting, Washington, DC, March 29-31, 2006 (Expert Witness for Defendant in Mock Jury
Trial)
Panel Discussion: UCLA Law First Annual
Institute on US and EU Antitrust Aspects of Mergers
and Acquisitions, Marina Del Rey, CA, February 28, 2004
(Joint Ventures:
Preliminary Evidence on Innovation Effciencies)
Paper Presentation: American Bar Association Section of Antitrust Law - Annual Spring
Meeting, Washington, DC, March 28-30, 2001 (Issues in the Economics of Franchising)
Faculty Lecturer: Practicing Law Institute Antitrust Litigation Program, New York, NY,
November 30 - December 01, 2000.
Faculty Lecturer: Public Law Institute for Federal Judges, Tucson, AZ, October 23, 2000
Discussant: American Bar Association Section of Antitrust Law Post - Annual Leadership
Meeting, New York, NY, July 12-13,2000.

Moderator: American Bar Association 48th Annual Spring Meeting, Washington, DC,
April 5-7, 2000.
Faculty Lecturer: American Bar Association Antitrust Conference, Scottsdale, AZ,

February 23 - 25, 2000.
Discussant: Society of Franchising Conference, Las Vegas, NV, March 6-7,1998.
Session Chair: American Economic Association Meetings, New Orleans, LA, January 4-6,
1997 (Vertical and Horizontal Firm Relations)
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Discussant: American Economic Association Meetings, New Orleans, LA, January 4-6,1997.
Invited Discussant: Brookings Institution, Microeconomics Conference, Washington, DC, July 17-20,

1996.
Paper Presentation: Stanford University, Department of Economics, Palo Alto, CA, May 14,
1996 (Incomplete Contracting and Ex Post Opportunism: Evidence from Franchise Contract

Terminations)
Invited Participant: National Bureau of Economic Research, Industrial Organization Program, Palo

Alto, CA, February 1996. .

Paper Presentation: Society of Franchising Conference, Honolulu, Hawaii, February 17-18, 1996

(Franchise Contract Term.inations: Is There Evidence of Franchisor Abuse?)
Paper Presentation: University of Arizona, Department of Finance, Tucson, Arizona, February 15,
1996 (The Internal Monitoring of Firms in the Absence of an Active Takeover Market)
Paper Presentation: American Economic Association Meetings, San Francisco, CA, January 5-7,

1996 (Franchise Contract- Terminations: Evidence on the Effcacy of Self-Enforcing
Mechanisms)
Invited Participant: National Bureau of Economic Research, Industrial Organization Program, Boston,
MA, August 1995.

Paper Presentation: Cent~r for Economic Studies, U.S. Census Bureau, September 14, 1995
(Franchise Contract Terminations: Evidence on the Effcacy of Self-Enforcing Mechanisms)
Paper Presentation: Western Economic Association Meetings, San Diego, CA, July 7, 1995 (State
Franchise Termination Laws and Exit)
Discussant: Western Economic Association Meetings, San Diego, CA, July 7, 1995.
Session Organizer: Western Economic Association Meetings: San Diego, CA, July 7, 1995.

Paper Presentation: Western Economic Association Meetings, San Diego, CA, July 6, 1995
(Resolving Information Asymmetries: The Case of Takeovers)
Paper Presentation: University of Sòuthern California, School of Business, Department of Finance,
April
28, 1995 (Why Do Entrepreneurs Become Franchisees?)
Paper Presentation: U.S. Department of Justice, Antitrust Division, Washington, DC. April 11, 1995
(Why Do Entrepreneurs Become Franchisees?)
Paper Presentation: U.S. Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Economics, Washington, DC, April
6, 1995 (Why Do Entrepreneurs Become Franchisees?)
Paper
Presentation: National Bureau of Economic Research, Industrial Organization Program, Palo
Alto, CA, February 24, 1995 (Why Do Entrepreneurs Become Franchisees?)
Paper Presentation: Society of Franchising Conference, San Juan, Puerto Rico, January 22-25;

1995 (A Comparison of Business Discontinuations in States With and Without Franchise
Termination Laws)
for Economic Studies, U.S. Census Bureau, Washington, DC, October 7,
1993 (Why Do Entrepreneurs Become Franchisees?)
Paper Presentation: American Economic Association, January 5-7, 1993, Anaheim, California (SetPaper Presentation: Center

Asides, Ownership Restrictions, and Firm Penormance) .
Invited Participant: Bradley Fellow, The Mont Pelerin Society General Meetings, Vancouver, Canada,
August 3D-September 4, 1992
Paper Presentation: UCLA, Department of Economics, Industrial Organization Workshop, March 13,
1992 (Block Trades and Ownership Concentration: New Tests of the Ownership

Endogeneity Hypothesis)

Paper Presentation: University of California, Santa Barbara, Department of Economics, Industrial
Organization Workshop, March 9, 1992 (Block Trades and Ownership Concentration: New
Tests of the Ownership Endogeneity Hypothesis)
Paper Presentation: American Economic Association, January 2-5, 1992, New Orleans, Louisiana
(Soft Dollars: The Currency of Unpriced Exchange)
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Paper Presentation: Washington University, Industrial Organization Workshop, St. Louis, Missouri,
October 18,1991 (Block Trades and Ownership Concentration: New Tests

of the Ownership Endogeneity Hypothesis)
Paper Presentation: Western Economic Association International, June 29-July 3, 1991, Seattle,

Washington (Soft Dollars: The Currency of Unpriced Exchange) .

Invited Participant: Committee on Labor Market Dynamics, Planning Conference for Urban Inequality
Study, June 14-15, 1991, sponsored by the Center for the Study of Urban Povert, University
of California at Los Angeles.
Paper Presentation: Columbia University, School of Law, New York, New York, October 26, 1989

(The Influence of Information Asymmetries and Monitoring Costs on Corporate Ownership
Structure)
OTHER ACTIVITIES
Insider Trading, Fraud, and Fiduciary Duty under the Federal Security Laws, co-sponsored by the

American Law Institute-American Bar Association (All-ABA) Committee on Continuing Professional
Education and the Securities Law Committee of

the Federal Bar Association, May 3-4,1990,

Washington, D.C.
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Documents Considered
Complait In the Matter of Realcomp II, Ltd., United States of America, Before Federal Trade Commssion, October 10,
2006.
Respondent's Responses and Objections to Petitioner's First Set of Interrogatories, Januar i 1,2007.
Realcomp II Ltd.' s Response to Claimant Counsel's Second Request for Production of Documents and Things, Januar 17,

2007.
Respondent's Responses and Objections to Complaint Counsel's Second Set ofInterrogatories, February 16,2007.

Albert Hepp Deposition & Exhbits
Alissa Nead Deposition & Exhbits
Aita Groggis Deposition & Exhibits
Carl William Deposition & Exhibits

Clifford D. Niersbach Deposition
Craig Mincy Deposition & Exhibits
Dale Smith Deposition & Exhibits
Danel Mulvihill Deposition & Exhibits
Darralyn Bowers Deposition & Exhbits
David Elya Deposition & Exhibits

Denise Moody Deposition & Exhibits
. Douglas Hardy Deposition & Exhibits
Douglas Whtehouse Deposition & Exhibits
Dreu Adam Deposition & Exhibits
Gar Moody Deposition & Exhibits

Gerald Burke Deposition & Exhbits
Jeff Kermt Deposition & Exhbits
John Cooper Deposition & Exhibits
John R. Kersten Deposition & Exhbits
Kaen Kage Deposition & Exhbits
Kelly Sweeney Deposition & Exhibits
Mark Lesswing Deposition

Marn M. Nowak Deposition & Exhbits
Michelle Brant Deposition & Exhibits
Patrcia Jacobs Deposition

Paul Bishop Deposition
Paul Edward Simos Deposition

Philip Dawley Deposition
Robert A. Goldberg Deposition

Robert Gleason Deposition & Exhbits
Robert Greenspan Deposition
Robert Taylor Deposition
Ryan Tucholski Deposition & Exhibits
Thoma R. Rademacher Deposition & Exhibits
Virginia Bratt Deposition & Exhbits

Walter Baczkowski Deposition & Exhbits
Wayne Aronson Deposition

Karen S. Kage Investigational Hearng & Exhibits

02/14/07
01/22/07
02/07/07
01/17/07
03/09/07
02/28/07
01/16/07
01/31/07
02121/07

01/22/07
02/09/07
02121/07

02/22/07
02107/07
02/09/07
01130/07

02/06/07
01/23/07
03/01/07
02120/07

03/01/07
03/08/07
01/30/07
01/17/07
01/16/07
03/08/07
03/20/07
03/20/07
03/08/07
02/23/07
03/20/07
03/14/07
01/23/07
01/31/07
02/27/07
01/29/07
02/16/07
08/23/06

ex 15 (RC021O)

ex 175
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Documents Considered
CX 175
CX 187
CX 211
CX 220
CX 249 ("Realcomp Online Basics, Trainig Workbook," June 30, 2005)
ex 285

CX 329

CX82
CX 88 ("Rea1comp Revision," April
CX 88 (Realcomp, Revision: April

21, 2006)
21, 2006)

CX 99 ("Statement of Real Propert Inornation Services," Realcomp, May 2006 )

Exhbit 17 (RealFax Nov. 17,2003)
Association of
Realtors, Profile of
Home Buyers and Sellers, November
2006 (2006 NAR Survey))
RC Exhibit 2
RC Exhibit 9
RC Exhibit 16
RC Exhibit 26, RC 0211 - 21
RC0178-0l87 (plans for Implementing ''Listing Type" Data in the ReaIcomp MLS, November/December 2003)
RC0300 - RC0331 (Fif Amended Bylaws of
Rea1comp II Ltd., Adopted November 2004)
RC1337-1363 (Rea1comp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, Revised October 6, 2006)
RC1364-RC1375 (Realcomp II Ltd. Policy Handbook, Revised October 6,2006)
NARC 0001997-2092 (The 2006 National

RX45
ReaIcomp Listig Data

MiRealSource Listing Data
Realcomp's Data Sharg Listing Data
ReaIcomp Data. (Emals, Agent Views)
Boulder MLS Listing Data
Dayton ML Listing Data
Memphis MLS Listig Data
Charlotte MLS Listig Data
Denver MLS Listing Data
Toledo MLS Listing Data

Wichita ML Listing Data
Willamburg ML Listing Data
Green Bay/Appleton MLS Listig Data

MIealSource BDS Data

Maureen K. Ohlhausen, "Còmpetition Issues in Real Estate Brokerage," The Antitrst Source, November 2005.

"Real Estate Brokerage, Factors That May Affect Price Competition," United States GovemmentAccountabilty Offce,
Report to the Conuttee on Financial SerVices, House of

Representatives, GAO-05-947, August 2005 (GAO Report).

"REALTOR Consumed Services Outlook Whte Paper," Center for REALTOR Technology, October 8, 2003.
"Realcomp Rules," AmeriSeIIRealty.com.

AmeriSellRealty.com, accessed on March 28, 2007.
Chang- Tai Hsieh, The Tragedy of the Conussion.

Colin Cameron and Pravin K. Trivedi "Microeconometrcs: Methods and Applications," Cambridge University Press: New
York,
2005.
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Documents Considered
GreaterMichiganRealty .com (http://www.greatermchiganealty.com/packages/).
Horizontal Merger Guidelines, U.S. Deparent of Justice and The Federal Trade Commssion, Revised April 8; 1997.

http://www.newswiretoday.com/news/5497 .
http://www.realcomp.com/company.
http://www.realcomp.com/company.
Mark S. Nadel, "A Critical Assessment of the Standard, Traditional Residential Real Estate Broker Commssion Rate

Strcture, AEI-Brookig Joint Center for Regulatory Studies, October 2006.
and Economic Growt (http://w.ww.michigan.gov/cis/0,1607, 7 -154-35299_35414_35475
115121--,00.htm; http://www.cis.state.mi.us/bcsc/forms/real/e035.pdt.

Michigan Deparent of Labor

Michiganisting.com accessed on March 28, 2007 (http://michiganlisting.com/orSellers.htm).
Robert W. Hah, Robert E. Litan, and Jesse
Gurman, "Briging More Competition to Real Estate Brokerage," AEIBrookig Joint Center for Regulatory Studies, Workig Paper 05-11.
Complait in the Matter of Information and Real Estate Services LLC., November 22, 2006..
Complait in the Matter of Realtors Association of Norteast Wisconsin, November 11, 2006.
Complaint in the Matter of Wiliams Area Association of Realtors, Inc., November 22, 2006.
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4 MSAs with any known restictions on non-ERTS listigs were excluded.

3 MSAs in states with Mium Servce Requiements were excluded (MO, IN, TX, UT, AL, IA).

Federal Housing Enteiprise Oversight.)
Federal Housing Enteipnse Oversight.)
3 Medan Single Famy Home Prce (2005) (Source: National Association of Realtors)

1 1 Year Home Prce Change (Source: Offce of

2 No data was received from the Phiadelphia-Camden-Wilgton ML.

1 The top 7 rang MSAs were selected.

IV. Selection of MSAs

4 The MSAs were raned accordig to the the sum of the dierences (in stadard deviations),
5 (Ths methodology gives each economic and demographic varable equal weight.)

3 The dierences in stadard deviations were sumed up for each MSA.

1 For each varable, the stadard deviation in the sample of MSAs was estited.
2 The dierence between Detroit and each MSA was estiated for each varable, measured in stadard deviations.

m. Estition of "siiarty" to Detroit

8 Population density (Source: 2000 Census)

7 Population (Source: 2000 Census)

6 Medan Income (Source: 2000 Census)

5 % Bachelor Degree (Source: 2000 Census)

4 % High School Degree (Source: 2000 Census)

2 5 Year Home Prce Change (Source: Offce of
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1 MSAs were raned accordig their "simarty" to Detroit in term of certai economic and demographic charactenstics of the area.
2 Only MSAs with Population greater than 500,000 were included.

II. Economic and demographic characteritics used

I. General

Methodology Used to Ran MSAs Without Restrictions
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Appendix D
Probit Regression Results
Regression 2

Regression 1

Regression 3

Varables

df/dx

Robust Std. Error

df/dx

Robust Std. Error

dfdx

Robust Std. Error

rue

-0.0551

0.0202

-0.0547

0.0203

-0.0615
0.0022
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0197
0.0007
0.0000

-0.0049
-0.0051
-0.0065
-0.0008
-0.0021
-0.0015
-0.0007
-0.0004
-0.0036
-0.0018
-0.0020
-0.0014
-0.0015
0.0017

0.008

bedooms
homeaea
1andara
pop. density

Iistprice
y2004
y2005
y2006
m02
m03
m04
m05
m06
m07
m08
m09
mlO
m11

m12

# or Obs.

-0.0031
-0.0070
-0.0078
-0.0001
-0.0013
-0.0008
-0.0004
0,0003
-0.0038
-0.0025
-0.0029
-0.0028
-0.0033
0.0001

0.0041
0.0054
0.0059
0.0012
0.0015
0.0012
0.0011
0.0011
0.0012
0.0013
0.0015
0.0015
0.0013
0.0031

0.0000
-0.0031
-0.0070
-0.0078
-0.0001
-0.0013

-0.007
-0.0004

0.000
-0.0038
-0.0024
-0.0028
-0.0027
-0.0032
0.0002

0.0000

0.0000

0.002
0.0054
0.0059
0.0012
0.0015
0.0012
0.0011
0.0011
0.0012
0.0013
0.0015
0.0014
0.0013
0.0031

1,076,538

1,073,860

Pseudo R2

0.0684

0.0682

0.0868

obs.P

0.0398
0.0296

0.0395
0.0294

0.0364
0.0253

pred. P

0.000

0.0088
0.0091
0.0012
0.0016
0.0013
0.0011
0.0012
0.0009
0.0018
0.0017
0.0021
0.0027
0.0044

806,315
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Notes to Exhibits and Appendices
Exhibits 1 to 8
1. Data was compiled from Residential Data.

Exhibits 9 and 16
1. Data was compiled from Residèntial Data.

2. Map was created using MapInfo.
3. All zip codes that began with 48--- and 49--- were included in the data.

4. The Realcomp, MiRealSource, and Realcomp's Data Sharng Parers databases contained Enclosed Zip Codes, which are
tyically hospitals, colleges, government organizations, non-profits, or possibly old zip codes that have since been

changed. Accordingly, Mapinfo indicates these zip codes as covering 0.0 square miles. These Enclosed Zip Codes were
therefore, excluded.
5. Zip codes not recognized by Mapinfo or the postal servce were excluded. (e.g., 48010 and 48087). Zip codes that were

blank, had four digits or less, or were non-Michigan zip codes were excluded. The following describes ths in more detail:
. A. ReaIcomp had 4,084 zip codes that were blank or missing; 265 zip codes with four digits; 212 zip codes that began
with 41--- though 47--, and 33 zip codes that began with 50--- and up.

B. MiealSource had 41 zip codes that were blank or missing, 55 zip codes with four digits or less, 87 zip codes that
began with 41--- though 47---, and 33 zip codes that began with 50--- and up.
C. Realcomp's Data Sharg Parer had 528 zip codes that were blank or missing, 33 zip codes with four digits or less,
35 zip codes that began with 41--- through 47---, and 11 zip codes that began with 50--- and up.

Exhbits 10 to 15
1. Data was compiled from Residential Data.
2. 2,997 observations were dropped due to missing parcel numbers.
3. 33,745 observations were dropped because the listing dates were

either before 2002 or after 2006.

4. 1,735 observations were dropped because the listig dates were missing.

5. There were a total of 863,914 observations after fitering out the aforementioned criteria. There were 540,771 unique and

323,143 non-unique parcel numbers for all counties from 2002-2006.
6. The "unique" number of listings for each database (ReaIcomp, MiealSource, and ReaIcomp's Data Sharng Parers)

contains only unique new listings by county and by year.

Exhbits 19 to 20
1. Data was compiled from Residential Data.

2. NON-ERTS Listings are defined as Exclusive Agency (EA), Limited Service (LS), or ML Entr Only (MO) listing
types.
3. Listings that were categoried as "Unknown" listing types were excluded.
4. Average Number of ERTS Agent Views = (ERTS Agent Views/DOM) I (Tota Number of ERTS Listings with Agents
Views in that month).
5. Average Number of NON-ERTS Agent Views = (NON-ERTS Agent Views/DOM) I (Total Number of NON-ERTS

Listings with Agents Views in that month).

Exhbits 21 to 22
1. Data was compiled from Residential Data.

2. NON-ERTS Listings are defined as Exclusive Agency (EA), Limited Servce (LS), or MLS Entr Only (MEO) listing
types.
3. Listings that were categorized as "Unknown" listing tyes were excluded.

4. Average Number of ERTS Emails = (Sum of ERTS (Emails/DOM)) I (Total Number of ERTS Listings).
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Notes to Exhibits and Appendices
5. Average Number of NON-ERTS Emails = (Sum of NON-ERTS (EmailsIDOM)) / (Total Number of NON-ERTS
Listings).
Exhibits 23-25

1.. Data was compiled from Residential Data.

2. NON-ERTS Listigs are defined as Exclusive Agency (EA), Liiited Servce (LS), or ML Entr Only (MO) listig

tyes.
Exhbit 26

1. Data from varous ML Residential Data.
2. A weighted average was used to calculate the listigs for MLSs with Restrctions and for MLs without Restrctions.

3. MLs with restrctions include: Greenbay/Appleton ML and Willamsburg ML.
4. Access restrctions in the Wiliamburg ML were eliiinated in June of 2006. The. weighted average for MLs with
Restrctions includes the Willamburg ML from Januar 2002 to June 2006.
5. MLs without restrctions include: Charlotte ML, Dayton ML, Denver MLS, Memphis ML, Toledo MLS, and Wichita

ML.
Appendix D
1. Data contais information from 10 MLs.
2. Each data point is a parcular listing in a parcular ML on a parcular date.
3. All regressions are probit models, with margial effects reportd.

4. Regression was ran from October 2003 to October 2006.

5. A dependent varable of 0 indicates that the listing was not a Exclusive Agency (EA) Listing, while a 1 indicates that it

was an EA.

6. The mai independent varable, whether an ML had rule restrctions, was assigned a dummy varable, where a 0
indicated that no rules restrctions were in place, while a 1 meant that there were rule restrctions.

7. For MLs without restrctions, ths varable is 0 thoughout the sample period.
8. For Greenbay/Appleton, ths varable is 1 thoughout the sample period.
9. For Wiliamsburg, ths varable is 1 until June 2006, when the ML elimnated the restrctions, and 0 thereafer.
10. For Boulder the varable is 0 before May 2003 and after June 2006. Withi ths period, the rule varable is 1.
11. Standard errors are adjusted for intra-mls correlation (clustering).
12. Observations with "blank" Hsting tyes were dropped.
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Realcomp's Share of "Unique" New Listings
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Livingston County (2002-2006)

Realcomp's Share of "Unique" New Listings
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Realcomp's Share of "Unique" New Listings
Wayne, Oakland, Livigston, and Macomb Counties (2002-2006)
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Realcomp's Shares of "Unique" New Listings
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Source: Reacomp Data.
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I~ Introduction

A. Qualifications
1. I am a Director at LECG, where I have conducted economic analyses on

commercial and antitrst matters in varous industres. I possess a B.S. degree in Economics
from the University of

Kentucky, and M,A. and Ph.D. degrees in Economics from Washigton

Economics at the
University ofCalifomia at Los Angeles. I also previously worked (1) at the President's Council
University. Prior to my current position, I was an economics professor of

of Economic Advisors, where I analyzed economic policy issues, including antitrst and
regulatory issues, and (2) at the U.S. Securties and Exchange Commssion, where I conducted

analyses on the pedormance and regulation of securties markets. My professional activities in
the antitrst and economics fields include faculty lectuer for the Basic Economics Institute for

Federal Judges (sponsored by George Mason Law School); faculty lecturer for the Practicing
the American
Bar Association; and membership in the American Economics Association. I previously
Law Institute; Vice-Chair of

the Economics Commttee of

the Antitrst Section of

submitted an expert report in ths litigation, dated Apri 3, 2007.1 A copy of my curculum vitae
was included with that report. I am billng for my services at $565 per hour.

B. Summary of opinions
Realcomp's
economic expert, Dr. David M. Eisenstadt ("Dr. Eisenstadt,,).2 Ths report sumzes my
2. I have been asked to address the claim contained in the report of

curent opinons based on the evidence I have reviewed to date. My review has included the
Complaint, the Eisenstadt Report, interrogatory responses, other legal filings in the case,

deposition transcripts, produced documents, varous sources of publicly available inormation,
listig data from the Rea1comp MLS, data provided by Dr. Eisenstadt, and a real estate records

1 In the Matter ofREALCOMP II LTD., United States of America, Before the Federal Trade Commssion, Expert
Darell L. Willams, Ph.D., April
3, 2007 ("Wiliams Report").
2 In the Matter ofREALCOMP II LTD., United States of America, Before the Federal Trade Commission, Expert
Report of

Report of

Dr. David M. Eisenstadt, April!7, 2007 ("Eisenstadt Report").
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database provided by First American. A list of the materials I have relied upon is attched as

Appendi A.
3. Based on my experience, education, and generaJ knowledge of economics as well

as my review of documents produced in ths case, I conclude the following:
1)

Dr. Eisenstadt does not dispute my opinon that Realcomp possesses

market power in the relevant markets, and he acknowledges tht his own
market share estimates show that Realcomp has "by any measure, a
signficant share."

2)

After correctig for errors in Dr, Eisenstadt's market shae calculations,
the results support the inerence that Realcomp possesses market power in
the relevant markets.

3)

Dr. Eisenstadt's attempt to show that there are effective alternatives to

Realcomp for the purose of dissemiating listing inormation is factually
incorrect and conceptually flawed.

4)

Dr. Eisenstadt's competitive effects analysis aimed at estiatig the

percentage ofnon-ERTS listigs but-for the Rea1comp restrctions contain
several flaws, yet the general conclusions from his analysis are consistent

with the conclusion that the Rea1comp restrctions impeded the use of non-

ERTS listigs.
5)

The results of

Dr. Eisenstadt's competitive effects anlysis examining the

relationship between the sale price of

homes and Realcomp's restrctions

are inconsistent with his procompetitive justifications, but consistent with
an anticompetitive effect.
6)

Dr. Eisenstadt's pro

competitive justifications are predicated on false

assumptions and are inconsistent with the results of

_, '-J

.1. ec....' l-...,

his own analysis.
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II. Dr. Eisenstadt's Opinions Regarding Realcomp's Market Power

A. Dr. Eisenstadt does not dispute that Realcomp has market power in the relevant
geographic markets

1. Dr. Eisenstadt does not dispute any of my conclusions regarding the relevant

antitrust markets.

4. In my iitia1 report, I opine that the relevant output market is real estate brokerage
services, which is the output supplied by the Rea1comp joint ventue members. In addition, I

opine that the relevant input market is MLS listig services, a critical input in the provision of

brokerage services by joint ventue members.3 Dr. Eisenstadt's report is silent on these opinons,
He merely quotes statements from "ComplainfCounsel's Objections and Responses to
Respondent's First Set of Interrogatories" as if no expert report had been submitted on behalf of
complaint counsel. I can rmd no mention of my opinons regardig the relevant antitrst

markets, not even an indirect mention anywhere in Dr. Eisenstadt's report let alone a refutation
of

my opinons on the subject.
5. Even in his discussion of market power, Dr. Eisenstadt does not contradict my

opinons regarding the relevant market defitions. For example, consistent with my geogrphic
market opinon, he reports market shares for Livingston, Oakand, Wayne, and Macomb counties

separately. He also reports a market shae estiate for Livingston, Oakand, Wayne, and
Macomb counties combined.4 But that fact alone does not imply that he has dermed the relevant

geographic market as such.
3 Briefly, I explained that MLS listing serces are a critical input because of

network effects. Dr. Eisenstadt agrees
that netork effects are present in MLS listing servces, such that the value of a paricular MLS listing serce
increases with the number of listings and with the number of cooperating brokers viewing those listigs. (See

network effects is that the
network effects wil likely lead to a domiant MLS listing servce since quality (or value) is increasing
the MLS listing serice. Thus, a consequence of
network effects in this case is that an MLS listing

Eisenstadt Report, p. 36 and Willams Report, pp. 24-25.) An important implication of
existence of
in the size of

serce with a 50% market share wil not be equally valuable to brokers as five MLS listing serces each with 10%

market shares. For this same reason, alternative means oflisting a proper where network effects are not as strong
such as newspapers, yard signs, rea estate magaznes wil not be as valuable as the MLS listing serice with a large
market share. It is for all of these reasons that the Realcomp MLS listing serce is a critical input to brokers
supplying brokerage serices within the relevant geographic markets where Realcomp has a large market share.
4 Eisenstadt Report, p. 10 and Exhibit 1.
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2. Dr. Eisenstadt does not dispute my conclusion that Realcomp has marlæt power
6. In my intial report, I concluded that "Realcomphas market power in the relevant

markets, ,,5 I based ths conclusion on market share estimates showing that, on average,
Realcomp listings represented II percent of new monthy listigs and II percent of unque

new monthy listigs for the period 2002-2006 in Wayne, Oakand, Livingston, and Macomb
counties combined.6

7. Using a different calculation, which I discuss below, Dr. Eisenstadt estimates that

Rea1comp's market share in the same four counties for the period November 2004 though

October 2006 is as high as .. Whe his estimates likely
substatially understate Rea1comp's actual market share for reasons tht wil be.

it is noteworty that it is Dr, Eisenstadt's opinon that

explaied below,

is, by any

measure, a Sign
"ficanths are...
" 8.
8. In addition, his market share estimate for Oakland county (which I have opined is

a separate relevant geographic market, an opinon that Dr. Eisenstadt does not dispute) ranges

from _ If a market share equal to. is "a signficant share" in Dr. Eisenstadt's
view, then the. market share in Oakand county certy exceeds Dr. Eisenstadt's

"signficant share" theshold.
9. More to the point, Dr. Eisenstadt avoids renderig the opinon that his market

share is suffcient to show the absence of no market power. Instead, he concludes only that
"Realcomp is not a monopoly supplier of the services at issue (i. e. inormation inputs used by

real estate brokers) in the terrtory it serves.,,9 (emphasis added) But it is widely known in
economics and in antitrst that a firm can have considerable market power without being a
5 Dr. Eisenstadt seems to agree that the correct standard is whether Realcomp has market power: "Unless Realcomp
possesses significant market power over the supply of
policies which are the subject of

real estate listings in its terrtory, none of

the Realcomp

this Complaint could cause sigificant competitive har.. .". Eisenstadt Report, pp.

8-9.

6 Willams Report, Exhbits 8 and 15.
7 Eisenstadt Report, p. 13 and Exhibit 2.
8 Eisenstadt Report, p. 13.
9 Eisenstadt Report, p. 7.
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monopoly. Ths is paricularly tre in the case of MLS listing services that exhbit network
effects. Due to network effects, the

value of

the MLS to brokers is diectly related to the number

of listigs in the MLS on the selling side and the number of cooperating brokers on the buying

side, conclusions with which Dr. Eisenstadt agrees.io Thus, with a given geographic market,
the value of an MLS with a high market share wil be much greater to brokers and to the home
buyers and sellers that they assist compared to the value of an MLS with a small market share.

Moreover, as I explained in my intial report, the viability of competitive theats to an incumbent

MLS from entrants dimishes as market share increases. This is the case because the incentive
to switch between MLSs requires. individual users to overcome collective switchig costs, the
magntude of

which increases as the number of

users (reflected by market share) increases.

10. Given the broad scope for the existence of

market power between Dr. Eisenstadt's

pronouncement that his own market share estimte "is, by any measure, a signficant share. . ."
and his conclusion that Realcomp is "not a monopoly supplier," the possession of market power

by Rea1comp canot be ruled out based on Dr. Eisenstadt's market share estimates or his own
inferences about the signficance of those estiates as an indication of market power.

B. Dr. Eisenstadt's share calculations are flawed and significantly understate
Realcomp's market share

1. Dr. Eisenstadt's market share calculations

11. Dr. Eisenstadt's market share calculations are based on "deeds recorded in the
public record database ('PRD,)."ii He provides two market share estimates by county and a

subtotal for Livingston, Oakand, Macomb, and Wayne counties. For each county separately and
the four-county subtotal he provides what he refers to as a "Low Estimate" and a "High

Estimate." He calculates the "High Estiate" as the total number of single-famy homes sold
that were listed in the Realcomp MLS ("Realcomp Total MLS Sales") divided by the tota
number of real estate transactions contained in the deeds database ("Total Deeds") for the period

November 2004 though October 2006. For the same period, he calculates the so-called "Low

10 Eisenstadt Report, p. 36.

i i Eisenstadt Report, p. 11.
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Estiate" by dividig the same numerator used in the calculation of the "High Estiate" - that
is, the total number of single-family homes that are denoted as sold in

("Realcomp Total IvS Sales") - by "Total Deeds" plus the sum of all

the Realcomp IvS
listigs contained in the

Rea1comp IvS that are denoted as sold but which he was unable to match with a deed from the
public records database.

12

2. Dr. Eisenstadt's market share calculations make no economic sense

12. Generally, the goal of a market share analysis is to estiate the share of output in
the relevant market that is accounted for by a parcular seller or group of sellers. The focus of
the calculation in ths case should be the estiation ofRea1comp's share of output in the market

for IvS 1istings services-i. e. its share of residential propert listigs-which corresponds to
the relevant product market defitions offered in ths case.13 But Dr, Eisenstadt's calculation is
conceptually different. Instead of calculatig Rea1comp's share of

propert listings, he

calculates Realcomp' s share of listings for properties that were sold. If a Realcomp listig did

not result in the propert being sold, Dr. Eisenstadt treats that listig as if it never existed on the
Realcomp IvS despite the incontrovertible fact that it did. Clearly, listings for unsold

properties-such as propert listigs on Realcomp that never result in propert sales because the
offer to sale was eventuly withdrawn and listings that have yet to result in a propert sale but

wil eventuly do so-represent output in a relevant market for listing services. Just as
television advertisements that do not result in product sales represent output in a relevant market

for television advertsing. Because Dr. Eisenstadt's market shares do not correspond to any

market defition that has been offered in ths case and ignores a portion of the relevant output,
they canot be indicative of market power even if the calculation itself were correct.

12 Eisenstadt Report, p. 12.

13 As discussed above, Dr. Eisenstadt does not offer an independent opinon regardig the relevant product market

definition. He merely responds to statements about the relevant product market defition provided by Complait
counsel. In Complaint counsel's Objections and Responses to Respondent's First Set of
Interrogatories, p. 9,
Complaint counsel refers to "mechanism for publicizig and distbuting real estate listings to real estate web sites
for puroses of advertising listings to the general public." In my initial report, I opined that the relevant output
market is "the supply of
real estate brolærage services to sellers and buyers of
residential real estate." Willams
Report, p. 22. No other relevant product market definitions have been offered in this case. Therefore, regardless of
whether Dr. Eisenstadt intends to calculate market shares based on a statement about relevant market defiition in

Complait counsel documents or the relevant market defiition provided in my initial report, the relevant product is

listig serices.
.1.
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13. Moreover, the method of calculation itself is conceptually flawed and therefore

incorrect. His so-called "Low Estimate" wil always result in double countig whenever Dr.
Eisenstadt is unable to match a listig for a sold propert on the Realcomp MLS to a record in

the deeds database. The double counting occurs because a sold, but unatched propert wil

likely show up in the denomiator twice-nce as an undentified record in the deeds database
and again as an unatched record of a sold propert in the Realcomp MLS. Because matching

involves overcomig coding and programg errors, mismatches are virally inevitable and
hence double counting is virlly inevitable. To his credit, Dr. Eisenstadt admts to the double

counting error.14 But unortately his admssion does not eliminate the systematic bias inerent
to his method of calculation.

14. To see ths, recall that his so-called "Low Estimate" is calculated by.adding to the

denomiator the sum of all properties that were denoted as sold in the Rea1comp MLS but for
which he was unable to match to a deed in the PRD database. Now, suppose that a total of 100
houses were sold withi a relevant geographic market serviced by Realcomp and all 100 houses

sold were listed on Rea1comp. If Dr. Eisenstadt correctly matched the sales to the deeds in ths
example, his "Low Estimate" would yield a 100% market share for Realcomp in a relevant
market for sold properties. is Suppose, for example, that Dr. Eisenstadt was able to match only
75 of

the 100 properties sold to deeds, then his so-called "Low Estiate" would yield a market

share equal to only 80% (100/(100+25))

to match to a deed to the denomiator. If

because he adds the 25 sold propertes that he is unable
Dr. Eisenstadt were able to match only 60 of

the 100

propertes sold to deeds, his so-called "Low Estiate" would be equal to 71 % (100/(100+40)).

14 Dr. Eisenstadt admts that the low estimate is an "underestimate of

Reacomp's actual share because, for example,
includig all mismatches in the denomiator may result in double countig for some deeds." Eisenstadt Report p.
12. Dr. Eisenstadt himself

points out that a proper recorded as an MLS sale is unlikely to match fortwo reaons.

First, "data might have been entered incorrectly in either the public record database or the MLS." ¡d., p. 12, fn. 25.
But data entered incorrectly in either database is not missing data, and thus does not mean that any additional
propert sales should be added to the deeds database. Second, Dr. Eisentadt explains that there may exist a time lag
between the date the proper was sold and the date when the deed was included in the deeds database such that no
matching deed exists in the database when an attempt to match sales and deeds occurs. ¡d. But such a lag is
unlikely to be long enough to affect the sales counts. The p~od for which Dr. Eisenstadt calculates market shares
ends in October 2006, but he used sales data going all the way to Februar 2007. Only if the lag in sales appearg
in the deeds database is longer than four months would ths affect the shares calculated by Dr. Eisenstadt. But this is
unlikely to be the case. Moreover, if this was an issue, Dr. Eisenstadt could have checked or contrlled for this by
using a time period that ended prior to October 2006.
IS Agai, there has been no opinion rendered in this case that the relevant product market is the market for listgs

for sold properies.
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15. Ths example ilustrates several flaws in Dr. Eisenstadt's method of calculation.

First, the double countig error that is iierent to his "Low EstIiate" causes the market share
calculation to be biased downward. Second, the magntude of the bias wil

increase with the

number of properties that were sold but that Dr. Eisenstadt was unable to match to deeds. Thd,
and most importt, the

"Low Estiate" wil always lie below the feasible range for the actual

market share estimate.
16. A rage

of estimates often is provided in economics and statistics when there is

uncertaity about economic conditions tht wil affect the outcome of interest. For example, an
economist might offer a range of damage estimates, all of which are feasible depending on the

market conditions that would prevail in a but-for world. More formally, a confdence interval
may be reported for statistical results which again represents the feasible rage of possible

outcomes given the varation in certain explanatory varables. But Dr. Eisenstadt's "Low
Estimate" does not represent a lower limt on the range of feasible market share estiates as his

label implies. If mismatches occur, which I have argued is highly probable given the size of the
datasets, then his calculation wil diverge from the actual market share and the magnitude of the
divergence wil increase as the number of mismatches increases. The resultig "Low Estiate"

does not represent one of several feasible outcomes because the calculation systematically

diverges from the actual market share as the mismatches and resultig double countig increase,
The only conclusion that can be made with certainty is that the "Low Estimate" is less than the
actual market share by an indetermate amount. Consequently, the value of

the "Low Estimate"

does not represent an "estimate" at all.
17. Thus, even if his so-called "Low Estiate" corresponded to a r~levant market
defintion that has been proffered in ths case, and it does not, the method of calculation is

inerently flawed and thus canot be relied upon to inorm the question of market power.
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3. Both Dr. Eisenstadt's "'Low Estimate H and "High Estimate" systematically

understate Realcomp 's market share
18. There is one simple but importt reason why both the "Low Estimate" and the
"High Estiate" provided by Dr, Eisenstadt substatially understate Realcomp's market share:

the public records database (PRD) used by Dr. Eisenstadt includes many records that are not
comparable to the tye of

trsactions that he includes from the Realcomp MLS. First, the PRD

includes transactions that are not ars-lengt transactions between home buyers and home
sellers. For instace, it includes trsfers between famly members, quitclaim deeds, gifts, and

trstS.16 Second, although Dr. Eisenstadt claims to have included only "single famy residential"
transactions, fuer analysis reveals that many observations included by Dr. Eisenstadt do not fit

that description. i 7 The inclusion of non-ars-lengt transactions and non-residential propertes
in the denominator of

Dr. Eisenstadt's market share calculations causes both his "Low Estimate"

and "High Estiate" to be systematically biased downwards,

19. In order to assess the magnitude of the bias created by the error, Ire-calculated

the market share estimates using Dr. Eisenstadt's approach, but excluded non-ars-lengt
transactions and non-residential properties. To do ths, I merged Dr. Eisenstadt's PRD with a

database of real estate propert records supplied by First American, a leadig provider of

inormation on real estate. The First American database contain inormation that is not
available in the PRD. This additiona inormation allows me to identify whether a trsaction

was ars-length. Additionally, it contains more detailed inormation regarding the tye of

propert compared to the data that Dr. Eisenstadt used.
20, The First American records database contains a field that indicates whether the
IS I use ths varable to screen non-ars-1ength
transaction was an ars-lengt trsaction.

transactions. The First American records database also contains a field that identifies the
16 A quitclaim deed is a ter used in propert law to describe a transfer in which a person (the "grantor') does not

guarantee that the grantor's clai is actually valid. In contrast, a waranty deed, which is nonnally used for real
estate sales between unelated paries, contains cerain guantees by the grantor. Quitclaim deeds are sometimes

used for transfers between famly members, gifts, or in other special circumstances.
17 Eisenstadt Report, p. 11. Neither do these obserVations perain to multi-family residential units, for which Dr.

Eisenstadt tres to account. Eisenstadt Report, p. 11, th. 26.
18 First American refers to this varable as "pricatcode" (which stds for primar category code).
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propert tye. This propert tye varable indicates whether the propert is, for example, single

famly residential (SFR), multi-unt residential, commercial, industral, restaurant, shopping
center, far, or varous other tyes. Using ths varable, I identify and exclude propertes that

were clearly not residentiaL.
21. The result of these corrections unformy support the conclusion that by including
transactions that were not ars-length and properties that were not residential, Dr. Eisenstadt's

calculations understate Realcomp' s market share.

· The result of only excludig transactions that Firt American identifies as non

arms-lengt is that Dr. Eisenstadt's "High Estite" ofRealcomp's market share
in the four counties combined (Oakand, Wayne, Livingston, Macomb) increases

from_ Dr. Eisenstadt's "High Estiate" in Oakland county increases

from_

· The result of only excluding transactions that are clearly not residential, as
identified by the propert tye variable in the First American database, is tht Dr.

Eisenstadt's "High Estiate" ofRealcomp's market share in the four counties

combined (Oakand, Wayne, Livingston, Macomb) increases from_
Dr. Eisenstadt's "High Estiate" in Oakand county increases from_
· The result of excluding both transactions that are not ars-length and those that
are clearly not residential, is tht Dr, Eisenstadt's "High Estimate" ofRea1comp's

market share in the four counties combined (Oakand, Wayne, Livingston,
Macomb) increases from_ Dr. Eisenstadt's "High

Estiate" in

Oakand county increases from_
22. These estiates, and the revised share calculations for Livingston, Wayne, and

Macomb, are shown in Exhbit 1. It is importt to note that these revised estimates of Dr.
Eisenstadt's market shares include FSBO properties. As I discuss in my intial report, FSBO
propertes are not in the relevant product market (which includes only real estate brokerage

services), a conclusion that Dr. Eisenstadt does not seem to dispute. Accordingly, ifFSBO

'I'
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propertes are removed from the denomiator of Dr. Eisenstadt's calculations, the revised market
shares would be even higher.

Dr, Eisenstadt's market shares conf the conclusions
detailed in my intial report.19 In paricular, they strongly support the inerence that Realcomp
23. These revised estiates of

has market power in Wayne, Oakand, and Livingston counties, and suggests that Realcomp has
market power in Macomb county, although to a lesser extent.

4. Dr. Eisenstadt's attempt to justif the downward bias in his market share
calculations is conceptually incorrect
24. Dr, Eisenstadt attempts to justify the downward biases discussed above in par by

arguing that propertes that were listed on the Realcomp MLS but which were "sold via a

different MLS or through a chanel other than an MLS" cause "the share of sales made though
(i. e., attbutable to) the Rea1comp MLS" to be overstated.i° But ths justification applies only to
Realcomp's share of listings for sold properties, which as I explaied above, does not correspond

to any relevant market defintion proffered in ths case. In a relevant market for listig services,
a Realcomp listig represents output in that relevant market and is correctly included in any

market share calculation regardless of whether or not the procurg broker identified the propert
though a source other than the Realcomp MLS. Consequently, there is no basis for the

arguent that certin Realcomp listigs-namely, Realcomp listings that do not lead to propert
sales-cause Dr. Eisenstadt's share estiates to be overstated.
25. Moreover, regardless of

how the propert was sold, the fact that the propert was

listed in Realcomp shows the value of the Rea1comp MLS to home sellers and listig brokers.
The fact that home sellers and their listings brokers may list on more than one MLS (i. e., dual

list) or advertise the home in newspapers shows that these other chanels are not effective
as a
means of marketing homes. Instead the goal is to evaluate the importce, indeed the necessity
substitutes to the Realcomp MLS. The goal is not to evaluate the effectiveness of

the listing

of MLS listings as a means of marketig homes,

19 Wiliams Report, pp. 27-29.
20 Eisenstadt Report, p. 12.
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c. Dr. Eisenstadt's opinions regardingthe substitutabilty between Realcomp and
other MLSs

1. Dr. Eisenstadt's opinions

26. Dr. Eisenstadt claims that the substitutability between

Realcomp and other MLSs

is demonstrated by the fact that some brokers belong to MiRealSource but not Realcomp. In

Miea1Source agents do not belong to
Realcomp ... (which J indicates tht they view (the MiRealSource J MLS database as a good

paricular, he claims that "(a)pproximately 33 percent of

substitute for the Rea1comp MLS database.,,21

2~ The existence of brokers that belong to MiRealSource but not Realcomp does not
suggest substitutability between these MLSs in all of the relevant geographic
areas.

27. Dr. Eisenstadt makes an attempt to argue that the fact that 33% ofMiealSource
members are not members of Realcomp suggests that MiealSource is a "good substitute" to

Realcomp. In fact, his offered statistic suggests the opposite - it shows tht 67% of
MiRealSource members are also members of Realcomp. The fact that some brokers are
members of

both Realcomp and MiRea1Source simply does not inorm the question of

whether .

or not brokers and home sellers perceive them as substitutes for the purose of listing a propert

located in a given geographic market. In reality, it suggests that for these brokers that are dua
members, MiRea1Source is not an effective substitute to Realcomp in cert geographic areas.

If MiRealSource and Realcomp were effective substitutes in all areas where these brokers
operate, then such dual membership would not be necessar.

28. According to Dr. Eisenstadt, listig brokers for properties located in the western

. region of Oakand county, for example, wil consider listig services supplied by MiealSource
to be a substitute for listig services for Realcomp when Realcomp has a market share of greater
thanll of

new listings. (See Exhbits 9 and 16 in my intial report.) But ths inference is

the MLS and the
presence of network effects. Dr. Eisenstadt states that "all else equal, listig agents wil have a
inconsistent with Dr. Eisenstadt's conclusion about the two-sided natue of

21 Eisenstadt Report, p. 11.

i,e(~(;
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higher demand for an MLS platform that also attacts more selling agents. ,,22 Likewise, he states
that "selling agents' usage and

agents on the opposite side of

demand for an MLS wil increase with the number oflisting
the platform.,,23

29. A simple explanation for the phenomenon of dual membership that is consistent

with the economic evidence in ths case is that certin brokers provide brokerage services with
relevant geographic makets located with the Realcomp service area and they also provide

brokerages services with relevant geographic markets located with the MiRealSource serice
area and hence the need for membership in both MLSs. Consistent with ths, Exhbit 9 of my

intial report is a map that shows Realcomp' s share of all new monthy listigs. Exhbit 16 of my

"unque" new monthy listings. The

intial report is a map tht shows Rea1comp's share of

difference between these two exhbits reflects dual

listig.

MiRealSource
are not members of Rea1comp - also does not suggest substitutability between MiRealSource
30. The lack of

absolute dual membership - i.e. that some members of

and Realcomp. Miea1Source is a significant MLS in certin geogrphic areas, such as the
some brokers that only belong to
MiealSource is not surrising. But ths does not reveal anytg about the competitive
norteastern par of

Macomb and, therefore, the existence of

signficance of MiealSource, and the substitutability with Realcomp, in other geographic areas,
including Wayne, Oakand, and Livingston counties.

More importtly, it is evident from the exhbit that

Realcomp has

a large number of

listigs in

many areas where MiealSource has no listings or a trvial number of listings.

22 Eisenstadt Report, p. 36.
23 Eisenstadt Report, p. 36.
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il. Dr. Eisenstadt's Opinion that there Are Effective Alternatives to Realcomp for

Disseminating Real Estate Listing Information Directly to Home Buyers

A. Other sources of real estate listing information
1. Dr. Eisenstadt's opinions

31. Dr. Eisenstadt disputes that the Realcomp access restrctions disadvantage brokers

using non-ERTS listings in the Realcomp area. In parcular, he argues that there are several

dissemiating real estate listing inormation diectly to

effective substitutes to Realcomp for

home buyers. First, Dr. Eisenstadt argues that home buyers use sources other than the Internet to

search for listigs, including real estate agents, yard signs, prit newspaper, books and
magazines for inormation regardig real estate listigs.i4 Second, Dr.

there are varous other web

Eisenstadt claims tht

sites which are widely used by home buyers to search for homes,

including Google, AOL Real Estate, and Craigslist.org.is In addition, Dr, Eisenstadt theories
that web

sites that are less widely used by home buyers may in fact be more vaiUable from the

perspective of home sellers because listings displayed on these sites do not have to compete with
as many other properties that are also listed on the same site.26
32. As I explain below, these arguents are factually inaccurate, conceptually flawed,
and obscure the fact that the web

sites foreclosed to brokers using non-ERTS listigs in the

Realcomp area are very signficant both from the perspective of home buyers searchig for
homes and from the perspective of home sellers and listing brokers in dissemiatig listing

inormation directly to home buyers.

24 Eisenstadt Report, p. 16.

2S Eisenstadt Report, pp. 17-18.
26 Eisenstadt Report, pp. 20-21.
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2. Other public SOUrces of ínformation are not effective substitutes to the Internet for
displaying real estate listings.

buyers use sources other than the

33. Dr. Eisenstadt argues that a large share of

Internet to search for listigs, including real estate agents, yard sign, prit newspaper, books and
magazines for inormation regarding real estate listings.27 In parcular, he cites the Surey by

the National Association of Realtors (NAR), showing that a signficant percentage of home

buyers used real estate agents (85%), yard signs (63%), prit newspaper (55%), and books or

magazines (34%) to search for inormation on real estate listigs.zs I reported ths same statistic
in my intial report.29

34. This statistic does not suggest that other public sources of wormation are
effective alternatives to

the Internet in terms of dissemiatig real estate listig inormation

directly to potential home buyers. In fact, these statistics suggest the exact opposite, that the

Internet is a very importt tool for home buyers. The reason is that buyers do not use these
other information sources as substitutes for the Internet, but rather, use them in addition to using
home buyers

the Internet. This is evident from the fact that the same surey showed tht 80% of

'used the Internet.30 Thus, for example, although 63% of

yard signs, the vast majority of

home buyers obtained information from

these home buyers also used the Internet (at least 68% of

these

buyers).3)
35. The reason is that for ths majority of

home buyers, the Internet provides better

search capabilities, a more comprehensive set of listigs, or some other featues that other
sources of inormation do not. Dr. Eisenstadt essentially assumes that any source of real estate
listing inormation used by buyers is an effective substitute to the Internet. The flaw in Dr.
27 Eisenstadt Report, p. 16.

28 Eisenstadt Report, p. 16 ("in 2006, 85% of all buyers used real estate agents for information; 80% used the

Internet; 63% used yard signs; 55% used prit newspaper; and 34% used books or magazines"), citing The 2006
Realtors, Profie of
Home Buyers and Sellers ("2006 NAR Surey"), p. 34. He also cites a
NAR Surey statistic showing that "36% of
buyers found the home they purchased though an agent versus 24%
through the Internet and 15% though a yard sign." Eisenstadt Report, p. 16, fì. 39; 2006 NAR Surey, p. 38.
National Association of

29 Wiliams Report, Exhibit 17 and pp. 33-34.

302006 NAR Surey, p. 37.
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Eisenstadt's analysis is most obvious with respect to yard signs, which Dr, Eisenstadt suggests is
home buyers look at yard signs, yard
sign are not an effective substitute from the perspective of either home buyers, home sellers, or
an alternative to the Internet.32 Although a majority of

listig brokers, Though public websites, home buyers have direct access to thousands of listigs
location, tye

and the ability to search among them based on a varety of criteria, such as price, .

of dwelling, and characteristics of

the propert. The cost of drving though the desired

neighborhoods lookig for yard signs on a frequent basis would far outweigh the costs of
searching Internet sites for listigs.

36. Simlarly, real estate Internet websites provide featues that make it a more

efficient source of listig inormation for potential home buyers than are prited publications
sites generally have a more

such as newspapers or magazines.33. For instace, web

comprehensive, accurate, and up-to-date set of

listings of

homes for sale in a parcular area than

do prited publications. Real estate websites often also include information on homes for sale

that tyically is unavailable though most prited publications, including a portolio of photos,

viral tours, interactive maps, detailed propert inormation, and neighborhood inormtion.
Moreover, as mentioned above, websites offer the ability to search among real estate listigs
based on the desired criteria.

37. The record also suggests that most home buyers do not use real estate brokers as a
substitute to searchig on the Interet. Buyers who use the Internet are more likely to be assisted

by brokers in their home search than buyers who do not use the Internet. Some 87 percent of
home buyers who used the Internet to search for homes were assisted by a broker, compared to
74 percent of

buyers who did not use the Internet.34 This suggests that using a real estate broker

is not a substitute to searchig for real estate listig on the Internet for the majority of home

buyers,

31 According to the suey, 20% of
signs, then 68% of

buyers do not use the Internet. If all of
these buyers are buyers who use yard
buyers who use yard signs also use the Interet (43%/63%). 2006 NAR Surey, p. 34.

32 Eisenstadt Report, p. 16.

33 See e.g., Simos Deposition, pp. 63-65.

342006 NAR Surey, p. 41.
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inormation
for home buyers, As a result, it is also a very importt chaIel for home sellers and listing
38. This evidence indicates that the Internet is a very importt source of

brokers to reach home buyers directly. This is corroborated by the fact tht MLSs and brokers
have made signficant investments in developing websites, The value of the Internet as a
marketig tool for listing brokers is also confed by the fact that the vàst majority of listig

brokers and home sellers choose to display their listigs on public websites,35
3. Other websites are not effective substitutes to websites affliated with Realcomp

and its members.
39. In addition to these other sources ofreal estate listing inormation, Dr. Eisenstadt

argues that there are varous other websites which are widely used by home buyers to search for
homes.36 According to Dr. Eisenstadt, these other public websites, which include AOL Real
Estate, Craigslist.org, ForSalebyOwner.com, Google, Homes.com, Propsmar.com, RealtyTrac,
Sell.com, Tru1ia.com, Yahoo Real Estate, and Zilow.com, are used by a "substatial share of

home buyers.,,37 In paricular, he cites the NAR surey, which shows that "14% of all buyers
used a newspaper web site; 6% used a real estate magazine website; and 10% used some 'other'
web site. ,,38 I discussed ths same statistic in my intial report.

39

sites are effective substitutes to
the websites restrcted by Rea1comp's Website Policy, these statistics show tht other websites
40.. However, rather than showing that these other web

are much less used by potential home buyers. In fact, the same statistic cited by Dr. Eisenstadt
sites identified
by home buyers as being most widely used to search for homes. According to the NAR Surey,
shows that Realcomp restrcts non-ERTS listings from the top four tyes of

web

the percentage of home buyers using public websites by tye and in order of popularty is 53
percent of

home buyers used MLS websites (such as Moveinchigan.com), 52 percent used

35 According to the 2006 NAR Surey, 85% of

homes that were sold using a real estate agent were listed on the

Interet. 2006 NAR Surey, pp. 76, 67.
36 Eisenstadt Report, p. 16 ("Realtor.

com is just one of numerous sites to which the general public obtains
sites as weII as

information about real estate listings. SpecificaIIy, the public also tus to many non-approved web

other public sources for information about residential real estate for sale in Realcomp's serce area.").
37 Eisenstadt Report, p. 18; p. 16.
38 Eisenstadt Report, p. 16, fì. 40.

39 Wiliams Report, pp. 34-35.
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40 percent used real estate agent

Realtor.com, 41 percent used real estate company websites and

websites.4o Realcomp denies non-ERTS listigs access to all of

these websites, The websites
that Dr. Eisenstadt discusses trail these websites in popularty by a signficant amount.41 I
ilustrate ths comparson in.Exhbit 18 of

my intial report.42

41, In support of his opinon that other websites are effective substitutes to the

websites foreclosed by Realcomp's Website Policy, Dr. Eisenstadt offers two other statistics.

First, he states that "over 56 percent of all Internet searches on 'real estate' and related items are

conducted on Goog1e and our search parer sites.',43 Second, he states that "(fJour other
websites alone (AOL, Rea1tyTrac, Zilow.com and Yahoo) are estiated to have had a combined

total of 11 millon visitors in March 2006, which exceed the number of visitors to
Realtor ~com.',4

42. These comparsons are flawed and misleadig. The key question is whether other
websites are effective substitutes to the websites affliated with Realcomp and Realcomp .

members from the perspective of home buyers searchig for propert listings. The statistics
provided by Dr. Eisenstadt include such use by home buyers, but they also include many other

uses of these websites related to real estate. These uses are not limted to home buyers or to
searches for real estate propert listings. For instace, Internet searches for "real estate" and

"related items" on Goog1e.com may include any tye of search related to real estate, including

searches for information regardig home rentals, vacation rentals, mortgages, home renovations,
brokers and gardenig.45 But ths does not reveal anythig about the extent to which home

buyers in a parcular area search Google for real estate propert listigs. Dr. Eisenstadt's
statistic on "visitors" to AOL, RealtyTrac, Zilow.com, and Yahoo is simarly flawed because
such statistics also include any use related to real estate,
40 2006 NAR Surey, p. 44.

41 2006 NAR Surey, p. 44.
42 Wiliams Report, Exhibit 18.
43 Eisenstadt Report, p. 18.
44 Eisenstadt Report, p. 18.

4S An April 2006 RealEstateJoumal.com arcle attached to Dr. Eisenstadt's report states that Google and Craigslist

are stil relatively small and that Realtor.com "stil has a formdable advantage, with about 3 millon listings."

i.
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43. It is also noteworty that AOL Real Estate, one of

Eisenstadt as a substitute to

Realtor.

the websites discussed by Dr.

com, has an exclusive co-branding agreement with

Realtor.com.46 In fact, virally all of AOL's listings are from Rea1tor.com.47 Home buyers

searchig AOL Real Estate are essentially searchig Realtor.com. Accordin to the visitor
statistics that Dr. Eisenstadt provides, AOL Real Estate received more visitors (4.0 million) than

the other thee sites that he discusses (2,9 million for Rea1tyTrac, 2.3 million for Zilow.com, and
1.8 millon for Yahoo Real Estate ).48 Realtor.com has other co-branding arangements, with

companes such as MSN.com, Dow Jones/WSJ.com, and Internet Broadcastig Systems.49

Because Rea1comp restrcts non-ERTS listigs' access to Realtor.com, it also restrcts listings
access to websites such as AOL Real Estate and MSN.com that obtain their listig inormation

from Realtor.com.

4. Dr. Eisenstadt's claim that websites with few visitors may be more valuable than
those used by a large share of
home buyers makes no economic sense.
44. Lastly, in an attempt to argue that any website may be an effective substitute to

the websites foreclosed by Rea1comp, Dr. Eisenstadt clais that websites that are less widely
used by home buyers may in fact be more valuable from the perspective of home sellers.

50

According to Dr. Eisenstadt, ths is because such websites may also have fewer listings and
therefore a propert listig on such a site need not compete with as many listings for views by

potential home buyers.51 Essentially, Dr. Eisenstadt argues tht a website (or even an MLS) with
James R. Hagert, "Google and Craigslist May Weaken Realtors' Hold on Home Listings," ReaIEstate.ournal.com,

April 10, 2006; Eisenstadt Report, Attachment 4.
46 Simos Deposition, pp. 14-16.
47 Simos Deposition, pp. 15-16.
48 Noelle Knox, "Its always 'OPEN HOUSE' as real estate goes online," USA Today, May 16,2006; Eisenstdt

Report, Attachment 3.
49 Simos Deposition, pp. 19-29.

so Eisenstadt Report, pp. 18- 1 9: "In addition, websites with a much smaller volume of traffc ("hits") may actually

be more valuable to buyers conducting an interet search for properies located within a local area, and should also
be considered competitors to national sites such as Realtor.com."
si Eisenstadt Report, pp. 20-21: ".. .although the value of a real estate website to a seller is directly related to the
potential buyers who use the website, it is also inversely related to the number of competin properieS
for sale on that website. Specifically, as the number of competing properes for sale on that website increases, the

number of

likelihood that a visitor to

the website will click on any individual seller's proper declines. Thus, a website which

realizes fewer total 'hits' than Realtor.com may generate just as many 'views' for an individual seller's propert."
.. ....(J
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100 listings and 100 potential buyers may be more valuable than a website with 100,000 listings

and 100,000 potential buyers because a listing in the former may get more views than a listing in
the latter,

45. Ths frework incorrectly assumes that propert listigs are all homogeneous,
when in fact, they are highy differentiated. Houses var along numerous dimensions importt
to buyers in addition to price, such as location, size, exterior featues, interior featues, age and

condition. If propertes were all homogeneous and/or home buyers did not search for desired

then viewing propert listings would be random and the probability of a buyer

characteristics,

viewing a parcular listing would be inversely related to the number of listings on a paricular
website, as Dr. Eisenstadt hypothesizes. The greater the number of listigs, the less chance that
the listig would be viewed, However, when listings are differentiated, and home buyers search
for parcular characteristics, including location, size, and other featues, the more listigs tht

there are on a website, the more liely that a paricular buyer wil fmd the parcular propert
matchig his or her individual preferences. Thus the website becomes more valuable for both
home buyers and sellers. From the perspective of a home seller, the value of additional potential
buyers who may be searchig for a home that matches the characteristics of

signficantly greater than the "cost" of

having to

the seller's home, is

"compete" against other listings on the website.

46. In essence, Dr. Eisenstadt argues that a small network is more valuable than a
large network. But ths is inconsistent with the entire strctue of

the real estate industr.

Accordig to Dr. Eisenstadt's theory, an MLS with few listings would be more valuable th an
MLS with a majority of listings in a paricular geogrphic area. But in most geogrphic areas,
there is only one domiant MLS rather than many small MLSs, which reflects the efficiencies in
aggregatig all listigs under one network. The effciencies of an MLS are precisely the network

effects that result from such aggregation. Home sellers fid itvaluable to list their propertes in a
large MLS despite the fact that their listings may "compete" against some other listigs on the
MLS,
47. In sum, Dr. Eisenstadt's clai that websites not affliated with Realcomp or

Realcomp-members are effective substitutes to the websites foreclosed by the Rea1comp Website

Policy is wholly inconsistent with the facts.

.1.
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B. Abilty to circumvent Realcomp's discriminatory access restrictions to
"Approved Websites" by listing in other MLSs.
1. Dr. Eisenstadt's opinions

sites that are not affiliated with Realcomp or
its members, Dr. Eisenstadt argues that brokers in the Realcomp area using non-ERTS listigs
48. In addition to the availability of

web

can circumvent Realcomp's Website Policy by listig a propert in an MLS that does not have
discriatory restrctions simlar to Realcomp's.52 In parcular, Dr. Eisenstadt clai that,
since April 2007, MiRealSource has begu sending all

listigs to Realtor.com, and therefore

listig in MIea1Source represents "a ready, inexpensive means of forWarding inormation to at
least some of

the so-called Approved web-sites for most Realcomp members.,,53 Other MLSs,

including An Arbor, Flint, Downver, Lapeer, and Shiawassee, also distrbute all

listigs,

regardless of the tye, to "certain approved websites in Southeastern Michigan" and therefore

also allow brokers to circumvent Realcomp's Website Policy according to Dr. Eisenstadt. 54

2. Brokers using non-ERrS contracts in the Realcomp area cannot circumvent
Realcomp 's access restrictions to certain key websites, including
Moveinmichigan.com and most member IDX websites, by listing in other MLSs.

how brokers in the Realcomp area can circumvent
Rea1comp's Website Policy focuses on Realtor.com. Brokers in the Realcomp area can
49. Dr. Eisenstadt's analysis of

dissemiate their non-ERTS listigs to Rea1tor.com by dual-listig ~ a different MLS that does
not have simlar access restrctions as Realcomp. However, non-ERTS listings in the Realcomp

area are foreclosed from other key websites to which Realcomp sends ERTS listigs. In addition

to Realtor.com, Realcomp sends all ERTS listigs to Moveinchigan.com and to hundreds of
Rea1comp-member IDX websites. However, pursuant to Realcomp's WebSite Policy, Realcomp

does not send non-ERTS listigs, including EA, LS, and MEO listigs, to these websites.

Moveinchigan.com, the official website of the Realcomp MLS, receives its listigs from the

S2 Eisenstadt Report, p. 14.

S3 Eisenstadt Report, pp. 14-15: Dr. Eisenstadt claims that because many non-traditional brokers "operate statewide"

and are members of varous MLSs, they would not incur any significant additional cost of dual listing.
S4 Eisenstadt Report p. 14.

T
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Realcomp MLS and no other source. Consequently, brokers canot circumvent Realcomp's
discriatory access restrctions to Moveinchigan.com by listig in another MLS.

50. Neither can brokers circumvent Realcomp's exclusion ofnon-ERTS listigs from

its IDX feed to hundreds of Realcomp-member IDX websites. As I explain in my intial report,
Realcomp sends inormation on all

listings to its members via IDX~ which is a protocol that

enables Rea1comp-members to receive Realcomp listigs so that they may be displayed on their

websites.55 MIealSource uses a simar technology, called "Broker Data Sharg" or BDS, to
brokers to which MIealSource

send its listing inormation to its members. However, the set of

sends its listing inormation is not the same set to which Realcomp sends its listigs.
Accordigly, MiRea1Source's BDS feed is an inadequate substitute to Realcomp's IDX feed for
home sellers and listig brokers attemptig to reach home buyers in the Realcomp area.

51. In sum, brokers using non-ERTS listigs in the Realcomp area canot circumvent
Rea1comp's Website Policy by dual-listig in

another MLS. Dual-listing in other MLSs,

including MiRea1Source, does not allow brokers to display non-ERTS listing in

sites are key
websites for listig brokers and home sellers intendig to reach home buyers directly. In fact,
Moveinchigan.com and the majority of member IDX websites. These web

than Realtor,com:

Dr. Eisenstadt hiself claims that broker-owned websites are more importt

"local-broker and individual agent operated web

sites which are increasing in popularty and

constitute a real competitive theat to Realtor.com. In fact, broker-owned, agent-owned, and
franchise-owned web sites were, in that order of importance, more importt sources of internet

exposure to members ofNAR than Realtor.com.,,56

55 There are two tyes ofIDX technologies, IDX feed and IDX framg. An IDX feed consists of data being
Realcomp providing the IDX
data to brokers via a website created by Realcomp. The individual broker can then add their name to the website.
When a home buyer searches on the broker's website they are actually searchig the website created by Realcomp.
Kage Deposition, pp. 121-124.
transmitted using an ftprotocol from Realcomp to brokers. IDX framig consists of

56 Eisenstadt Report, p. 19.
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c. Broker-owned websites

1. Dr. Eisenstadt's opinions

52. Dr. Eisenstadt also argues that Realcomp's exclusion ofnon-ERTS listigs from

its IDX feed does not prevent non-ERTS listigs from being displayed on broker-owned
websites because brokers can circumvent Realcomp's restrction by independently sending such

listigs via e-mail or fax.57 According to Dr. Eisenstadt, listig brokers can send information
about non-ERTS listings to cooperating brokers and cooperatig brokers can post those listigs
sites at "modest COSt.,,58

on their web

53. Dr. Eisenstadt fuer claim that Realcomp's policy is not an "actual

impediment" to brokers using non-ERTS listigs because most brokers would independently
choose not to display non-ERTS listings on their websites if such listigs were included in
Realcomp's IDX feed.59 According to Dr. Eisenstadt, "... some member brokers would choose
to delete those listings from their web

sites if it was easy to do so" because displaying such.

listigs would "generate little expected incremental revenue. .. ,,60
2. Sending listings to cooperating brokers via e-mail or fax is not an adequate

substitute for inclusion in Realcomp's IDXfeed.
54. Dr. Eisenstadt asserts that listing brokers can send listig inormation to

cooperating brokers though e-mail, fax, or non-IDX softare, and cooperatig brokers can
display such listing inormation, at "modest cost." There are overll broker offces that receive

57 Eisenstadt Report, p. 22: "Any Realcomp broker can obtain a feed in non~IDX format of

the listing data it
supplies to Realcomp ... (and) transmit data for these listgs to cooperatig brokers electronically using non-IDX
softare, e-mail, or fax."
58 Eisenst~t Report, p. 22: "Realcomp's policies do not prevent listing brokers from feedg information about

limited service contract properties to cooperating agents at modest cost. .. It is my understanding that brokers who
obtain electronic information about EA listings by some means other than IDX and who want to post those listings
on their websites can do so at very modest cost."
59 EisenStadt Report, p. 22: "Realcomp's IDX policy would not, in fact, be the actual impediment to having
information about these properies displayed on other brokers' websites if
display the information, even if

traditional Realcomp brokers would not
it were made available though an IDX feed."

60 Eisenstadt Report pp. 23-24.
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Realcomp's IDX feed or have an iDX framig argement with Realcomp.61 The time and
effort required to manually transmit each listig would clearly be substatiaL. Ths is before
includig the costs associated with receiving the manual transmissions and

integrating them one-

by-one onto websites, Added to the costs of transmittg, receivig, and posting individual
listigs to the websites is the cost of

updatig the listigs each tie askig prices

eventully when the listed propert sales or the offer to sale is withdrawn.

,

change and

3. Dr. Eisenstadt provides no evidence for his conclusion that brokers would not

display non-ERTS listings on their websites absent the Realcomp restrictions.
55. Dr. Eisenstadt also asserts that Realcomp's Website Policy is not an impedient

to brokers using non-ERTS listigs in the Realcomp area because "at least some" brokers would

"delete" such listigs from their websites even if Realcomp included them in its IDX feed. The
issue in ths case is the dissemiation of listing inormation, not how it is used after it is received.

Without any factual support that a substatial number of recipients would ignore the listigs, Dr.
Eisenstadt's opinon is unupported and without economic basis.

from the IDXfeed is not equivalent to
each broker deciding whether to display non-ERTS listings on their websites.

4. Collective exclusion ofnon-ERTS listings

56. The fact that Realcomp members collectively decided to exclude non.,ERTS

listigs does not mean that each member would decide to remove non-ERTS listigs from the
IDX feed, even if doing so were costless. Ths is because brokers are more likely to discriate
against such listings when other brokers also discriate. The cost to brokers of not including
all

listigs on their websites, in terms of attactig potential home buyers, is much lower if all

other competig brokers also do not include all

listings. If a broker does not include all

listigs

on its website, but other brokers do, such a broker would be at a competitive disadvantage in
terms of providing a valuable. site for potential home buyers and therefore in attctig business
from potential home buyers. In essence, offerig a lower-quality website is less costly from a

competitive perspective if other brokers also offer lower-quality websites.

._.
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IV. Dr. Eisenstadt's Opinion that the Search Function Policy Does Not Have Any Effect

on Searches by Cooperating Brokers
1. Dr. Eisenstadt's opinions

57, Dr. Eisenstadt also disputes tht Realcomp's Search Function Policy has had any

brokers using non-ERTS listings in the Rea1comp area. In

impact on the competitiveness of

paricular, he argues that Realcomp' s Search Function Policy is not an "impediment to brokers'
acquirg information on Realcomp Onlinelf about limted service contracts.,,62 According to Dr.
Eisenstadt, cooperatig brokers can search all

listings, including non-ERTS listigs, by changing

the default settg, which requires "viraly no additional effort and COSt.,,63

58. Moreover, Dr. Eisenstadt argues that Rea1comp's Search Function Policy is not an
impedient to brokers using non-ERTS listigs if

"most Rea1comp members independently

would choose the same default setting.,,64 Dr. Eisenstadt suggests that many Realcomp members
would, in fact, prefer to only show their clients ERTS listigs,

65

2. Dr. Eisenstadt incorrectly assumes that Realcomp 's Search Function Policy has

no effect on brokers using non-ERTS listings from the fact that default search

terms can be changed by cooperating brokers at little cost.
59. The fact that it may not be costly for cooperatig brokers to view al

listigs by

changing the default setting does not imply that the Search Function Policy does not affect the
behavior of cooperatig brokers in searchig listigs and, therefore, the competitiveness of

listig brokers using non-ERTS contrcts. Several studies consistently show tht default settgs

do matter to choices made by consumers, even when such default settings are costless to change
and consumers are aware of

the choices. For instace:

· In an online experient, respondents were asked in thee different ways whether

they would be organ donors, The fist was an "opt-in" condition, where
62 Eisenstadt Report pp. 7, 24.
63 Eisenstadt Report, p. 24.

64 Eisenstadt Report, pp. 24-25.
6S Eisenstadt Report, pp. 25-26.
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paricipants were told that the default was not to be an organ donor and they were
given a choice to confir or change that status. The second was the "opt-out"

condition, in which the default was to be a donor, The thd had no prior default.

the paricipants consented to be donors when they had to "opt-in",

About 42% of

compared to 82% of donors that had to "opt-out," and 79% of parcipants for
which there was no default. 66
· Respondents in an onle surey were asked about whether they wanted to be

contacted about health sureys. When "Do NOT notify me about more health

the paricipants agreed to be contacted about

sureys" was unchecked, 96.3% of

more health sureys compared to 69.2% when the box for the above question was

checked.67

(k) savings decisions of employees of a Forte 500 company in
the health care and insurance industr found that 71 % of newly hied employees

· A study of 40

1

that paricipated in the 40

1

(k) plan did not change the 3% default contrbution rate

or the allocation of their savings into a money market fud.

68

v. Dr. Eisenstadt's Estimates of the Competitive Effects of Realcomp Policies

A. Effect on the percentage of non-ERTS listings in the Realcomp MLS
1. Dr. Eisenstadt's opinions

60. Dr, Eisenstadt argues tht, consistent with his opinon that neither the Website

Policy nor the Search Function Policy effectively disadvantage non-ERTS listigs, the evidence

shows that the Realcomp policies have not significantly reduced the percentage ofnon-ERTS
listigs on the Rea1comp MLS. In parcular, he argues that compared

to the An Arbor MLS,

66 Johnson, Enc 1. and Goldstein, DanieL. "Do Defaults Save Lives?" Science, November 2003, 302, pp. 1338-39.

67 Bellman, Steven, Johnson, Enc 1. and Lohse, Gerald L., "Defaults, Framing and Pnvacy: Why Opting In-Opting

Out," Marketing Letters, 2002,13(1), pp. 5-15.
68 Madnan, Brigitte C. and Shea, Dens F., "The Power of
Behavior," Quarterly

i,e(":(;

Journal of

Suggestion: Inertia in 401(k) Paricipation and Savings
Economics, November 2001,116 (4), pp. 1149-87.
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"the estiated share of sellers who use discount or fIat-fee contracts in the area served by

Realcomp is less th one percentage point lower than the share of sellers using discount

contracts in the adjacent area that is served by the An Arbor MLS, which has no allegedly

restrctive policies.,,69 He clais that, in fact, the effect ofRealcomp's policies on the use of
flat-fee listing contracts has been even smaller, because many non-trditional brokers in the

Realcomp area have circumvented Realcomp's restrctions by offerig fIat-fee ERTS contracts
rather than non-ERTS contracts.70

2. Dr. Eisenstadt's methodology is flawed

the effects ofRea1comp's
policies on a comparson with the An Arbor MLS. His reliance on a single MLS for his
61. Dr, Eisenstadt bases his entie empircal aia1ysis of

comparson is reason enough to question the results. The reason is tht factors other than

Realcomp's restrctions may affect the percentage ofnon-ERTS listigs. For example, the
prevalence ofnon-ERTS contracts in a given area may be related to the amount of advertising by
limted service brokers, the characteristics of

the
real estate market in a given area. One way to control for such extraneous factors is to use more
than a

home buyers and sellers, and other featues of

single MLS as a benchmark. By using more than a single MLS, the inuence of

extraneous factors is reduced because varation in the percentage ofnon-ERTS listings due to

extraneous factors is more liely to be offsettg and thus averaged out. Thus, the analyst

reduces the risk that extreous factors wil unduly inuence the results of the comparison.
Another way to control for extraneous factors is to select MLSs based on some objective criteria

related to the expected propensity ofnon-ERTS listings. Instead, Dr. Eisenstadt seems to have

arbitrarly picked An Arbor for puioses of comparson.
62. In my intial report, I presented the results of a more comprehensive empircal
analysis of the effect of Realcomp' s policies on the prevalence öf non- ER TS contracts.71 Ths

analysis makes use of data from 10 different MLSs (including Rea1comp), Moreover, rather than
arbitrarily choosing an MLS, I used objective criteria to select the MLSs included in the sample.
69 Eisenstadt Report, p. 6.

70 Eisenstadt Report, pp. 29-30.

71 Wiliams Report, pp. 41-42.
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These criteria are related to factors likely to affect the level ofnon-ERTS listigs in different
geographic areas,72 The analysis used data from these 10 MLSsto compare the percentage of

non-ERTS listings for MLSs with no discriatory access restrctions, with the percentage of
non-ERTS listings for MLSs with discriatory access restrctions simiar to the restrctions

ths statistical analysis is that discriatory access

implemented by Reälcomp. The result of

rules are associated with a statistically signcant decrease in the percentage ofnon-ERTS
listigs equa to 5.5 percent. This estimate is significant at a 99.99% level of coiidence, Rather
th addressing the results of ths comprehensive empircal study, Dr. Eisenstadt offers a

comparson with one arbitrary chosen MLS.

3. The conclusions that Dr. Eisenstadt

63. The result of

derives from his own results are flawed

Dr. Eisenstadt's comparson is that the percentage ofnon-ERTS

listings on the An Arbor MLS, where there are no restrctions on non-ERTS listings, is six
ties higher than the percentage ofnon-ERTS listings on the Realcomp MLS.73 Ths result is
fully consistent with the results of

my own analysis of

the effect of

Rea1comp's restrctions and

with the conclusion that Rea1comp' s restrctions are associated with signficant decreases in the

percentage ofnon-ERTS listings.
64. Dr. Eisenstadt dismisses ths result by defing the question in a way that gives

hi the desired answer. Dr. Eisenstadt defies the question as the percentage ofnon-ERTS
listigs used to list properties located in the service area of the MLS.74 He then proceeds to
elimate any non-ERTS listing for a propert located outside of

An Arbor MLS (Washtenaw).75 After eliatig from

the priar service area of

the

consideration any listig for a propert

72 Wiliams Report, Appendix C.

73 Eisenstadt Report, p. 27: ". ..just 0.74 percent of the contracts listed in Realcomp Online~ in 2005-6 cared (non-

ERTS) designations, while the combined share ofEA, limted serice and MLS-only contracts listed on the An
Arbor MLS over the same perod was 4.21 percent."
74 EisenstadtReport, pp.27-28.
7S Eisenstadt Report, p. 28.
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located outside ofWashtenaw County, he fids that percentage ofnon-ERTS contracts,
according to his defition, is 1.6 percent.76

65. But the question for antitrst purposes is not "the percentage ofnon-ERTS listigs

used to list properties located in the service area of the Ml.,s." Instead, the question is "the
list for
business reasons, such as a desire to reach a wider audience of potential home buyers, then it is
percentage ofnon-ERTS listigs but-for the Realcomp restrctions." Ifbrokers dual

simply incorrect to

exclude them from the anlysis because those non-ERTS listigs would be

present in the but-for world of no restrc~ons. There is deposition testimony in ths case
list for business reasons.77

confg that brokers dual

Indeed, Dr. Eisenstadt hiself not only
listigs are used for business reasons in his report, he also argues that the

acknowledges that dual

cost of doing so is not prohibitive.78 It is therefore extremely diffcult to reconcile the fact that
he advocates dual

listing on the one hand and then argues that ths business practice should be

ignored when the results of

his analysis are consistent with the existence of an anticompetitive

effect associated with Rea1comp's restrctions.
66. Moreover, even if one accepts Dr. Eisenstadt's methodo10gy.by which he arves

at the conclusion that the percentage ofnon-ERTS listigs in Washtenaw county is 1.6 percent,
ths does not call into question the results from my empircal analysis.79 Dr. Eisenstadt's
estiated percentage ofnon-ERTS listings in Washtenaw is more than twice the percentage of

non-ERTS listigs in the Realcomp MLS (0.74% according to Dr. Eisenstadt).8o Thus, even ths
flawed comparson supports the conclusion

tht Realcomp' s policies have had a statistically

significant effect on the prevalence ofnon-ERTS listigs.

76 Eisenstadt Report, p. 28: "As a result, only an estated 1.6 percent... of owners with properies in Washtenaw
County chose non-ERTS contracts."
77 See, e.g., Gleason Deposition, p. 87; Aronson Deposition, p. 32.
78 Eisenstadt Report~ pp. 14-15.
79 Eisenstadt Report, p. 28.
80 Eisenstadt Report, p. 27.
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4. Dr. Eisenstadt's analysis shows that Realcomp 's policies have forced many non

traditional brokers to offer full-service ERrs listings instead of limited-service
non-ERTS listings.
67. Dr. Eisenstadt also argues that his aia1ysis comparg the prevalence of

non-

the An Arbor MLS
actually overstates the effect of the Realcomp policies because brokers in the Realcomp MLS
ERTS listings in the Realcomp MLS with the Washtenaw county listigs of

have circumvented the Rea1comp policies by offerig flat-fee ERTS contracts rather than nonused by discount brokers appear to be
more prevalent in Rea1comp's service area than they are in the An Arbor MLS.82 Dr; Eisenstadt
ERTS contracts,8! He claims tht flat-fee ERTS contracts

concludes from ths that flat-fee listig contracts have not been disadvantaged by the Realcomp

restrctions,
68. It is unclear why Dr. Eisenstadt focuses his analysis of the competitive effects of

Rea1comp's restrction onj/at-fee contrcts, includig ERTS flat-fee contrcts, rather than nonERTS contracts. The only explanation he offers is that "most limted service brokerages maket
their services using flat-fee contracts.,,83 But the flat-fee aspect of

many non-ERTS contracts is

not the only, or even priar, characteristic that makes non-ERTS contracts a signficant

competitive theat to traditional brokers,
69. Flat-fee ERTS contracts in the Realcomp MLS are necessarly full service. Ths

is because Realcomp' s minum services requiement for ER TS listigs ensures ER TS listings
are full service.84 In parcular, Rea1comp requires tht brokers listig propertes as ERTS

provide a ful aray of services, which it defies as showing the propert to potential home
buyers, accepting and presenting offers to the home seller, advising sellers as to the merits of
purchase offers, assistig the seller in developing and communcating counteroffers, and helping

the seller negotiate with home buyers,85 Realcomp' s mium service requirement for ER TS
81 Eisenstadt Report, pp. 29-30. He claims that "flat-fee brokers who list properes in the ReaIcomp serice area
sometimes encourage prospective customers to choose discount or flat-fee ERT8 contracts in place of flat-fee EA
contracts." ¡d., p. 29.
82 Eisenstadt Report, p. 29.
83 Eisenstadt Report, p. 27.

84 See, e.g.; Wiliams Report, p. 37.

85 ReaIcomp II Ltd. Rules and Regulations, October 2006 (RC1337-1363 at 1341). ReaIcomp describes an L8
listing as one in which "the listing broker will NOT provide one, or mor.e, of
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listings ensures that unbundled brokerage services can only be supplied using non-ERTS listings.
Dr, Eisenstadt claims that "Realcomp's policies do not proscribe the use of

flat-fee contracts,

includig flat-fee ERTS contrcts... ,,86 But he ignores the fact that Realcomp' s mium
service requirement ensures that ERTS listigs correspond to full service brokerage contracts.
By unbundling the full set of services supplied by listing brokers, non-ERTS contracts allow
brokers to offer home sellers a subset of

brokerage services, if

they desire, rather than an 'all-or

nothg' choice,
70. In fact, Dr, Eisenstadt's analysis reveals that the Realcomp restrctions have had a

signficant effect. In paricular, his analysis shows that some non-trditional brokers have
the Realcomp

switched their customers from non-ERTS to ERTS listings as a result of

restrctions. Dr. Eisenstadt shows that for discount brokerages that "appear to offer only flat-fee

contracts,. .the ratio of flat-fee ERTS contracts to EA contracts is about four ties higher in
Realcomp's area than in Washtenaw county.,,87 He also provides evidence that "brokers who list

properties in the Realcomp service area sometimes encourge prospective customers to choose
discount or flat-fee ERTS contracts in place of

flat-fee EA contracts.,,88 But ths precisely shows

the effect ofRealcomp's discriatory access restrctions. This evidence confirms that non
traditional brokers have been forced to switch to ERTS contracts from EA, MEO,and LS listings
contracts.
71. Dr. Eisenstadt argues that the ERTS flat-fee contracts offered by these non
traditional brokers are equivalent to non-ERTS contracts from the perspective of

home sellers
because "... while flat-fee ERTS contracts are nomially more expensive, they offer potentially

appointments for cooperatig brokers to show listed propert to potential purchases but instead gives cooperating
brokers authority to make such appointments diectly with the sellers); (b) Accept and present to the seller(s) offers
to purchase procured by cooperating brokers but instead gives cooperating brokers authority to present offers to
purchase directly to the seller(s); (c) Advise the sellers) as to the merits of offers to purchase; (d) Assist the seller(s)
in developing, communcating, or presenting counteroffers; or ( e) Paricipate on the seller s) behalf in negotiations

leading to the sale oflisted proper."
86 Eisenstadt Report, p. 27.
87 Eisenstadt Report, p. 30.

88 Eisenstadt Report, pp. 29-30.
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greater value to the seller by includig more services. ,,89 But ths precisely shows the
competitive impact - brokers are forced to offer a bundle of product at a higher price.

B. Effect on sellng price of non-ERTS listed homes
1. Dr. Eisenstadt's opinions

72. Dr. Eisenstadt claims that another way to assess the competitive impact of

Realcomp's policies is to analyze the effect that the policies have had on the sales prices of
the policies
hared competition, then home sellers using non-ERTS contrcts in the Realcomp MLS

homes listed under non-ERTS contracts in the Realcomp MLS.90 He argues that if

have

Realcomp restrctions.

should realize 10wer'sa1es prices than they would but-for the

73. Dr. Eisenstadt tests ths hypothesis by conductig an empircal analysis that

compares the sales prices of properties in the Realcomp MLS with the prices of propertes in the

An Arbor MLS. Specifically, he estimates the relationship between home sales prices and
listing tye (i.e. ERTS or non-ERTS), and how thsre1ationship differs between the Realcomp
MLS and the An Arbor MLS, controlling for varous characteristics of the homes and the areas
in which they are 10cated.91 The results of

his analysis are that sales prices ofERTS listed homes

in the Rea1comp MLS are 17% lower than sales prices ofERTS listed homes in the An Arbor
MLS.92 In the An Arbor MLS, the selling price of

homes listed using non-ERTS contrcts is

5% lower than homes listed using ERTS contracts.93 In the Rea1comp MLS, however, non-

ERTS listed homes sell for 8% more than ERTS listed homes.94 Dr. Eisenstadt attbutes ths

disparty between the An Arbor and the Realcomp MLS to the Realcomp restrctions and
concludes that "Realcomp's policies have not hared (and, indeed, appear to have helped)

89 Eisenstadt Report, p. 29.
90 Eisenstadt Report, p. 44.

91 Eisenstadt Report, pp. 45-46, Appendix C.
92 Eisenstadt Report, p. 46, fu. 116.

93 ¡d. The difference between the sales prices ofERTS and non-ERrS listed homes in the An Arbor MLS is
statistically insignificant accordig to Dr. Eisenstadt's regression. Eisenstadt Report, p. 46, fu. 116.
94 Eisenstadt Report, Exhibit 7. This result is derives from the coeffcients on LrDSERVICE and
REALCOMP*L rDSERVICE. It is calculated as (e(O.i3~.OS) -1).
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sellers.,,95 In parcular, he concludes from these numbers tht the effect of

restrctions is a 14% increase ii the sale price of

the Realcomp

homes listed as non-ERTS.96

2. Dr. Eisenstadt's empirical results are contrary to common sense and contradicted
by his own analysis.
his empircal analysis
indicate that home sellers are better off as a result of Realcomp' s restrctions. His results show
74. According to Dr. Eisenstadt's interpretation, the results of

that, relative to ERTS-listed homes, homes sold using non-ERTS listigs on Realcomp had sale

prices that were 14% higher on average than homes sold using non-ERTS listigs on the An

Arbor MLS, causing hi to claim that "sellers of limted service propertes listed on Realcomp
realize signficantly higher sale prices than sellers of limted service properties listed on the An
Arbor MLS.,,97 Dr. Eisenstadt iners from ths statistical result that Realcomp's restrctions
actually help the home sellers who stil use them. He fails to mention the home sellers who no
longer have the ability and/or incentive to use non-ERTS listigs because of

the Realcomp

restrctions.
75. The only explanation tht he offers for the counteritutive result that Realcomp's

restrctions result in higher sale prices for home sellers using non-ERTS listings is that

"Realcomp's policies increase sellig agents' incentives to promote and show their limted.
service propertes to their clients. . ." But ths explanation is insufficient to explain another result
of

his statistical analysis, namely that home sellers using non-ERTS contracts on Realcomp

receive 8% higher sales price than home sellers using ERTS contracts on Realcomp. Even if

Realcomp's policies increase cooperatig brokers' incentives to promote and show non-ERTS
propertes to their clients, why should ths incentive be greater for non-ERTS contrcts than

ERTS contracts?

76. Equally importt, Dr. Eisenstadt's 'incentive' explanation contrdicts the general
thst of his report, the essence of which is that the restrctions are procompetitive because they

favor ERTS listigs over non-ERTS liatings which he alleges ensures party in bidding. It also
9S Eisenstadt Report, p. 7.

96 Eisenstadt Report, pp. 46-47.
97 Eisenstadt Report, p. 46.
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contradicts his arguents for why non-ERTS listings are detrental and thus require restrcting.
home buyers and home sellers

Realcomp's restrctions do nothg to change the incentives of

using non-ERTS listings. The restrctions only discourage th~ir use. Therefore, whatever
justify Realcomp's

alleged economic problems associated with non-ERTS listigs that

restrctions continue to be present even after the restrctions are imposed, For example, Dr.
Eisenstadt and Respondents have argued that cooperatig brokers have little incentive to show

properties using non-ERTS listigs or otherwise supply brokerage services because of an alleged
bidding disadvantage, an alleged risk of free-riding, and an alleged risk of investig tie and
effort but not ultiately makg the sale. Realcomp's access restrctions alter none of

alleged risks, if

these

they existed at all. Now, according to Dr. Eisenstadt, notonlyare cooperatig

brokers who are members ofRealcomp willg to provide services for non-ERTS listings tht
both he and Respondent argue they have no individua incentive to provide, but they do so with

such vigor that home sellers receive a 14% higher sale price. Ths result defies common sense.

3. Dr. Eisenstadt's statistical analysis is flawed in several important aspects
77. It is noteworty tht even though his dataset contains 36,596 observations, Dr.
Eisenstadt's empircal results regarding the relationship between the sale price of

homes and

non-ERTS listig status focuses on the difference in sales prices between 27 propertes listed
using non-ERTS contracts in An Arbor, and 101 properties listed using non-ERTS contracts in
Realcomp,98

78. More importtly, Dr. Eisenstadt's statistical model, and the conclusions that he
draws from it, are flawed in several crucial

respects. Essentialy, Dr. Eisenstadt fids that

relative to ERTS listigs, non-ERTS listed in the Realcomp MLS sell at a higher price than non-

ERTS listed homes in the An Arbor MLS. That is, he fids a correlation between listig tye
and sales price, and ths correlation differs between the Realcomp MLS and the An Arbor MLS.

Based on ths correlation, he iners a causal relationship whereby the Realcomp restrctions cause
the sales prices for homes listed using non-ERTS listings on the Realcomp MLS to be relatively

higher than non-ERTS listed homes on the An Arbor MLS. In short, he interprets the result as
evidence that the Realcomp restrctions had a positive effect on sales prices when a non-ERTS
98 Source: Data received from Dr. Eisenstadt.
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contrct is used, But Dr. Eisenstadt has offered very little in way of a theory that would explain

why or how Realcomp's restrctions could actually be helpfu when non-ERTS listigs are used
(a topic I discuss in more detail below). To the contrar, the general thst of

his analysis is that

the Realcomp restrctions are a mean of limting the bundle of services provided to non- ER TS

listed homes and thus effectively raising the price of non- ER TS listings. In the absence of an

economic basis for interpretig a correlation as causation, the inerence that the result merely
the data suggests
evidence in support of the inerence that Dr. Eisenstadt has merely detected a correlation

reflects correlation canot be rejected. In fact, a detailed examation of

between sa1ès price and tye of listig on Rea1comp,
79. A detaled look at the data show that the characteristics ofnon-ERTS listed homes

in Realcomp differ systematically from the characteristics ofnon-ERTS listed homes on the An
Arbor MLS. Moreover, these differences in characteristics are likely to be correlated with
housing prices. For example, in the Realcomp MLS, non-ERTS listed homes are, on average, 10

years newer than ERTS listed homes, whereas in An Arbor, they are roughly the same age.

Also, in the Realcomp l'S, non-ERTS listed homes are on average over 200 square feet bigger
are 125 square feet smaller.

than ERTS-listed homes, whereas in the An Arbor MLS, they

These relative differences in the age of

the homes sold (non-ERTS listigs in Realcomp are

relatively younger) ard the relative differences in the size of

the homes sold (non-ERTS listigs

in Rea1comp are relatively bigger) shows that there are systematic differences in the pool of

houses that were sold on Realcomp and An Arbor. It also suggests why the statistical results
show that the sale prices are greater for non-ERTS-listed homes on Realcomp, relative to ERTS-

listed homes, than on the An Arbor MLS. Newer homes and bigger homes tyically have
higher sales prices and they may differ in terms of other charcteristics for which Dr. Eisenstadt
does not control, such as being newly renovated or possessing curb appeaL. If there are housing

charcteristics that systematically differ between Realcomp and An Arbor that are not
controlled for in Dr, Eisenstadt's statistical model, the effect of these characteristics wil show up
in the regression analysis as an effect of the Realcomp restrctions, but it would be incorrect to

interpret the results in ths way.
80. There is an altemativeinterpretation of

Dr. Eisenstadt's statistical results that

better fit his statistical results than his explantion. If the Realcomp restrctions do in fact
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"restrct" non-ERTS listings in ways that make them less effective as a marketig tool, then it
the
expected savings in brokerage costs are suffciently large to compensate for the competitive

would make economic sense to use non-ERTS listigs on the Realcomp MLS only if

disadvantage created by the Realcomp restrctions. Because the brokerage cost savings are
proportonal to the price of

the home,99 ths implies that it is more likely to make economic sense

to use non-ERTS listigs for higher priced homes on the Realcomp MLS. In contrast, in the
absence of

restrctions that reduce the

marketability ofnon-ERTS listigs on the An Arbor

MLS, I would not necessary expect the propensity to use non-ERTS listigs to favor priary

higher-priced homes.

81, This explanation explains why Dr. Eisenstadt's statistical results show that houses
using non-ERTS listings have sale prices that are 14% higher, relative to ERTS':listed homes, on

the Realcomp MLS compared to the An Arbor MLS. This explanation is also consistent with
Dr. Eisenstadt's findings that non-ERTS listed homes in the Realcomp MLS on average sell for

8% higher prices than ERTS listed homes, a result that canot be reconciled with Dr,

Eisenstadt's explanation, Since there is no restrction on ERTS listigs on Rea1comp there is no
bias toward listing only higher-priced houses using them. hi addition, the presence of
restrctions for non-ERTS listings on Rea1comp makes these listigs economically less viable as
a marketig method for lower-priced homes and induces home sellers of lower-priced homes
who would have. used non-ERTS listings but-for the restrctions to use ERTS listings. Both
consequences of the Realcomp restrctions-the absence of a bias toward higher-priced homes

for ERTS listings and substitution ofERTS listings for non-ERTS listings by sellers oflower

priced homes-implies that the sale prices for homes using non-ERTS listings on Realcomp wil
be greater on average than the sale prices for ERTS listings on Realcomp.
82. hi sum, the data suggests tht Dr. Eisenstadt's regression is not captug the
effect of listig tye on sales price, but rather, the effect of sales price on the propensity to use a

non-ERTS listing, The result that, in the Realcomp MLS, non-ERTS listed homes tend to be
99 For instance, at the tyical 6 percent commission paid by the home seller, the commission on the sale of a
$150,000 house would be $9,000. The cost savings of
using a non-ERTS unbundled serces broker (for
expositional puroses, assue $499 for unbundled services from AmerSellReaIty) is $8501 (assumg that the

home buyer does not use a cooperating broker). However, if a house sells for $300,000, the commssions using a
traditional broker and an ERTS contract would be $18,000, and the savings of
using a flat-fee EA contract would be
$17,501.
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more expensive homes than ERTS listed homes, whereas in the An Arbor MLS they tend to be
simlar to the average ERTS listed home, supports the conclusion that the Realcomp restrctions

have anticompetitively restrcted the use ofnon-ERTS listigs. In parcular, the result suggests
that Realcomp's Website Policy and Search Function Policy have restrcted the use ofnon-ERTS

listing by sellers of lower-priced homes,

VI. Dr. Eisenstadt's New Theories of Procompetitive Justifications

A. Dr. Eisenstadt offers pro

competitive justifications for Realcomp's restrictions

that are completely different from the justifications offered by Realcomp.
83. Before addressing Dr. Eisenstadt's new theories of

pro

competitive justifications

for Realcomp's discriatory access restrctions, it is importt to note that the theories he
offers are entirely different than the justifications offered by Rea1comp. In parcular, Rea1comp
offered two justifications for its Website Policy. First, Realcomp argued that its Website Policy
was intended to prevent home buyers from using the services of cooperating brokers but then
independently identifying and purchasing a propert after a cooperatig broker had committed

time and effort in unsuccessful attempts to identify a house that the home buyer wanted to
pUrchase.. Second, Realcomp attempted to justify its Website Policy based on the arguent that

a home seller using a non-ERTS listing unjustly benefits from using the MLS if a cooperatig

broker is not the procurg cause of the sale.
84. Realcomp also offered two different justifications for its Search Function Policy.

First Realcomp attempted to justify its Search Function Policy based on a need to provide
advance notification to cooperating brokers that the listig broker was offerig limted services.

Second, Rea1comp attempted to justify its Search Function Policy based on the risk that home

Realcomp's
competitive justifications in my intial report. In his report, Dr. Eisenstadt does not dispute

buyers would free-ride on the efforts of cooperatig brokers. I refuted each of

pro

any of my conclusions.
85. Instead, Dr. Eisenstadt offers theories of procompetitive justifications that are

entiely different. In parcular, he claim that the Realcomp restrctions have thee

~. ...J
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competitive benefits. First, they prevent home buyers from being "arificially disadvantaged"

as a result of using a cooperating broker and preserve cooperatig agents' incentives to supply
services. Second, he theories that the Realcomp restrctions create an optimal pricing strctue

that "balance" the benefits that different brokers brig to the Realcomp MLS. Thid, he claims
that the restrctions prevent the "subsidization" by cooperating brokers of home sellers that use
non-ERTS listings.

B. Dr. Eisenstadt's claim that the Realcomp restrictions prevent home buyers from
being "artficially disadvantaged" as a result of using a cooperating broker and
preserve cooperating agents' incentives to supply services

1. Dr. Eisenstadt's opinions

86, Dr. Eisenstadt argues that home buyers who are assisted by cooperatig brokers

are disadvantaged when bidding for a non-ERTS listed propert vis-à-vis home buyers who are
unassisted by a cooperatig broker. According to Dr. Eisenstadt, the reason for ths alleged

bidding disadvantage is tht "a seller must pay a commssion when a buyer uses a cooperating
the alleged bidding disadvantage

agent.,,100 Dr. Eisenstadt argues that the direct consequences of

are that (a) home buyers who choose to use brokers are at a biddig disadvantage and therefore
hared and (b) cooperating brokers have a reduced incentive to supply their services in

transactions where the propert is listed using a non-ERTS 1istig.1ol He fuer argues that,
because "a (home) seller with an ERTS contract pays a sellig agent's commssion whether or

,'

not the buyer is represented by a sellig agent,,,102 the Realcomprestrctions elimate the
alleged biddig disadvantage faced by broker-assisted home buyers and restore the incentives of
cooperating brokers to render services for properties listed under non-ERTS contrcts.1Q3

100 Eisenstadt Report, pp. 32-33.
10! "In essence, the proposèd relief

would not only reduce selling agents' incentives to render their serces in

conjunction with purchasing EA or MLS-only properies, but also would han home buyers who prefer to use a
realtor when they purchase those properties." Eisenstadt Report, p. 34.
102 Eisenstadt Report, p. 33.

103 "Ths raises a selling agent's expected commssion from showing ERrS propertes relative to EA properies, and
increases the incentive of a selling agent to show and promote an ERTS proper. And, because they are not at a

biddig disadvantage vis-à-vis buyers who do not use selling agents, buyers have more incentive to use selling
agents' serces when they acquire ERTS properies than when thy acquie EA properes." Eisenstadt Report, pp.
33-34.
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2. Home buyers are not "artifcially disadvantaged" by using a cooperating broker,
but rather, bear.
the tre cost of
the brokerage services that they use.
87. In a competitive market for teal estate, broker-assisted home buyers who assign

the same value to a propert as unassisted home buyers are not at a biddig disadvantage. A
simple example ilustrates the point. Suppose that a broker-assisted home buyer and an
unassisted home buyer value a propert for sale equally and they both believe tht it is wort

$ 100,000. An unassisted home buyer would simply bid his or her highest valuation, which in

ths example is $100,000. A broker-assisted home buyer is also wiling to bid $100,000 for the
house, but if

the broker-assisted home buyer bids only that amount the home seller receives only

$97,000 because the commssion of the cooperating broker used by the broker-assisted home
make the bid
comparable to that of an unassisted home buyer, the broker-assisted home buyer must pay for the

buyer is subtrcted from the home seller's sale proceeds. Thus, in order to

brokerage services used by incorporatig the price of

a bid by a broker-assisted home buyer of

those services into their bid. For example,
roughly $103,000104 fully incoiporates the commssion
the

to the cooperating broker and ensures that the home seller receives $100,000 net of

cooperating broker's commssion. A rational home seller would be indifferent between a bid of

$100,000 by an unassisted home
buyer because both bids .result in the same net price to the home seller.
roughly $103,000 by a broker-assisted home buyer and a bid of

88. The broker-assisted home buyer is not disadvantaged because he or she must pay
the commssion of

the cooperatig broker that they hie. In any situation where a bidder hies

professional services, the bidder bears the cost of those services. However, in many situations,
such as when a bidder for commercial real estate hies lawyers or accountats to assist in the

purchase, the bidder pays for these servces separately. Thus, the bid itself is independent of the
cost of these services but the economic effect is the same in that the bidder bears the cost of
services used. The difference here is that under an ER TS contract, the home buyer does not have
the option of paying for the services of a cooperatig broker separately, The physical payment

of the cooperating broker's commssion is made by the home seller because it is subtracted from
the home seller's sales proceeds. However, regardless of

which par makes the physical

104 The bid that ensues the home seller a net price of $100,000 is equal to $103,093. If

the cooperating broker's
commssion is 3 percent of the sale price, then the Net Bid = Bid*(1 - 0.03) = Bid*(0.97). This implies that the

Ii;

gross bid must equal ($100,000/0.97) or $1O~,093.
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which par-the home buyer or home seller-wil ultiately

payment, the determation of

bear the economic cost depends on market conditions, In a situation involving multiple bidders,
some of

which are broker-assisted and some unassisted by brokers, broker-assisted bidders wil

have little bargaing power. As a result, it is unikely that the home buyer wil be able to get the

. .

home seller to bear all or par of the cooperating broker's commssions, In a highly contested
biddig environment, a broker-assisted home buyer wil

likely need to pay for brokerage services

that they hie, and the ERTS contrct necessitates that they do ths by incorporatig the cost of
the brokerage services that they use into their bid. However, they are not disadvantaged by ths

reality, any more than a bidder for commercial propert is disadvantaged because they bear the
cost of legal and accounting services that the bidder hies.
89. Dr. Eisenstadt assumes that a broker-assisted home seller could never bid an

amount that ensures the home seller a net price that is competitive with the net price a home

seller would receive from an unassisted home buyer. For example, in his footnote 55, he
provides an example of

two bidders who are "wiling to pay at most $100,000." (emphasis
the broker-assisted home buyer bids $100,000, the

added) He then goes on to explain that if

home seller wil choose the bid of the unassisted home buyer as long as it is greater than
example. But the example only works

$97,000, which is correct given how he constrcts the

because of the assumption that the broker-assisted home buyer is unable to increase his or her bid
to reflect the cost of the cooperatig broker's commssion. Otherwise, the bid of the broker-

assisted home buyer would increase to an amount whereby the home seller would be indifferent
between the bids of

105

the broker-assisted home buyer and the unassisted home buyer.

90. The foregoing examples demonstrate that there is no economic basis for the
conclusion that broker-assisted home buyers are at a bidding disadvantage. As long as broker-

assisted home buyers are able and willig to bid an amount that fully compensates the home
seller for the commssion of

the cooperating broker, they are not at a biddig disadvantage,

106

ios If
the broker-assisted home buyer is unwiling

brokerthe cooperating broker's commssion)
than the unassisted broker ($ i 00,000). In this case, it makes no economic sense to say that the broker-assisted home
buyer is disadvantaged. Given that the broker-assisted buyer has a lower valuation and is therefore wiling to bid
less, we would expect the unassisted broker to wi the bidding contest in a competitive market.
to bid more than $100,000, then this implies that the.

assisted home buyer places a lower value on the propert (only $97,000 net of

106 By bidding an amount that compensates the home seller for the commssion of

the cooperating broker, the home
buyer bears the ful cost of

'r'..,e (m~
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the brokerage serces that they employ. This result is likely to lead to a more

effcient
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The examples also demonstrate that the bidding disadvantage that Dr. Eisenstadt alludes to is not

the provisions ofnon-ERTS contracts. Instead, ifit exists at all, the bidding

a consequence of

disadvantage described by Dr. Eisenstadt is

the result of factors completely unelated to the

listig contract which constrain the ability of

broker-assisted home buyers to bid their highest

the cooperating broker's commssion, slich as a ficial market constraint. But

valuation net of

Dr. Eisenstadt offers no economic evidence that such a constraint exists, let alone that it affects
broker-assisted home buyers differently from unassisted home buyers.

107

3. Because broker-assisted home buyers are not at a bidding disadvantage, there is

no economic basis for the conclusions that broker-assisted home buyers are
harmed or that cooperating brokers have a reduced incentive to supply services
based on listing type
91. It follows directly from the foregoing discussion that home buyers who prefer and
choose to use brokerage services are not disadvantaged or hared by ths choice, as Dr.

the
brokerage services that they use. But requig home buyers to pay for the brokerage services
Eisenstadt concludes. It is tre that broker-assisted home buyers may bear the full cost of

that they use does not disadvantage or har them.
92. It also follows from the foregoing discussion that since broker-assisted home

buyers are not at a bidding disadvantage, there is no disincentive for cooperating brokers to
supply their services for properties using non-ERTS listings, as Dr. Eisenstadt has concluded.
Given that there is no bidding disadvantage,. the bids of broker-assisted home buyers are just as

allocation of
brokerage serices because home buyers explicitly take into account the cost of
the brokerage serces
that they use.
107 Nor is it likely that he could show that fmancial constraints exist and affect broker-assisted home buyers

differentially. The prevailing consensus has been that the lending standards in the home mortgage market have been
too lax. See, e.g., Simon, Ruth, "Mortgage Lenders Loosen Stadards," RealEstateJoural.com, July 27,2005: "But

lenders are makg it still easier for borrowers to qualify for a loan. They are lowerg the credit scores needed to
qualify for cert loans, increasing the debt loads borrowers can car and easing the way for borrowers to get loans

while providig little documentation. In some cases, lenders are easing standads not only for homeowners, but also
people buying residential real estate as an investment." See, also, "For mortgage market,
its prime time," (htt://money.cnn.com/2007/03/29/real_estate/dontjorgetyrie/index.htm).
for the growing number of
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likely to succeed as unassisted home buyers and thus a cooperatig broker is just as liely to ear
108

a commssion for non-ERTS listings as for ERTS listings.

4. Even if cooperating brokers had a disincentive to show non-ERTS listings, such a

cost would not lead to ineffciencies because home sellers would internalize such
costs in deciding whether to enter into ERTS or non-ERTS contracts.

the alleged bidding disadvantage is
that cooperatig brokers have less incentive to show non-ERTS listigs because the expected
93. Dr. Eisenstadt argues that a consequence of

commission is lower than the expected commssion for ERTS listings. According to Dr.
Eisenstadt, the alleged bidding disadvantage, which I have demonstrated does not exist,

decreases the probability that the bid of a broker-assisted home buyer wil be successful and thus

reduces the likelihood that a cooperatig broker wil receive a commssion which
correspondingly reduces the expected value of a brokerage commssion for non-ERTS listings
relative to ERTS listings.

94. But even momentarly acceptig Dr. Eisenstadt's conclusion that the expected
commssion for non-ERTS listings is lower for the purose of analysis, ths do~s not provide an
economic basis for Rea1comp's restrctions because the costs associated with the decision to
choose a non-ERTS listing instead of

the

an ERTS listing are fully reflected in the sales price of

house and the brokerage fees paid and thus are fuly borne by home sellers makg the decision
as to whether to enter into an ERrS or non-ERTS contrct.

their listig decision, each home
seller individually and independently has the proper incentives to choose or not choose non95. Given that home sellers bear the full cost of

ERTS listings. Moreover, there is no reason to assume that home sellers wil be unormed ex
ante about their listig decisions because in a competitive market for brokerage services listig

brokers have an incentive to supply inormation to home sellers about the relative benefits of

their services, including the relative benefits and costs of listing tyes, a fact verified every day
by the number of solicitations from brokers in our mailboxes. Thus, Realcomp's restrctions are

not required to achieve a socially optial outcome with regard to home sellers' decisions
108 Cooperatig brokers may independently prèfer not to dea with non-ERTS listings for reasons unrelated to the

alleged bidding disadvantage, an issue that I address in my initial report. For example, cooperating broker may
free-ridig by home buyers to be higher. See generally Section VII of
my initial report.
r ec..... ,,,..,
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regarding listig tye, even if it is "analytcally indetermate"I09 whether the increase in the

number of offers from unssisted buyers wil offset the reduction in the number of offers from
broker-assisted buyers.

5. Even if home buyers assisted by cooperating brokers were disadvantaged, and

they are not, forcing home buyers to pay for the servces of a cooperating broker

is not procompetitive.
96., In the above section, I demonstrated (a) that broker-assisted home buyers are not

at a biddig disadvantage in a competitive bidding market where their bids reflect the cost of the

cooperatig broker's commssion and (b) that even if broker-assisted home buyers were
disadvantaged, the disadvantage is unelated to non-ERTS contracts per se. Therefore, the
conclusion that Realcomp's access restrctions are needed to resolve these issues has no
economic basis. Nonetheless, it is useful to consider the economic logic supporting Dr.
Eisenstadt's contention that Rea1comp's restrctions are a procompetitive solution to ths

perceived economic problem.
97. Dr. Eisenstadt admts that Realcomp's policies make it more liely that home

not one is

buyers pay for the services of a cooperatig broker regardless of whether or
1 10 a point with which I agree.

1 1 1 In fact, he argues that it is pro

competitive to require
that home buyers pay for services of a cooperatig broker regardless of whether or not the home
employed,

buyer chooses to use such services. As discussed, his rationale is that forcing all home buyers to
pay for the services of a cooperating broker é1iminates the alleged bidding disadvantage.

1 12

109 According to Dr. Eisenstadt, in the absence of

Realcomp's restrctions, if a home seIler chooses a non-ERTS
listing, the home seIler can expect an increase in offers from unassisted home buyers but fewer offers from brokerassisted buyers because for cooperatig brokers the expected value of a commssion is lower. He goes on to say that
"the net price (i.e., the gross sale price less commssions) that the owners of
those properties receive is analytically
indeterate." Eisenstadt Report, pp. 31-32.
110 Eisenstadt Report, p.33. This is fuIly consistent with the anti

explaied in my origial report.

competitive effects ofRealcomp's restrctions

1 J i See generally my discussion of anticompetitive effects in Section VI of my initial report.
112 According to Dr. Eisenstadt, ERTS listings elimate the alleged biddig disadvantage because "a seIler with an

ERTS contract pays a seIler agent's commssion whether or not the buyer is represented by a seIlng agent."
Therefore, "buyers who use seIlng agents are not as disadvantaged when bidding for ERTS properes agaist

buyers without agents." Eisenstadt Report, p. 33.
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Here, I disagree. Even if a bidding disadvantage existed, and it does not, there is simply no

economic evidence to support the conclusion that the effect ofRealcomp's restrctions is
procompetitive.

98. Again, momentaly accepting for the sake of analysis Dr. Eisenstadt's bidding
disadvantage hypothesis, the supposed effect of the alleged bidding disadvantage is that home

sellers may get fewer offers from broker-assisted home buyers and more offers from unassisted

home buyers. But as discussed above, the economic consequences of these effects are fully

borne by the home seller. Moreover, even if cooperatig brokers have less incentive to supply

services in the case ofnon-ERTS listings, they are not hared from an antitrst perspective
because they have the ability to independently avoid non-ERTS listigs, if

they choose to do so,

Since Realcomp's restrctions do not solve economic problems that.canot be solved

individually, Rea1comp's restrctions are not effciency enhancing even if a bidding disadvantage
existed, and it does not.
99. But Dr. Eisenstadt's reasonig stands the competitive process on its head. He

argues for disadvantaging cert low cost bidders-namely, unassisted home buyers-in order
to ensure bidding party with higher cost bidders. As a general proposition this reasonig makes
no economic

exactly the pro

ths case. But ths is
competitive justification proffered by Dr. Eisenstadt in ths case. Using Dr.

sense, nor does it make economic sense in the context of

Eisenstadt's logic, any tying claim involving an intermediate good could be justified on
economic grounds because, by forcing all buyers to purchase the tied good, the tie ensures that
buyers have equal costs so that none faces a cost disadvantage vis-à-vis another who would
choose not to purchase the tied good if free to do so. Raising costs to elimte a cost advantage

is simply not procompetitive.
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c. Dr. Eisenstadt's claim that the Realcomp restrctons create an effcient pricing
structure
1. Dr. Eisenstadt's opinions

100. Dr. Eisenstadt asserts that ERTS listigs are more valuable to an MLS than are

non-ERTS listigs because cooperating brokers value ERTS listigs more.ll3 He offers two
contracts can impose higher transaction
costs (e.g., schedu1ingon-site visits and completing paper work at closings) on selling agents
reasons. "First, EA and other limted service listig

who must deal directly with owners rather than with listig agents.,,114 "Second, ...r would
expect potential buyers who view a propert on a public website to be less likely to use a selling
agent when that propert is offered under an EA contract.,,115 As a result, according to his

arguent, an independent MLS would charge a higher listig fee for non- ER TS listings than

ERTS listings, which he implies is sufficient economic evidence that such diferential pricing is

effcient.116 He then posits a certin equivalence between charging a higher price to non-ERTS

listings and imposing access restrctions such as those at issue in ths case.ll?

2. Dr. Eisenstadt's theories regarding effcient pricing is predicated on the false
assumption that home buyers who are assisted by a cooperating broker are
disadvantaged when biddingfor properties
101. The basis for Dr. Eisenstadt's entie discussion of effcient pricing is that "limted

service brokers" allegedly create less positive "indirect network effects" on the MLS platform.
home buyers who are assisted by
cooperating brokers being competitively disadvantaged when bidding for propertes because they
The alleged negative indirect network effects are the result of

are unable to bid higher than home buyers who are unassisted by cooperatig brokers by an
11 According to Dr. Eisenstadt, "selling agents would be expected to place less value on the number of

brokers with
non-traditional business models who belong to an MLS platform than on the number of

tradtional, ful-serice

brokers..." Eisenstadt Report, pp. 37-38.
114 Eisenstadt Report, p. 38.
115 Eisenstadt Report, p. 38.

116 "Therefore, all else equal, I would expect an independent platform (i.e. MLS neither owned nor operated by real

estate brokers) ... to charge a higher price for listing EA versus ERTS contracts because properies marketed using
the latter tye of contract wil attact more selling agents." Eisenstadt Report, p. 38.

117 "Rather than charging different prices, an independent platform might offer fewer serices to listing brokers with

EA or other limited service contracts." Eisenstadt Report, p. 38.
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amount that compensates the home seller for the cooperatig broker's commssion. Because the
conclusion that broker-assisted home buyers are disadvantaged is false, there is no basis for the

indirect network effects that give rise to Dr. Eisenstadt's effcient pricing analysis. In the
absence of the claimed indiect network effects, there is no economic justification for charging

"limted service brokers" a higher fee for listing services and thus no economic justification for

achieving the alleged efficient pricing strctue using Realcomp' s access restrctions, even if
access restrctions were an efficient means of accomplishig a price increase.

3. Dr. Eisenstadt's effcient pricingjustijcationimplies unrealistic assumptions

about demand conditons
102. Beyond its dependence upon the false assumption of a bidding disadvantage, Dr.
Eisenstadt's effcient pricing justification suffers from another flaw. The essence of his analysis
is tht brokers using non-ERTS contracts should bear a larger share of

the fied costs because

they generate fewer positive network effects and possibly negative network effects relative to

ful service brokers. This implies that brokers using non-ERTS contracts should pay a higher
membership fee. The MLS would "balance" by using the additional revenues obtained from
these brokers to lower the membership fees paid by traditional brokers using ERTS contracts. i i 8

The reduction in the membership fee paid by brokers using ERTS contrcts would increase the

demand for MLS listing services by these brokers and increase the positive network effects and
the value of

the MLS.

103. But ths implies that the demand for MLS listig services by traditiona1listing

demand is elastic at
lower membership fees. But the membership fees are a very small par of offerig brokerage
brokers is responsive to a reduction in the membership fee-that is, the

services, Therefore, it is highly unikely that lower membership fees to trditional

listig brokers

would substatially increase the demand for MLS listig services. There is little reason to
believe that their demand for MLS listing services is highly elastic at lower membership fees, as
lIS Dr. Eisenstadt's theories regarding optimal MLS membership fees misapplies the economic concept of

"balancing" as it applies to a "two-sided" market. The economic ten "balancing" refers to chargig different
relative prices on opposite sides of a two-sided market takg into account the relative contrbutions of paricipants
on either side to the network effects of the platform. Dr. Eisenstadt applies theories intended to explai why it is
effcient to charge different relative pricing on opposite sides of a two-sided market (i.e. "balancing") to justify
charging different relative prices on the same side of a two-sided market. Yet he never explains why ths extension

is appropriate. Eisenstadt, pp. 36-37.
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it must be in order for Dr. Eisentadt's so-called efficient pricing analysis to make economic
sense.
104. The reason why lowerig membership fees to traditional

listig brokers is

unikely to have any signficant effect on their demand for MLS listig services is that lower
membership fees do not allow listig brokers to lower their commssions to home sellers
signficantly, The demand from home sellers for brokerage services is unely to be responsive

to a reduction in commssions resulting from lower membership fees because listing broker
membership fees are Ii trvial porton of home seller's commssion costS.119 Thus, it is highly

listig brokers wi11ead to more home
sellers selecting ERTS listings for their propertes in the Rea1comp MLS.

unikely that lowerig membership fees t'Û traditional

there existed an economic basis for the claim that limted

105. Consequently, even if

service brokers generate fewer positive or even negative network effects, there is no economic
basis for the arguent that reducing membership fees would signficantly affect the demand for

MLS listig services by brokers or by home sellers. In fact, the economic evidence shows that
most brokers are MLS members at prevailing rates.
4. The Realcomp discriminatory access restrictions are not equivalent to charging a

higher price to non-ERTS listings because such restrctions do not lower the costs
of operating the Realcomp MLS.
106. The basic point of

the economic literatue on "balancing" cited by Dr. Eisenstadt

is that given some optimal unform price, a network has an incentive to alter the prices paid by

network paricipants such that the relative prices paid by each reflect their relative costs and

contrbutions to the network. Thus, the notion of "balancing" implies raising the price for certin
network parcipants in order to offer correspondingly lower prices to more-valued network

parcipants. In other words, the notion of "balancing" involves disfavorig certin network
paricipants in order to favor more-valued parcipants.

119 For instance, ¡fa listing broker has 10 listings per quarer, Realcomp's membership fee of$99 per quarer

amounts to $9.90 per listig. The home sellers' commssion for a $200,000 house, at 6% commssion, is $12,000.
Thus, the membership fee is .08% of

Idee: (;

the cost.
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107. Dr. Eisenstadt asserts an economic equivalence between the imposition of

Realcomp's access restrctions and raising the membership price to limited service brokers. He
states that "rather tha charging different prices, an independent platform might offer fewer

services to listig brokers with EA or other limted service contracts.,,120 Under certin
conditions, if the reduction in services lowered the incremental costs of operating or settg up

quaity-adjusted price and
provide cost savings tht could be passed on traditional brokers in the form of lower fees. Such a
the :MS, then the service reduction would effectively increase the

rebalancing of cost allocation might be consistent with "balancing" in economics,
108. The problem is that the access restrctions do

not result in cost savings tht can be

passed on to traditional brokers. On the contr, Realcomp incured additional costs to
implement the restrctions to the extent that it had to upgrade or change softare to achieve the

restrctions and then incur the cost of notifying joint ventue members. Thus, Dr. Eisenstadt's
attempt to justify the access restrction based on the economics of "balancing" is flawed.

109. Even if one accepted the conclusion that differential pricing is justified on
economic grounds, Dr. Eisenstadt provides no economic rationale for why Realcomp's
discriatory access restrctions are the economic equivalent of increasing the membership fees

to limted service brokers relative to traditional brokers.

5. Even if it were optimal to charge members with many listings a higher
membership fee, such pricing structure could be achieved by Realcomp
implementing a per-listing fee.
110. Dr. Eisenstadt's arguents regardig effcient pricing and subsidiation beg the
question - why not charge for listig services on a per listig basis rather

than a per member

basis? Realcomp has the ability to do so. And, according to Dr. Eisenstadt, it has the incentive
to do so. Dr. Eisenstaqt bases par of

his analysis on "average or incremental cost per listing,,,121

(original emphasis) And, his entie discussion of "effcient pricing" is based on identifyg the
socially optial pricing strctue. In fact, Dr, Eisenstadt argues that Realcomp' s access

restrctions can be viewed as a means of accomplishig differences in relative prices. But what
120 Eisenstadt Report, p. 38.

121 Eisenstadt Report, p. 39.
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is hidden behid all the extensive theoretical discourse is the simple reality that if, in fact,
Realcomp's goal for imposing its access restrctions was to achieve an optial strctue of

prices, then the simplest (and liely socially optial) means of accomplishig the goal would be
to actully change the pricing strctue.

D. Dr. Eisenstadt's claim that cooperating brokers subsidize home sellers that use
non-ERTS listing contracts
1. Dr. Eisenstadt's opinions

111. Another procompetitive rationale offered by Dr. Eisenstadt is based on the clai
that cooperating brokers effectively "subsidize" home sellers that use non-ERTS contrcts.

According to Dr. Eisenstadt, the effective subsidy occurs because cooperating brokers pay the

"same quaerly MLS membership fee per offce and per agent" but are disadvantaged in
procurg buyers for non-ERTS listed homes.122 The basis for ths theory is that buyers who are
assisted by cooperatig brokers are disadvantaged in biddig for a non-ERTS listed properties

vis-à-vis home buyers who are unassisted by a cooperatig broker. Therefore, cooperating
brokers as a group are contrbuting to the costs of the MLS that enables the transaction without

an opportty to profit from the transaction, and therefore they are subsidizing home sellers
using non-ERTS contracts.

2. Dr. Eisenstadt's description of cooperating brokers "subsidizing" home sellers

makes no economic sense because such so-called "subsidies" would occur any
time a cooperating broker is not used by a home buyer, regardless of the listing
type

sellers that use
non-ERTS contracts is predicated on his claim tht home buyers employing a cooperatig broker
112. Dr. Eisenstadt's theory of cooperating brokers "subsidizing" home

are disadvantaged in bidding for non-ERTS listed properties relative to buyers that do not use a

broker, In the above section, I demonstrated that broker-assisted home buyers are not at a
122 Eisenstadt Report, p. 34: "The relief

the FTC seeks would force sellng agents to subsidize the marketing
expense which sellers who use limited service contracts would otherise incur to procure buyers themselves.
Listing and sellng brokers each pay Realcomp the same quarerly MLS membership fee per offce and per agent.
Given this fee stctue, under the proposed relief sellng agents would pay par of the cost of distrbuting

information to buyers who do not intend to use their services."

I.ec:'(;
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bidding disadvantage. Therefore, cooperatig brokers are not arificially foreclosed from

procurg buyers who bid on non-ERTS listed propertes.
113. Another problem with Dr. Eisenstadt's subsidy arguent is that it applies to other

circumstances where a cooperatig broker is not used by a home buyer. In fact, his theory
implies that every time that a cooperating b.roker is not compensated in connection with the sale

of a home listed in the MLS, cooperatig brokers are "subsidizing" home sellers and listig
brokers who use the MLS system. In all such cases, cooperating brokers are not compensated

even though they are contrbuting membership fees to the Realcomp MLS. Dr, Eisenstadt's

theory of cooperatig brokers "subsidizing" home sellers also is not limited to non-ERTS
contracts. Under an ERTS listing, if the home buyer does not use a broker, then the listing

broker becomes the procurg broker and keeps the offer of compensation. Butcooperatig
brokers are stil not compensated, The only difference is that on a transaction involving an

ERTS listig, the listing broker keeps the offer of compensation.

114, But Realcomp does not have rules aimed at restrcting such so-called "subsidies"
under these general circumstaces. For instace, it does not requie that a cooperating broker be

used on every transaction related to a propert listed in the Realcomp MLS. Moreover, member
brokers, and the Rea1comp MLS itself, frequently engage in permtted practices, such as sending

ERTS listigs to websites, designed to provide potential home buyers with listig inormation.
These practices aid home buyers in searchig and purchasing propertes without the use of a
the
Realcomp MLS allows and facilitates, increase the extent of such so-called "subsidization."
cooperatig broker. Thus, accepting Dr. Eisenstadt's theory, these practices, which

E. Dr. Eisenstadt's procompetitive justifcations necessarily imply that the
Realcomp access restrictions discourage or otherwse impede the use of nonERTS listings
115, An irefutable implication of

Dr. Eisenstadt's opinon that Realcomp's access

restrctions could have the "procompetitive effect" tht he alleges is that the restrctions

discourge or impede the use ofnon-ERTS listigs. Dr, Eisenstadt argues for ERTS listings as a
solution to his alleged biddig disadvantage because they requie home buyers to pay for the
services of cooperating brokers whether or not they use them. Realcomp's restrctions do not
r e C..., /...,
l....~ ,,,.' ~.J
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those listings
to home sellers who might deniand them. Thus, Realcomp's restrctions can only achieve the
directly affect the demand for ERTS listings by, for example, reducing the price of

result of encouraging the use ofERTS listings by discouraging the use ofnon-ERTS listings. If
Realcomp's restrctions are to have any effect at all,

pro

includig Dr. Eisenstadt's alleged

competitive effects, they do so by discouraging or imeding the use ofnon-ERTS listigs and

the nontraditional brokerage services associated with them. Ths conclusion - that Realcomp's

access restrctions discourage or impede the use ofnon-ERTS listings-is also a key conclusion
report (See Section V),

in my intial

116. Analysis presented by Dr. Eisenstadt and my own analysis is consistent with the
conclusion that Rea1comp's restrctions have discouraged or impeded the use ofnon-ERTS

listigs. For example, Dr. Eisenstadt fids that the percentage of non-ERTS listings on the An
Arbor MLS is six times higher the percentage ofnon-ERTS listings on the Realcomp MLS
before he makes adjustments. After he makes adjustments, the percentage is still two times
non-

higher. Using a larger sample of 10 different MLSs, I also found that the percentage of

the tye used by

ERTS listigs was substantially greater where there were no restrctions of

Realcomp. Also consistent with the conclusion that Realcomp's access restrctions have deterred

the use ofnon-ERTS listings, Dr. Eisenstadt also fids that the ratio ofERTS contracts to nonERTS contracts is four ties higher for a sample of

non-traditional brokers on the Realcomp

MLS than on the An Arbor MLS. And, he states that there is evidence that brokers who list
propertes in the Realcomp service area have substituted flat-fee ERTS contracts for flat-fee nonERTS contracts. All of

which is consistent with and supports the conclusion that Rea1comp's

access restrctions discourage or impede the use ofnon-ERTS contrcts and the nontraditional
brokerage services associated with them on the Realcomp MLS.123

117. The key difference between the opinons of Dr. Eisenstadt and myself is not the
effect of

Realcomp's restrctions. The analysis and evidence in both reports indicate that

Realcomp's restrctions deter the use of non- ER TS listings by home sellers and listig agents

who want to use them. Nor do we disagree that by deterrg the use ofnon-ERTS listings,
Realcomp's restrctions aid in forcing home buyers to pay for brokerage services that they do not
123 As I explain in my initial report, Realcomp's minimum serice requirement ensues a close correspondence
between the percentage ofnon-ERTS listigs and the percentage of

Te¥~('
A....- t..J

nontradtional brokerage contracts.
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Wänt or do not use. Dr. Eisenstadt himself explains that "a seller with an ERTS contractpáys a

sellng agent's commission whether or not the buyer is represented by a sellng agent.,,124

118. The key difference is: I have argued and demonstrated that it is harmful to
competition and to consumers of

brokerage services to exclude nontraditional brokers because

nontrditional brokers change the dynamics of competition and that it is harmful to consumers of
brokerage services to force them to pay for brokerage services that they do not want or use. Dr.

Eisenstadt believes that these actions are procompetitive. In fact, Dr. Eisenstadt's analysis
implies that such exclusion is necessary.

')~jjfiii~
Darrell L. Wiliams

5 -) -D7
Date

124 Eisenstadt Report, p. 33.
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1 Farmington Hills, Michigan
2 Thursday, February 22, 2007

3 9:45 a.m.
4

DOUGLAS WHITEHOUSE,

5
6

was thereupon called as a witness herein, and after

7

having first been duly sworn to testify to the truth,

B

the whole truth and nothing but the truth, was

9 examined and testified as follows:

10 EXAINATION
11 BY MR_ GATES:

. '.", ~~.~/

12

Q.

Good morning, Mr. Whitehouse.

13

A.

Good morning,

14

Q-

I'm Sean Gates and I'm with the Federal Trade

15

Commission and I' 11 be asking you a few questions here

16

this morning. Can we just start out and can you tell

17

me what positions you have' had with Realcomp, if any.

18

A.

I've served on their board of directors and in fact I

19

chaired their board of directors. That's really been

20

about it.

21

Q.

When was that?

22

A.

Back in the mid-' 80s. I don't have a date for you

specifically.

23

24

Q.

And which boards are you a member of?

25

A.

Presently? I'm a member of Metropolitan Consolidated

:.:~lJ
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Association of Realtors.

1
2

Q.

And that's MCA?

3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

What positions do you have at MCA?

5

A.

None. I i m sorry, I serve as the director of the
National Association of Realtors on their behalf.

6
7

Q.

Is that like a liaison between MCA and NAR?

8

A.

Because of MCAR's membership count they are entitled

9

to appoint directors to the National Association of

10
11

Real tors and I fill one of those positions.

Q.

12
.i

director for the NAR, is that the board of

directors for NA?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

And how many members of the board of directors are

15

there for NAR?

16

A.

Oh boy i several hundred. Good sized group.

17

Q.

So every I guess local board is able to appoint

18

A.

Depends on the size of the board and states have

19

directors, institutes, societies and councils have

20

directors.

21

Q.

22

'-~)

As a

And going back to say 2000, have you had any other

positions at MCA?

23

A.

At MCA? No.

24

Q.

Have you been involved

25

A.

Excuse me, I've served on commttees.

'1
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1

Q.

Okay. Which commttees have you served on at MCA?

2

A.

Professional standards, arbitration.

3

Q.

So the professional standards and arbitration

.~.~-.~~:'

committees, when did you serve on those committees?

4

..~ - . ...(/

5

A.

I presently serve on them.

6

Q.

And when did you start?

7

A.

Dh geez, I've served on committees off and on there

B

for many, many years, since the board - - since MCA

9

became a board.

10

Q.

Since 2000 have you been on -

11

A.

Professional standards and arbitration.

12

Q.

And as a member of the committee for the professional

13

standards for the arbitration panels, have you dealt

14

wi th procuring cause disputes?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

In those procuring cause disputes, do you know what

17

the underlying agreement is between the listing agent

18

and the seller?

19

A.

You mean what type of listing they take them?

20

Q.

Yes.

21

A.

Generally that's not -- in the cases I've served on,

22

that hasn't been an issue, but I would say that maybe

23

on one or two of them I knew what it was.

24

25

Q.

Generally it's not an issue in a procuring cause

dispute?

:..!

.,-~y
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1

A.

entitled to the selling commission.

2
3

No. It's an issue betwen two brokers, who is

Q.

As part of the procuring cause arbitration process

4

then, you don' t go and find out what the agreement is

5

between the seller and the listing agent?

6

A.

Not necessarily, not unless it's a question of

7

somebody stepping on somebody else's listing or

8

something like that.

9

Q.

Have you dealt with procuring cause disputes where the

10

buyer has represented to the seller that they were

11

unrepresented?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

Procuring cause disputes that you've beeninvol ved in

,

..

':'''~~;1

14

are between two brokers who claim to be entitled to

15

the offer of compensation?

16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

Are you a member - - have you been a member since 2000

ia
19

of any other board?

A.

I've served as a director of the Michigan Association

20

of Realtors and president of the Michigan Association

21

of Realtors, and all of the executive chairs in

22

between.

23

Q.

Can you tell me what is the relationship between a

24

board such as MCAR and the Michigan Association of

25

Realtors, which I' 11 refer to as MA?

\~.

'.',.. _.. ~)
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lA.

Okay. The relationship of the board. One is a state

2

association of Real tors and the other is a local, and

3

they cooperate, they wo:rk together. I don't know

4

what -- I don't really understand the question.

5

Q.

control over MCAR?

6
7

A.

No.

8

Q.

When were you the director of MA?

9

A.

I am currently a director of the Michigan Association

10

of Realtors. I've been a director of the Michigan

11

Association of Realtors for at least a half a dozen

12

years with the exclusion of last year, the year 2006.

13

Q.

And 2005 you were president of MA?

14

A.

Correct.

15

Q.

And at the same time you were a member of the board of

directors?

16

17

A.

Correc t .

18

Q.

You said also that there was some executive positions

19
20

that you were involved in at MA, what were those?

A.

That would have been the president, president elect,

treasurer and the director.

21

..

Well, does MA, for example, have any authority or

22

Q.

What' s the goal or purpose of MA?

23

A.

To further the interests of homeowners and membership.

24

Q.

And the membership is who for MA?

25

A.

Realtors.

"

..i~~'
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1

Q.

And Real tors in the state of MiChigan?

2

A.

Correct.

3

Q.

And how many Real tors are there in the state of

Michigan presently?

4
5

A.

somewhere in the vicinity between 30 and 34,000.

6
7

Q.

And you own a real estate brokerage?

8

A.

Yes t I do. I'm a partner in a real estate brokerage.

9

Q.

You're a partner, and which brokerage is that?

10

A.

H-A-N-N-E-T, Wilson & Whitehouse, L.L.C. Realtors.

11

Q.

Who are the other partners of that brokerage?

12

A.

Kathy Wilson, John and Gail Hannet, and as of a few

13
,

":-,-' ,=--i
'-.._"

How many Real tors? I would say there are probably

14

days ago, Jerry Burke.

Q.

Who is the broker of record for that brokerage?

15 A. I am.

16 Q.And when did you get your broker's license?
17 A. Probably 19ai.
18 Q. And how long have you been a partner at Hannet, Wilson

& Whitehouse?

19

20

A.

1993 .

21

Q.

Prior to that what was your involvement in the real

22
23

estate industry?

A.

24
25

I was for eight, nine years the chief executive
officer

Q.

of chamberlain Realtors.

What was Chamberlain Realtors?

..~J
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1

A.

It was a regional real estate company in the southeast

Michigan area.

2
3

Q.

Does Chamberlain Realtors still exist?

4

A.

Actually, they've been sold and it was originally

5

Chamberlain and then it was Chamberlain, Prudential

6

Prudential, Chamberlain, Steel and now it is

7

Prudential Cranbrook Realtors.

8

Q.

And Hannet, Wilson & Whitehouse, how many agents do
you have?

9

10

A.

Probably about 45.

11

Q.

And how many offices?

12

A.

One.

13

Q.

And where' s the office?

14

A.

In Birmingham, Michigan..

15

Q.

What MLSs is Hannet, Wilson & Whitehouse a member of?

16

A.

Real camp and MI Real Source.

17

Q.

What's the geographic region in which Hanet, Wilson &

.(

18

whitehouse does its business, how would you describe

19

that?

20

A.

The best way to describe it is southeast Michigan.

21

Q.

What counties do you cover?

22

A.

Primarily I would say the majority of our business is

23

in Oakland, Macomb and Wayne. We go into other areas,

24

I mean, but not hugely significant.

25

Q.

When did you join MI Real Source?

.~~'
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i

1

A.

Ohi I would guess three, four years.

2

Q.

When did you join Realcomp?

3

A.

Me personally?

4

Q.

Your brokerage.

5

A,

It was a member of Realcomp when the company was

formed in ' 93, when the partnership was formed in ' 93 .

6
7

Q.

When you said three, four years ago you joined MI Real
Source, was that you personally or was it the company?

B

9

A.

The company.

10

Q.

The office_

11

A.

Yeah.

12

Q.

Why did you join MI Real Source?

13

A.

More information.

14

Q.

What do you mean

15

A.

Be able to get more information, be able to get in

16

by more information?

touch with more Realtors.

17

Q.

You list homes both. on -- on both MLSs?

18

A.

Urn-hum. Every one of our listings show up on both

MLSs.

19

20

Q.

21

And when you say you get more information, is that -
what do you use the information for?

22

A.

selling homes.

23

Q.

How is the information that you get from MI Real

24

25

Source useful to you in selling homes?

A.

Knowing that the home's available and being able to

_. .1,
'.";-::¿.l
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i
2

see what the information is on the home.

Q.

3

put it on to MI Real Source more agents will be

4

will know that the home is available for sale?

5

A.

Are you talking about for me selling?

6

Q.

I'm trying to understand what you meant by more
information is helpful to you in selling homes.

7
8

A.

10

11

If I'm trying to sell a home, I'm putting it an both

boards of Realtors to expose it to as many Realtors as

9

_ .j

You said know the home is available, you mean when you

Q.

possible.
Okay. I f you're trying to - - you're representing a

12

buyer then, do you search both on MI Real Source and

13

on Real comp?

14

A.

Majority of times, no.

15

Q.

Why not?

16

A.

Time, too much time.

17

Q.

To search on both?

18

A.

Yeah.

19

Q.

It would be too much time? So what do you search on

20

then?

21 A.

I generally use Realcomp,

22 . Q_

And is there a particular reason why you use Realcomp

23

instead of MI Real Source to search on?

24

A.

Easier i used to it.

25

Q.

Are there more listings on Realcomp than MI Real

..~.~j'
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Source?

1

2

A.

on both boards.

3
4

I find pretty much the majority of the properties are

Q.

And when you represent buyers, is it also in Oakland,

Macomb and Wayne Counties the majority of time?

5
6

A.

Majority of time, yes.

7

Q.

When you say on the selling side, when you're

8

representing sellers, what percentage of your listings

9

fall into those three counties?

10

A.

i would say probably 95, 98 percent. Majority of

11

them. That's a guess without going back and

12

recapping.

13

Q.

14

Would you characterize your brokerage as a full
service brokerage?

15

A.

i would.

16

Q.

And what do. you mean by full service so we're all on

17
18

the same page?

A.

Simply that we provide all services necessary to list

19

and sell a property from marketing through closing and

20

follow-up.

21

Q.

22

When you represent sellers of homes and list their
homes, what type of contract do you use?

23

A.

Exclusive right-to-sell.

24

Q.

In your

25

when you're listing homes or when you're

seeking to obtain clients who want to sell homes, who

:.~~~)
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1

are your compet i tors?

2

A.

Who is competing against me for the buyer client?

3

Q.

For the selling client.

4

A.

Oh, for the seller?

5

Q.

Yeah. Somebody wants to sell a home, they're looking

6

at agents and they give you a call, with whom are you

7

competing for that listing?

8

A.

Pret ty much any and every broker out there. Just
depends on, you know, who that buyer is looking to

9

10

talk with:

11

Q.

Who the seller is looking to talk with?

12

A.

Pardon?

13

Q.

I think you said buyer.

14

A.

I'm sorry, seller.

15

MR. GATES: And why don' t we go into the

16 restricted confidential.
1 7 MAKED BY THE REPORTER:
1B DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER ex 301

19 9:59 a.m.

20 THE FOLLOWING EXHIBIT ex 301 AN TESTIMONY CONCERNING SAM

21 IS RESTRICTED AN CONFIDENTIAL.

22 BY MR. GATES:
23

Q.

Mr. Whitehouse, can you tell me what CX 301 is?

24

A.

It's a policy and procedures manual for Hannet, Wilson

25

& Whi tehoiiae Real tors.

"~"'
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1

Q.

And as I understand it, these are excerpts from that
policies and procedures manual, correct?

2

3 A. Correct.
4 Q.. And this is -~ this governs your agents at Hanet,
Wilson & Whitehouse?

5
6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

So if we look at page, well, the page that has a Bate

8

stamp DW 00098 and the top of the page it says

9

schedule-company.

10

A.

Urn-hum.

11

Q.

So if I understand this correctly, it says that the

12

commission that Hannet, Wilson & Whitehouse will

13

accept on residential and commercial sales is 6

14

percent?

15

A.

That i s the commission they will ask for, yes.

16

Q.

And a company salesperson can have an exception if

17

they're working with a builder?

is

A.

Um-hum. Yes, that's correct.

19

Q.

If a company salesperson is working with a residential

20

homeowner i can they deviate from the 6 percent?

21' A.

With permission, yes.

22 Q.

From

23 A.

From the management of the company.

24 Q.

And who is the management of the company?

25 A.

Anyone of the partners_

whom?

..... i
~:.3;ži-~~.i
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1

Q.

2

A.

So anyone of the partners that we listed before?
I'm sorry. Anyone of the partners or the office
manager.

3
4

Q.

And who is the office manager?

5

A.

It was Carol Frick and is now Jerry Burke.

6

Q.

Then under schedule-other brokers it says, multiple

7

listing residential sales will be divided with the

8

cooperating brokers on a minimum of 3 percent to

9

outside brokers unless otherwise changed by a

management?

10
11

A.

Correct.

12

Q.

Does that mean that the offer of compensation that

13

Hannet / Wilson & Whitehouse will make on the Realcomp

14

and the MI Real Source MLSs is a minimum of 3 percent

15

unless approval is given by maagement?

16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

So for example if a company salesperson is

is

representing a home seller and gets permission from

19

the, one of the partners to have as. 5 percent

20

commission, they also need to get permission from

21

company management to offer less than the 3 percent to

22

cooperating brokers?

23

A.

If we / re going to do that, correct.

24

Q.

Do you have a standard commission schedule for

25

builders?

.~;ißi
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1

A.

No.

2

Q.

That's a case-by-case basis?

3

A.

Absolutely.

4

Q.

If you'd turn over to the last page of the

5

DW 00100, and it lists out the responsibilities of

6

listing salespersons, do you see that?

7

A.

Yes.

B

Q.

And C says, to see that listings are properly set up
for tour caravan, what's a tour caravan?

9

10

.. /

document,

A.

That is where we are

where our office will actually

11

tour the new listing so that our salespeople are

12

familiar with the property.

13

Q.

So all 45 salespeople would tour a property?

14

A.

On Wednesdays after our office meeting we go out and

'":'..~..r

15

tour our new inventory.

16

Q.

So every Wednesday you go tour your new inventory?

17

A.

Correct.

18

Q.

How many listings do you currently have?

19

A.

Well, we don't tour every listing, we tour the new

ones.

20

21

Q.

22

I understand that, but how many listings do you
currèntly have?

23

A.

Dh boy, several hundred.

24

Q.

How many listings do you have in a typ~cal year?

25

A.

I don't know.

-:~,
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1

Q. Do you know how may listings you had in 2006?

2

A _ i do not.

3

Q. When you say several hundred, what, more than 200?

4

A." Probably somewhere around 200 at a time.

5

Q. Put that document aside.
MR. GATES: We can go out of restricted

6

7
B

THIS MAS THE EN OF THE RESTRICTED AN CONFIDENTIAL

9

DESIGNATION FOR EXHIBIT 301 AN TESTIMONY CONCERNING SAM_

10

BY MR. GATES:

11

Q. Mr. Whitehouse, referrals from former clients are an

12

important part of your business?

13

A _ Absol utely .

14

Q. And between 60 and 70 percent of your business is

is

referrals from former clients?

16

A. I would say it's probably, yeah, 50 percent plus.

17

Q. Let me give to you what's been marked as ex -- we'll

18

~;r'

confidential.

mark as ex 302.

19

MARKED BY THE REPORTER:

20

DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUBER CX 302

21

10:06 a.m.

22

BY MR. GATES:

23

Q. ex 302 is a screen shot from the real viewnl . com which

24

at the top you sees it's Real Estate News Real View,

25

are you familiar with that publication?

i
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1

A.

Yes, I am.

2

Q.

And if you look down on the front page there's

3

about halfway down there's something that says lateral

4

relational capi tal, do you see that?

5

A.

Okay.

6

Q.

And about the middle of that paragraph it says Doug

7

Whitehouse of Hannet, Wilson & Whitehouse, L.L.C.

8

Realtors says 60 to 70 percent of his business is

9

referrals from past clients, is that accurate?

10

A.

11
12

but yeah.

Q.

,

And then where did this publication get this

informa t ion?

13
--".-"

I would say that it's probably closer to so percent,

14

A.

Probably in an interview with me.

15

Q.

And this was in 2005, December 2005?

16

A.

I don't know when the interview was.

17

Q.

It was published in December 2005_

18

A.

Yes, it was.

19

Q.

So given that at least more than 50 percent of your

20

business comes from referrals from past clients, is it

21

the case that your reputation as a real estate broker

22

is important to you?

23

A.

Absolutely.

24

Q.

And is it the case that making sure that your clients

25

are satisfied with your services is important to you?

":~

~.. ~.
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Absolutely.
Sometimes clients aren't satisfied with - - they blame

you for things that weren' t your fault, has that

happened before?
Absolutely.
And regardless of the fact that it wasn' t your fault,

that still is not good for your business, is that

right?
That's correct.
Mr. Whitehouse, you said earlier that you were
competing for listings with just about every real
estate broker out there, that would include discount

brokers, right?
I would assume so. I don' t always know who I'm

competing with. In fact, most cases don't know who
I'm competing' with.

But you would include discount brokers within the
competition that's out there?

Absolutely,
And in fact isn' t it the case that full service

brokers have been

expressed concern about

competition from discount brokers?

No more than competition from any other broker.

But they have expressed concerns about competition
from discount brokers, correct?
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1

A.

I would not say separately, no.

2

Q.

Not separately?

3

A.

No.

4

Q.

You don't know of any publication -

5

A.

I've read articles that say that the discount brokers

6

are a concern to Realtors t and that they're a bigger

7

concern, and I think that's been blown out of

8

proportion.

9

Q.

10

11

When we're talking about discount brokers, that
includes what's been known as flat fee brokers, right?

A.

i would say you would probably classify them as
under the same terminology.

12
13

Q.

Discount brokers?

14

A.

Yeah.

15

Q.

And just so we're clear on the record, when we talk

16

17

about discount brokers, how would you define that?

A.

I would define, you know, probably both

of those as

18

limited service brokers, brokers who are offering

19

something other than a full service. They're

20

unbundling the service and offering individual

21

services.

22

Q.

And you said you have read articles about concerns

23

expressed by full service brokers about competi tion

24

from limi ted service brokers, right?

25

A.

I've read articles expressing that. Who they've been

--"qr,.J
.... ",
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1

by I don' t

MR. GATES: Let me mark this as ex '303.

2

3 MAD BY THE REPORTER:
4 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUBER ex 303.

5 10:10 a.m.
6 BY MR. GATES:
7

.pi

Q.

8

Marketing Agents Sound Off About How to Combat

9

Discounters, II do you see that?

10

A.

Yes, I do.

11

Q.

And this is something that you produced to us, right?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

And so you see down at the bottom of the document it

14

looks like it came from your computer because there's

15

your name is there, is that right?

16

A.

17
18

Yes. Well, .wait a minute. Down at the bottom, yes.
Yes, that is correct.

Q.

And so in response to our subpoena you produced a

19

number of E-mails and articles, did you archive those?

20

Have you saved these articles?

21

A.

Yeah.

MR. MAEL: Sean, just so you're clear,

22

23

looking at that line, I think that came from us

24

because we marked it. I don' t think -

25

'-~.

Mr. Whitehouse, ex 303 is an article entitled, "Online

A.

I was going to say, I don't recognize -

'i
.1
.'
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MR. LASHER: Tha t loeks like us.

2

MR. MAEL: I think it's from us.

3

A.

That doesn' t look like

MR. MADEL: Where it says Whitehouse, just

4

5 so you're clear on that.
6 BY MR. GATES:
7

Q.

Let's back up then. Mr. Whitehouse, in the ordinary

B

course of business do you save E-mails and online

9

articles?

10

A.

I save articles that I feel might be worth reading at

11

a later time, because I don't always have the

12

opportuni ty to read them on an ongoing basi 8 .

13

Q.

14
15

that right?

A.

16
17

And this is one of the articles that you saved, is

I would say so. If I provided it to you and, yeah, it
was one I saved.

Q.

is

So this is then an article that you thought might be

worth reading at least at some later date?

19

A.

That's correct.

20

Q.

Have you read this?

21

A.

I don' t remember it off hand.

22

Q.

If you look at the first page you see, well, first off

23

let me ask you, Michael E. Parker is the author of

24

this article, do you know anything about him?

25

A.

Nothing.

~;'
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1

Q.

And do you know what publication this article came

from?

2
3

A.

i do not.

4

Q.

If you look at the first page and the second paragraph

5

at the bottom it says, here then with some editing and

6

rephrasing done by us are points to ponder when

7

resisting discounters, do you see that, first page,

8

second paragraph?

9

A.

Okay.

10

Q.

First page, second paragraph, last sentence, do you

11

see that sentence?

12

A.

Here then, okay.

13

Q.

Resisting discounters, do you see that?

14

A.

Okay, yep, I see that.

15

Q.

So you would agree that full service brokers are in

16
17

competition with discount brokers, right?

A.

brokerage.

18
19

Absolutely. We're in competition with every

Q.

And they have to find ways to resist the pressure from

discount brokers, right?

20
21

A.

I would say so, yes.

22

Q.

One of the things discount brokers are putting

23

pressure on is the commission rates, right?

24

A.

Urn-hum. Yes.

25

Q.

And in fact you've participated in some blogs where

. -,;'1
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1

you have given advice to full service brokes on how

2

to deal with di scount brokers, right?

3

A.

I don' t know specifically what you're referring to.

4

Q.

Okay.

5 MAKED BY THE REPORTER:
6 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUBER ex 304

7 10:14 a.m.
8 BY MR. GATES:
9

;. .

Q.

Mr. Whitehouse, this is a printout from a blog

II that's a

10

entitled, "Active Rain Real Estate Network,

11

blog that you have participated in, correct?

12

A.

It is.

13

Q.

From time to time you put comments on this blog,.

¡

~":.:. 4'-::)

r.ight?

14
15

A.

yes.

16
17

I have commented on different things on that blog,

Q.

18

You see here that the first entry then talks about

different lêvels of service?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

And the first sentence talks about i says, as the wave

21

of the future continues to ripple, so will the flat

22

fee services?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And in general this entry is complaining about

25

pressure on commissions from flat fee service

¡t.
. ).,
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providers, right?

1
2

A.

3

it's, quote t a complaint. i would have to take the

4

time to reread it and digest it.

5

Q.

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

And the second paragraph says, sit in the client's
mind and imagine this, hrom, I have to pay a real

9

10

estate agent $36, 000 to sell my house. The agent

11

fills out a form, submits a listing on the MLS,

12

advertising in a few local real estate books and goes

13

on about the different services, correct? I'm reading

14

that correctly, right?'

i

'- .

15

A.

Yep.

16

Q.

And what this writer is saying is that from a client' s

17

point of view t they don' t understand exactly all the

18

services they get and what the value of the services

19

they get for the 6 percent commission that they pay,

20

is that right?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

And flat fee brokers come in and say, well, here, I'll

23

give you some services for a fairly minimal amount of

24

money - - right? - - is that what they do?

25
,..
...~~~~~/

You would agree first that it's talking about flat fee
service providers, correct?

6

..1

I think it's stating some circumstances. I'm not sure

A.

Whatever they charge, yes.

..
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1

Q.

And so the flat fee service providers then are putting

2

pressure on full service brokers' commissions and

3

causing full service brokers to have to explain the

4

value of their services to their clients, is that

5

right?

6

A.

Absolutely.

7

Q.

And that's what you advised this person to do is to

8

talk to them, talk to the clients about the value of

9

the service that they're providing, right?

10

A.

Correct.

11

MR. GATES: I'll give you what we'll mark

12

as CX 305.

13

MAKED BY THE; REPORTER:

14

DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER CX 305

15 10:18 a.m.
16 BY MR. GATES:
17

Q.

CX 305 is another article by Mr. Parker that you had

18

saved on the computer and provided to us, is that

19

correct?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

So this is another one of those articles that you

22

thought might be worth reading at some point, right?

23

A.

Correct.

24

Q.

And it' 8 entitled, "Online Marketing, Fuii Service

25

Discounters Strike Back, II right?

,_.....~
-_...
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1

A.

Can' t quite read the last word, but yes.

2

Q.

i f you look down near the bottom of the first page

3

there's something that's attributed to Terry crowley,

4

do you see where I'm looking?

5

A.

I do.

6

Q.

And it says, "Terry Crowley wrote to remind me that

7

the broker who intimated that he might not spend as

8

much effort marketing co-listings at reduced

9

commissions was an example of a dangerous situation.

10

It may be a very short time before the testers make an

11

example out of a few brokers."

You've heard that term before, the testers?

12
13
-.~;. ",.'. :.1

A.

heard the word testers.

14

15

No. Well, I mean, a fair housing testing, yes, I've

Q.

Do you understand what it means in the context of this

statement?

16

17

A.

No.

18

Q.

You see the last part of that sentence says, II that' s

19

why blanket discounting is in my opinion not correct

20

ei ther . ii

21

A.

I see that sentence.

22

Q.

Do you understand what that's referring to?

23

A.

Not - - no.

24

Q.

Is there a phenomena of blanket discounting in the

25

real estate industry?

t~l
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1

2

~-:

term blanket discounting.

3

Q. I was trying to figure out what it meant myself.

4

A. I don't know.

5

Q. Okay. Let me give to you what will be marked as ex

6

. ~..!J

A. I don' t understand the term. I've never heard the

306.

7

MAKED BY THE REPORTER:

8

DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER ex 306

9

10:21 a.m.

10

BY MR. GATES:

11

Q. CX 306 is another article by Michael Parker. This is

12

an article this you saved and produced to us, is that

13

right?

14

A. Correct.

15

Q. And it's entitled, "Online Marketing, Last Stand of

16

the 6 Percenter, II and something about hype question

17

mark, right?

18

A. Correct.

19

Q. And this is, I'm sorry, also another one by Michael

20

Parker, right?

21

A. Correct.

22

Q. If you look down at the bottom of the page it says, "A

23

discount that loses sales, reduces marketability or

24

results in a lower selling price is a very expensive

25

discount. Houses aren r t oriental rugs and real estate

- ,)
~.:j
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1

professionals shouldn't act like rug salesmen. When

2

they do, the market becomes cannibalized and no one

3

makes a decent living. II
Do you agree that real estate professionals

4

shouldn't act like rug salesmen?

5
6

A.

No argument.

7

Q.

And then when real estate professionals, I guess rug

8

salesmen, what he's referring to is that there's some

9

businesses that always advertise 80 percent off their

rugs, is that -

10
11

A.

I don' t necessarily interpret it the same way.

12

Q.

Okay. If you look at the document then, you see above

13

where I was reading it says, Newport Beach, California

14

where we cal i home has a high number of oriental rug

15

merchants, and the next sentence, every one of them is

16

seemingly always to have a huge sale, 80 percent off

17

any rug?

. ~=--:..

'( !
..

18

A.

Okay.

19

Q.

He's referring to the concept that oriental rug

20

salesmen tend to always try to discount their product,

21

right?
Yeah. Or could be that because they're selling a

22

A.

commodity.

23

24
25

Q.

And then if you would apply the concept of discounting
and selling a commodity to real estate professionals,

. .'"

"~:'

'..i~..
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1

and the market becomes cannibalized; you agree with

2

that, right?

3

A.

Yeah, I don't think what we're selling is a commodity,

4

therefore, I don't think that it falls under a

5

commodity sale that everybody has the same thing to

6

sell.

7

Q.

Some brokers try to sell it that way as just a

commodity?

8
9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

And that creates a problem for - - in the industry

11

because consumers start to perceive real estate

12

professionals as selling commodities, right?

13

A.

Creates a problem for the home buyer and seller

14

because they lose out on the opportunity to get good

15

service

16

of real estate is a commodity sale.

17

Q.

18

19

And it also is not good for real estate professionals
to have their services viewed as commodities, right?

A.

I don't believe they are commodities, so yeah,

absolutely.

20

21

when they feel that they're -- that their sale

Q.

22

Mr. Whitehouse, when your brokerage represents buyers,

do you enter into contracts with the client?

23

A.

ßometimes.

24

Q.

What percentage of the time do you do that?

25

A.

I would say that, it's a guesstimate because I don't

'~..

;::~......".J
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1

know of all the times that we do and do not enter into

2

a contract, but I would say it's probably at least so

3

percent of the time

4

Q.

Why would you enter into a buyer's agency contract?

5

A.

There's numerous reasons to go with a buyer agertcy

6

contract. One is to provide a higher level of service

7

for the buyer. Unless you are an agent for him and an

8

advocate, well, unless you are under contract as a

9

buyer broker, you cannot be an agent for and an

10

11

advocate for that buyer.

Q.

When you enter into a buyer's agency contract, does

12

that spell out the commission that will be paid by the

13

buyer to the agent if there's a - - if a sale is

14

consummated?

15

A.

It does.

16

Q.

And is that entitlement to a commission contingent on

17
18

the agent being a procuring cause or not?

A.

19

20

I don't think it addresses the issue of procuring
cause in the agency contract.

Q.

So for example if a buyer is - - enters into a buyer's

21

agency contract with one of your agents and then

22

goes - - during the time of that contract, during the

23

period of that contract goes to an open house on their

24

own and finds a home on their own and negotiates for

25

the purchase of that home on their own, would the

.J

t:~)
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1

agent still be entitled to a commission because of the

2

buyer's agency agreement?

3

A.

Depends on the buyer's agency agreement that was

4

signed, whether it's an exclusive buyer's agency, a

S

nonexclusi ve buyer's agency.

6

Q.

And what type do you use at your office?

7

A.

Both.

8

Q.

And how often do you use exclusive buyer agency

10

A.

contracts?
Personally?

11

Q.

No, your brokerage.

12

A.

I don't know.

13

Q.

You said about 50 percent of the time roughly you

9

,

:1

. ::'.:.:~_..- ~.l

14

enter into buyer's agency contracts, you know the

15

split between exclusive and nonexclusive?

16

A.

No i I do not.

17

Q.

when you sayan exclusive contract, just so we have

18

this right, if it is an exclusive contract, then an

19

agent would be entitled to the commission agreed to

20

under the contract regardless of how the buyer found

21

the home?

22

A.

sorry i not exclusive

23

..~....
-.. .j
-'..

If it's an exclusive right-to-sell, yes, correct. I'm

24

Q.

Exclusive right to buy.

2S

A.

Yeah.

excl usi ve right to buy.
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1

Q.

2

finds a home by some other means other than the agent,

3

the agent is not entitled to the commission?

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

So that would kind of be the mirror image of an
exclusive agency contract?

6
7

A.

Correct.

8

Q.

When you enter into a buyer's agency contract with a
buyer, you now have a fiduciary duty to the buyer, is

9

10

( .',
:'~'..... :)

Okay. And if it's nonexcl usi ve then, if the buyer

that right?

11

A.

Correct.

12

Q.

And absent that contract you don't, is that right?

13

A.

I'm sorry?

14

Q.

Absent that - - absent a buyer's agency contract you do

15

16

not have a fiduciary duty to the buyer?

A.

17

Depending on what property you're showing, your
relationship can change.

18

Q.

Okay. How? Explain to me how that works.

19

A.

If I'm showing a house that offers a subagency

20

relationship to the listing broker, then if I am not

21

an agent of the seller, I am a subagent of the listing

22

broker.

23

Q.

When you say if there's an offer of subagency, that

24

would be spelled out in the listing that's put on the

25

multiple listing service? .

,-,I. ..~._.

~J~'
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1

A.

Correct.

2

Q.

And so it i look under the compensation arrangement

3

section of a listing, there will be a subagency entry,

4

and if that says yes and gives an offer öf

5

compensation, then you could enter into a subagency in

6

that circumstance?

7

A.

That is correct_

8

Q.

Now, if there is not an offer of compensation for a
subagency, then how does it work?

9

10

A.

11
12

Then I would either be a buyer's agent or I would by
defaul t become a transaction coordinator.

Q.

13

So if you don't have a contract with the buyer, then
you would by default become a transaction coordinator?

'j

..-.

14

A.

If I'm not offered subagency by the seller?

is

Q.

Yes.

16

A.

Then I would default to a transaction coordinator.

17

Q.

As a transaction coordinator, you can't give any

18

advice to either side, you just handle basically all

19

the paperwork?

20

A.

21
22

I'm not supposed to be an advocate or advice giver in
that particular circumstance, correct.

Q.

23

Do you have any sense of what percentage of listings
offer a subagency?

24

A.

I don 't. I really don' t have a percentage.

25

Q.

Is it often the case that there's not an offer of

i

'.:':J
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i

compensation for a subagency?

2

A.

I've seen it fairly common that there's not.

3

Q.

Do you know why that is?

4

A.

I think that it i S trying to avoid the liability of
what a subagent says on behalf of the seller.

5
6

Q.

Explain to me, who is trying to avoid the liability?

7

A.

The seller Is and the listing agent are, seller and
listing agent.

8

9

..:-:
,"

Q.

And so if somebody bringing a buyer enters into a

10

subagency agreement with the listing agent and the

11

seller, then if that subagent breaches a fiduciary

12

duty, the listing agent and the seller could be

13

liable?

14

A.

That's potentially a possibility, yes.

15

Q.

As a definitional - - for definitional purposes, can

16

you tell me, a for sale by owner, would you agree that

17

that is a seller who is not represented by a listing

18

agent?

19

A.

That's the definition that I would give it.

20

Q.

When a sale is consummated, a deed is filed with the

21

county, is that right? A warranty deed.

22

A.

Yeah, well, yes, normally a deed is filed.

23

Q.

Some type of deed is filed?

24

A.

Urn-hum.

25

Q.

And that's to evidence a transfer of ownership, right?
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1

A_

contract, depending on the type of sale.

2
3

Q.

For residential real estate, what would be filed with
the county to show, to evidence the transfer of title?

4
5

COuld be a deed, could be a memrandum of land

A.

As I said, it could be a deed, land contract,

6

memorandum of land contract, depending on how the sale

7

took place.

B

Q.

contract?

9

10

Okay. So when would you use a memorandum of land

A.

11

When you sellon a land contract and don't wish to
record the entire terms of the land contract.

12

Q.

When you say a land contract, is that vacant land?

13

A.

No. A land contract is an installment sale on the

.¡

14

sale of real estate, not a cash sale, or not, yeah,

15

it's an installment sale.

l6

Q.

l7

That would be the case, for example, when a seller
finances the purchase of the home?

ia

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

So that would be evidenced by this memorandum of land

20

contract until the loan is paid off?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

And then they would enter - - they would file a

23

warranty deed?

24

A.

They would file a deed of some kind.

25

Q.

So that transfer then would be evidenced by two

~l

.:. .' J
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different things filed by the couny, right?

1
2

A.

3

Q.

what was that again?

4

5

A.

Q.

J

What's the difference between a land contract and a
memorandum of land contract?

8
9

There was land contract i memorandum of land contract i

deed.

6

7

Correct.
And you said there was another type other than a, deed,

A.

Land contract you actually record the land contract

10

document í a memorandum of land contract you record a

11

document referencing that the land contract exists and

12

there's an interest of someone else in that property.

13

The buyer has interest in that property by a land

14

contract.

15

Q.

16

And the third type of document that could be filed is
a deed, different types of deeds?

17

A.

Correct, there are.

18

Q.

What are the different types?

19

A.

I don' t know all of them that I could recite, but

,

20

there's a warranty deed, a limited warranty deed,

21

there's a corprate warranty deed, there's a quitclaim

22

deed.

23

~

Q.

So if I wanted to go to the county recorder's office

24

and figure out how many sales took place in say a

25

given month in Oakland County i what would i look for?

.~.
.,)
.--~....Y
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1

A.

Probably look for the recording of evid€nce of

. ,.- -..

transfer on all the properties in Oakland County_

2
3

-.~.. . /

Q.

When you say evidence of. transfer, are you talking

4

about the different types of deeds that we just

5

discussed?

6

A.

Deeds, land contracts.

7

Q.

If there is a transfer of ownership, like an inter

8

family transfer of ownership, would that be recorded

9

by. a deed?

10

A.

Could be recorded by anyone of those vehicles.

11

Q.

Okay _ So for example if a parent decides to give

12

their home to their children for one reason or

13

another, that would be recorded by one of those

14

instruments i right?

15

A.

Correct,

16

Q.

That would show up as a sale?

17

A.

Correct. i would think so.

18

Q.

Is there a way to separate those from the others?

19

A.

I'm not sure I understand.

20

Q.

Separate those types of inter family transfers where

21

there's -- say there's no consideration given or

22

nominal consideration given.

23

A.

You could certainly separate them by compensation, but

24

i think you would probably have to look at the

25

transfer document to separate them any other way.

";~~)
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1

Q.

So when you say separate them by compensation, what do

you mean by that?

2
3

A.

How much they paid for the property.

4

Q.

For example r you could look for every property

5

transfer that -- where there's a payment over, you

6

know, $25, 000, for example?

7

A.

Yeah, you could probably, i would say you could

8

probably look at every property where a paymnt over

9

some number that was substantially lower than that.

10

11

Properties sell for $25, 000.

Q.

want some number that - - above nominal?

12
13

In order to. get out these inter family transfers, you

A.

That's not going to work either, because you also have

14

the recording of the dollar sales, so that's not going

15

to be a good methodology to do it.

16

Q.

Okay. Explain to me what is a dollar sale.

17

A.

It's simply where the seller or the buyer has asked

is

that the actual transfer or the actual sale price not

19

be recorded on the documentation.

20

Q.

21

So it' sin the documentation then, it's just recorded
as a one dollar sale price?

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

And that's recorded -- at the county they can record

24
25

it that way?

A.

Urn-hum, correct_

." ~
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1

Q.

much taxes to impose on that transfer?

2
3

A.

"-., ~ .....

There's a separate document that is produced, which is

4

an affidavit of valuation, which is submitted to the

5

treasurer and the treasurer then uses that to consider

6

value of the property, but it doesn't -- it's not for

7

public -- or it's not recorded with the transfer.

B

Q.

Is it not then a public document?

9

A.

It is a public document_

10

Q.

But it's with the treasurer's office?

11

A.

Correct.

12

Q.

Why would a person not want to have their sale price

listed?

13
....t

How is it then that the county would figure out how

14

A.

Concern for privacy.

15

Q.

Mr _ Whitehouse, when you're representing a seller, can

16

you tell me the ways in which your company markets the

17

home?

18

A.

Just about every way out there, It goes from hard

19

copy advertising, it goes from open houses, it goes

20

from extensive word of mouth marketing, it goes to

21

Internet marketing iit goes to multimedia

22

presentations. To answer that question I probably

23

could have brought, you know, 150 ways to market a

24

home.

25

Q.

Let's talk about some of the ways then. One of the

':O';~..-'
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i

most important ways is to put the home on the multiple

2

listing service i correct?

3

A.

4

say it's one of -- I wouldn't say it is the most

5

important way.

6

Q.

8

A.

I've sold homes that I haven't - - well, I have listed

them on the multiple listing service once I sold them.

9

10

Do you have any homes that you have not listed on the

roul tiple listing service?

7

. ,.j

That's a significant way but I wouldn't necessarily

Q.

Okay _ So let me understand. You have homes that you

11

have sold but that were never listed on the multiple

12

listing service?

13

A,

Correct.

14

Q.

And what were the - - how many of those, what

15

percentage of your listed homes or homes that you've

16

sold would those be?

17

A.

18

19

I would say that I probably sell at least a couple a
year that way i and so do a lot of my sales associates.

Q.

20

Is there any particular part of the market that your
firm specializes?

21

A.

Any specific market segment?

22

Q.

Yes.

23

A.

We do all -- the whole entire spectrum of the markét.

24

Q.

So you sell a couple of houses a year that are not

25

listed on the multiple listing service, how did you

l:--)
.~.
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how did those sales come about?

1

".,.!

2

A.

3

property that may be available, we know a seller, or a

4

buyer who is interested in a type of, property, we go

5

out and create a transaction. I've gone to the point
'of having a specific buyer needs and going out and

6
7

shopping for it and finding somebody to sell a

8

property that meets those needs.

9

,

.. ": i

All kinds of different ways. We learn about a

Q.

So you would go and contact people who own homes and

10

for some reason you think that they might be

11

interested in selling?

12

A.

Correct.

13

Q.

And how would you know that they would belnterested

14

in selling?

15

A.

By asking.

16

Q.

And how do you ask them?

17

A.

All kinds of ways. Used to do it by phone until the

is

FTC came along and said do not call, and now we -- so

19

we've hurt a lot of sellers that way because we can no

20

longer contact them, so we're not able to help them

21

that way, so we will send mail, we will knock on a

22

door.

23

Q.

So putting aside these instances where you find a

24

seller, you find a seller who has not listed a home,

25

has not expressed any

,interest and you find them

..
.. ,

;;::.~/
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1

through some kind of direct mailing method, putt~ng

2

aside those, would you agree that listing on the

3

multiple listing service is kind of the baseline

4

marketing service that your firm provides?

5

A.

6

every. listing in the MLS, yes, we put every listing in

7

the MLS.

B

Q.

10

But you don't agree that's one of the most important
ways to market your home?

9

')

If you i re saying baseline because, you know, we put

A.

I don't necessarily agree that is the most important

11

way to market a home, no _ There's a lot that - - I

12

don't think there is a, quote, the most important way.

13

I think that you have to do a lot of services, do your

14

marketing in a lot of directions to market effectively

15

if you're going to market, and I wouldn't give anyone

16

of them a preponderance of the way to market.

17

Q.

Would you say that to be - - for a seller when they're

1e

looking for a Realtor to represent them, an absolute

19

must should be that that Realtor is a member of a

20

local M1S?

21

A.

_. :1..'

I would say that the seller needs to be looking at a

22

huge set of criteria in the Realtor that represents

23

them and that's one of the things that I put forth in

24

my marketing efforts. It's not just the MLS. It' 8

25

the - - all of the things that the agent brings to the

;
....1
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1

table, because candidly, just marketing is a portion

2

of the sale process, but it is certainly not the sale

3

process, because there are too many other things that,

4

you know, are important in it.

5

Q.

Your brokerage, Hannet, Wilson & Whitehouse has an
Internet website, right?

6
7

A.

Correct.

B

Q.

And the information on that Internet website that's
put out by your brokerage is truthful and accurate?

9

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

And that's what you intend it to be, right?

12

A.

Yes.

13

MAD BY THE REPORTER:

14

DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER ex 307

,
;
. ,..,/

15 10:44 a.m.
16 BY MR. GATES:
17

Q.

Mr. Whitehouse, ex 307, you recognize that as a screen
shot of part of your website?

1B

19

A.

Yes, I do.

20

Q.

And some of the graphics didn' t come up through but if

21

you look on the second page you see that your name,

22

your wife's name and your firm's name is there, right?

23

A.

Correct.

24

Q.

And the copyright is to you and Kathie Whitehouse,

25

right?

)
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1

A.

Correct.

2

Q.

Why is a copyright to you and your wife rather than to

the fi:tm?

3

4

A.

Because that's my personal website.

5

Q.

So this is your personal website.

6

A.

That's correct.

7

Q.

Okay _ And then your personal website you intend to
put truthful.and accurate information, right?

8

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

And you use this to market your services to potential

clients?

11

j
;:.:. ~~:'.:."::/

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

So if you

14

look at the first page, you talk about what

to look for in a Realtor, right?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

And the second paragraph says, many agents are also

17

members of the state and local association of

IB

Real tors, do you see that?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

And in your web page that you use to market your

:21

services to consumers you say, an absolute must is

22

that

23

multiple listing service, MLS, so that your property's

24

exposed to the maximum number of potential buyers,

25

that's truthful, isn't it?

the Realtor subscribes to the local computerized

.~
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1

Absolutely, but you'll notice also tht it states

2

above that that there are other things that are coming

3

before that and more important than just the MLS.

4

...l

A.

Q.

Mr. Whitehouse, did you state that as an absolute must

5

that a seller find a Realtor who is a member of a

6

local MLS?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

Okay. That i s a truthful statement?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Thank you.

11

A.

But that doesn' t necessarily ran the priority_

12

MAKED BY THE REPORTER:

13

DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUBER ex 30B

14

10:47 a.m.

1.5 BY MR. GATES:

16

Q.

17

Mr. Whitehouse, you recognize ex 30B as a screen shot
from your personal website?

1B

A.

I do.

19

Q.

And this is entitled, A Real Estate Seller's Guide,

right?

20

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

And in this you put different things that a - - someone

23

who wants to sell their home should consider, right?

24

A.

Correct _

25

Q.

These are the services that you and your brokerage

¡'., .j
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will provide?

1
2

A.

Correct.

3

Q.

And one of the services is a marketing plan, right?

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

Is it important to expose a listing so that it will
get sold?

6
7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

And to expose a listing you - - that's part of your

marketing plan, right?

9

10

A.

Correct.

11

Q.

And the multiple listing service is a stepping stone

12

in

that process, right?

13

A.

It's part of the process, correct.

14

Q.

And you described it in this document as a stepping

15

stone in that process, right?

16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

And in addition to that you do a whole bunch of other
things to market homes, right?

18

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

Part of that is marketing it on the Internet?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

And you consider marketing on the Internet an
important aspect of your marketing plan?

23

24
25

A.

I do. By the way, most of this information was
created by the company that created the website.

'.~J
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1

Q.

Did you review it?

2

A.

Pardon?

3

Q.

Did you review it?

4

A.

As much as possible, yes.

5

Q.

Did you approve it?

6

A.

Pardon?

7

Q.

Did you approve it?

8

A.

I told them to put the website up, yes.

9

Q.

And so you reviewed it and approved it and you didn i t

10

intend for any of that to be inaccurate or untruthful,

11

right?

12

A.

I don' t think that it's untruthful, no.

13

Q.

And in the end it's going out under your name,

correct?

14

15

A.

That is correct.

16

Q.

So when somebody reads something here, they would

17

attribute it to you, not to the company that put it

18

together for you, right?

19

A.

Most likely.

20

Q.

So if I

were a consumer and I read these things, I

21

would assume that these are coming from you, not from

22

Sizzling Studios, right?

23

A.

24
25

i would say it depends on how educated you are as a

consumer. You could attribute -
Q.

Do you intend that the statements be perceived by

)
., ~ -_.~
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1

consumers as coming from Sizzling Studios and not from

2

you?

3

A.

No, I would intend it to be perceived as good advice
on marketing.

4
5

Q.

Good advice on marketing from you, correct?

6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

Thank you.

8 MAD BY THE REPORTER:
9 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT ~~ER ex 309

10 10:50 a.m.
11 BY MR. GATES:
12

':

Q.

Mr. Whitehouse, this is -- ex 309 appears to be a

13

couple pages that were copied out of a Birmingham

14

Bloomfield Lifestyle publication, is that right?

15

A.

Correct.

16

Q"

And you provided these to us in response to the FTC's

18

A.

subpoena, right?
Correct.

19

Q.

And can you tell me what is the Birmingham Bloomfield

17

20

21

Lifestyle publication?

A.

A publication put out by the Birmingham Bloomfield, I

22

believe this is a chamber - - I'm not sure whether it's

23

a Chamber of Commerce or just a -- I honestly can't

24

tell you whether it's a chamber published or just a

25

local community reference guide, and I don't know who

\

J
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it's published by off hand.

1

2

Q.

But it's a local publication, right?

3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

If you look at the

5

second page it has some -- a

description of your brokerage, correct?

6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

And did you provide the information for this write-up?

B

A.

Our Marketing Department probably did.

9

Q.

So your Marketing Department probably provided the

10

11

information for this write-up, right?

A.

I would say that's most likely the case, or the

12

periodical might have provided it for our review. I

13

don't know.

" --;~
14

Q.

So at least somebody at your firm reviewed this?

15

A.

Most likely, yes.

16

Q.

And if you reviewed it, you wanted to make sure it was

17

accurate and truthful, right?

18

A.

I would assume that's what they were looking for.

19

Q.

And in it it gives different aspects of your firm and

20

the intent there was to basically advertise the

21

services of your firm, right?

22

A.

Correct. 

23

Q.

And so in that you were trying to give kind of the

24

25

benefits your firm can give to real estate clients?

A.

Correct.
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i

Q.

2

Hannet, Wilson & Whi tehouse is a member of the

3

multiple listing service Realcomp Online, correct?

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

You don't list MI Real Source there, do you?

6

A.

No, because this was - - this has probably been around

for a long time.

7
8

Q.

So if you turn to the first page you see it's the 2006

annual issue, right?

9

10

A.

Correct.

11

Q.

And you joined MI Real Source you said three or four

12

-1_

One of the benefits that you highlight there is that

years ago?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

Thank you.

15

A.

This was probably created before that.

16

Q.

You said earlier that marketing a horne through the

17

Internet was an important part of your marketing plan,

is

right?

19

A.

20

Marketing through the Internet is an important part of
my marketing, yes.

21

Q.

Tell me why that is.

22

A.

Because it's a good way to get in contact with buyers

23

and sellers.

24 -Q.

Why is it a good way to get in contact with buyers and

25

sellers?

!,"..
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1

A.

2

and sellers. We used to use the phone to do that i we

3

can't do that anymore, so we have to find other ways

4

to get in touch with them.

5

Q.

7

A.

Q.

10

And your brokerage has in fact used that statistic in
your marketing materials, correct?

11

A.

We've used similar statistics, yes.

12

Q.

And that 80 percent number, that's consistent with

your experience in dealing with buyers and sellers?

13
- -"

I believe that's the statistic put out by the National
Association of Real tors, something along that level.

8

9

You would agree that 80 percent of home buyers search
for homes on the Internet?

6

..-:~::.~ ..'.' ,J

Every way is good way to get in contact with buyers

14

A.' I find that most of my buyers and sellers have gone to

the Internet.

15

16

Q.

17
18

And buyers go to the Internet to look for homes r look

at listings, is that right?

A.

They go to the Internet for many things, and one of

19

them is to look at homes and one to find a Real tor.

20

In fact, I will tell you that most of my, a good deal

21

of my clientele come from Internet marketing, but

22

surprisingly they don' t come from the homes on the

23

Internet.

24

25

Q.

When you say they come from Internet marketing,

meaning they visited your website?

~~.
~=-.:.

\- .-.- ......
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1

A.

Correct.

2

Q.

And by visiting your website they got familiar with
your firm and contacted you to hire you?

3
4

and most of the time i yes, what happens when somebody

6

visits my website i I try and establish a relationship

7

with them, establishing that relationship then leads

8

forward to additional rapport and eventually a

9

business relationship.
Q.

Is it important to you in marketing a home to get that

11

home on to kind of the most popular real estate

12

websites?

13
... ......

Correct. I'm speaking more of my personal website,

5

10

"

A.

A.

In marketing - - one of the things that my direction on

14

marketing on the Internet is mainly to establish

15

relationships with prospective clients. It is not to

16

give them the eventual home that they buy. In the

17 instances where I have sold homes directly off the
18 . Internet r most of the sales that I've sold off the

19 Internet sight unseen have been sold via my multimedia
20 presentátion off of my website.
21

Q.

I think we're missing each other a little bit.

22

A.

Okay.

23

Q.

When you're representing a seller, it's important for

24

you in representing a seller to market the home on the

25

Internet, right?

\

"~ii
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

And in marketing that home for sale on the Internet,

-."!

3

is it important for you to insure that that listing

4

gets on the most popular real estate websites?

5

A.

Yeah, I put it out there every way I can.

6

Q.

When you say that, that includes Realtor.com?

7

A.

Yes, it does.

8

Q.

And in fact you pay for enhancements at Realtor.com?

9

A.

I do.

10

Q.

And that costs some substantial amount of money?

11

A.

Correct _

12

Q.

And why is it important for you to be on Realtor.com?

Start with that.

13

.14

'~.:: ..:,:':.:J

A.

It's important because the seller perceives that as

15

the way that the home sells, and so in a competitive

16

marketplace it i S important that the seller perceive

17

tha t I i m doing something for their benef it. It

18

doesn' t necessarily sell the home, and generally

19

doesn't, but it's a competitive situation. Very

20

candidly, if it was not for competing for a listing, I

21

find very little benefit to being on Realtor.com.

22

Q.

23

24
25

Okay. So it's important for you to get listings on to
Realtor.com because sellers want and expect that?

A.

Because sellers think that i s what sells real estate

and it doesn't.

_\
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1

Q.

out on to other websites other than Realtor.com?

2
3

And is it also important for you to get those listings

A.

Yes. I put them out on my own websites and put them
on websites that I create.

4
5

Q.

And from -

6

A.

And for the same reasons.

7

Q.

Is it important for your clients then, for sellers to

8

have their listings appear on some of the national

9

brokerage sites like Kellerwilliams. com and Remax. com

10

and Century21. com?

11

A.

I've never had that question arise.

12

Q.

Do you have your listings go to those sites?

13

A.

If they do, not that I know of.

14

Q.

Do you participate in the IDX system for Realcomp?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

And you know when you participate in the IDX at

17

Realcomp and your listings go out to

18

A.

My fellow local brokers.

19

Q.

And your fellow local brokers include franchises from

Century21.com?

20
21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

Or Century 21, I i m sorry.

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And from Keller Williams, yes?

25

A.

Yes.

t~;1
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1

Q.

And from Rem.ax?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

Realty One?

4

A.

Yeah.

5

Q.

So your listings go out to the websites of those
franchisees i correct?

6
'7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

Now i you could choose not to participate in the IDX

feed, correct?

9

10

A.

having access to my properties.

11

...'. ~ i

__: ;1

Then I would be keeping my fellow brokers locally from

12

Q.

And

13

A.

And I would not have access to theirs.

14

Q.

So tell me why it is you participate in the IDX then.

15

A.

Why do I participate in the inX?

16

Q.

Yes.

17

A.

So that I can have other brokers' listings on my

18

website and so they can have my listings on their

19

website.

20

Q.

So you want to have your listings on other brokers'

websites?

21
22

A.

Sure. I want them to cooperate with me.

23

Q.

And you want them to have -- show your listings on

24

25

their websites so that they get more exposure?

A.

Sure.

;.~
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1

(Discussion off the record at 11:00 a.m.)

2

(Back on the record at 11: 13 a.m.)

3

MR. GATES: Let's mark this portion of the

....

4 transcript as restricted confidential.
5 THE FOLLOWING EXHIBITS 310-311 AN TESTIMONY CONCERNING SAME

6 IS RESTRICTED AN CONFIDENTIAL.

7 BY MR. GATES:
8

Q.

Mr. Whitehouse, I'm going to give you a document that

9 we're going to mark as ex 310.

10 MAD BY TH REPORTER:
11 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER CX 310

12 11:13 a.m.
13 BY MR. GATES:
.j

::,¿:.,.....)

14

Q.

Mr. Whitehouse, can you just tell us what CX 310 is?

15

A.

It's a printout of a PowerPoint presentation.

16

Q.

And is it a PowerPoint presentation that you created?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

What do you use this PowerPoint presentation for?

19

A.

To share some ideas with potential sellers.

20

Q.

So

21

A.

Regarding marketing.

22

Q.

And is this part of your listing presentation?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

If you look on -- about I think it's the sixth page,

25

DW 30038, do you see that? It says something about

II
.\~li\
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Cyber Stars?

1

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

Can you tell me what that is? What's a Cyber Star?

4

A.

A Cyber Star is a group of approximately 200

5

salespeople that belong to an organization called the

6

Cyber Stars.

7

Q.

And what is that organization?

8

A.

Brain trust, group of agents, top agents sharing ideas

9

~ith other agents, sharing agents with each other,

sharing ideas with each other, sorry.

10
11

Q.

Ideas about what?

12

A.

Marketing, real estate, selling, investment,

everything.

13
;

'.::.",:',,;: "/

14

Q.

15

I understand, well, the name of it says Cyber Stars,

does it have anything to do with the Internet?

16

A.

Oh, part of it is, sure, it's on Internet marketing.

17

Q.

And this presentation at least it says, one of the

18

things that you're telling your potential clients is

19

that you're one of the best at using technology to get

20

your homes 'sold?

21

A.

Correct _

22

Q.

And so being a member of the Cyber Stars would

23

designate you as one of the best at using technology

24

to get homes sold?

25

A.

That's what it's implying, yes.

.\
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1

Q.

There's only 200 members of this organization?

2

A.

Approximately, yes.

3

Q.

How are they invited?

4

A.

The originator of the organization, Allen Hanes,

5

invites them to join the orgartization.

6

Q.

Based on what criteria if you know?

7

A.

A productivity volume, a technology orientation, a

8

willingness to share their ideas with other people,

9

wi th other Cyber Stars, a good website on the

Internet.

10

J __.,J

11

Q,

When did you become a member of the organization?

12

A.

Six, eight years ago.

13

Q.

When you say best at using technology to get your home

14

15

sold, what technology are you referring to?

A.

It's literally everything you can think of, from cell

16

phones to voice mails to the Internet to magazine

17

advertising to producing your own homes magazine,

18

to -- Dh God, writing books to doing everyhing,

19

literally just about anything you can think of in

20

marketing, it comes up there.

21

Q.

22
23

magazines a use of technology?

A.

24

25

How is writing books and putting things in homes

That's a way of marketing today and that's one of the
technologies that you use today.

Q.

So when you i re referring - - talking about technology

\
"~::~..,-..~.J
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1

here', you're talking about different means for

2

marketing?

3

A.

4

It r S whatever works. One agent in Ohio went out and

5

created his own homes magazine as an individual agent

6

and just increased his business unelievably by doing

7

that.

8

Q.

If you look at the page that's been marked DW 00049,

you see that's right after the page that has the

9

11

A.

picture of you and your wi fe r right?
Correct.

12

Q.

And entitled, The Best of the Best in Networking?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

And then the page DW 0049 is entitled, How Did Buyers

10

.. "_. -I,.

Yeah. Literally almost everything you can think of.

" ."

15

Find the Home That They Decided to Buy r right?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

And underneath there it says, founded by an - - I think

18

it's supposed to say founded by surfing the Internet,

19

right?

20

A.

I need to correct that one. Thank you.

21

Q.

So the intent here is to convey to potential clients

22

that one of the ways at least that buyers find homes

23

is through the Internet?

24

A.

Yeah, they find homes and Realtors by the Internet.

25

Q.

If you go to the next page r DW 0050 r you have looks to

;~;J
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i

me like a piece of another publication printed here,

2

right?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

What publication is this?

5

A.

That was an article in, I forget the exact source that

6

I got that from, but I believe it was a builders

7

association that simply said that they did some

B

research and said that they're spending too much money

9

on the hard copy advertising and they needed to be

10

spending more money on Internet advertising, because

11

the public is going to the Internet to find their new

12

home construction.

13

Q.

So you look down, one of the bullet points here, the

....'---~-.'
-ï

14

first one is consumers value online resources most in

15

search for new homes?

16

A.

17

Q.

Correct.
So that's what you were referring -to?

18

A.

Yeah. That there's different ways that the consumers

19

are finding property and on the Internet and different

20

si tes and different methodologies and they're valuing

21

the find, they're finding builders' websites and

22

builders' offerings on the Internet.

23

Q.

Consumers avowing the fact that they can find real

24

estate information on the Internet and that's become

25

more and more prevalent, right?
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1

A.

Urn-hum. Definitely.

2

Q.

The next page, DW 0051, you have a pie chart and says

3

how many agents responded to this trend, and then

4

underneath that only 6. i percent of homes in Oakland

5

County have a tour. Explain to me what you're trying

6

to convey with that page.

7

A.

marketing a home.

B

9

Q.

10
11

That a multimedia presentation is a valuable tool in

When you say a mul timedia presentation, you mean a

multimedia presentation on the Internet?

A.

Yeah. That's how you can - - well, I shouldn' t say

12

just that, because we convey the multimedia

13

implementation via small CDs, via, you know, little

14

indi vidual CDs that we hand out on the property. We

15

also put it up on the Internet. I also put it on my

16

website. It's put on places like visual tour website_

.#(

.,¡

'. .....

i7

Q.

What do you mean by a multimedia presentation?

18

A.

Mul tiple photographs of the property ¡those

19

photographs can be anywhere from stiii photos to

20

360-degree photos, word description of the property.

21

~

Q.

And what you're trying to convey here is that other

22

agents in Oakland County haven't caught on to the need

23

to have multimedia presentations, is that right?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

Then the next page, DW 0052, is entitled, Many Still

; ..J
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1

Use Olò, Ineffective Technology, and so down there you

2

have three bullet points, right?

3

A.

Right _

4

Q.

And you would consider those things to be old,
ineffective techrology?

5
6

.....-/

I consider the fact that the Realtors create a

7

brochure, put it in a house for a potential buyer and

8

expect that to draw people to the property, weii, the

9

brochure in the house, if they come into the house to

10

pick up a brochure, they've already seen the house,

11

you know? So it doesn' t work very effectively putting

12

a brochure in the house.

13
~.: ;,.

A.

Q.

Let's back up, because the first bullet point is

brochure box on sign. If I understand that

14

supply in

15

right, a for sale sign is put out in front of a home

16

and attached to that you'

17

brochures, is that what you're referring to there?

11 have a box that has

18

A.

That is correct.

19

Q.

That's an old and ineffective technology?

20

A.

I don't think it's effective_

21

Q.

And the handout to local offices, can you tell me what

22

you mean by that?

23

A.

Taking brochures around to local real estate offices.

24

Q.

And that's not effective either?

25

A.

I don't think so.

-~
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i

Q.

deliver to local agents, what do you mean by that?

2
3

A~

...."J

-- ".

Q.

. Turn to the next page, DW 0053, it's entitled, Most

6

Used Average Technolog. What are you trying to

7

convey on this?

8

i

Same thing, direct mailing them and delivering them to
the local agents I don't think is an effective use.

4
5

And then the third bullet point l direct mail or

A.

There's different types of multimedia presentations

9

and I'm saying that most agents use four 360-degree

10

photographs, the quantity of four, and that I don' t

11

feel that is the best and most useful technology out

12

there.

13

Q.

Okay.

14

A.

In multimedia presentations.

15

Q.

If you turn to the next page you talk about what your

16

brokerage uses?

17

A.

What I use.

18

Q.

What you use.

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

As a broker. Okay. And it's up to 50 photos, not

21

just four, that's what you were just explaining?

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

And then other points here, so in other words, you're

24

conveying to potential sellers that you use better

25

technology than your competitors?

,

"::;.......
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1

A. Correct.

2

Q. You said you personally, so your agents don' t use this

3

4

A. Some of my agents do, some don' t.

5

Q. Why is that?

6

A. Because that's their choice. They're independent

7
8

9

contractors.
Q. So some of your agents have chosen not to because it' s
too expensive?

10

A. As I said, it l s their choice. They're independent

11

contractors and they make those decisions on their

12

own.

13
.......
.~ 

technology?

Q. You're the broker, so you want to insure that your

14

salespersons, you know, produce as much as possible,

15

right?

16

A. Right.

17

Q. And so you don' t mandate that they use this

18
19

20

technology?
A. As independent contractors, we can' t mandate what they
use as technology.

21

Q. Do you suggest?

22

A. We share with them everyhi~ that we can.

23

Q. Go to the next page, DW 005S, what does it mean -

24

this all mean to you? First point says, with most

25

buyers looking to the Internet first, what do you mean

.~/
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~r

by that?

i
2

A.

3

to be there, your Real tor needs to be there, and needs

4

to be there in some very posi ti ve ways that your

5

Realtor gets found so that he can be the source of

6

selling your property.

7

Q.

9

When you say you need to be there, do you mean the
listing needs to be there on the Internet?

a

: ¡

Wi th most buyers going out to the Internet r you need

A.

No, I mean that I need to be out there, that they need

10

to be able to find me. They need to be able to find

11

the information that I'ro offering out there, and it

12

could be my listing, it could be

13

Realtor.

14

that I create, it could be my listing on my own

15

website.

16

Q.

17

my listing on

com, it could be my .listing on the websites

So this is -- this presentation is intended for
potential seller clients, right?

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

So in this slide here, DW 00055, you're telling them

20

that most buyers go to the Internet first and so

21

.therefore you want your listing out there on the

22

Internet in the best possible format?

23

A.

there.

24

25

You want your listing out there and you want me out

Q.

And you out there and you want it all to look good?

:;0_",
".(~!/,"...
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1

A.

Absol utely .

2

Q.

Second bullet point says with buyers finding a home
before they find a Realtor, what did you mean there?

3

4

A.

5

unseen where the buyer hasn't even actually seen the

6

home f rom the Internet.

7

Q.

So they looked at the home on the Internet and in a

8

virtual tour and decided' to buy the house sight

9

unseen?

10

A.

And literally said, let' 6 go buy the house.

11

Q.

You say here, buyers finding a home before they find a

12
13

Real tor, I'm not sure what you mean there.

A.

14

Simply put, that some buyers go out and find the home
that they want to buy.

15

Q.

Before they

16

A.

Before they acquire, before they're working with an

agent.

17
18

Q.

So for that reason again it's important for your

19

listings and you as a broker to be on the Internet 60

20

people can find you?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

So you've had buyers, for example, find homes on the

23

~

Some buyers find the home. I've sold homes sight

Internet and then come to you unrepresented?

24

A.

Asking to be represented, yeah, asking to buy a home.

25

Q.

So they don' t have another - - a buyer's agent?

.,-,=..)
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1

A.

Correct.

2

Q.

What do you do in those circumstances? Do you tell

3

them you need to go find another agent or do you

4

insure - - how do you insure they're not represented?

5

What do you do in those cases?

6

A.

I ask them.

7

Q.

You ask whether they have another agent?

8

A.

Absolutely, that's part of the code of ethics, a
Realtor needs to disclose their agency relationship

9

10

11

-:- :-:. )

and ask them if they're represented.

Q.

If they're not represented, how do you deal with

12

someone that wants to buy a home that you have listed

13

and they don i t have an agent?

14

A.

A home that I have listed?

15

Q.

Yes.

16

A.

i will try and help them buy that home.

17

Q.

And how do you do that? Do you have to enter into an

1a
19

agency relationship with them or how do you do it?

A.

I've done it all kinds of ways. I've done it as a

20

disclosed dual agent, I've done it as an agent for the

21

seller.

22

Q.

Okay. Any other ways?

23

A.

No, not really. Those are the two ways.

24

Q.

So tell me, what is a disclosed dual agent then?

25

A.

That is where I am a buyer - - where I am an agent for

.,

x~

j
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i

a seller and I'm also a buyer broker for a buyer and

2

the buyer becomes interested in a listing that I have,

3

that I personally represent, and at that point I

4

become a disclosed dual agent.

5

Q.

to a cooperating broker on the MLS, right?

6

7

A.

Correct.

8

Q.

So in an instance in which a buyer comes to you and
they're not represented, then you don' t have to give

9

. ~..-....
i

So all of your listings have an offer of compensation

10

that offer of compensation away because there is no

11

other agent, right?

12

A.

The other agent is me doing the buying side.

13

Q.

So you basi cally keep it yourse! f, right?

14

A.

Correct.

15

Q.

Some people call it an in-house transaction?

16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

So if you go a few pages later, DW 0058, do you see

that?

18

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

Entitled, Will Direct Internet Search Find Your Home.

21

Explain to me what you mean by this. What are you

22

trying to convey with that slide?

23

A.

I am trying to convey the fact that most people go out

24

and do key word searches on the Internet, such as

25

somebody searching for a property in Birmingham,

.p'-z.. .'
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i

1

Michigan, they will put on their search terms

2

Birmingham, Michigan real estate, Birmingham, Michigan

3

Real tor, Birmingham, Michigan homes, and it' s

4

critically important where the individual shows up

5

that they're having market their home when those

6

search terms are used.

7

Q.

8

search terms, for example, real estate and the city in

9

which they want

10

.\

So your perception then is that consumers put in

to look and then go to the

come up in that

11

A.

12

Q.

sites that

after that search?

Absolutely.
Do you have any - - what do you base that understanding
on?

13

_.-:~......
.(

14

A.

Key word searches, informtion that I i ve heard on the

15

Internet, you know, on key word searches and key words

16

have always been apriority, search engine

17

optimization has been a priority on the Internet.

18

Q.

I understand that ,but do you have any understanding

19

of how often consumers who are searching for real

20

estate do key word searches rather than simply going

21

to a si te that they have heard about, such as

22

Real tor. com?

23

A.

Huge. Absolutely huge. I think - - you know, I can 't

24

gi ve you specific statistics, but in talking to people

25

that optimize Internet sites and everyhing, and I

~..." .\
t:.:'
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1

think it's out there

2

times people search for, you can go on the Internet

3

and somehow or another, I don't know how personally,

4

but I know you can go on the Internet and find out how

5

many times people search for Birmingham, Michigar real

6

estate, how many times they use those type of key

7

words, and I think Google, you know, you can Google

8

that type of information I guess.

9

Q.

10

So we know that Realtor. com is the most popular

website in existence right now, you agree with that?

11

A.

Yeah, absolutely.

12

Q.

As far as, in terms of you need visitors, in terms of

13
..--- ..:-~J

i it's available to se how many

number of hits?

14

A.

That's my understanding.

15

Q.

Is it your understanding then when you do a search as

16

you described that Realtor.com will show up in that

17

search?

18

A.

No, I don' t think that Real tor. com shows up in those

19

types of searches that much. I think you'll find a

20

whole heck of a lot more of individual results,

21

individual websi tea , individual brokerages , individual
agents.

22
23

Q.

Okay. So for example if you did a search for

24

Birmingham, Michigan real estate, you would expect to

2S

find a lot of individual brokerage sites, right?

._:;_ i
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1

A.

Yeah. I think you would expect to find me.

2

Q.

Including your own.

3

A.

Probably number one.

4

Q.

Because you've paid to optimize the search engine such

5

that your brokerage shows up high in the search,

6

right?

7

A.

8

good website, it's having the proper key words on it,

9

it's not paper click, it's search engine optimization

10

as I understand the term, it's how popular your

11

website is, it's links to your website, it's all kinds

12

of different things. that are important to put all that

13

package together.

14

Q.

So if somebody's looking for a home and they search

15

under Birmingham, Michigan, one of the sites that will

16

popup, may even be the number one site under that

17

search, wiii be yours?

is

A.

Hopefully, yes_

19

Q.

If they go to your site they can search for homes on

your site?

20
21

A.

Yes, they can see the multimedia presentations that

22

I've' produced on the homes that I've got, they can

23

search for other homes on my website. They can see my

24

listings, absolutely.

25

~.

Actually, it's many different costs. It's having a

Q.

And on your site they can search for homes, other than

~¡
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your listings i because you participate in the IDX?

1
2

A.

Correct.

3

Q.

So what you're trying to tell your potential sellers

4

here in this slide is that your brokerage has found

5

ways to insure that your brokerage websites show up in

6

Internet search -

7

A.

That I have found ways for my website to show up.

8

Q.

So you have found ways for your website, and you're
talking about your personal website?

9

,

: :.~ .:'

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

So your personal website will show up high in Internet

12

searches and so therefore people are more likely to

13

see your listings?

14

A.

Correct.

15

Q.

Now, I'm going to jump to page DW 00063 and it's

16

entitled, Not Only First, But Twice.

17

A.

Urn-hum.

18

Q.

So this indicates that your listings will show up

20

A.

twice on Realtor. com, right?
Correct.

21

Q.

And the reason why they'll show up twice in

19

22

Realtor.com is because you've listed them both in MI

23

Rea1 Source and in Realcomp?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

And so that's one of the reasons why you double list?

.~l
..~:.
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i

A.

That is correct.

2

Q.

Is that the main reason why you double list?

3

A.

No, that is not the main reason. That is not the
single reason why I double list.

4

5

Q.

you get for double listing and that's one of the

6
7

A.

That give s me the privilege of paying Real tor. com more

money so I can enhance them al 1 .

8

9

Q.

But you do convey that benefit to your -

10

A.

Absolutely 

11

Q.

If you jump to the page that's marked DW 00067 you see
there's a list of Internet sites.

12

.. "- . _.~. ~

That's one of the reasons - - one of the benefits that

13

A.

Yep.

14

Q.

So it says at the top, here are some of the locations

15

that I will use to feature your home on the Internet,

16

and then lists a number of Internet sites below that,

17

right?

IB

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

How do you get listings on to these various Internet

sites?

20

21

A.

Most of it's done through Real tor. com.

22

Q.

Okay. So by getting it on to

23

Realtor.

com it goes out

to some of these other sites?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

Do you pay to be put on any of these other sites?

:~ ¡
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1

A.

2

I get put on, you know, a lot of different sites at no

3

cost.

4

Q.

6

A.

I'm on a .lot of sites because my multimedia

7

presentation. I end up on sites like Yahoo Preferred

8

Homes, Keller Williams, other sites just because I

9

create a multimedia presentation on the property.

10

Q.

11
12

...

Okay. No additional cost because it's listed on the
MLS which feeds Realtor.com?

5

_.~.

Ohm, no, I don' t pay to be on any of these sites, but

So explain to me how you get to Keller Williams simply
because you create a multimedia presentation,

A.

The multimedia software company has the ability to

13

publish my multimedia presentations to other sites,

14

and that's how I get multimedia presentations up on

15

other - 

16

Q.

What sites then

17

A.

Prudential Real Estate.

18

Q.

You see on the other half of the page it says Internet

19

Broadcasting System, Ine., what are you referring to

20

there?

21

A.

22
23

have feeds or links to Realtor.com.

Q.

24
25

I can't even tell you. I think these are sites that

So for example NewOrleanschannel. com over there, you
understand that' s -- has a .

A.

link to Realtor.com?

That's my guess. I really don' t know. As you can

-~
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1

see, there's a lot of stuff on here besides Internet

2

marketing.

3

Q.

We'll talk about that in a second. We /11 remain in

4 restricted confidential and we'll mark the next

5 document as 311.

6 MAKED BY THE REPORTER:
DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUBER ex 311

7

8 11:39 a.m.
9 BY MR. GATES:

""_.....

10

Q.

Mr. Whitehouse, can you tell us what ex 311 is?

11

A.

It / S a hard copy marketing presentation, part of a,

12

what would be included in here would be a normal

13

market analysis for the property that I'm going to out

14

to try to list.

...,':,::..,_....

. .,

15

Q.

right?

16
17

So this is a sample Comparative Market Analysis,

A.

Well, there's no market analysis in here, but it would

18

include a market analysis of the property that I'm

19

trying to list.

20

Q.

21
22

This is the basic form that you use in order to create
a competitive market analysis?

A.

Yes, this is some of the information that I pass on to

a potential seller.

23

24

Q.

So this is for a potential seller?

25

A.

Right.
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1

Q.

presenta t ion?

2

". i

So this is something you would use at a listing

3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

If you look at the fourth page of the document, it's

5

DW 00008, here if I understand this correctly yout re

6

explaining that you will place the listing on the

7

mul tiple listing service?

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

And then youtre explaining to your potential client

10

how the cooperating broker system works, is that

11

right?

12

A.

Correct. The idea here was to explain agency.

13

Q.

So they can understand if -

14

A.

Who represents who in a transaction.

"is

Q.

So they can understand for example if somebody is

16

acting as a subagent and brings to them a buyert they

17

can understand who they represent?

18

A.

Correc t .

19

Q.

And where the fiduciary duties lie?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

And also a buyer's broker and a transaction

22

coordinator, you're explaining what their roles would

23

be?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

So the next page, it says that Hannet, Wilson &

.: ~
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1

Whitehouse will agree to a fee split with transaction

2

coordinators and buyers' brokers; is it the case that

3

you also agree to fee split with subagents or not?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

So you agree to fee split with subagents, transaction
coordinators and buyers' brokers?

6

7

A.

Correct.

8

Q.

So you explained earlier that there's some risk in
offering compensation to subagents, right?

9

~;. .... ..

10

A.

Correct.

11

Q.

So you're willing to take on that risk?

12

A.

Correct, if my client is willing to. It's up to my

13

client really. It's not my decision. It's my

14

client's decision how they want to operate. I'm

15

telling them that we will and we do normally work with

16

everybody.

17

Q.

So for example if you go back to the previous page, DW

18

00008, and you look about three quarters of the way

19

down in the paragraph that starts, in the capacity as

20

subagent, do you see that?

21

A.

Okay.

22

Q.

And then the very last line says, because of this

23

relationship you could be held liable for his or her

24

actions?
Correct.

25

A.

"

'ç~/
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1

Q.

2

potential client, they could be liable for a subagent

3

actions and they make a choice?

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

If you look at the page that's DW 000016, do you see
top of it says over 96.9 percent of all properties

6

the

7

sold in the greater Oakland County multiple listing

8

service are cooperative sales. what does that mean?

9

A.

10
11

That means that the broker that listed the property is
not necessarily the broker that sold the property.

Q.

So 96.9 percent of the time there are two agents

invol ved?

12

.......:
- . .:~"r
- .'

So that's where you exlain to your client, your

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

And for that reason. well, why are you explaining that
to your potential sellers?

15

16

A.

Because a ton of agents out there will say, oh, I

17

double dip or I sell almost all my own properties and

is

what I'm saying is that's not the general rule.

19

Q.

Okay. So in other words there are agents out there

20

who say, use me because I'll also represent the buyer,

21

right?

22

A.

Correct. I list and sell almost all my own

properties.

23

24

Q.

So you're saying that's not -

25

A.

That' s not the general rule, and if you do that you're

--. )
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1

probably keeping your listing in your own pocket too

2

long.

3

Q. So we talked earlier about the

4

you do and you said there was things such as hard copy

5

advertising, right?

6

A. I'm sorry, I didn't understand the question.

7

Q. We talked earlier about the types of marketings that

8

you do and one of the things that you said in

9

marketing was that you use hardcopy advertising?

10

A_ Correct.

11

Q. Open houses 1 right?

12

A. Correct.

13

Q. And then Internet marketing is another one, right?

14

A. Correct.

15

Q. In your hard copy advertising, you're talking about

16

advertising in real estate magazines and things like

17

that?

18

A. Homes magazines, newspapers.

19

MR _ GATES: We can go out

20

..

'.

types of marketing that

of restricted

confidential now.

21

THIS MAS THE END OF THE RESTRICTED AN CONFIDENTIAL

22

DESIGNATION FOR EXHIBITS 310-311 AN TESTIMONY CONCERNING

23

SAME.

24

BY MR. GATES:

25

Q. It m going to hand you to a magazine that we're going

"

"
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to mark as ex 312.

1

2 MAKED BY THE REPORTER:
3 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER ex 312

4 11:45 a.m.
5 BY MR. GATES:
6

Q.

the magazines that you mentioned earlier, right?

7
8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

And if you look at the tabbed page, which if you could

10

tell me what page that is?

11

A.

Page 32 and 33.

12

Q.

On page 32 and 33 there's an advertisement from your

13
.. .,. ~'.;1

So ex 312 is an Oakland Homes magazine, that's one of

brokerage, right?

14

A.

Correct.

15

Q.

And how many houses are listed there?

16

A.

24.

17

Q.

24 houses and you told me you had at any given time

18

several hundred listings, is that right?

19

A.

Probabl y, yeah.

20

Q.

So 24 of those several hundred listings, then you

21

advertise in that magazine, right?

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

And that magazine is distributed, you know, at

24
25

different stores and things like that, right?

A.

Right.

~'~)

'...1\:::.'.....~
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i

Q.

So I could go to, for exmple, a bagel store and it

2

might be sitting out in front of the store and I could

3

pick that up and look at that magazine while I'm

4
5

A.

6

eating a bagel, right?
Correct.
MR. MAEL: Likely source.

7BY MR. GATES:
8

Q.

And how often does that magazine come out?

9

A.

This one I think is a, it's either every couple weeks

10

11

:';.c;::'. '.¡

or every month and I can't tell you which.

Q.

Okay. So every company weeks or month you put in

12

approximately 24 listings into the Oakland Homes

13

magazine?

14

A.

Correct.

15

Q.

And do you rotate your listings through that?

16

A.

Yes.
MR. GATES: i'll give to you what we'll

17

18 mark as 313.

19 MAD BY THE REPORTER:
20 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUBER ex 313

21 11:47 a.m.
22 BY MR. GATES:
23

Q.

Mr. Whitehouse, I i ve given you what's been marked as

24

ex 313. It's a Preferred Oakl and Homes magazine i

25

right?

.~

t7:.,~d
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i

A.

2

Q.

3

A.

Correct.
And that i s another magazine that you advertise in?
Correct.

4

Q.

If you turn to the tabbed page, I believe you have -

your brokerage has an advertisement there?

5
6

A.

Tha t ' s correct.

7

Q.

Which page is the advertisement?

B

A.

Let's see, page four, five, six and seven.

9

Q.

And how many homes then are featured in that

A.

advertisement?
Oh boy -
MR. MAEL: Of his?

10

11
12

13 BY MR. GATES:
J

14

Q.

Of your brokerage.

15

A.

Looks like about 38 homes.

16

Q.

So if you turn back to the first page of that

17

advertisement and you see there at the bottom of the

1B

first page it says, liMy sold listings in 2006," and

19

there's three homes above that?

20

A.

21

Q.

Correct.
Did you count those?

22

A.

Yes, I did.

23

Q.

Okay. So those aren't active listings then?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

About 35 active listings in that advertisement, right?

;.

..~s...-"
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1

A.

Correct.

2

Q.

And in the second page there you have Cindy Kahn is
listed as the agent at the top, right?

3

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

So is it only her listings are on that page?

6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

How do you decide which agents you feature in these

8

A.

We don' t . These are ads put in and paid for by the

agents.

9

10

Q.

So the agents are the ones who do that marketing?

11

A.

That is correct.

12

Q.

We'll just do one more of them. We'

314.

13

MAKED BY THE REPORTER:

14

... -)

:..../

11 mark this as ex

15 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUBER ex 314

16 11:49 a.m.
17 BY MR. GATES:

ia

Q.

ex 314 is entitled The Real Estate Book, right?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

And that's another local magazine in which your agents

21

advertise in?

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

And there is an advertisement from some of your agents

24

25

in that book?

A.

Correct.

i

..,~.&:~)
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1

Q.

How many pages?

2

A.

Page 40, 41, 42 and 43. Looks lìke four pages.

3

Q.

So it isn' t your brokerage that decides which listings

that go into those, it's the agents, is that right?

4

5

A.

the agents.

6
7

Q.

A.

10
11

Can you tell me which or how many of them are the
brokerage and how many are the agents?

8

9

Some of them are our brokerage and some of them are

The first page is the brokerage, the remaining pages
are the agents.

Q.

And how many total listings are in that book?

MR. MAEL: For his brokerage?

12

13 BY MR. GATES:
..~':.t: ....

.14

Q.

For your brokerage in total, including your agents'

listings.

15
16

A.

Let's see, 34.

17

Q.

And how often does The Real Estate Book come out?

is

A.

I don't know off hand. It's either biweekly or

monthly.

19
20

Q.

21
22

25

to have the

listings displayed in The Real Estate Book?

A.

23
24

Your brokerage or your agent has to pay

If they're displayed on the company page, no; if
they're their own advertising, yes.

Q.

But if it's on the company page, your brokerage is
paying for it, right?

..... . '.
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1

A.

Correct.

2

Q.

And then if we go back to the exhibit before, ex 313,

¡

that's the Preferred Oakland Homes?

3

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

Can you tell me how often that comes out?

6

A.

I'm going to guess that's monthly.

7

Q.

Now, your listings on the Internet, you have all your

B

listings on all the Internet sites that we've

9

discussed earlier, right?

10

A.

11

I have all my listings on the Internet, on the sites
that we've discussed earli€r, yes.

12

Q.

And those listings are updated periodically?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

So for example if a seller decides to change the
11 update that and that

15

description of their

16

will be also updated in the on the Internet?

home you'

17

A.

Correct.

18

Q.

If they decide to change the price, that will be

19

updated and updated in the Internet?

20

A.

Um- hum, Correct.

21

Q.

Now, in these hard copy advertisements you don't have

22

any opportunity to update any of the listings until

23

the publication is published .in the next issue?

24

A.

No, you can' t chang€ what's already printed_

2S

Q.

Mr. Whitehouse, we're going to mark this next exhibit

..:~

~,... )
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i

as ex 315.

2 MAD BY THE REPORTER:
3 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER ex 315

4 11:53 a.m.
5 BY MR. GATES:
6

Q.

ex 315 is one of your listings displayed on
Real tor. com?

7
8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

If you look at the MLS in number, you recognize that
this listing was listed on MI Real Source, right?

10

11

A.

Correct.

12

Q.

And you double listed this listing on both MI Real
Source and Realcomp?

13

14

A.

Correct.

15

Q.

So if we could look at ex 316.

16 MAKE BY THE REPORTER:
17 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER ex 316

18 11:54 a.m.
19 BY MR. GATES:
20

Q.

right?

21
22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

But this listing has the Realcomp MLS in number,

A.

correct?
Correct.

24

25

~~s

ex 316 is that same listing but on MoveInMichigan.com,
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.\

. ....~J

MAD BY THE REPORTER:

1

.....'

2 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER ex 317

3 11:54 a.m.
4 BY MR. GATES:
5

Q.

316 and ex 31S?

6
7

A.

I do. Has the address right there.

8

Q.

And this listing is showing up on -- this is a Remax
Showcase Homes listing, right?

9

..~~ t

ex 317 you recognize that as the same listing as in ex

10

A.

Correct.

11

Q.

And if you look at the MLS ID number/you recognize

12

that on the Remax Showcase Homes site it's the

13

Realcomp listing - - correct? - - the MLS number is

14

right above the IDX symol.

15

A.

Okay.

16

Q.

So that listing is from the Realcomp MLS, right?

17

A.

Yes, it is.

1B

Q.

And you recogni ze that IDX symol as being from the
Realcomp lDX?

19
20

A.

I do.

21

Q.

So this listing got to this particular website via the

22

Realcomp IDX?

23

A.

Correct.

24

Q.

And even though it was -- we know that it was listed

25

in the MI Real Source MLS / at least when it got - - how

..~

,":~i:,.~::j
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~

1

it got to this particular site is through the Realcomp

2

MLS, right?

3

A.

Correct.
MAKED BY THE REPORTER:

4

5 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER ex 318

6 11:56 a.m.
7 BY MR. GATES:
8

Q.

the ex 317 and ex 316 and CX 315?

9

.j

And you recognize ex 318 as the same listing we saw in

10

A.

I do.

11

Q.

And although many of the graphics are blocked out here

12

you can recognize from the second page that this is

13

from the Real Estate One website, correct?

14

A.

Yep.

15

Q.

And we know that this listing got to the Real Estate

16

One website via the Realcomp rnx, right?

17

A.

Correct.

18

Q.

And we know that because, one, the listing number is

19

the Realcomp MLS number, right?

20

A.

I don't see it off hand but -

21

Q.

It's on the second page at the top.

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

And we also know it because it says that the IDX

24

information was provided through Realcomp II on the

25

second page, right?

'~~gl~=.i:1

'"7~
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i

A.

Correct.

2 MAKED BY THE REPORTER:
3 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER ex 319

4 11:57 a.m.
5 BY MR. GATES:
6

Q.

You recognize CX 319 as the listing that's the same
listing as in ex 315 through 318, right?

7
8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

And this listing is showing up on the Keller Williams

11

A.

website, right?
Correct.

12

Q.

And that listing got to the Keller Williams site via

10

Realty

13

the Realcomp IDX system?

14

A.

Correct.

15

Q.

And we do know though that this listing was also

16
17

listed in the MI Real Source MLS, right?

A.

Correct.

18 MAKED BY THE REPORTER:
19 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUBER CX 320

20 11:58 a.m.
21 BY MR. GATES:
22

Q.

Tell us what ex 320 is. Do you recognize it?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Okay. Can you tell us what it is?

25

A.

It's a letter of - - showing some of the. things we do

t;=:
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in marketing properties.

1
2

Q.

So this is a letter that's created by your brokerage?

3

A_

Correct.

4

Q.

And this is

in particular it's from the director of

advertising at your firm?

5

6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

And this is intended to be given to potential clients?

B

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

So we see in the second paragraph it states, in

10

addition to print media, the Internet has become

11

increasingly - - an increasingly important tool,

12

computer savv home buyers, over 80 percent of all

13

home buyers, access information about your property on

14

our website and can contact our agent immediately for

15

an appointment to have their questions answered via

16

E-mail.
Is that a true statement?

17
18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

So 80 percent of all home buyers access information

20

about properties on websi tes, right? You sayan your

21

websi te, is that right?

22
23

A.

80 percent i that i s the best of our understanding,
yeah.

24

(Recess taken at 12 :00 p.m.)

25

(Back on the record at 12: 35 p. m.)

.~!
-
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1

BY MR. GATES:

2

Q.

3

representing a buyer, has there been an occasion where

4

a buyer has wanted to see a house that is for sale by

5

owner?

6

A.

Yeah.

7

Q.

How do you deal with that situation as a Realtor?

8

A.

Depends on my agency relationship with the buyer.

Depends on the relationship that I have and what the

9

10

agency status is with that buyer.

11

..-.0 ~l

Mr _ Whitehouse, when you or one of your agents is

In fact, one of the things I ask a buyer

12

when I establish an agency relationship with that

13

buyer is on what basis do they wish to operate. By

14

that I mean do they wish to see for sale by owners, do

15

they wish to see properties where the commission is

16

less than what they've agreed to pay, because in most

17

cases the buyer's unable to finance the commission if

18

it's less and so they have to make a decision whether

19

they're willing to pay it out of pocket, or whether,

20

you know, they don't want to see those listings and

21

they want to just go with a listing that is paying

22

them what they're willing to pay.

23

Q.

So assume you have a buyer's agency agreement with

24

your client and they say, yes, I want to see for sale

25

by owners, I want you to see if you can negotiate a

(r~~
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commission directly lrom the seller, can that be done?

1
2

A.

negotiate a commission with a for sale by owner.

3

4

Q.

Have you done that in the past?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

So there's nothing -- you don't tell your clients no,

I won't show you for sale by owner properties?

7

8

A..

,

,

No, not for sale by owner but, however, I don' t - - I
don't go out and seek them out, and I let my clients

9

.i

I cannot -- well, I shouldn' t say that. Yes, I can

10

know that I'm not going to be seeking out the for sale

11

by owner per se because, you know, I have to go out

12

and do it. I have to go out and seek it out and, you

13

know i if they have for sale by owner they want to see,

14

i'll show it to them.

15

Q.

Let me ask you this. If you don't have a buyer's

16

agency agreement with a client i and they

17

listing to you, or a flier to you, it's a for sale by

18

owner and say, Mr. Whitehouse; please show me this

19

house, it's a for sale by owner, how would you handle

20

that situation?

21

A.

bring a

I would ask them to sign a protection letter on that

listing.

22
23

Q.

Can you tell me what a protection letter is?

24

A.

It's basically a buyer agency for that one property.

25

Q.

For that single property?

~~-~- ~.

'.~..
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1

A.

brokerage arrangement wi th them.

2
3

For that property, if I don't already have a buyer

Q,.

Thank you.

4 MAD BY THE REPORTER:
5 DEPOSITION EXIBIT NUER ex 321

6 12:39 p.m.
7 BY MR. GATES:
8

Q.

ex 321 is entitled, 2005 Analysis Online Real Estate

Advertising. It's produced by Borrell Associates,

9

10

Inc., can you tell me where did you get this report?

11

A.

Most likely on the Internet.

12

Q.

So this is something that you downloaded from the

Internet?

13
.:...:~;-.2i.~~

14

A.

15

Q.

Probably.
And -

16

A.

Tells you

the report was created at the Real Estate

Connect Conference.

17
18

Q.

What is the Real Estate Connect Conference?

19

A.

I think that's an online convention, real estate

convention,

20
21

Q.

22

So you downloaded this and did you rely on this at

all? Did you read it?

23

A.

I've' got it but I don't remember reading it off hand.

24

Q.

So you don't remember using this information at all?

25

A.

I don't know whether I used it or not. I really don't
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. without reading it again.

1

2 MAD BY THE REPORTER:
3 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUBER ex 322

4 12:40 p.m.
5 BY MR. GATES:
6

Q.

ex 322 is entitled, Classified Intelligence Real

7

Estate Advertising Anual, Time to Listen Or Lose,

8

produced by Classified Intelligence, L. L. C.
This is a document that you produced to us

9

10

pursuant to subpoena, correct?

11

A.

Maybe. I honestly don't remembr.

12

Q.

Is this a document that you downloaded off the

13
;

w ::/

Internet as well?

14

A.

I would say absolutely.

15

Q.

Okay. And do you remember from where you got this

16

I sure didn' t type it.

document other than just from the Internet?

17

A.

No, I don' t.

18

Q.

Do you remember why it is that you downloaded this

19

20

particular publication?

A.

I download a lot of things to try to stay current, try

21

to stay up to date, and no, I don' t have an answer for

22

why I downloaded this particular one.

23

Q.

But this is something in general you would have

24

downloaded in order to keep current in real estate

25

trends?

~.;~)
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

And it's important for you to keep current in real
estate trends why?

3
4

A.

5

Because I think that's part of my responsibility as a
Real tor.

6

Q-

Why is it part of your responsibility as a Real tor?

7

A.

Wel l, if I'm going to consult with peopl e, I'm going

8

to give them advice and everything, I try and stay as

9

current as possible.

MR. GATES: Let's mark the transcript as

10

)

11

restricted confidential from this point forward until

12

we go out, and i'ii give you what we'll mark as CX

13

323.

14

THE FOLLOWING EXHIBITS ex 323-325 AN TESTIMONY CONCERNING

15 SAM IS RESTRICTED AN CONFIDENTIAL.

16 MAKED BY THE REPORTER:
17 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUBER ex 323

18 12:42 p.m.
19

20
21
22
23

24

25

"~.

~ii~!I... I

C.,
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1

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10

11
12
13
,

._~-¡

14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24

25

.~
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.

1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9

10

11
12

13
..,

." .;

14
15
16

17

is
19

20
21
22
23
24

25

. "

BY MR. GATES:

J
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i

Q.

Mr. Whitehouse, can you explain to me what ex 325 is?

2

A.

You asked for a recap of my last

20 transactions and

3

the commission rates that those transactions

4

represented, and that's what this is a recap of.

5

Q.

So this carne from your accounting system at your

brokerage?

6
7

A.

On my commissions, correct.

8

Q.

If you look at the first page then, at the top it says

10

A.

an agent double ender, do you see that?
Correct.

11

Q.

So this is an instance in which your brokerage was

9

both - - represented both sides of the transaction,
right?

12
13

14

A.

15
16

of the transaction.
Q.

You personally represented both sides of the

A.

transaction?
Correct.

Q.

So therefore under your accounting system you got both

i7

18

19

This is an instance in which I represented both sides

20

r

the listing commission and the selling commission?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

If you go to the second page of the document it says

23

that this is a listing side at the top, do I

24

understand that means that you were the listing side

25

broker for this transaction?
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1

A.

That is correct.

2

Q.

So when it says listing commission rate 3 percent?

3

A.

Corre ct .

4

Q.

That's the amount, it shows the amount of commission
that your brokerage received for this sale, right?

5

6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

And it says selling commission rate zero.

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

That doesn' t mean there wasn't an offer of

10

".1

compensation, right?

11

A.

That is correct. There .was an offer of compensation.

12

Q.

So in this transaction there was an offer of

13

compensation, there was commission paid to a

14

cooperating broker?

15

A.

16

Q.

Correct.
Just not reflected in your -

17

A.

Doesn't reflect on our side because we don' t get the

money.

18

19

Q.

20
21

correctly. Than you.
A,

22
23

Got it. Just wanted to make sure I could read that

And you'

11 notice some of the others in there, it' s

differing commission rates.

Q.

Yes. Thank you.

24

MAKED BY THE REPORTER:

25

DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER ex 326

..~..
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i

12:48 p.m.

2

3 BY MR. GATES:
4

I don't know if it r s supposed to be confidential. You

Q.

5

can tell us. Should that be confidential,

6

Mr. Whitehouse?

7

No.

A.

MR. GATES: Then we can go out of

8

9 restricted confidential.
10 THIS MAS THE END OF THE RESTRICTED AN CONFIDENTIAL
11 DESIGNATION FOR EXHIBITS 323-325 AN TESTIMONY CONCERNING

12 SAME.
13 BY MR. GATES:
.(
.".

./

14

Q.

Looking at ex 326, just tell us what that is.

15

A.

It's a - - i oaks like - - looks i ike a document showing

16

pending sales and sold properties.

17

Q.

Do you know why this report was generated?

18

A.

Not off hand. Looks like it was generated for a

19

market analysis but I don' t know how it would have

20

gotten into - - I have no idea.

21

Q.

Maybe it was a mistake.

22

A.

That's my first inclination because this is simply

23

information that I provide when I do a market

24

analysis.

25

Q.

Okay. So your first inclination is that's a market

rr
.~.~#J
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analysis?

1

2

A.

Yeah.

3

Q.

Okay. Thank you.

4 MAKED BY THE REPORTER:
5 DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUER ex 327

6 12:50 p.m.
7 BY MR. GATES:
8

Q.

September 18th, 2006, right?

9

'(

ex 327 is a letter from Karen Kage to you dated

10

A.

Yes, it is

11

Q.

And in the middle of the page it talks about

12

Realcomp's MLS rules and regulations that are subject

13

to the Federal Trade Commission's litigation, right?

14

A.

Yep.

15

Q.

And it talks about the first bullet point is exclusive

16

agency, limited service, MLS entry only listings will

17

not be distributed to any real estate Internet

18

advertising sites, right?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

So that's one of the rules that you understand is part

21

of the Federal Trade Commission's suit, right?

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

Second one is that listing information downloaded or

24

otherwise displayed pursuant to IDX shall be limited

25

to properties listed on an exclusive right-to-seii

."J.:.w:'.~
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1

bas is.

2

A.

Correct.

3

Q.

So those two rules have to do with the distribution of
listings on to the Internet, right?

4
5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

Now, you weren't on the Board of Governors when
Realcomp implemented these two rules, were you?

7

!\

8

A.

No, I was not.

9

Q.

Do you know when they implemented these two rules?

10

A.

No.

11

Q.

When did you first become aware of the two rules?

12

A.

I couldn' t give you a date. I really -

13

Q.

Did you know about them before you got the letter from

14

Karen Kage'?

15

A.

I would say so.

16

Q.

How long before that?

17

A.

I honestly don' t know.

18

Q.

Did you know about them in 2005?

19

A.

I would say so but I don't remember a date.

20

Q.

Did the

Realcomp Board of Governors consult you at all

regarding passing these rules?

21
22

A.

No.

23

Q.

So you don' t have any firsthand knowledge of why it

24

was that the Realcomp Board of Governors passed these

25

rul es?

.l
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1

A.

decision. I have my own opinion but -

2
3

No, I don't have any information on why they made the

Q.

You have your opinion but you don't know exactly why
they did?

4

5

A.

Nó, i do not.

6

Q.

On the third bullet point it says, additionally, the

7

fact that the listing type search criteria on Realcomp

8

Online automatically defaults to exclusive

9

right-to-sell and unknown.

10

Do you understand that to be one of the

11

rules that's subject to the FTC litigation, right?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

And you were not on the Real comp Board of Governors

14

when they passed that rule?

15

A.

No.

16

Q.

They didn't consult you when they passed that rule?

17

A.

No.

18

Q.

You don't know why it was that they passed that rule

originally?

19

20

A.

No,

21

Q.

When did you first learn about that rule if you

remember?

22
23

A.

24
25

Again, I don't recall a date. It would have been some
time ago but I don't recall a date.

Q.

Were you aware of these three rules prior to the FTC

",.:,,"._)
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investigating Realcomp?

1
2

A.

Yeah, absolutely.

3

Q.

Below that, right below the three bullet points, the

4

second part of the sentence says, Realcomp

5

incorporated the above rules to protect the interests

6

of MLS subscribing brokers and agents.

You understand that to refer to all three

7

of the rules, right?

8
9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

But you don't have any firsthand knowledge of why it

11
12

was that Realcomp passed any of these rules?

A.

I can tell you that, you know, as far as when I was

13

familiar -- when I became familiar with these rules

14

was probably when they were implemented on the

15

computer system.

.-~......
:.j

16

Q.

Okay.

17

A.

I would definitely be -- I was familiar with them at

18

that point in time, because very candidly I used, for

19

example, the third bullet point where it defaults to

20

exclusive right-to-sell and unkown, I use that, and I

21

am very conscious of what I'm selecting there on every

22

search that I do.

23

Q.

okay.

24

A.

Simply put, because I need to know - - I need to make

25

that decision on what I send out based on what my

,"

....
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agency relationship is on who I'm sending it to.

1

:"1,

2

Q.

But you don't remember when it was implemented?

3

A.

No. No. And whenever it was implemented I would have

4

been - - i would have become conscious of it at that

5

point in time.

6

Q.

7

exclusi ve right-to-sell listings to the Internet, how

8

would you have become aware of that?

9

A.

10

i

Probably through word of mouth at some point in time.
I don't know. I don' t know.

11

Q.

It's not visible on Realcomp Online, right?

12

A.

It's in the rules. I believe it's in the rules and

13
,'L-!

Now, the first two rules talking about feeding only

14

regulations _

Q.

15

It's in the rules and regulations.

How often do you

read the rules and regulations?

16

A.

Every time they're republished.

17

Q.

Every time it's republished you read them?

18

A.

Yep.

19

Q.

In their entirety?

20A.

Yep. Or I ask what's been changed.

21

Q.

Do all your agents do that?

22

A.

Probably not.

23

Q.

Okay. It's your opinion, isn't it, that MLSs should

24

25

not provide their listings to public Internet sites?

A.

The MLS should not provide their listings to - - I do

,...
J
'.~ i. . ...-1
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i

not believe that the MLS should have its own public

2

Internet site.

3

Q.

Should the MLS feed listings to other Internet sites?

4

A.

I think as Realtors we should have a site that has our
listings on it that's available to the public, yes.

5

6

Q.

A site, a single site?

7

A.

i think we should have -- I think every broker should

8

have their own site. I think that there needs to be a

9

gathering of al 1 those sites under one common roof.

10

-

..

Q.

You would agree that in your opinion the MLS system

11

should not be providing public access on their own to

12

any listing information, right?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

So it should be

is

A.

By the broker.

16

Q.

Should be by the broker and they should be required to

17

opt in to any feed of their listing information to

18

publ ic websi tes , right?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

Now, you have opinions about Realcomp's rules, right?

21

A.

Sure.

22

Q.

Okay. 'And let me -- but you don't -- let's look at

23

the rules about the Internet publication of. only

24

exclusive right-to-sell listings, okay? Can you tell'

2S

me from firsthand knowledge of any problems or

.:.....
..;:::J
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1

incidets that have. occurred because of the

2

publication of a nonexclusive right-to-sell listing on

3

the Internet?

4

A.

I can't give you specific times and dates; however, I

5

have heard of members of the publ ic using that

6

information to find out about a property and then buy

7

it directly from the seller.

8

Q.

And you have heard about that happening where?

9

A.

10

Q.

Here locally.
Here locally?

11

A.

Yeah.

12

Q.

And how did those - - how did those listings get to the
Internet then?

13

14

A.

15

I'm sorry, not from - - okay. I have heard about -

I'm sorry. You're saying exclusive right-to-sell?

16

Q.

Anything - - I' m asking of any prohl ems - 

i7

A,

Please restate the question. I'm not sure I

is
19

understand.
Q.

That's fine. I'm asking you, tell me from firsthand

20

knowledge any problems that have been caused by the

21

publication of nonexclusive right-to-seii listings on

22

Internet sites fed by a local multiple listing

23

service.

24

25

A.

Well, right now there are no Internet sites fed with
the exclusive agency listings.

.~.~;'f
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Q.

2

prior to 2000 even, tell me of all the problems that

3

you can tell me of from firsthand knowledge.

4

A.

From firsthand experiencing a problem myself?

5

Q.

Yes.

6

A.

I can't. I can only tell you secondhand.

7

Q.

So you only have secondhand knowledgè of any problems

8

that the publication of exclusive agency listings on

9

to Internet sites causes?

10

A.

12

Q.

in my

The secondhand knowledge is what i you've heard from

what sources?

13

......

Correct. I have not experienced that myself

sale.

11

....

Okay. So going back in your experience, you know,

14

A.

From other agents around the country.

15

Q.

So this is not in Michigan but from other agents in

16

other MLSs?

17

A.

From other agents in other MLSs.

18

Q.

So you have heard from, what, stories have been told

19

to you?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

And from whom have you heard these stories?

22

A.

Agents allover the country.

23

Q.

Agents allover the country?

24

A.

Yeah.

25

Q.

Can you give me the names?

. "\
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i

A.

No i I can't_

2

Q.

Can you tell me how many?

3

A.

No.

4

Q.

In person?

5

A.

It's either in person, E-mail, chat groups, chat

rooms.

6
7

Q.

'us a large

8

number of E-mails and things that came from chat

9

rooms, right?

10

A.

From Internet reading, yes.

11

Q.

And so we would expect to find those types of

12

. ~.

Okay. So, Mr. Whitehouse, you produced to

complaints in those materials that you produced to us?

13

A.

Not necessarily. I don' t keep everything.

14

Q.

So we have -

15

A.

If I kept everything, we couldn't move in this room.

16

Q.

So you haven' t kept those types of complaints?

17

A.

NO.

IB

Q.

Why not?

19

A.

Not enough room.

20

Q.

Didn' t think it was important?

21

A.

Not enough room to keep them.

22

Q.

You kept a lot of other stuff but you're telling me -

23

A.

I keep articles that are readable and that are

24

quotable, you know, but no, I don i t - - I haven i t kept

2S

those types of things.

:~.l~;i
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Q.

from your memory, right?

2
3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

You don' t have any documents verifying any of these

complaints, right?

5
6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

And you don' t have any names of any agents who have

given these complaints?

B

9

A.

No, I do not. Could probably go out and get them.

10

Q.

Well, but you can' t today testify to any names?

11

A.

No , I cannot.

12

Q-

And you know, for example, that other MLSs across the

13
."'~~. .

So the only thing that you can tell us about then is

country do allow EA's listings

14

A.

i do know there are some, yes.

15

Q.

To go out to public Internet sites?

16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

And have any of those MLSs collapsed because they've'

is
19

done that?
A.

Well, it t S not a matter of the MLS collapsing. It t S a

20

matter of the agent not getting compensated for the

21

work they're doing and for what they're paying for

22

being done. They're support ing the MLS and the MLS i s

23

marketing and the

24

dollars to go out and advertise a piece of property

25

and get cut out of the transaction.

,

and yet they're paying their

.~
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1

Q.

2

about was getting cut out of the transaction, the

3

listing agent

A.

Both have been cut out of the transaction.

5

Q.

When you say somebody is spending money to advertise a

6

listing, who is it that's spending money to advertise

7

the listing?

8

A.

Both listing and selling agents.

9

Q.

So how is the selling agent spending money to

11

advertise the listing?
A.

12

. .' ..-)

or the cooperating broker?

4

10

..:..__ .. ..1

So let me understand, which agent are you talking

They support the MLS's wealth and put data out from
MLSs _

13

Q.

So -

14

A.

The listing agent does.

15

Q.

I'm sorr, go ahead.

16

A.

Just as the listing agent does.

17

Q.

Both the listing agent and selling agent are spending

18

money to advertise listings in general by paying their

19

MLS dues and by providing their own websites, right?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

So it's your opinion that publishing EA's from MLSs is

22

a bad thing because those, the listing agent and the

23

selling agent may not be compensated for those

24

advertising expenditures?

25

A.

May not be compensated for their efforts and

,. .
'~i
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advertising and for the fact that they're the ones

2

marketing'

3

Q.

Which efforts are you talking about? Which efforts
are they not be compensated for?

4
5

those properties.

A.

Which efforts are they not being compensated for? For

6

the fact they are out marketing those properties when

7

there's an

B

around them.

9

Q.

exclusive agency and the buyer can buy it

Let's back up for a second. Under an exclusive agency

10

agreement, is it your, understanding that a listing

11

agent gets no compensation whatsoever if they do not

12

bring the buyer to the transaction?

13

A.

14

No. Under an exclusive agency transaction the listing
agent mayor may not be compensated.

15

Q.

And that's -

16

A.

Depending on what their arrangement is with the

seller.

17
18

Q.

That's entirely up to the listing agent?

19

A.

That is correct.

20

Q.

Is it your opinion that the MLS should dictate whether

21

or not a listing agent is compensated by a seller in

22

their arrangement?

23

A.

Nope.

24

Q.

So the MLS should not be in the business of dictating

25

that?

"
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1

A.

I absolutely agree.

2

Q.

So is it your opinion that if a listing agent decides

3

to agree to list a property let's say for no

4

compensation whatsoever, that should not be put on the

5

MLS?

6

A,

up to them what they charge to do so.

7

\

.:: -.~ .;~¡

If a listing agent decides to put it on the MLS, it's

8

Q.

So it's entirely up to them?

9

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

Now, wider

is it entirely up to the listing agent

11

then whether or not to enter into an exclusive agency

12

agreement or not?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

Under Realcomp's rules, a limited service listing is

is

something in which the broker does not provide certain

16

minimum services, right?

17

A.

18

19

Limited service, unundled transaction, whatever you
want to call it.

Q..

So a limited service listing under the Realcomp rules

20

is one in which the broker is not providing certain

21

services, right?

22

A.

23
24
25

Yeah, that's correct. They're being selective in what
they provide.

Q.

And it could be the case that their form of contract
is an exclusive right-to-seii contract, isn't it?

..~~
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1

A.

Doesn' t have to be.

2

Q.

It could be, right?

3

A.

It could be, yes.

4

Q.

So under Realcomp's rules, a listing broker could

5

enter into an exclusive right-to-sell form of contract

6

but because they don't provide certain services, it is

7

categorized by Realcomp as a limited service listing,

8

right?

9

A.

I don't think I - - we're crossing terminology there.

10

Q.

Let's look at the rules _ I'm going to give to you

11

what is ex 100 _ Okay. ex 100, let's look at a page

12

marked RC 1341. You recognize ex 100, you'll agree

13

with me this is the Realcomp rules and regulations

14

revised October 2006, right?

15

A.

Okay.

16

Q.

And on the page that's marked RC 1341 we have the

17

definitions of a limited service listing, right?

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

Section 1.2.2 defines a limited service as a listing

20

agreement under which the listing broker will not

21

provide one or more of the following services, right?

22

A.

Okay.

23

Q.

So a broker could enter into an agreement with a

24

seller under which they will be compensated no matter

25

who sells the home, but if they don't provide these

i
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five services, it

2

limited service listing, isn' t that right?

is classified by Realcomp as a

3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

Okay. So in that instance, under that contract, the
listing broker will be compensated for their efforts,

5

7

A.

correct?
Correct.

8

Q.

Despite that, under Realcomp's rules it will not be

10

A.

put out on the Internet, right?
Correct.

11

Q.

What's your understanding of why that is?

12

A.

You're subjecting the selling bròker to other and

6

9

13

additional potential duties and the potential of

14

undisclosed dual agency, or the risk of undisclosed

15

dual agency, in a situation where the seller is not

16

being provided a full bundle of services.

i 7 Q. Okay.
18 A. And therefore it needs to be known and the broker has

to have - - has to willingly accept that risk and that
potential.

19
20

21

Q.

Okay. Under Realcomp's rules, every listing type must

22

be identified, correct? Every listing must be

23

identified by a listing type, right?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

And that shows up in the listing right at the very top

. ::ti..:..¡
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1

of the detailed listing, it tells you what listing

2

type that is?

3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

So if a broker or an agent pulls up a listing, they

5

will know once they look at the detailed listing what

6

type of listing arrangement there is between the

7

seller and the agent, correct?

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

So they then know if it's a limited service listing or

10

..:'" ..

not, right?

11

A.

Correct _

12

Q.

Now, you said earlier the reason in your opinion that

13

limited service listings should not go out to public

14

Internet sites from the Realcomp MLS is because

15

there's no guaranty that the brokers on either side

16

will be compensated for their services, right?

17

A.

I don' t know _ I might have said that.

18

Q.

That's what you testified to, right? You're not sure?

19

A.

I was talking about an exclusive agency listing.

20

Q.

You also told me under an exclusive agency listing,

21

depending on the agreement between the seller and the

22

broker, the broker could be compensated even if the

23

buyer sèiis the home, right?

24

A.

Absolutely correct_

25

Q.

So the listing broker, depending on how they wrote the

'.:.
.J
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1

contract, could be compensated for their services

:2

under an exclusive agency listing, right?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

So your justification for these not being sent out to

5

the public Internet sites isn't exactly correct, is

6

it?

7

A.

my justification. The reason -

8

.,(

Well, no. You're putting words in my mouth as far as

9

Q.

You agreed to those words, did you not?

10

A.

No.

11

Q.

So you don't agree to the words?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

You're changing your mind?

14

A.

Not changing my mind. I'm not sure I understood what

you were saying.

1S

16

Q.

Okay. Go ahead. Tell me what you understand I' rn

saying.

17

is

MR _ MAEL: Do you want his answer or want

19

him to tell -

20

MR. GATES: I want him to tell me what his

21

understanding of the question is that's on the table.

22

A.

You'

11 have to reask the question, because I don' t

23 know what the question is, first.
24 BY MR. GATES:
25

Q.

I asked you, I said, you testified to earlier that

;.,
I. ~
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1

under an exclusive agency listing, depending on how

2

the contract is written, the listing broker could be

3

compensated no matter who sells the home, isn't that

4

right?

5

A.

That is correct.

6

Q.

And you also told me the reason why exclusive agency

7

listing should not go out under public Internet sites

8

from the MLS is because neither side is guaranteed

9

compensation for their services, right?

10

A.

11

....:)

No, I didn't - - if I made that statement, that 's - - if
you're interpreting it that way, that's incorrect.

12

Q.

Okay _ So that's not a correct statement?

13

A.

No, it is not.

14

Q.

Give me your opinion then of why it is that anything

15

except for exclusive right-to-sell listings should be

16

fed from the Realcomp MLS out to public Internet

17

sites?

18

A.

Why they should or should not be?

19

Q.

Why they should not be. Thank you.

20

A.

Exclusive - - anything other than an exclusive

21

right-to-sell fed out to a public site is subjecting

22

the brokers who are supporting that site, and who are

23

paying for that service, to an unown variable, which

24

they don' t know when the public takes a look at that

25

listing and decides what -- you know, that -- brings

'-~~.:ø:')
..'
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1

it to the broker. The broker has no idea of, he's

2

paying to market something that he has no idea whether

3

he's going to be compensated for or not.

4

Q.

Which broker is paying to be

5

A.

The selling broker,

6

Q.

So now the problem is solely on the selling broker
side, right?

7
8

A.

9

10

where they're at.

Q.

11
12

What do you mean by not knowing where they're at?
What do you mean by not knowing where they're at?

A.

Well, if you're going to put out an exclusive agency

13

where the seller reserves' the right to sell the home

14

themselves on the Internet, I'm helping to pay for the

15

cost of Realtor. com, for example, and therefore I'm

16

helping to market the property that I may not be

17

compensated for marketing. If I'm putting it on my

18

IDX site, I'm helping to pay for the cost of marketing

19

that property and I have no way of knowing whether

20

I'll be compensated for marketing that property or

21

not.

22

Q.

Okay. So if you're a selling broker, you're telling

23

me that you're funding advertising on Realtor.com,

24

right?

25

'~~/

The selling broker is in a position of not knowing

A.

Urn-hum.

!
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1

Q-.

2
3

Real tor. com?

A.

5

Q.

So

6

A.

By anything that's paid to them for their marketing

efforts.

7

8

Q.

So just simply the fact that you're paying money to
Realtor _ com, that's the - - that's the advertising

9

efforts?

10
11

A,

That's part of the marketing efforts.

12

Q.

And so if you paid money, for example, to some other

website -

13
. .

How am I funding Realtor.com? By anything that I pay
them for enhancements.

4

:)

And how is it that you're funding advertising on

14

A.

15
16

It would be like asking me to go out and pay money to
forsalebyowner. com, to help fund them.

Q.

17

In your opinion should any EA listings be listed on
Real tor. com?

IB

A.

No.

19

Q.

And you understand of course that NAR is associated

20

wi th Real tor. com?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

And exclusive agency listings have been listed on

23

Realtor.com since it started in existence, hasn't it?

24

Isn't that true?

25

A.

I don't have an answer for that. I don' t know.

l¡~;ti....;.:..:/
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1

Q.

2

on Real tor. com?

3

A.

I bel i eve tha t ' s correct.

4

Q.

And NAR has not stopped that, have they?

5

A.

No.

6

Q.

Is it your opinion that EA listings should be on the

MLS at all?

7

"í. j

You know that EA listings from other MLSs are listed

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

They should be on the MLS?

10

A.

Absolutely.

11

Q.

Why?

12

A.

Because I think that -- I want to know about them. I

13

want to know about an exclusive agency and if I have a

14

buyer brokerage arrangement with somebody, then I

15

share with them an exclusive agency listing.

'';-:."7'..,:.::)"

will

16

Q.

So in your opinion

17

A.

If I'm protected on the commission.

18

Q.

And an EA listing that's on the MLS will have an offer

19

of compensation and you are protected for that offer

20

of compensation, right?

21

A.

22
23

mean, I've seen them for a dollar.

Q.

24
25

Yeah. Many times it's not a compatible offer. I

Where have you seen them for a dollar, on what MLS
have you seen them for a dollar?

A.

I can' t say that I've seen it locally but I have seen

)

.....-_.".
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it from other agents.

1

2

Q.

3

compensation -- offers of compensation are made by

4

listing brokers?

5

A.

Absolutely not.

6

Q.

Is it up to the listing broker what that should be?

7

A.

Absol utely .

8

Q.

If a listing broker decides to put one dollar of
compensation, MLS should have nothing to do about.

9

10

that, right?

11

A.

Absolutely correct.

12

Q.

So let me go back. In your opinion EA listings should

13
..(
-. .~.)

Is it your position that the MLS should dictate what

be on the MLS?

14

A.

An exclusive agency listing should be on the MLS.

15

Q.

And that's because Realtors should be able to see

16

those listings, right?

17

A.

Absolutely.

18

Q.

What you object to is the public seeing those

A.

21

listings?
That is correct. In fact, actually, I'm going to tell
you right now, I don't obj ect to the public seeing

22

those kind of listings if it's the public that, for

23

example, when I do a buyer brokerage with somebody and

24

I'm protected on my commission, I don't object to that

25

public seeing. I don' t care what the offer of

19

20

r_ .4
-'~-s;.:"
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2

Q.

compensation is.
What's a buyer brokerage? I'm sorry.

3

A.

When I have a buyer brokerage contract.

4

Q.

Okay. So if you have a buyer brokerage contract, you

1

don't care if the public sees an EA listing or not?

5
6

A.

The public that I have a buyer brokerage with,

7

contract with, no, I don' t care, because I've already

8

agreed to my compensation ~

9

Q.

So you have a means to protect yourself from

10

A.

But they do care, because in many cases they can't

11

finance it.

12

Q.

I'm sorry. They-

13

A.

The publ ic that I have a buyer brokerage arrangement

14

wi th does care as to what the compensation is, because

15

they maybe responsible for the compensation versus

16

the seller.

17

Q.

I understand that. Okay.

18

A.

Okay.

19

Q.

There's nothing in the MLS rules that prevent you from

20

negotiating a commission rate with a listing agent,

21

right?
I'm sorry?

22

A.

Nothing

23

Q.

Nothing in the MLS rules that prevent you from

24

negotiating an offer of compensation with a listing

25

broker, right?

-,
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A-.

what's been offered me.

2
3

Q.

Well, let's say that there's an offer of compensation

for 2. 5 percent on the MLS. All right?

4
5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

It's an exclusive right-to-sell contract. Okay?

7

A.

Okay.

8

Q.

Just to make it easy.

9

A.

Okay.

10

Q.

And you're representing a buyer, you have a buyer's

11

",I

Oh yeah. I mean, I can't use the MLS to renegotiate

agency agreement for 3 percent.

12

A.

Okay.

13

Q.

Could you on behalf of your client go to the listing

14

agent and say, my client's interested in this home,

15

they would like to, you know, but they want to make

16

sure that I get compensated 3 percent, could you do

17

that?

18

A.

If my client instructs me to do that.

19

Q.

Yes.

20

A.

21

Okay. I cannot do it on my own. I can' t use the
offer of compensation to renegotiate - - I can' t

22

renegotiate the offer of compensation on my behalf. I

23

can share with a client, a buyer client, that this

24

particular property is offering $1 compensatiòn, and

25

then it's up to the client if they want to, one, see

't.~

.-"".
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that property, two, if they want to ask if they

2

consider other compensation, and in fact the client

3

can make it part of their offer.

4

Q.

Okay.

5

A.

If they so choose, but I do not have that privilege as
an agent_

6
7

Q.

I understand. So it's up to the client then?

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

And the client can ask you to go and try to negotiate?

10

A.

Correct.

11

Q.

A commission. In fact, they could make that part of

12

.;
", ~~ . .. .

will

i

the offer?

13

A.

i f they so chose, yes.

14

Q.

Just like when you're dealing with a for sale by

15

owner, then you can go negotiate on your client' s

16

behalf to try to insure that you are paid a

17

commission?

18

A.

I can follow my client's instructions, yes.

19

Q.

What if you're acting as a selling agent and don't

20

have an agency agreement with a buyer, can you then

21

negotiate an offer of compensation?

22

A.

I don i t believe so. I believe the offer of

23

compensation that is listed in the MLS, once I go and

24

agree to show that property, I've accepted that offer

25

of compensation.

'-:~.'
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Q.

2

that i S below 3 percent i you may decide that you don 't

3

want to show that property if you i re acting as a

4

selling agent?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

Now

7

A.

I i m sorr, acting as -

8

Q.

A selling agent. You don' t have an agency agreement

wi th the buyer.

9

10

A.

Okay.

11

Q.

With that understanding your answer is

12

,¡ ")
~'.'.::...~I

offer of compensation

Got you. So if there's an

previous

answer stays the same, right?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

Thank you. Now, I'm trying to go back to this

15

Internet rule, and I want to understand your

16

testimony _ Okay?

17

So your opinion that these types of
these types of listings

18

agreements should not

19

should not be fed out to public Internet sites by the

20

MLS because the selling agents help to fund

21

advertising and they may not be compensated for - - for

22

their efforts?

23

A.

It i S not only for their efforts i but it i S also the

24

fact that they are being -- may be placed into a

25

situation of potential undisclosed dual agency,

- . :.)
';~'
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i

potential additional tasks that need to be performed

2

because the listing side is not performing them.

3

Q.

Okay.

4

A.

I . e ., in the 1 imi ted service.

5

Q.

Before an agent shows a home, they can pull up a

.

6

listing on the Realcomp Online system and know whether

7

it's an exclusive right-to-sell listing, limited

8

service listing, EA listing, or MEO listing?

9

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

In facti there is now technology where you can do that

11

.(
" ..-......,.

from your PDAI right?

12

A.

Correct.

13

Q.

So you

14

15

PDA and

A.

16
17

Q.

You don' t know whether the detailed listing comes up

on the PDA?

A.

I don' t know that it tells me the type of listing it

is.

20
21

I don' t know whether the PDA tells me what type of

listing it is. I would have to look at that one.

18

19

could be sitting in front of a house with your

Q.

If you have access to a detailed listing you would

know?

22
23

A.

Absolutely.

24

Q.

If I had my laptop in my car when I'm on a wireless

25

modem, I could pull up the Realcomp Online listing?

;:;j~j
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1

A.

Correct.

2

Q.

And i woul d know what -

3

A.

Yes, you would.

4

Q-

Limited service, exclusive right-to-sell?

5

A.

Yes, you would.

6

Q.

When you say that agents might be put into undisclosed

7

dual agencies, if they know what the listing agreement

B

is, how would that happen?

9

A.

10

..1

Because the buyer already knows what the listing is
there and is telling you that they want to see it.

11

Q.

Okay.

12

A.

And you don' t have a choice at that point.

13

Q.

So the problem is that if you put these - - if you put

14

these types of listings out on the Internet,. buyers

15

can see them and then ask their agents to show them?

16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

And so what you want to prevent is agents being put in

ia
19

that position?

A.

20
21

for working for nothing.

Q.

22
23

Correct. And agents shouldn' t be put in a position

Let me understand that, agents are being put in a
posi tion for working for nothing?

A.

Take for example the exclusive right-to-sell, I'm

24

sorry, take for example the exclusive agency, or

25

better yet, take for example the MLS entry only, in

,;".
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1

those cases the homeowner has reserved the right to

2

sell the home themselves and that's most likely their

3

intent. That's why they put in MLS entry only, and if

4

you put that listing out to the public, if, for

5

example, if I'm subjected to supplying that listing to

6

the public via a search that I do for them, because I

7

was established a contact with that person, and I

8

supply them that listing and they drive by that

9

listing and there's a for sale by owner sign there,

10

they walk up to the for sale by owner, purchase the

11

property from the for sale by owner, I've helped them

12

find the property, I've supplied the information to

13

them and then they've gone directly to the for sale by

14

owner and

15

¡-.,

Q.

purchased it.

Let me understand. Given those circumstances, is it

16

your understanding that the broker would be the

17

procuring cause of that sale?

is

A.

No.

19

Q.

So if - - under the MLS rules, a broker's only entitled

20

to compensation if they are the procuring cause,

21

correct?

22

A.

Correct _

23

Q.

So under the MLS rules under your scenario that broker

24

wouldn't be entitled to compensation no matter what

25

the listing type, right?

,

'~::ï.¿;;:'1
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A.

No, no, I don't agree with what you're saying.

2

Q.

If it were an ERTS listing, the broker would become
the procuring cause?

3

4

A.

5

there would not be a for sale by owner sign in front

6

of the house. The purchaser would not have gone

7

around the

8

the aid of a selling broker, and the selling broker

9

would have been paid a commission for that house.

10

.¡

No. If it was an exclusive right-to-sell listing,

selling broker and bought the home without

The fact that the purchaser goes out and

11

sees the home with a for sale by owner sign in front

12

of it and walks up to that home and buys it direct is

13

the result of the fact that the information was

14

provided to them by a Realtor and that Realtor did not

15

become compensated for those efforts.

16

Q.

So it's your position that Realtors should be

17

compensated for their efforts whether or not they're

18

the procuring cause of sale?

19

A.

You know? I guess you're putting language into

20

procuring cause that I don't understand. I mean, the

21

definition that I don't -- I don't necessarily agree

22

with. I don' t understand.

23

Q.

You told me earlier that the example that you gave

24

under those conditions the broker would not be the

25

procuring cause of sale, ian't that right?

..,'0
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1

A.

The broker would not be part of the sale, period.

2

Q.

Okay. So if a broker's not part o~ a sale, period,
why should they be compensated for their services?

3

4

'. i

:::",:.-::./
0_'

They provided the information. They provided the

5

access to the property. It was through their efforts,

6

through their marketing, through their dollars that

7

this - - that the purchaser found out about the

a
9

Q.

property.
Okay. Let's back up.

10

A.

And only because there's a for sale sign in front of

11

the property that the purchaser, for sale by owner

12

sign in front of the property that the purchaser

13

walked in and bought it wi thout that Real tor.

14

Q.

So let me understand this. All right. A real estate

15

agent is a member of Realcomp, okay? And they're a

16

member of NAR. Let's take that, right?

i7

A.

Okay.

1a

Q.

And they pay dues to Realcomp, right?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

And they pay dues to NAR?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

And those dues are used for the roul tiple listing

23

service and for the feed to Internet sites. from the

24

multiple listing service, right?

25
!...

A.

A.

No, the dues are not used for that. The fee to

. .",~
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Realcomp is used for that.

1

)

2

Q.

right, part of it?

3

A.

4

6

Q.

And so those payments, should they be compensated for

7

those payments no matter whether or not they procured

8

the cause of a 9i ven sale?

9

A.

10

11

13

They're making those payments so that they can
continue to earn a living in this business.

Q.

And so who should compensate them for their efforts

then?

12

A.

They should be compensated via the sales that they are

14

creating the information for, via the communications

15

that they're enabling, by -

16

Q.

17

All sales that have been happening through the MLS
they should

be compensated for?

18

A.

No. I mean, you're going beyond reasonable.

19

Q.

I'm trying to understand your testimony here because

20

I'm frankly quite confused on how you understand that

21

Realtors should be compensated for their efforts if

n

22

they1re nota procuring cause of sale. That's what I

23

don't understand.

24
25

'':.~'

Part of it may be. I'm not sure what the compensation
is there.

5

h)

Right _ And the dues to NAR . is used for Real tor. com,

A.

If I introduce a buyer to a property through my
efforts, I should be compensated for the fact that

:1
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they bought that property.

1

:-t

2

Q.

Okay. So your understanding then, if you introduce a

3

buyer to a property and they eventually consummate

4

that sale, you should be compensated for those

5

efforts, right?

6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

That's what you testified to?

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

Now, I want to understand under the Realcomp rules it

10

says that an agent is compensated, a cooperating

11

broker is compensated if they are the procuring cause

12

of that sale, right?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

Do you think the Realcomp rules should be amended?

15 A. No.
16 Q. SO going back to your example, if a broker introduces
17

a property to a seller, excuse me, to a buyer, and

18

that buyer consummates the sale, is it your

19

understanding that that broker was the procuring cause

20

of sale?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

okay. So under the Realcomp rules then they would

23

be - - as procuring cause of sale be entitled to the

24

offer of compensation on that home, right?

25

A.

Correct.

!
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Q.

2

listing to a buyer and the buyer went off, looked at

3

the home, there's a for sale by owner sign in front,

4

they made a deal with the seller -- right? --that

5

agent who first introduced the home would be entitled

6

to whatever offer of compensation there was for that

7

listing, right?

B

A.

10

to this date I don't think there's a decent definition

11

of procuring cause.

12

Q.

13
:.)

Depends on how you say procuring cause. Procuring
cause has been defined many, many different ways, and

9

.r

And so if it were. tlie case that an agent provided a

14

Okay. So the problem then that you're identifying is
in the

A.

definition of procuring cause, right?

It's probably in the definition of procuring cause and

15

it's probably in the fact that the property, the

16

homeowner has reserved the right to sell that property

17

themselves, and the homeowner does not know that that

1B

buyer has come through the efforts of another -

19

through the efforts of a selling Realtor, that the

20

buyer has come through the efforts of a selling

21

Real tor.

22

Q.

Now,

the homeowner may not know that, but it's the

23

listing agent who is on the hook for the offer of

24

compensation, right?

25

A.

Correct.

n~ . .J
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1

Q.

2

buyer to that property, and the buyer goes and

3

negotiates with the seller on their own, so long as

4

the agent was the procuring cause of sale, they are

5

entitled to the offer of compensation and it's the

6

listing broker who has to insure that they are paid

7

that offer of compensation?

8

A.

I don't know how you would prove the procuring cause
in that particular situation, plus the fact that

9

'.'~~:.......J
.....::...../

So if an agent representing a buyer introduces the

10

you've put the acceptance of an offer of compensation

11

outside of the broker's decision.

12

Example, if that offer of cooperation and

13

compensation was $1, and as you propose that listing

14

was published to the public and provided by a selling

15

Realtor to a member of the public, that member of the

16

public could go out and look at that home and by

17

buying it, if you want to use whatever you're calling

18

procuring cause, that broker has just been subject to

19

selling their services for $1, and they haven't had

20

the opportunity to accept or reject that decision

21

themselves.

22

Q.

23

24

25

In your hypothetical you just told me that it was the
broker who provided the listing to the buyer, right?

A.

Right _ And that's where you're saying that all
listings, limited service, minimal compensation, MLS

~~)
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1

entry only would be provided to the public and the

2

broker hasn' t had a decision on whether arnot they've

3

provided that ta the public, because you're mandating

4

that it be provided to the public i or you're trying to

5

mandate that it is.

6

Q.

7

listings were sent on the Internet, the problem is

8

that the public could find them on their own_

9

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

Without the aid of a real estate broker?

11

A.

Or it could be sent out by a Real tor to the public.

12

Q.

So a Real tor could be - - what do you mean sent out to

13

-( ;.

So if the rule were changed and these types of

14

the public by a Realtor?

A.

If a publie -- member of the public says send me

15

everything that's listed in Birmingham, Michigan

16

between a half a million and a million dollars, and if

17

your scenario is the case where you have to provide

18

the MLS entry only, the exclusive agency and limited

19

service, then you're sending out things that you have

20

no idea

21

relationship's going to be, what your -- what your

22

agency relationship's going to be, anything.

23

Q.

what your compensation or what your

When you say send out, what do you mean? You mean

24

like somebody calls a real estate agent and says I

25

would like to look at homes between whatever, 150 and

. .... ..)
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1
2

$200,000 in Birmingham?

A.

information on those homes on a daily basis.

3

4

Q.

to set it up so that it only searches certain listing

6

types?

7

A.

i do now.

B

Q.

And is your understanding that the FTC is trying to

mandate that you will not have the ability to search

10

11

based on listing type?

A.

12
13
_0)

When you set up that search, don' t you have a choice

5

9

(

Right, and I set up a search so that person gets the

No. No. It's my understanding that the FTC wants us
to publicize all of this to the public.

Q.

Now, I'm trying to understand what that has to do with

14

a real estate agent who on his own is sending listings

15

to a member of the public.

MR. MAEL: Just so we're clear, this was

16
17

predicated by the response being that the customer's

is

request is send me all listings. That's how we got

19 this, the customer's asking for all listings.
20 BY MR. GATES:
21

Q.

agency?

22
23

A.

Mayor may not. May simply just be a customer, not a

client.

24

25

Are you talking about somebody who has a buyer's

Q.

Okay. And so what you're saying is that - - how is it

t' j
.;
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that changing these rules in the Realcomp MLS would

2

then require an individual real estate agent doing a

3

search on behalf of a client to send out all listings

4

to them?

5

i

We're not talking about changing the rules there.

6

We're talking about the public advertising and putting

7

it up on a public accessible website. You're

8

talking -- those are two distinctly different things.

9

.~._-..

A.

Q.

Okay. Let's back up. Let's say the rules were

10

changed so that Realcomp was required to send to

11

public Internet sites all of its listings, it couldn't

12

discriminate. I want to understand the problem that

13

you've identified, which is that a real estate agent

14

gets a call from a member of the .public who says,

15

please send me all listings in this price range in

16

this city, how does the fact that Realcomp is sending

17

these things out to the Internet affect that situation

18

at all?

19

A.

You're still comparing two different things. You're

20

comparing what was on a public website and what is on

21

a requested search.

22

Q.

search.

23
24

25

Okay. So tell me what the problem is with a requested

A.

As long as I can ascertain the type of listing that
I'm sending out, then I can determine based on my

~~

::.:._:,,':
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1

relationship with the client customer what I'm going

2

to send them.

3

Q.

Okay. I understand that. And is it your

4

understanding then that the FTC is trying to prevent

5

Realcomp members

6

listing they have?

from being able to know what type of

7

A.

No.

8

Q.

So long as listings are identified, then a real estate

9

agent in doing a requested search can decide which

10

types of listings types to send out?

11

A.

Correct.

12

Q.

Let's talk about the search function policy. okay?

13

So a search function policy is Realcomp has a search

14

function on Realcomp Online and right now it is set so

15

it defaults to show only exclusive right-to-seii and

16

unknown listings, you understand that, right?

.,¡
.

'''...:.':;)

17

A.

Urn-hum.

18

Q.

Give me -- what is your opinion about how that

19

20

benefits Realcomp members?

A.

i would say efficiency, very simply put. I'm going to

21

guesstimate, and I'm going to say 98, 99 percent of

22

the listings are exclusive right-to-sell listings, and

23

when I go in there it's just like residential is

24

preselected, because almost all the time, or the

25

maj ority of the time I'm searching for residential

'::~'
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1

property~ not searching for multtfamily or commercial,

2

so that's a, you know, a predetermined or preset

3

default, in an effort I would say to make it easier

4

for me.

5

Q.

6

members is simply that this is -- this default is set

7

to exclusive right-to-sell to make it more faster for

8

them to search?

9

A.

determination what I want to add to that based on my

11

relationship with who I'm sending it to.

Q.

13
....:.:::)

Absolutely. I will look at that and I will make a

10

12

. i.

So your understanding of the benefit to Realcomp

14

defaul t if you want to?

A.

15

16

Okay. And you know of course that you can change that
Absolutely. I can set up a search any way. I want to
set up a search.

Q.

Right. And so but it's more efficient and better for

17

Realcomp members in your opinion for Realcomp to

18

determine what the default should be?

19

A.

It's more efficient. I mean, if I had to deselect

20

every time I searched, the majority of times I

21

searched I would be deselecting two or three other

22

things. I would have to be deselecting multifamily,

23

deselecting MLS entry only, i would have to deselect

24

the things that I don't want, and obviously that would

25

be much more time consuming as, you know, than

... I
'~;;/
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accepting something that's there.

1
2

Q.

And you said it's because 98 percent of the listings

3

in Realcomp are exclusive right-to-sell, it's more

4

efficient for the default to be set to exclusive

5

right-to-seii, right?

6

A.

Yeah.

7

Q.

What if it were the case that only 60 percent of the

8

listings were exclusive right-to-sell, would it still

9

be more efficient?

10

A.

If that's -- yeah, if that's the majority of what I'm

11

searching for, yes, just like the majority of what I'm

12

searching for is residential. I would say probably 70

13

percent of the time I'm searching for residential, 30

14

percent of the time for condo. Is it more efficient

15

to have residential checked? Absolutely.

16

Q.

So if it were 50/50, ERTS and nonERTS, more efficient?

17

A.

Still more efficient from the standpoint that you have

18

four or five different selections for nonexclusive

19

right-to-sell and you would have to deselect multiples

20

versus selecting one. The easiest way is select

21

nothing, fill it in with nothing, and let the agent

22

select what they want.

23

Q.

That would be the easiest way to do it?

24

A.

Well, it wouldn't be the easiest way or most efficient

25

way.

~.-:'..'
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2
3

Q. What's the basis that you need to operate under?

5

A. Knowing what my client relationship is with my buyer

7

and proceeding forward in an appropriate manner.

Q. So if you know which types of listings that you want

8

to search because you know your relationship with your

9

buyer, then you have to go select which ones you want

10

to search, right?

11

A. Correct.

12

Q. So if you have a buyer's agency relationship, I think

13

you testified earlier you want to look at all listing

14

types?

15

16
17

A. Correct 
Q. So you have to go in and actually override the
default -

1B

A. I have to add the other types of listings to it.

19

Q. SO how is it that having the default to exclusive

20

21
22
23

24

25

':~

that I need to operate under.

4

6

t;

Q. What if you just defaulted it to show all listings?
A. Then I have a lot more effort to come to the basis

right-to-sell is more efficient in that situation?

A. Because in most cases I'm searching for exclusive

right-to-sell.
Q. Why are you searching for exclusive right-to-sell in
most cases?
A. Because in most cases I i m dealing with somebody who I

.¡
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don' t have a buyer brokerage arrangement wi th .

1
2

Q.

time about you have buyer agency relationships?

3

4

A.

6

Q.

When you sell a property?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

When you're representing a seller?

9

A.

when I'm the selling agent on the property.

10

Q.

So when -

11

A.

When I'm representing the buyer -

12

Q.

When you're representing the buyer, how often do you
have an agency relationship?

13
;
/

When I sell a property, yes, but not when I. start a

relationship.

5

~.:

i think you testified earlier that 50 percent of the

14

A.

I would say it's even higher than 50 percent of the

15

time. I would say it' s - - it could be 50, 60, 70

16

percent of the time, but it doesn't start out that

17

way.

ia

Q.

So the problem is that before you enter into that

19

agency agreement, you might have to do a search on

20

behalf of that potential client?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

And you want that to be defaulted to exclusive

23

right-to-sell because that's the only types of

24

listings you're going to show to that buyer?

25

A.

Tha t ' s correct.
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1

Q.

the search function default policy?

2
3

A.

It's the only one I know of.

4

Q.

Have you discussed any of these justifications with
any of the members of the Realcomp Board of Governors?

5
6

A.

No.

7

Q.

Since the FTC investigation started, have you had any

8

discussions about any of these policie~ with anybody

9

on the Realcomp Board of Governors?

10

A.

i would say that most likely and it would probably be

11

casual conversations just, you know i what is the FTC

12

looking for, where are they going, what i s the basis

13

for the suit and, you know,

14

Q.

Okay. So but you haven' t talked about i well, why is

15

it that we have these particular policies with

16

anybody?

17

A.

19

No. No, I haven't questioned them or asked them

specificaiiy.

18
Q.

Have you had any of those conversations with any other

20

Real comp members?

21 A.

No.

22. Q.

So actually today is the first time that you have

23

really articulated any of those justifications to

24

anybody that has anything to do with Realcomp?

25

-~'

And that's the only justification you can think of for

A.

I think, you know, in discussing the lawsuit I have

",

...," . -)
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said, you know, when I understood that this is one of

2

the things that you're questioning, I've ventured an

3

opinion as to why I think that the default is the way

4

it should be.

5

Q.

With whom did you venture that opinion?

6

A.

Could have been any number of people I've talked to

7

this lawsuit about, just fellow Realtors, people in my

8

own company.

9

..i

Q.

Okay. So prior to the FTC lawsuit, did you have any

10

conversations with anybody about why it is that

11

Realcomp had these - - passed these particular rules?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

So you've formed your opinion after the FTC then

14

15

initiated this litigation?

A.

Well, I had an opinion that I liked what I had when

16

the rule came out, because it made it efficient for me

i7

to do my searches.

18

Q.

And you're talking about the search default?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q-

Okay _ But the other two rules you didn' t have an

21

opinion until the FTC litigation started?

22

A.

The other two rules_

23

Q.

About the feed to the Internet sites_

24

A.

Oh, I had a feed, yes, absolutely. I had an opinion.

25

Q.

When did you form this opinion?

'.';.~~'
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remember. When we were talking about coming to the

3

or providing information to public websites, I have

4

always said that the MLS should not be doing it,

5

period.
Q.

And for exclusive right-to-sell agreements, why is it

7

that the MLS should not be providing information to

8

public websites in your opinion?

9

A.

I don't think that that's their position. I don't

10

think that they should be a marketing vehiciè. I

11

think that's up to the broker. I think the brokerage

12

community is responsible for their own marketing.

13
. ~~.::;~.

I've had that opinion a long time, ever since i can

2

6

ì

A.

Q.

14

So in your opinion should Realcomp stop sending
listings to Real tor. com?

is

A.

Unless requested to do so by the broker, absolutely.

16

Q.

And same for any other websites?

17

A.

Absolutely. Should be entirely a broker driven
decision.

1B

19

Q.

Rather than an MLS driven decision?

20

A.

Absol utely .

21

Q.

I understand that. In Michigan there was something -

22

some legislation that was being considered that some

23

people called a minimum services legislation, do you

24

recall that, it was last year?

25

A.

Yes.

~.:
.~~~i
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1

Q.

And -

2

A.

It's the Agent Responsibility Act.

3

Q.

Agent Responsibility Act, and you wouldn't define that

as a minimum services?

4
5

A.

Absolutely not.

6

Q.

And in your opinion the state legislature should not
mandate a minimum set of services that Real tors should

7

9

A.

provide, right?
Correct.

10

Q.

You do think that Realtors should disclose what

12

A.

services they're going to provide to the clients?
Absolutely.

13

Q.

But the state legislature at least should not be in

8

11

14

the business of dictating a minimum set of services,

15

right?

16

A.

The state, okay, I'm going to back up a second on that

17

one. I truly believe that in most circumstances the

18

public doesn't know what they're getting, and they are

19

expecting representation when they sign something with

20

a Realtor, and I see nothing wrong with the fact that

21

the state would mandate if you sign an exclusive

22

right-to-sell you need to represent that person in

23

this contract.

24
25

I f you wish to do something other than
that, if you wish to unundle services, God bless you,

..\
':~~
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1

go do it, you know? But if you're going to represent

2

yourself as an exclusive right-to-sell agent, that

3

there are certain amount of standards that you should

4

be doing in that contract, but preventing you from

5

putting forth whatever type of contract you want to

6

put forth, and negotiating whatever type of contract

7

you want to put forth? No problem. Just make sure

8

it's fully disclosed.

9

Q.

So the state should not mandate a minimum set of

10

services. They should, though, perhaps require

11

brokers to disclose what services they're going to be

12

providing?

13

A.

It -- they should for an exclusive right-to-sell they

14

should tell you what you will be providing. If you

15

want to do other than that they should require you to

16

disclose exactly what you're doing. 80 the public

17

should have the right to expect certain things just

18

automatically, and there's nothing wrong with that.

19

Q.

But they should be told when they're not going to get

that?

20
21

A.

Absol utely .

22

Q.

As far as you're concerned, though, if a Realtor or a

broker wants to offer unbundled services

23,

24

A.

God bless them, go do it, not a problem.

25

Q.

So the state shouldn't be dictating whether or not

I.::. . i
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they can do that?

1

.1

2

A.

business model_

3

4

Q.

Should anybody be dictating whether a broker offers

A.

unundled services or not?
No. Broker - - a broker should be able to enter into

5

6

whatever contract they want as long as it's fully

7
8
9

Oh noi absolutely _ That's to me interfering with a

Q.

10

disclosed.
Let me go back to a si tuat ion. Let i s assume that -
i'll get you out in just a few minutes.

11

.';.:::::- ::.1

Let's assume that a seller is represented

12

by a listing agent under an exclusive right-to-sell

13

arrangement. Okay?

14

A.

Okay.

15

Q.

A buyer goes to another agent i obtains some listings

16

from them, well, let's back up.

17

A buyer sees this on the Internet, that

18

exclusive right-to-sell listing, and goes to the home,

19

meets the seller, tells them they're not represented

20

and then the seller says, okay, talk to my agent and

21

then they consummate a transaction, anything wrong

22

with that?

23

A.

No.

24

Q.

Anything wrong with the fact that the buyer was not

2S

represented by an agent?

~;1
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1

A.

No.

2

Q.

So even though the only person who is being

3

compensated in that transaction was the agent who was

4

representing the seller -

5

A.

He's being compensated for both the listing and
selling side.

6
7

Q.

Compensated for both the listing and selling side?

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

That's perfectly okay?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

So the problem with an exclusive agency listing then

12

is that the -- may not be compensation given to the

13

buyer's side of the transaction, is that the issue?

14

A.

That's the issue.

15

Q.

I think I understand that.

16
17

MR. GATES: Okay. Mr. Whitehouse, I don' t
think I have any further questions for you.

18

THE WITNSS: Thank you.

19

(The deposition was concluded at 1:53 p.m.

20

Signature of the wi tness was not requested by

21

counsel for the respective parties hereto.)

22
23
24

25
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Table V - Eisenstadt Supplemental Report (Enlarged)
Robust
Variable Description

df/dx

Standard Error

-0.002377

0.0194414

0.000428
0.0036828*"'
0.000008
-0.000799

0.000577
0.000668
0.000214
0.001268
0.023977

Dependent Variable

Non-ERrS Contract

ML Restrictins
RULE
Demographic Characteristics
Percent High School Degree (County) (2000)

Percent High School Degree (MSA) (2000)
Percent Bachelots Degree (County) (2000)
Percent Bachelots Degree (MSA) (2000)
% Chane in the 1 Year Housin Price Index (MSA), lagged
% Chane in the 5 Year Housin Price Index (MSA), lagged
Median Household Income (County) (1999)

Median Household Income (MSA) (1999)
Median Housing Price (MSA)
Percent Afrcan-American (Zip Code) (2000)
Percent Afrcan-American (MSA) (2000)
Percent Hispanc (Zip Code) (2000)
Percent Hispanc (MSA) (2000)
New Housin Permits I
Housing Units (County)
Number of
Number of
New Housin Permits I Housing Units (MSA)
Median
Median

-0.0992573***
0.025006
0.000000

-0.0098843***

0.000000
0.000002
0.000115
0.004748
0.113465
0.001915
0.116963
0.132747
0.661659
0.000391
0.002647

-0.0140383**
-0.0072459**
-0.0000132*
-0.0002372*

0.008438
0.004345
0.000008
0.000162

0.000009
-0.000103**

0.000007
0.000061

-0.0064639**

0.003134
0.002385
0.001050

-0.0000329*
0.0003975***
0.002296
0.5462778***
0.01 48439***
-0.059829
-0.024044
0.426401
-0.OQ08422**

Age (County) (2000)
Age (MSA) (2000)

1 Year % Chge in Days on Maket (Connty, by Qua), laged

1 Year % Chge in Days on Maket (MSA, by Month), lagged
1 Year % Chge in

Number of

Listis (County, by Quar), lagged

1 Year % Chge in

Number of

Listis (MSA by Month), lagged

0.01 8505

Home Characteristics

Number of Bedrooms
Age of the Home
Time Variables

Listed in 2005
Listed in 2006

-0.0054581 **

Febru
Mach
Aprl

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Number of Observations

0.001864

-0.00271 08**
-0.000938
-0.001406
-0.001742
-0.002006
0.001482

0.001 361
0.001 771

0.001 549
0.001 817

0.001383
0.001271
0.001957

0.001830
0.002946

721,525
0.1235
0.040615
0.025507

Pseudo R2

obs. P

pred. P
.. - Denots signcance of

-0.001551
-0.002269
-0.000742
-0.000492
-0.000092

th independe vable at vaous levels of condence (":2 90%, .... ~ 95%, ...... ~ 99"/0)

Soure: Eisenstad Supplemen Repor - Table V
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Median Age (Cointy)

Medan Age (MSA)
i yr Percent Oiange DOM (MSA)
i yr Percent Oiange Listings (MSA)

Nmnber of New Housing Pertts (MSA)

Medan Houshold Income 1999 (MSA)
Medan Housing Price (MSA)
Percent African American (MSA)
Percent Hispanic (MSA)

Percent High School Degree (MSA)
Percent Bachelor's Degree (MSA)
% Oiange in the i yr Housing Price Index (MSA)
% Oiange in the 5 yr Housing Price Index (MSA)

Age of the Home

I yr Percent Oiange DOM (Cointy)
I yr Percent Oiange Listings (Cointy)
Bedooms
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Percent Hispanic (Zip Code)

Medan Houshold Income 1999 (Cointy)
Percent African American (Zip Code)

Percent Bachelor's Degree (Cointy)

Percent High School Degree (Cointy)

Nmnber of New Housing Pertts (Cointy)
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0

0.1

~0.06

0.07

0.2

0.21

0.23
0.23

0.3

0.4

0.39

0.38

0.5

0.45

0.6

0.58

Correlation (in absolute value)

0.33

0.30

0.28

0.28
0.31

0.48

0.56

0.7

0.65

0.8

0.9

0.85

DX12-3

0.92

0.97
0.96

0.98

0.95

Correlation Between Rule Variable and Other Explanatory Variables

Variable Description

dF/dx I--r-Std. Errorl-

dF/dx Std. Error

I ~

Eisenstadt's data

Original Regression on Dr.

obs. P

Number of Observtions
Pseudo R-squared

September
October
Nowmber
December

July
August

June

May

April

March

Time Variables
Listed in 2004
Listed in 2005
Listed in 2006
February

Bedrooms
Age of the-ome

House Characteristics

0.0684 0.06910
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1 ,076,538 L_______-t_ _.!073,790a______..____

1 i-

-0.0008 0.0012 -0.00081l f

-0.0078 0.0059 -0.00522

0.00292
0.00376
--:c.0001 - 0.0012 .0.000111 - --,
0.00117
.0.0013 0.0015 -0.00137L-,
0.00151
0.00118
-0.00041- - -- 0.0011 --'---0.000551 0.00108
0.0003-- - -- 0.0011 -l----O.00030 - 0.00110
.0.0038'* - - 0.0012 =i-------=0.00382 .. -1-0.00119
-0.0025 . 0.0013 I .0.00247 .
0.00131
-0.0029 . -- 0.0015 -r- -0.00280 *
0.00156
.0.0028 * 0.0015 __l____-=0.00238 ..I____ 0.00151
-0.0033 .. 0.0013 i -0.00244 *
0.00138
0.0001 _0.0031~. I 0.00108
0.00345

.0.00701 - 0.00541-1 .0.00436

-0.0031 0.004~---i

J:=t

_,_._____Q:03~~n_ "__u_ __0..~_~~_______________.__

-r

t-~--f---r-

--tl

1 yr Percent Change Listings (County) . I --r-¡

i~;;;~:: ö'" ~"mY)u~ - _~I~=- Ji u --

i

0.01982 *

__L

-=1

i

0.00001
- o.OOOOS!

i

0.000031

i___ 0.001 !l

_I____~j,
0.01~58!.1

0.00096
0.00032
0.00000
0.00000
0.01118
0.01559
0.20326

843,967
0.10190
0.03864

----

0.00189 0.00319

-0.00235 0.00148:1
.0.00219' 0.00114!

.0.00284 0.00170,1~

-0.00301 0.00188

- 0.00005 ---0:00118
-0.00471 .. 0.00153

-0.00108 0.00114
-0.00203 0.00145
.0.00078 0.00154
-.0.00064 -t---O~00134

-0.00512 __1-~.00408

-0.00443 0.00357

r-

-0.000131"

0.00001

0.00001

.0.01029

-0.00461 ..

.0.59733 .;

0.00000

0.000001 ..

0.04919 ..

-0.00137
0.00036

dF/dx I Std. Error --l

Ii

explanatory variables !

Percent Hispanic (Zip Code) 1----- _1- -f ==-1-.. -------------1..... _______L

Number of New Housing Permits (County) 1 ~

--:i

Including Dr. Eisenstadt's i

~:~i:~t ~oa~sh:~~;~ I~~~~: ~~~~~6~unty) 1= - __= _. __.~. =~~ =~I~__ --~~+-~r..
Median
HousingPrice (Zip Code) J= i
Percent African American (Zip Code) L-=i-=_ ~~-~-=~~=r:__ ===L_I

Percent High School Degree (County) 1 ~-t' F---T-¡

Demographic Characteristics

MLS Restrictions
RULE

Dependent Variable
Non-ERTS Contract

1--

Report

from Dr. Willams' First

Original Regression

DX 12-4

Regression Results - From Williams Surrebuttal Report Table II
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